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Research Confirms That Streaming Kills Download Sales ... - Digital Music NewsDigital Music News
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-

Research Confirms That Streaming Kills Download Sales ...

"Streaming consumers are buying few albums. 30 percent of consumers are music streamers and a fifth of

these consumers pay to stream. Streaming has driven new market growth in countries such as Sweden but
in larger markets such as the US it is denting digital music buying.
"The first wave of subscribers was harvested directly from the most valuable download
buyers, denting download sales in the process. 23% of music streamers used to buy more
than one album a month but no longer do so. Download sales are affected most and will
continue to feel the pinch with 45% of all music downloaders also music streamers.
"Thus, although streaming and subscriptions will grow by 238% on 2013 levels to reach $8 billion in 2019,
download revenue will decline by 39% - only five percent less than the rate at which CD revenues
will fall - leaving streaming and subscriptions representing 70% of all digital revenue."

•
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Taylor Swift Shuns 'Grand Experiment' of Streaming Music

By Kory Grow I November 6,

2014

Days after Taylor Swift pulled her discography from Spotify, the pop star has explained the rationale
behind the decision. In an interview with Yahoo, the singer fielded a question asking her to speculate on
how differently her latest record, 1989, would have sold were it on the music-streaming service. While
Swift declined to speculate, she did comment on Spotify and the idea of free music.
"Music is changing so quickly, and the landscape of the music industry itself is changing so quickly, that
everything new, like Spotify, all feels to me a bit like a grand experiment," Swift said. "And I'm not willing
to contribute my life's work to an experiment that I don't feel fairly compensates the writers, producers,
artists and creators of this music. And I just don't agree with perpetuating the perception that music has
no value and should be free."
Referencing the op-ed article she wrote for The Wall Street Journal this year, in which she asserted that
art should be paid for, Swift maintained that she likes to stay open-minded about the subject and willing
to debate it as "actual progress" within the music industry.

http ://www. rol Ii n gstone .com/m usic/news/t aylor- swi ft -shuns-grand-experime nt-of-stream i ng-m usic-20 1 4 1106
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"A lot of people were suggesting to me that I try putting new music on Spotify with 'Shake It Off,' and so I

evas

open-minded about it,'' Swift said. "I thought, 'I will try this. I'll see how it feels.' It didn't feel right to

me."
After questioning the message she was sending by making her music available for free, Swift concluded
that she wasn't comfortable with the perception of the value of music that she was projecting. "So I
decided to change the way I was doing things," she said.
A representative for Spotify declined to address Swift's comments for this article.
Elsewhere in the interview, Swift explained why she focuses on writing albums rather than putting out a
series of singles. "I'd really much rather write a novel than a bunch of short stories," she said. "I'd rather
be known for a collection of songs that go together and live together and belong together. These are
essentially installments of my life, two years at a time, and I work really hard to make sure that those
installments are good enough to also apply to other people's lives in two-year periods of time. Albums
defined my childhood, and they've defined my life."
Earlier this week, Spotify released a statement about Swift's decision to pull her catalog. "We hope she'll
change her mind and join us in building a new music economy that works for everyone," the company's
e

tatement read. "We believe fans should be able to listen to music wherever and whenever they want, and

that artists have an absolute right to be paid for their work and protected from piracy.''

http ://www. rol Ii ng sto ne .com / m usic / news/taylor- swi ft -s hun s- g rand-e x peri m ent -o f-streaming - mu sic-2 01 4 11 06
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George Johnson (feat . The Jordanaires & The Memphis Horns)

George Johnson
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Music Album

Ron Pa ul For President GeorgeJohnson
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Song
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Can't Outrun the Radio G.org<johnson
Song

Santa's Wearln' Blue This Year (feat. TheJordanaires) Gtorg•Johllson
Song

'

Am I Going Crazy Over You? G.org<Johnson
Song

James Dean Woulda left You a long TI me Ago Gtorg<JoMson
Ceorge1ohnson (feat. TheJordanaires, The Memphis Horns) C.org,Jotuuon
Don't Stop Yourself from Lovin' Me G<org<Johtlson
Still Pissed At Yoko G<org<Johnson
Freedom Gieorge}ohnson
James Dean Woulda left You A long TJme Ago G(ORG(JQHNNSON
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Song
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Musie"Album
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618644966

Music Album

$49296481

Musk Album

619627346

Music Video

She's a Twister, I'm a Trailer Park G<o<g• Johnson

127771288

Song

Santa's Wearin' Blue This Year (feat, The Jordanaires)- Single G<org•Johllson

48$902663

Musk Album

Distractingly Beautiful G<org•Johnson
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Song

I Can't Hold You Anymore G<org< Johnson
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Song

How Come I Don't Know How to Dance? G.org• johnson
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.Song

Santa's Wearin' Blue This Year G.org<Johnson
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Song

The Devil Lives At losers G<org< Johnson
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Song
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,MusiCAlbum

James Dean Woulda left You a long Time Ago (feat. The Jordanaires) G<org• Johnson

$46429002

Song

James Dean Woulda' left You a long Tlme Ago (feat. The Jordanaires) - Single G<org• Johnson

S46429000

Music Album

The Reign (Single) (feat. The Jordanaires, The Memphis Horns)• Single G<o<g•JQhnson

$46467110

.Music Album

Can't Out Run the Radio Georg< Jollnson

$46445409

Song

Ulterior Motive C.0.-g• Johnson

127771278

Song

Tile Reign (feat. The Jordanaires, The Memphis l{orns) C.org• Johnson

546467637

Song

I Ain't Askin' Much G.org•JoMson

618644979

Song

Just You C.0.-g• Johnson

618644980

.Song

Mountaineers Are Always free (feat. TheJordanalres) G<org<Johnson

6$8644978

Song

Still Pissed At Yoko G<o<g,Johnson

618644974

Song

Tell Me What to Do• IS Mfnutes Late C.0.-Q<Jol\nson
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Song

34
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Song
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Transaction history for Google Play Music Partner

Payable earnings

How you get paid

$0.00

Bank account
... 1109

Last payment 2/25/14
12:00:00 AM for ($2.07)

Manage

I

1f

-

1

Date

Description

Manage

23 Music Square East
Suite 204
Nashville, TN 37203
United States

·-1

,:1

!!,

Profile

GEO MUSIC

Monthly ($1.00 threshold)

' Payments ...,. ; ;I: Detailed ...,.

0

Export

All time ...,.

!
,1

Debits

Credits

($)

($)

Balance($)

Nov 1, 2014 - Nov 6, 2014
No Payments transactions

Oct 1, 2014 - Oct 31, 2014

0

No Payments transactions

Sep 1, 2014 - Sep 30, 2014
No Payments transactions

Aug 1, 2014 -Aug 31, 2014
No Payments transactions

Jul1,2014-Jul31,2014
No Payments transactions

Jun 1, 2014 - Jun 30, 2014
No Payments transactions
May 1, 2014 - May 31, 2014

No Payments transactions

https://bpui0.google.com/payments/u/0/transactions?pcid=op.z0of ••. oa]fd8vstz&lineltemTypeFilterChoice=PAYMENTS&dateRange=ALL_TIME
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Transaction History Page

Apr 1, 2014 -Apr 30, 2014
-

No Payments transactions

Mar 1, 2014 - Mar 31, 2014
No Payments transactions

Feb 1, 2014 - Feb 28, 2014
Automatic payment: Bank account ... 1109

Feb

$2.07

$0.00

$0.00

2.07

25,
2014
Feb 1,
2014

Starting balance

iII

I,I

2.07

11

i

Jan 1, 2014 -Jan 31, 2014
No Payments transactions
!- ' '

! Dec 1, 2013 - Dec 31, 2013
)

r

-

!

No Payments transactions
Nov 1, 2013 - Nov 30, 2013
No Payments transactions

ll Oct 1, 2013 - Oct 31, 2013
t

No Payments transactions

L

Sep 1, 2013 - Sep 30, 2013
--

--

_,,,

-

.

No Payments transactions

',-

I
I

!'

Aug 1, 2013 -Aug 31, 2013

I

!

: No Payments transactions
j

;

I Jul 1, 2013 -Jul 31, 2013
I-· ..

! No Payments transactions
[ Jun 1, 2013-Jun 30, 2013

-

i No Payments transactions
~
-·· -·-.. -, . https://bpui0.google.com/payments/u/0/transactions?pcid=op.z0of ... oajfdSvstz&lineltemTypeFilterChoice=PAYMENTS&dateRange=ALL_TIME
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May 1, 2013 - May 31, 2013

0

No Payments transactions

Apr 1, 2013 -Apr 30, 2013
No Payments transactions

Mar 1, 2013 - Mar 31, 2013
No Payments transactions

Feb 1, 2013 - Feb 28, 2013
No Payments transactions

Jan 1, 2013 -Jan 31, 2013
No Payments transactions

Dec 1, 2012 - Dec 31, 2012
No Payments transactions

Nov 1, 2012 - Nov 30, 2012
►

$0.00

$0.69

$2.07

0
PDF Invoice (1)

No Payments transactions

Oct 1, 2012 - Oct 31, 2012
No Payments transactions

Sep 1, 2012 - Sep 30, 2012
No Payments transactions

Aug 1, 2012 -Aug 31, 2012
Monthly Invoice ... 201208

No Payments transactions

Jul1,2012-Jul31,2012

$0.00

$0.00

$1.38

Monthly Invoice ... 201207

https://bpui0.google.com/payments/u/0/transactions?pcid=op.z0of •.. oajfd8vstz&lineltemTypeFilterChoice=PAYMENTS&dateRange=ALL_TIME
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V

-

,

I

Jul 2,
2012

Automatic payment declined: Bank account
... 0721 for ($1.38). No reason provided by your
i
I financial institution

i

Ir-- -Jul 1,
2012

I

,,i
,,

L

Starting balance

I

!

;1,

I

$0.00

►

~

-

·- -

'l

- - :,

Jun 1, 2012-Jun 30, 2012
=

1.38

'I

l
-

1.38

Ij

.,,

-

-,

~

-

$1.38

$0.69
..

!,,,
;1

y

Documents (2)
-

·~

No Payments transactions
~.....,"'"'=' ....
,1

I

May 1, 2012 - May 31, 2012
Monthly Invoice •.. 201205
·1

No Payments transactions
Apr 1, 2012 -Apr 30, 2012
,',

-

Monthly Invoice ... 201204

-~~-=~-

- ,--

--- - -

~

---

- - -•

''

- --

--

~

-

No Payments transactions
~

-~ -

-·

Mar 1, 2012 - Mar 31, 2012
. -·

-

~

--

~

--

- -

Monthly Invoice ... 201203
' -

.,

~--- _,. -- -,- .

''

No Payments transactions
Feb 1, 2012 - Feb 29, 2012
►

I

$0.00

$0.69

Documents (2)

No Payments transactions
Jan 1, 2012 - Jan 31, 2012
Monthly Invoice ... 201201

-

No Payments transactions
"

Dec 1, 2011 - Dec 31, 2011

!

!
1'
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Monthly Invoice •.. 201112

No Payments transactions

0

Nov 21, 2011 - Nov 30, 2011
Monthly Invoice ... 201111

No Payments transactions

0

0
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Last week, Radiohead manager Brian Message called for government intervention to unseal secret, 'NDA'
contracts between companies like Spotify and major labels like Universal Music Group. Now, that concern

es

spreading: here's a statement on the matter just issued by the Featured Artists Coalition (FAC) on why

secret streaming contracts suck for artists.

Streaming is becoming an increasingly important part of the music industry landscape and yet its business
model and operations remain little understood within the artist community. Artists hear of big money
being paid into the industry but express concern when they see apparently high numbers of streams
translate to low numbers in financial terms when royalty statements arrive.
As streaming becomes a significant driver of revenue to major record labels, the commercial deals

between them and streaming service providers remain shrouded in Non-Disclosure Agreements that
prevent artists from knowing the full commercial backdrop against which they are supposed to get paid.

flt is clear that without understanding new digital services in depth, artists cannot
http://www.digitalmusicnews.com/permalink/2014/10/20/secret-nda•streaming,contracts-suck-artists
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begin to negotiate terms effectively or try to renegotiate where labels are using legacy
contracts from the physical era to cover streaming as merely a 'format change', ofteDC)
with disastrous results for artists.
In discussions on streaming, issues have become conflated such as the decline of digital sales and the rise
of streaming and leave little room for positive discussion around how to drive reasonable revenues in the
totally new commercial environment. The economic facts and strategies are rarely laid out let alone
explored in detail.

991
0

0
http://www.digitalmusicnews.com/permalink/2014/10/20/secret•nda-streaming-contracts•suck-artists
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• [):'> Google play
Google Play Terms of Service
29 November 2013

1. Introduction
Applicable Terms. By using digital content on Google Play, you agree to the following terms, in

addition to the- Google Terms of Service ("Google ToS").and the Google Play Business and
Program Policies (found at httg://glay~google.com/about/android-develoger-golicies.html), all of
which together are the "Terms". If there is any conflict between the following terms and the
Google ToS, the following terms shall prevail. Google's provision of Google Play and the
services described in these Terms is a "Service" as defined in the Google ToS. These Terms

e

apply to the provision of digital content from Google Play. Separate-terms here apply to sales of
d~vices from the Google Play store.
Access to Products. You may use Google Play to browse, locate, and/or download "Products"

(defined as data files, applications, written text, mobile device software, music, audio files or
other sounds, photographs, videos or other images) for your mobile, computer or other
supported device ("Device"). Some of these Products may be offered by Google while others
may be made available by third-parties not affiliated with Google. You agree that Google is not
responsible for any Product on Google Play that originates from a source other than Google.
Age Restrictions. In order to use Google Play you must be 13 years of age or older. If you are

between 13 and 18 years of age, you must have your parent or legal guardian's permission to
use Google Play. You must not access Google Play or accept these Terms if you are a person
who is either barred or otherwise legally prohibited from receiving or using the Service or any
Products under the laws of the country in which you are resident or from which you access or
use Google Play.

• 2. Google's provision of Google Play
https://pfay.google.com/intl/en/about/pfay-terms.html
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Payment Processing. Google may make available to you various payment processing methods

to facilitate the purchase of Products from Google Play. You must abide by any relevant terms

Q

and conditions or other legal agreement, whether with Google or a third party, that governs your
use of a given payment processing method. Google may add or remove payment processing
methods at its sole discretion and without notice to you. You agree to pay for any Products that
you order and that Google may charge your credit card or other form of payment that you
indicate for any Products ordered, along with any additional amounts (including any taxes). You
agree that you are solely responsible for all fees associated with purchases you make on Google
Play.
Google Wallet. You will need a Google Wallet account to purchase Products. If you do not have

a Google Wallet Account, you can set one up by going to this link, where you can also find more
information about Google Wallet. The Wallet Terms of Service and PrivacY. Notice also apply
whenever you want to purchase a Product using Google Wallet. Please ensure that you read
those terms carefully before making any purchase. Some purchases on Google Play will require
you to transact with the product provider directly. In these cases, to process your transaction and
maintain your account, we may share your personal information with the product provider, as
permitted under the Wallet Privacy Notice.
Pricing. For sales as both principal or agent, Google displays the pricing for Products on GoogleO

Play. Pricing and availability of all Products are subject to change at any time.
Taxes. You are responsible for any Taxes, and must pay Google for Products without any

reduction for Taxes. If Google is obligated to collect or pay Taxes, the Taxes will be invoiced to
you, unless you provide Google with a valid tax exemption certificate authorized by the
appropriate taxing authority. If you are required by law to withhold any Taxes from your
payments to Google, you must provide Google with an official tax receipt or other appropriate
documentation to support such payments. "Taxes" means any duties, customs fees, or taxes
(other than Google's income tax) associated with the sale of Products, including any related
penalties or interest.

3. Your Use of Google Play
Basic Use Requirements. To use the Service, you will need a Device that meets the system

and compatibility requirements for the relevant Product, which may change from time to time,
working Internet access, and compatible software. Your ability to use the Service and the
https://play.google.com/intl/en/about/play-terms.html

0
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performance of the Service may be affected by these factors. Such system requirements are

4t your responsibility.

Third-Party Fees. You may incur access or data fees from third parties (such as your Internet
provider or mobile carrier) in connection with your use of Products and Google Play. For
instance, you may incur such fees if you use services provided through Google Play on or
through third-party services or devices. You are responsible for all such fees.

Updates. You may need to install updates to Google Play or related Google software that we
introduce from time to time to use Google Play and to access or download Products. Products
originating from Google may communicate with Google servers from time to time to check for
available updates to the Products and to the functionality of Google Play, such as bug fixes,
patches, enhanced functions, missing plug-ins and new versions (collectively, "Updates"). By
using the Google Play store and installing these Products, you agree to such automatically
requested and received Updates.

Information about You. In order to access certain services in Google Play, you may be required
to provide information about yourself such as your name, address, and billing details. Google's
grivacy_golicies explain how we treat your personal data and protect your privacy when using
-

Google Play. You agree that any such information you provide to Google will always be accurate,
correct and up to date.

Unauthorized Access to Accounts. You must keep your user details secure and must not
share them with anyone else. You must not collect or harvest any personal data of any user of
Google Play, including account names.

Disabled Accounts. If Google disables access to your account, you may be prevented from
accessing Google Play, your account details or any files or other Products that are stored with
your account.

Eligibility for Carrier Billing. In order to determine your eligibility to have purchases of
Products that you make through your mobile Devices billed to your mobile network provider's
account, when you create a Google Play account on a Device we will send identifiers of your
Device, subscriber ID and SIM card serial number to your network provider. To permit this you
will need to accept the network provider's terms of service. The network provider may send us
your billing address information to help us create your Google Play account. We will hold and
-

use this information in accordance with Google's privacy policies.

https://play.google.com/intl/en/about/play-terms.html
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Malware protection. To protect you against the effects of malicious third party software, if you
download and attempt to install an Android app onto a Device, the Device may send information

Q

about the app and its source to Google. Google will use the information to compare against a
database of known malware to determine if the app is harmful or likely to be unsafe. Google may
warn you if it considers the app to be unsafe, or block its installation on your device if it is known
to Google to be harmful to devices, data or users. As part of this service, and to make it more
effective, Google may also receive information, such as your Device ID, IP address, URL visited
and one or more cookies. You can always choose to disable this malware protection by going to
Settings > Security on your device.

4. Purchases and Payments.
Free Products. Google may allow you to download or use Products free of charge. Any terms
and conditions that apply to purchased Products will apply to free Products, except with respect
to payment-related matters (for example, the refund-related provisions of these Terms do not
apply to such free Products). Google may impose limitations on your access and use of certain
free Products.
Pre-orders of Products. When you place a pre-order for a Product, your contract for the

0

purchase and use of that item is completed when the Product becomes available in your
account, and you are not able to withdraw from the contract after that point.
Purchase of Products When you buy a Product, your contract for the purchase and use of that
item is completed once you click the button indicating that your purchase is complete and you
are not able to withdraw from the contract after that point.
Product Purchases are Services. When you purchase a Product, you are buying a service.
Performance of this service begins as soon as the purchase is complete, as the Product will then
be available to you through your account.
Direct, Agency and App Sales. When you buy Products from Google Play you will buy them
either:
(a) directly from Google (which is referred to as "Google", "we", "our", or "us" in these Terms) (a
"Direct Sale");
(b) from the provider of the Product (the "Provider''), where Google is acting as agent for the
https://play.google.com/intl/en/about/play-terms.html
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Provider (an "Agency Sale"); or

4t (c) in the case of Android apps, from the Provider of the app (an "App Sale").
Each time that you purchase a Product, you enter into a contract based on these Terms with:
Google in relation to the use of Google Play and (in the case of a Direct Sale) the purchase of
that Product; and also (in the case of Agency Sales and App Sales) with the Provider of the
Product you have purchased.
All Sales Final. Except as expressly set forth in these Terms or other Google Play policies, all
sales are final, and no returns, replacements or refunds are permitted. If a replacement, return or
refund is granted for any transaction, the transaction may be reversed, and you may no longer
be able to access the Product that you acquired through that transaction. Your rights to cancel or
return purchases and get a refund are set out in the additional terms for the relevant Product
type below and related policies.

5. Subscriptions.
Free Trials of Magazines, News Content and Music. If you receive a free trial subscription for

4t a magazine, news content on Google Play Newsstand or music (including as part of your

purchase of a subscription for the relevant content), you will receive free access to that content
for the duration of the free trial period. If you cancel the subscription during the free trial period
you will not be billed. You will retain access to the magazine issues that you access during a free
trial period, but you will not retain access to news content or Music Subscription Content (as
defined below) that you access during a free trial period unless you become a paid subscriber. If
you do not cancel during the free trial period you will be billed at the end of the free trial period
for the first period of the subscription that you purchased, which will commence at the end of the
free trial period. Access to free trials may be limited to a certain number of free trials for each
user during any a given period. To avoid any charges, you must cancel before the end of the trial
period; for more information on cancelling subscriptions, see the section titled "Cancellations"
below in this Section 5.
Free Trials of Apps. Subscribing to a free trial for an Android app gives you access to the
subscription benefits for that app for a duration specified by the application developer. At the end
of the trial period, you will be charged the price of the subscription and will continue to be
-

charged until you cancel your subscription. To avoid any charges, you must cancel before the

https://play.google.com/intl/en/about/play-terms.html
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end of the trial period. Once you cancel your trial, you will immediately lose access to any
subscription privileges.

0

Cancellations. If you purchase an auto-recurring periodic subscription (whether monthly, annual
or another period) to a Product, you may cancel that subscription at any time before the end of
the applicable billing cycle, and the cancellation will apply to the next period. For example, if you
purchase a monthly subscription, you may cancel that subscription at any time during any month
of the subscription, and the subscription will be cancelled as of the following month. You will not
receive a refund for the current billing period, except in the event of a defective product (as set
forth in section 6 below), or as otherwise set forth in these Terms. With respect to magazine and
news content subscriptions on Google Play Newsstand, you will continue to receive content and
updates, if applicable, of the relevant subscription during the remainder of the current billing
period. After that billing period ends, your access to previously delivered magazine issues will
not be affected by the cancellation, but your access to paid news content will terminate at the
end of the billing period during which your subscription is cancelled. With respect to music
subscriptions, you will continue to have access to Music Subscription Content (as defined in
Section 5 below) during the remainder of the current billing period; however, your access to
Music Subscription Content will terminate at the end of the billing period during which your
subscription is cancelled. Additional refund policies for music and magazines are set out in

0

sections 7 and 10 below, respectively.
Price Changes. When you purchase a subscription, you will initially be charged at the rate
applicable at the time of your agreement to subscribe. If the Provider later increases the price of
the subscription, Google will notify you. The increase will apply to the next payment due from
you after the notice, provided that you have been given at least 10 days' prior notice before the
charge is made. If you are given less than 10 days' prior notice, the price increase will not apply
until the payment after the next payment due.
Declining Price Changes. If you do not wish to pay the increased price for a subscription, you
may cancel the subscription in the manner described in the Google Play help center and you will
not be charged further amounts for the subscription, provided you have notified us before the
end of the current billing period. In some cases where the Provider increases the price of a
subscription Google may cancel your subscription unless you agree to re-subscribe at the new
price. If your subscription is cancelled and you later decide to re-subscribe, you will initially be
charged at the then current subscription rate.

0
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6. Rights and Restrictions

-

License to Use Products. Following payment of the applicable fees for a Product, you will have

the non-exclusive right, for the period selected by you in the case of a purchase for a rental
period, and in other cases for as long as Google and the applicable copyright holder have rights

to provide you that Product, to download or stream, in each case, solely as expressly permitted
by Google via the Play user interface and subject to the restrictions set forth in these Terms and
associated policies, copies of the applicable Product to your Devices, and to view, use, and
display the Product on your Devices or as otherwise authorized by Google as part of the Service
for your personal, non-commercial use only. All rights, title and interest in Google Play and
Products not expressly granted to you in these Terms are reserved by Google and its licensors.

Violation of License Terms. If you violate any of the terms and conditions of the Terms, your
rights under this license will immediately terminate and Google may terminate your access to
Google Play, the Products and/or your Google account without notice and without refund to you.

No Public Performance. You agree not to display content contained in Products in whole or in
part as part of any public performance or display even if no fee is charged (except where such
-

use would not constitute a copyright infringement). Use of a tool or feature provided as an
authorized part of Google Play (for example, "Social Recommendations", as defined in the Music
terms below) is permitted, provided that as you use the tool or feature as specifically permitted
and only in the exact manner specified and enabled by Google.

Sale, Distribution or Assignment to Third Parties. You may not sell, rent, lease, redistribute,
broadcast, transmit, communicate, modify, sublicense or transfer or assign your rights to
Products to any third party without authorization, including with regard to any downloads of
Products that you may obtain through Google Play. Use of any tool or feature provided as an
authorized part of Google Play (for example, "Social Recommendations") shall not violate this
provision so long as you use the tool as specifically permitted and only in the exact manner
specified and enabled by Google.

Capturing of Streams. You may not use Google Play or any Product in conjunction with any
stream-ripping, stream capture or similar software to record or create a copy of any Product that
is presented to you in streaming format.

Sharing. You may not use Products as part of any service for sharing, lending or multi-person
-

use, or for the purpose of any other institution, except as specifically permitted and only in the
https://play.google.com/intl/en/about/play•terms.html
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exact manner specified and enabled by Google (for example, through "Social
Recommendations").

0

Security Features. You may not attempt to, nor assist, authorise or encourage others to
circumvent, disable or defeat any of the security features or components, such as digital rights
management software or encryption, that protect, obfuscate or otherwise restrict access to any
Product or Google Play. If you violate any security feature, you may incur civil or criminal liability.
Proprietary Notices. You may not remove any watermarks, labels or other legal or proprietary
notices included in any Product, and you may not attempt to modify any Products obtained
through Google Play, including any modification for the purpose of disguising or changing any
indications of the ownership or source of a Product.
Defective Products. Once a Product is available to you through your account, you should check
the Product as soon as reasonably possible to ensure that it downloads or streams correctly (as
applicable) and performs as stated, and notify us as soon as reasonably possible if you find any
errors or defect. In the case of Android apps, you should contact the developer concerning any
defects or performance issues in the apps, as described in the Google Play help center. In the
case of Products other than apps, subject to any limitations in the additional terms for the

Q

specific Product below, You may return Products that you purchased from Google Play to
Google if Google Play does not perform as stated with respect to that purchased Product, and
Google will provide at its option either a replacement Product or a refund of the purchase price.
If Google elects to issue you a refund, the refund of your purchase price shall be your sole
remedy. Google reserves the right to issue refunds or credits at its sole discretion. If Google
issues a refund or credit, it is under no obligation to issue the same or similar refund in the
future.
Removal or Unavailability of Products. Subject to these Terms, Products that you purchase
will be available to you through Google Play for the period selected by you in the case of a
purchase for a rental period, and in other cases as long as Google has the right to make such
content available to you. In certain cases (for example, if Google loses the relevant rights,
discontinues a service or a Product is discontinued, breaches applicable terms or the law),
Google may remove from your Device or cease providing you with access to certain Products
that you have purchased. If reasonably practicable, Google will provide you with reasonable
prior notice of any such removal or cessation. If you are not able to download a copy of the
Product before such removal or cessation, then Google will, at its option and solely as an
accommodation to you, offer you either (a) a replacement of the Product if possible or (b) a
https://play.google.com/intl/en/about/play-terms.html
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refund of the price of the Product. If Google chooses to issue you a refund, the refund of your
-

purchase price shall be your sole remedy.

Effect of Refunds. If Google chooses to issue you a refund of the purchase price of a Product
for any reason, you will no longer have the right to access the relevant Product.

Select, Copy and Paste. Select, copy and paste functions may be available for some textbased Products, and you must use these features within the prescribed limits and only for
p_ersonal non-commercial purposes.

Multiple Accounts. If you have multiple Google accounts with different user names, in some
cases you may transfer Products out of an account and into another account, provided you are
the owner of each such account and provided Google has enabled a feature of the relevant
service allowing such transfers.

Limits on access on Devices. Google may at any time place limits on the number of Devices
and/or software applications you may use to access Products, at Google's discretion. Google
may record and store the unique device identifier numbers of your Devices in order to enforce
such limits.

-

Compliance with Tax Laws. You must comply with any and all applicable tax laws, including
the reporting and payment of any taxes arising in connection with your use of Google Play or the
purchase of Products through Google Play. The reporting and payment of any such applicable
taxes are your responsibility.

Dangerous Activities. NONE OF THE PRODUCTS ARE INTENDED FOR USE IN THE
OPERATION OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES, LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS, EMERGENCY
COMMUNICATIONS, AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION OR COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEMS, OR ANY OTHER SUCH ACTIVITIES IN WHICH CASE THE
FAILURE OF THE PRODUCTS COULD LEAD TO DEATH, PERSONAL INJURY, OR SEVERE
PHYSICAL OR ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE.

Changes to these Terms.
If these Terms change, you will be asked to accept new terms before you next purchase
Products. Once you have accepted the new terms, they will apply to your use of all Products
(including Products you have purchased in the past) and all subsequent purchases, until we
-

notify you of further changes.
https://play.google.com/intl/en/about/play-terms.html
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If you refuse to accept the updated terms then you will not be able to buy any further Products

0

through Google Play, and the latest version of these Terms that you accepted will continue to
apply to your use of Products. In this case we will, if we are able to do so, give you a reasonable
period of time in which to download a copy of any Product you have previously bought from
Google Play to your Device, and you may continue to view that copy of the Product on your
Devices in accordance with the last version of these Terms that you accepted.
After that time has expired, you will not be given a further opportunity to download the Products
you have previously bought and it is possible that you will no longer be able to use Google Play
to access or use the Products you have already bought or related support services. To do so you
may also need to create a new account.

7. Music on Google Play
Introduction.Google Play includes certain music-related products and services, which are

described in greater detail below and defined as "Music Products," "Music Subscription Content"
and "Music Locker Services."
Music Products; Music Subscription Content. The Google Play store allows you to browse,

preview, stream, purchase, download, recommend and use a variety of digital music and music-

0

related content such as music files, music video files, previews, clips, artist information, user
reviews, professional third-party music reviews and other digital content ("Music Products").
Certain Music Products may be accessible to you by purchasing (or receiving a free trial of) a
subscription to a music subscription service made available via Google Play ("Music
Subscription Content"). Music Products may be owned by Google or its third-party partners

and licensors and may contain watermarks or other embedded data. For clarity, all Music
Products constitute "Products" as defined in Section 1 above.
Stored Content. You can use Google Play to store digital content (such as music files, related

metadata and album art) in Music Storage through the Music Software, as each is defined below
("Stored Content"). For the avoidance of doubt, "Music Products" do not include Stored

Content. Stored Content may include both files that you upload directly to Music Storage and/or
files that Google "scans and matches" to files stored locally on your Device.
Music Locker Services. Google Play may provide you with access to (a) server space that you

can use to store music and associated data files, including Music Products and Stored Content

https://play.google.com/intl/en/about/play-terms.html
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("Music Storage ") and/or (b) software applications (including web, desktop and mobile
-

applications) and related services that allow you to upload, manage, access and play music
through Music Storage ("Music Software "). Music Storage and Music Software are collectively
referred to in these Terms as the "Music Locker Service". For clarity, you may be given access
to Stored Content and Music Subscription Content through the same user interface.
Use of Music Locker Services. By storing Music Products and Stored Content in Music
Storage, you are storing a unique copy of such content and requesting Google to retain it on
your behalf and to make it accessible to you through your Google account. By using the Music
Locker Services, you are requesting that Google make all of the necessary functions and
features of the Music Locker Services available to you in order to facilitate your use of Music
Products and Stored Content. Additionally, by accessing or using Music Products and St_ored
Content through the Music Software, you are initiating and performing the corresponding
functions on Google's servers, together with any related steps necessary to achieve them,
through the Music Locker Services. You understand that Google, in performing the required
technical steps at your direction to provide you with the Music Locker Services, may (a) transmit
Music Products and Stored Content over various networks and in various media and (b) make
such changes to Music Products and Stored Content as are necessary to conform and adapt it

-

to the technical requirements of connecting networks, devices, services or media. You confirm
and warrant to Google that you have the necessary rights to store in Music Storage any Stored
Content that you direct Google to upload or store in Music Storage, and to instruct Google to
perform the actions described in this section.
Cancelling a Music Purchase; Refunds. You have the right to cancel each purchase of a
Music Product from Google (including a music subscription) for a refund within 7 working days of
the day after that Music Product becomes available for you to download or stream; provided
that, with respect to music subscription free trials: (i) you may cancel your subscription at any
time during a free trial period (as set forth in Section 5 above) and (ii) you will not have the
foregoing 7-day cancellation right once the paid portion of your subscription has commenced.
Once you download or stream any Music Product that you purchase, you no longer have the
right to cancel your purchase of that Music Product (unless the Music Product is defective). If
Google grants to you a refund for a music subscription, the refund amount will be pro-rated to
reflect for the remaining term of the subscription. Following Google's provision of a refund to
you, you will no longer have the right to access the applicable Music Product.

.-

Other Google Subscription Services. You may receive access to a Google Play music

https://play.google.com/intl/en/about/play-terms.html
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subscription as part of a subscription to another Google product; additionally, you may receive
access to other Google subscription products as part of a Google Play music subscription. Your

Q

use of Google Play and any Google Play music subscription product is governed solely by these
Terms, and not the terms of any other Google product, including any other Google product
through which you receive access to a Google Play music subscription.
Social Recommendations. When you purchase Music Products, you may be given the
opportunity to share all or a portion of the Music Products to your profile on Google+ or other
Google-approved social networks or online destinations, as determined by Google in its sole
discretion ("Social Recommendation "). Your use of Social Recommendations shall be subject
to the Terms and any other terms and conditions applicable to the social networks or online
destinations to which you share such Social Recommendations. Google may impose limitations
on your Social Recommendations. For example, Google may render the Music Product
associated with any Social Recommendation as a limited-length preview rather than a full-length
play.
Rights to Stored Content. You retain any rights that you already hold in Stored Content. For
the avoidance of doubt, Stored Content is not subject to the license grant to Google in the
section of the Google Terms of Service titled "Your Content in our Services."

0

Geographic Restrictions. The Music Locker Services and Music Products are currently
available only in some countries. You agree that you will not present any false, inaccurate or
misleading information in an effort to misrepresent yourself as a resident of a supported country,
and you will not attempt to circumvent any restrictions on access to or availability of the Music
Locker Services or Music Products.
Compliance With Settings. You must observe and comply with any settings or parameters set
by Google or a copyright holder in connection with Music Products. For example, Google or the
copyright holders may correct errors in Music Products, add additional features or change the
security features or regional availability of the Music Products. Where these changes are made,
the Music Products may automatically update.
Third-Party Provisions. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in these Terms, the third
parties who license their musical or other content to Google as Music Products or for other use
in connection with the Google Play store (including Providers in the case of Agency Sales) are
intended third party beneficiaries under these Terms solely with respect to the specific provisions
of these Terms that directly concern their content ("Third-Party Provisions "), and solely for the
https://play.google.com/intl/en/about/play-terms.html
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purpose of enabling such third parties to enforce their rights in such content. For the avoidance
-

of doubt, nothing in these Terms confers a third-party beneficiary right upon any party, with
respect to any provision that falls outside the Third Party Provisions, which includes but is not
limited to any provisions or agreements incorporated by reference, or that may be referenced
without incorporation, in these Terms.
Third-Party Software and Data. Information regarding third-party software (including open
source) and data in the Music Locker Services can be obtained at the following
location:httQ://music.google.com/about/thirdQartY..html.
Licensing Partners. If you are interested in learning more about some of the partners we work
with to bring you music on Google Play, please visit this Qag~.

8. Books on Google Play
Privacy Policy for Books. The Google Play Privacy Policy for Books
http://books.google.com/googlebooks/privacy.html describes how we treat personal and certain
other information generated by your use of Products that are books ("Books Products").
-

Device Requirements. For information on the system requirements including what Devices are
compatible with the Service and the purchase of and access to Books Products, please look at
httQ://sUQQOrt.google.com/mobile/?Q=books devices.
Updates to Books Content. Google or the copyright holders of Books Products may update
such Books Products and change digital rights settings for such Books Products from time to
time. For example Google or the copyright holders may correct errors in the Books Products or
may add additional features, or may change the security features for the Books Products. Where
these changes are made the Books Products that you see will automatically update, except
where you have downloaded a copy of the Books Products to a Device.
Pricing. Prices and availability of any Books Products are subject to change at any time. We try
very hard to make sure there are no pricing mistakes. However, we (and, in the case of Agency
and App Sales, the Provider) will not be bound by mistakes in the price of the Books Products
(unless you have already purchased Books Products at the incorrect price).
Cancellation. You have the right to cancel the contract for each purchase or rental of a Book

-

Product from Google for a refund within a period of 7 days beginning with the day after that Book
https://play.google.com/intl/en/about/play-terms.html
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Products becomes available for you to read, except for rentals of Book Products for a 24-hour
period, to which the cancellation right does not apply. Following Google's provision of a refund too
you, the transaction will be reversed, and you will no longer have the right to access the
applicable Book Product.
Pre-Ordering.

(a)When you pre-order Books Products, the Books Content will automatically be available in
your account once it becomes available to read, and you will be charged for the purchase at that
time.
(b )You can cancel your pre-order at any time up to the point at which the Books Product
becomes available to read (if you want to cancel the pre-order you will be able to do so by
visiting the "My Orders" page and following the instructions there). Once the Books Product is
available for you to read, your cancellation and return rights are the same as for other Books
Products that you purchase through Google Play. Please see the terms above for more
information.
(c}ln some cases, we will need to cancel a pre-order you have placed (for example, we will
cancel the pre-order if: the price of the Books Product changes between the time of your pre-

Q

order and the time at which the Books Product becomes available in your account; the Publisher
of the Books Product requires us to withdraw the Books Content from sale; we have not been
able to process your payment for the Books Product; or where we are required to do so by law).
In this situation, your pre-order will be cancelled.

9. Movies and TV Shows on Google Play
Introduction. Google Play includes certain video services, which are defined as the "Video
Services ". In these Terms Products made available for purchase through the Video Services
are"Video Products".
Cancellation. You can cancel your purchase of a Video Product and get a refund for an

unwatched rental as long as it's within 7 working days of your order. Requests for refunds for
any other reason must be directed through the form in the Google Play help center. Google
reserves the right to approve or deny refund requests after 7 working days at its sole discretion.
Purchase Options. When you order a Video Product through the Service, you may either (i)
https://play.google.com/intl/en/about/play-terms.html
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rent the Video Product for viewing an unlimited number of times during the period of time
-

specified on the transaction page displayed at the time of your payment ("Viewing Period ") and
noted in your confirmation email ("Rental Video Product ") or (ii) purchase the Video Product
for storage in a digital locker and for viewing and unlimited number of times as long as the Video
Product is available in the digital locker ("Locker Video Product").
Viewing Periods - Rentals. Pausing, stopping, or rewinding a Rental Video Product will not
extend your applicable Viewing Period for that Rental Video Product. Each item of Rental Video
Product may have a different Viewing Period and you agree to review the Viewing Period before
you order it.
Viewing Periods - Purchases. Each Locker Video Product will be available for unlimited
viewing for as long as Google is able to maintain the rights to continue providing you that Locker
Video Product ("Locker Period "). Pausing, stopping, or rewinding an item of Locker Video
Product will not extend the Locker Period. Each item of Locker Pay Content may have a different
Locker Period.
Viewing requirements. You agree to watch each Video Product only within territories within
which Google makes the relevant Video Product available for viewing. You may view Video

-

Products when (1) online, with an internet connection and logged onto your Google account or
(2) offline and viewing from a previously authorized device. You must be online to authorize a
device for viewing Video Products.
Device Limits - Rentals. For each purchased Rental Video Product, you may watch such
Rental Video Product on only one Device at a time (either online or on an authorized offline
Device).
Viewing Limits - Purchases. For Locker Video Products, (1) you may view only one stream of
each Locker Video Product at a time, (2) you may view up to 3 streams of Locker Video
Products from your locker at a time, (3) you may authorize up to 5 Devices for offline playback of
Locker Video Products at a time and to authorize additional devices, you must de-authorize one
of those 5 Devices, (4) you may only authorize the same Device three times in any 12 month
period and de-authorize the same Device twice in any 12 month period, (5) you may only deauthorize a total of 2 Devices for offline playback every 90 days, and (6) you may authorize no
more than 3 Google accounts on the same Device.

e 10. Periodicals on Google Play Newsstand
https://play.google.com/intl/en/about/play-terms.html
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This section applies to sales of periodicals (magazines and news content) on Google Play
Newsstand, and not to periodical content provided within other Android apps.

0

Reductions for Print Subscribers. Some Providers of periodicals may allow you to purchase a
subscription of periodical Products on Google Play at a reduced rate if you are already a print
subscriber. If you cancel your print subscription of that periodical or your print subscription
expires and you do not renew it, your reduced rate subscription of that Product on Google Play
will be cancelled automatically.
Refunds. Where you are granted a refund, Google may issue a refund for the entire term or
grant a partial refund (if available) for the remaining term of a subscription. Following Google's
provision of a refund to you, you will no longer have the right to access the applicable content of
the relevant periodical Product delivered during the refunded period, or if a partial refund is
given, any content of the relevant periodical Product not yet received. If a Product is no longer
available on Periodicals on Google Play (for example, if a title goes out of business or is sold to
another publisher that does not provide Products to Google Play Newsstand), Google will give
you a refund (which may be a full refund for the current period of the subscription or a partial
refund for content not yet received in the current period).
Information Google Shares with Periodical Publishers. If you purchase a subscription of any

Q

length on Google Play Newsstand, Google will share your name, email address, mailing address
and a unique identifier with the periodical's publisher. As a subscriber to the periodical, Google
may also share your reading history within the periodical with the publisher of that periodical.
The periodical publisher will use this information in accordance with its privacy policy. You will be
provided the opportunity to opt out of any communications from the publisher that do not relate
to the subscription you are purchasing, and to opt out of marketing communications from third
parties, at the time you purchase your subscription. If you purchase a single issue on Google
Play Newsstand, Google may provide your postal code to the periodical's publisher. We also
provide periodical publishers with sales information on periodical purchases.
Verifying Print Subscriptions. If you are accessing a subscription on Google Play Newsstand
through an existing print subscription from that periodical's publisher, we may ask a third party
service provider to verify your print subscription with the periodical publisher, and we may ask
you for certain information relating to your print subscription in order to do so. Google will use
this information in accordance with the Google Privacy Policy (located at
httP-s://www.google.com/intl/en/P-olicies/terms/).

0
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Additional Terms of Service for the Google Play Artist Hub

0

Additional Terms of Service for the Google Play Artist Hub
Last modified: May 5, 2014

Introduction. The artist hub offers a place for solo artists and bands to set up an artist page, tell their
story, and promote their own music for sale by Google. You may use the artist hub only for your wholly
original content or for content that you are absolutely positive you have authorization to use and
permit Google to sell as set forth below. You must have both the sound recording rights and the
composition rights for any music that you upload, plus all the rights for any album art, photo, bio, or other
material that you submit -- and you need to have all those rights for multiple forms of distribution. If you
reside outside the United States we can presently only accept your own original compositions, and so you
may not upload recordings of songs from other artists (so called "cover versions").
The Google Play artist hub (the "Service") is provided by Google Inc., located at 1600 Amphitheatre
Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, United States. Your use of the Service is subject to these Additional
Terms of Service for the Google Play artist hub ("Artist Terms") together with the terms contained in the
agreements listed below ("Other Agreements"). Your use of the Service requires that you agree to the

Q

following terms. Please read these Artist Terms and the Other Agreements carefully. If you do not accept
any part of the Artist Terms, then you may not use the Service. The Artist Terms together with the Other
Agreements are collectively referred to here as the "Terms." The Other Agreements are:
o

the Google Play Terms of Service ("Play Terms")

o

the Content and Conduct Policies for Music on Google Play ("Music Policies")

o

the Google Wallet Seller Terms of Service ("Payment Terms")

Capitalized terms not defined in these Artist Terms have the meaning given to them in the Play Terms, as
applicable.
The Google Privacy Policy and the Google Wallet Privacy Policy explain how we treat your personal data
and protect your privacy.
The full Google Play artist hub is currently available only to residents of certain countries and territories
(the "Available Territories"). Google may make certain limited tools related to the maintenance of Store
Pages (without the ability to upload music for sale by Google) available to some Artists and Artist
Representatives residing outside the Available Territories. If you reside in a permitted location outside ofQ
https://play.google.com/intl/en•US_ALL/about/artist-terms.html
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the Available Territories and you access those limited tools, then solely to the extent of and in relation to
. a t access: (a) these Terms shall govern your use of those tools, and (b) all references to "Google" in the
Terms are to be read as references to "Google Inc., Google Ireland Ltd., and its affiliates."
1.

Definitions.
• "Album" means a collection of Tracks uploaded to or through the Google Play artist hub or a Store
Page for sale or playback to end users, as a bundle, by Google through Google Play.
• "Artist" or "you" means an individual recording artist who (a) is acting on his or her own behalf or is
authorized to act on behalf of a Band of which that artist is a member (a "Band Member"), and (b)
registers for an Artist Account and/ or uses the Service in any way, including without limitation by
(i) creating, maintaining, managing, editing, controlling, or claiming an association with a Store
Page; or (ii) uploading Artist Content and/ or Artist Sound Recordings to or through either a Store
Page or any other part of the Service (regardless of whether such Artist Content or Artist Sound
Recordings are published or unpublished; stored; or made available for sale, promotion, or other
distribution by Google). All references to an "Artist" or "you" in the Terms are to be read as
including any applicable Artist Representative and, for Bands, all members of that Band including
their representing Band Member.

-

• "Artist Account" means a Google account registered to use the Google Play artist hub according to
the requirements described in Section 2 ("Account Registration") below.
• "Artist Composition" means any composition or musical work that is embodied in an Artist Sound
Recording and for which an Artist owns or controls the copyright, or has obtained all necessary
rights and authorization to use and sublicense for all purposes required in the context of the Google
Play artist hub, including without limitation the right to upload, use, copy, make derivatives,
perform, make available to the public, or authorize Google to sell and / or distribute, as embodied in
the Artist Sound Recording.
• "Artist Content" means any content other than Artist Sound Recordings that is submitted by an
Artist for inclusion on a Store Page, including but not limited to text, photographs, graphics, album
art, hyperlinks, data, and similar materials.
• "Artist Representative" means a person, company, or other legal entity (such as an agent, lawyer,
manager, or record label) that has full legal authority to represent an Artist (but is not that Artist or
a Band Member) with regard to any activity undertaken on behalf of that Artist in connection with
the Service.
• "Artist Sound Recording" means an Artist's original master sound recording uploaded as a Track to
the Google Play artist hub and for which that Artist which owns or controls the copyright, or has all
https://play.google.com/intl/en•US_ALL/about/artist•terms.html
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necessacy rights and authorization to use and sublicense for all purposes required in the context of
the artist hub, including without limitation the right to upload, use, copy, perform, make available

Q

the public, or authorize Google to sell and / or distribute as a sound recording.
o

"Artist Template" means an Artist-editable, Google-created template that serves as the framework
for the creation of a Store Page, regardless of whether the Artist Template is first initiated by an
Artist or pre-published in some form by Google, and regardless of whether the template is largely or
wholly blank, or is pre-filled with some amount of content from Google's third party licensors. Once
an Artist Template has been selected by an Artist and associated with an Artist Account, it becomes
a Store Page.

o

"Band" means a collection of sound recording artists who regularly perform and record together
under a common name.

o

"Google Play" means the service offered by Google to end users to purchase and/ or access digital
content, including without limitation through the "Music" tab in the Google Play Store (on the web
and on user devices), and any syndicated version thereof.

o

"Identity" means, with regard to an Artist, the genuine identity (personal, legal, or artistic) of that
Artist as demonstrated by a match of the Artist's name with correlating biographical data and/or
discography.

o

"Pre-orders" means the ability of an end user to order an Artist Track or Artist Album before it has

p

been made commercially available with the understanding that the Artist Track or Artist Album wil
be delivered to the end user when it becomes commercially available. The end user will be charged
when the Artist Track or Artist Album is delivered to the end user. Google will cancel a Pre-order in
the event that the Artist Track or Artist Album is no longer available in the Google Play Store and
Google reserves the right to cancel a Pre-order in the event that the Artist changes the price of the
Artist Track or Artist Album before it is delivered to the end user.
o

"Previews" means the ability of an end user to stream and share 30-second or go-second
promotional clips (at Google's election) of Artist Tracks available for purchase or access on Google
Play, including Previews contained in playlists. A purchase opportunity, such as a buy link, from
Google Play will be associated with each Preview.

o

"Single Server Copy" means a single master copy of an Artist Sound Recording (together with
associated Artist Content) that is stored on Google servers and from which end users who purchase
the corresponding Artist Track may, in perpetuity, (1) stream such Artist Track through any internet
browser, (2) download such Artist Track onto their authorized devices, and (3) receive or access the
relevant Artist Content concurrently with such streams or downloads.

o

"Social Recommendations" means the ability of an end user who has purchased an Artist Track or

https://play.google.com/intl/en•US_ALL/about/artist•terms.html
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Album (or who accesses such Track or Album through a Google Play music subscription service) to
-

recommend that Track or Album to friends using tools provided by Google Play for sharing to sites
and destinations approved by Google ("Social Sites") in a manner that allows such friends to stream
the recommended Track one time in its entirety, provided they are logged into a valid Google
account. Social Sites will be deemed approved and available only when and to the extent that they
are provided as destinations via the Google Play "Share" feature on Google Play or Google Play
Software; currently, Google+ is the only available Social Site. All Social Recommendations will
include a purchase opportunity such as a buy link for the recommended content from Google Play.
• "Store Page" means a published or unpublished web page available through the Google Play artist
hub that is formed by an Artist's selection and use of an Artist Template that genuinely reflects that
same Artist's Identity.
• "Track" means a digital file, consisting of a copy of an Artist Sound Recording that is uploaded to or
through the Google Play artist hub or a Store Page for sale or playback to end users by Google
through Google Play.
2.

Account Registration. In order to use the Service, you must register as a Google Play artist hub user

using a valid Google account that is enabled to both make and receive payments through Google Wallet. If
you do not already have a Google account, or do not have an account that is appropriately enabled for
&oogle Wallet, you will be prompted to create one during the Artist Account creation process; you will be
presented with the appropriate General Google Terms and/or Payment Terms, to which you must agree
before proceeding. When establishing a Google Wallet account, you will be asked to provide relevant
information to enable payments to your bank account for sales of your Albums and Tracks through Google
Play. By creating or selecting a specific Google Wallet-linked account for use in connection with an artist
hub account, you are representing and warranting that you have the right to use that account generally, as
well as the right to use it specifically to receive, control, manage, and disburse payments for any artist hub
activities that you undertake through the Service. You will provide only accurate, complete, and current
information in connection with registration process, the creation of any Artist Account, or any request to
associate a Store Page with an Artist Account.

3. Artist Identity, Store Page Association. Unless acting as an Artist Representative, you may
associate your Artist Account with only one Artist name and Identity. You wi\l be given an opportunity to
search for your own Artist name when establishing your Artist Account (and if acting as an Artist
Representative, when adding one or more Artists to your Artist Account). If Google has created an Artist
Template for your Identity and makes it available on Google Play artist hub search results during the
-Account association process, you may select that Artist Template as the basis for your Store Page. You
https://play.google.com/intl/en-US_ALL/about/artist•terms.html
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shall not select or use as a Store Page any page that (a) reflects the name or Identity of another person or

Q

artist with the intent to impersonate them, or (b) is subject to the rights of a person other than you

without appropriate authorization. Google reserves the right to refuse, cancel, or suspend any registration,
selection, association, or any use or association of a Store Page for any reason, including if it believes, in its
sole discretion, that the Store Page does not reflect the Identity of the Artist using or attempting to use it,
whether as a result of error or intentional misrepresentation. Intentional misrepresentation is a violation
of our Music Policies with consequences up to and including account termination. Further, Google may
remove any Artist Content from Google Play and Store Page in its sole discretion.

4. License from Artist; Restriction for Non-U.S. Artists. Artist grants to Google all rights
necessary to use the Artist Sound Recordings and Artist Content in connection with Google Play in
accordance with the Terms, including, without limitation, a worldwide, non-exclusive right and license to
(a) make and store on Google's servers such copies of Artist Sound Recordings and Artist Content as may
be required for the uses licensed hereunder, including without limitation (i) in Artist Tracks and Artist
Albums, and (ii) for research, development and internal tools; (b) sell and distribute Artist Tracks and
Artist Albums through Google Play, including, at Artist's election, for Pre-Order; (c) encode, stream and
make available to the public Previews and Promotional Streams; (d) stream Social Recommendations; (e)
stream, make publicly available and distribute copies of Artist Tracks and Artist Albums to user from
Single Server Copies, including the right to provide continued access to any Artist Sound Recording and

0

any associated Artist Content from its Single Server Copy to any purchasers who previously purchased a
copy of that Artist Sound Recording from Google Play, in order to facilitate that purchaser's permanent
ability to access the purchase as authorized, regardless of when such access occurs (including after any
expiration or termination of the Terms); and (f) with respect to Artist Sound Recordings for which Artist
has opted into any additional promotions, stream and/ or distribute those Artist Sound Recordings
consistent with the additional promotion. Artists who reside outside of the United States may not upload
any Tracks consisting of recordings of compositions that are owned or controlled by any third party or that
are not otherwise such Artist's sole, original content. For the sake of clarity, Artist represents that it has all
the necessary rights in the compositions embodied in the Artist Tracks uploaded for exploitation of them
in the United States.

5. Fees.
o

Sales of Tracks and Albums. The fees to be paid to you by Google for sales of your Tracks and
Albums will be based on amounts that you set via the artist hub user interface or other means
provided by Google expressly for such purpose (each such amount that you set, a "Base Price"). In
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the artist hub user interface, the Base Price may be referred to using other terminology, such as
"Suggested Retail Price"; however, you acknowledge and agree that Google will, in its sole
discretion, set the retail prices actually displayed and charged to Google Play end users for
purchases of your Tracks and Albums via Google Play. You may be given a range or selection of
amounts from which you must choose the Base Prices for your Tracks and Albums. Google shall
share with you revenue from sales of any of your Tracks or Albums by Google through Google Play,
which shall be the amount disclosed to you during creation of your Artist Account or thereafter
(currently seventy percent (70%)) calculated on the Base Price for each such Track or Album (less
any sales-related taxes such as VAT) from sales. With respect to sales to end users who reside in
countries outside of the United States, Google will report such sales to the various collecting
societies who administer composition copyright payments in such countries, and we will deduct
from the revenue that you receive from sales by Google of your Tracks and Albums to end users in
such countries an additional eight and one-quarter percent (8.25%) to cover payments to such
collecting societies. Accordingly, based on the foregoing, your revenue share for sales in the United
States, Belarus, Russia and the Ukraine will be seventy percent (70%) from the applicable Base
Price, and for sales outside the United States, Belarus, Russia and the Ukraine sixty one and threequarters percent (61.75%) from the applicable Base Price, (and in each case, less any sales-related
taxes (such as VAT)). Payments received from users for sales of your Tracks and Albums shall be
directed to you, provided that if there is an outstanding amount owed to Google, such payments may
be directed to Google in accordance with Google's standard policies. Google retains the right, but
does not have the obligation, to immediately halt the offering or sale of any Tracks or Albums, or to
prevent or restrict access to the Service or take any other action in case of technical problems,
objectionable material, inaccurate listings, violation of third party rights, or actions otherwise
prohibited by the Terms, Music Policies, any procedures and guidelines contained on the Site, or for
any other reason in Google's sole and absolute discretion, and to correct any inaccurate listing or
technical problems on the Site. Google may redistribute previously purchased copies of your Tracks
and Albums to users who have, in Google's sole discretion, received a corrupted copy of any Track or
Album, an incorrect file format version, an incomplete copy, or other non-delivery due to technical
failure, on a no-fee basis to the user (i.e., the user is not charged a new fee for the redistribution).
Consequently, no additional payments shall be made to you for such redistributions. Nothing in this
Agreement shall be construed to require Google to undertake any degree of exploitation of the Artist
Tracks, Artist Albums or Artist Content in connection therewith and Google makes no
representation or warranty with respect to the amount of Fees that shall accrue to Artist. In the
-

event that Google allows a user to purchase any bf your Tracks or Albums using a currency other
https://play.google.com/intl/en-US_ALL/about/artist•terms.html
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than the currency of your Base Prices, Google will calculate the conversion rate therefor in

Q

accordance with industry practice in its reasonable discretion.
0

Subscription Fees. If you elect to include Your Tracks and Albums in the Google Play music
subscription service, You will be paid by Google, on a territory-by-territory basis, Subscription Fees
and Upsell Fees, as described below.
(a) "Subscription Fees" shall be the greater of.;_
(A): Monthly Subscription Minimum •x• number of Google Play music subscription service
subscribers on the last day of such month •x• Your Subscription Activity Ratio
-- OR--

(B): Subscription Revenue Share·* Music Subscription Revenue·* Your Subscription Activity Ratio

"Subscription Revenue Share" shall mean 55%.
"Monthly Subscription Minimum" shall mean the rates set forth at
https:/ / support.google.com/googleplay/ artists/?p=rate_card
Google may provide users of other Google music subscription services with access to the Google PlQ
music subscription service. Notwithstanding the foregoing, solely for purposes of the foregoing
calculation, end users of other Google music subscription services and free trial users of the Google
Play music subscription service shall not be deemed "subscribers" of the Google Play music
subscription service, but plays of Your Tracks by free trial subscribers and end users of any such
other Google music subscription service shall count towards Your Subscription Activity Ratio as
defined below (i.e. free trial play events shall count towards both the numerator and the
denominator of such calculation).
(b) Upsell Plays and Fees. Google shall have the option to offer one or more streams of Your
Tracks to non-subscribers for the purpose of upselling such users to the Google Play music
subscription service or purchase opportunities (i.e., in association with a "buy button" and/or
"subscribe now" button) ("Upsell Plays"). Nothing herein alters or affects the free trial provisions
set forth herein; Upsell Plays shall be available in addition to and separate and apart from such free
trials. Google will pay You USD$0.0041 per Ups ell Play in the Territory of Your Tracks ("Upsell

Fees"). For clarity, (a) Upsell Plays shall not be counted towards Your Subscription Activity Ratio
as defined below (i.e. Upsell Plays shall count towards neither the numerator nor the denominator
https://play.google.com/iotl/eo-US_ALL/about/artist-terms.html
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of such calculation), (b) any plays of sound recordings that are contained in the recipient's Google
Play music locker shall not be deemed to be Upsell Plays, (c) Upsell Plays shall not include plays of
preview clips of Your Tracks.

"Music Subscription Revenue" means the total actual revenue received and recognized by
Google from (i) subscription payments from or on behalf of end users in consideration of the Google
Play music subscription service; (ii) payments for advertising in the Google Play music subscription
service's web or mobile UI, in each case payable to, received by, or credited to Google specifically in
"

respect of the Google Play music subscription service; and (iii) any other revenue paid or payable or
credited to Google as consideration specifically for access to the Google Play music subscription
service. For clarity, revenue from any Google music subscription service shall be not be included in
the foregoing definition, but shall instead be addressed in the agreement between the parties related
to such other Google music subscription service.

"Your Subscription Activity Ratio" shall mean the fraction: (i) the numerator of which shall be
the total number of streams and plays of Your Tracks from the Google Play music subscription
service; and (ii) the denominator of which will be the total number of streams and plays of all tracks
from the Google Play music subscription service. The foregoing fraction shall be calculated
separately for each country or territory within the Territory.
For any calendar month where the Subscription Fees owed to You are less than One Dollar (USD$1)
(or the corresponding amount in the applicable currency), there will be no payment and the balance
will accumulate until it exceeds One Dollar (USD$1) (or the corresponding amount in the applicable
currency).

6. Representations and Warranties. By uploading any Music or Artist Content to the Site:
• you represent and warrant, and can demonstrate to Google's full satisfaction upon request, that (a)
you own or otherwise control all rights to (1) your Artist Sound Recordings, (2) the Artist
Compositions embodied in your Artist Sound Recordings (or that such Artist Compositions are in
the public domain, have otherwise been directly licensed to you in writing with a grant of rights
sufficient to permit you to grant all of the rights set forth in these Terms, or are licensable by Google
from a collecting society pursuant to your direct arrangement with such collecting society, and (3)
the Artist Content (or that such Artist Content is in the public domain or has been licensed); (b) to

e

the extent permitted by applicable law, you have full authority to act on behalf of any and all owners
of any right, title or interest in and to any Artist Sound Recordings you upload to the Service and the
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Artist Compositions embodied therein and to the Artist Content, (c) you have permission to use the
name and likeness of each identifiable individual person whose name or likeness is contained or

Q

used within the Artist Sound Recordings and/or Artist Content, and to use such individual's
identifying or personal information (to the extent such information is used or contained in the Artist
Sound Recordings or Artist Content) as contemplated by these Terms, and (d) you are authorized to
grant all of the aforementioned rights to the Artist Sound Recordings, Artist Compositions and
Artist Content to Google and all users of the Service;
o

you guarantee that the use or other exploitation of your Artist Sound Recordings and the Artist
Compositions embodied therein and/or Artist Content by Google and its authorized sub-licensees
and distributors and/ or by users of Google Play or the Service as contemplated by these Terms will
not infringe or violate the rights of any third party, including, without limitation, any privacy rights,
publicity rights, copyrights, contract rights, or any other intellectual property or proprietary rights;

o

you guarantee that no fees of any kind shall be due to any third party except as expressly
contemplated herein, including, but not limited to, any union, guild, non-featured vocalist or
musician, engineer or producer, for the use or re-use of your Artist Sound Recordings as authorized
under these Terms; and

o

you guarantee that you will not violate any territorial restrictions on Artist Sound Recordings,
including by circumventing any technological measures used by Google to enforce such restrictionso

7. Disputes, Transfers and Terminations. Should you at any time lose your rights to manage any
aspect of your Identity, Store Page, Artist Content, Artist Sound Recordings, or Artist Compositions
(collectively, "Artist Portfolio"), you must immediately stop using the Google Play artist hub in connection
with that aspect of your Artist Portfolio except as and only to the extent necessary to achieve or effect the
termination of the Artist Account and/ or to decouple the association of an Artist Account with an Artist
Representative ("Termination") or, if applicable, the transfer of the Artist Account to another person,
Artist, or Artist Representative ("Transfer"). In the event of a dispute between or among you and any third
party (including an Artist Representative) surrounding the scope or validity of your authorization to
manage any aspect of your Artist Portfolio) ("Dispute"), you must immediately stop using the artist hub as
to any aspect of your Artist Portfolio that is under dispute while the Dispute is pending, except as and only
to the extent necessary to carry out any Termination or Transfer following the settlement of a Dispute. It is
your responsibility, along with the applicable third party, to resolve any Dispute or other conflict related to
or arising from your Artist Portfolio, or your use of the Service. Google will have no obligation to
participate in resolving any Disputes but reserves the right to suspend, limit or terminate any Artist
Account, or to decouple any Artist Representative association with an Artist Account, at any time, in its

https://play.google.com/intl/en•US_ALL/about/artist-terms.html
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sole discretion, and for any reason (including without limitation during the pendency or following the

e

esolution of any Dispute known to it).
Google shall have no liability to you, any Artist Representative, or to any third party in connection with the
association, coupling, suspension, limitation, decoupling, re-association, Transfer, Termination, or other
disposition of any account, including Artist Accounts, nor for the disposition of any Artist Content or
Artist Sound Recordings as a result of such action. Google may at its election, at any time and for any
reason, require you or any other party to provide evidence that demonstrates to Google's full satisfaction
any mutual agreement, legal order or other document that relates to, compels or authorizes: (a) any
particular resolution of a Dispute; (b) any Termination; (c) any Transfer; or (d) your continuation or
cessation as an Artist or Artist Representative with authority to manage your Artist Portfolio, and you will
provide such evidence promptly upon request. You will not engage in or knowingly permit the abusive,
fraudulent, coercive, or punitive use of the Service for any reason, including in connection with any
Dispute, Termination, or Transfer.
8. Copyright Notices. It is Google's policy to respond to notices of alleged copyright infringement that

comply with applicable intellectual property law (including, in the United States, the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act and the local implementations of the European E-Commerce Directive) and to terminate
.

e accounts of repeat infringers. Details of Google's policy can be found
at http://www.google.com/dmca.html.
9. Termination. If you fail to comply with any material term of these Terms, Google may terminate your

rights hereunder without notice. In case of such termination, Google may immediately revoke your access
to the Service without notice to you and without refund of any fees. Subject to Section 4(e), which survives
any termination or expiration of these Terms, You may terminate this Agreement as set forth in the
General Google Terms, or simply by ceasing to use the Google Play artist hub and withdrawing your Artist
Content, Artist Sound Recordings and related material from the Service. All other provisions of this
Agreement which by their nature should survive termination or expiration shall survive such termination
or expiration of these Terms.
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By clicking to agree to this Digital Music Download Sales Agreement, which is hereby offered to
COMPANY by /TUNES (as those terms are defined below), COMPANY agrees with /TUNES to the terms
and conditions set forth herein, and you personally represent and warrant to /TUNES that you are
authorized to electronically sign this Digital Music Download Sales Agreement on COMPANY's behalf.
DIGITAL MUSIC DOWNLOAD SALES AGREEMENT
United States I Canada/ Mexico/ Latin America/ Caribbean

This Agreement is by and between Apple Inc. ("ITUNES"), having its principal place of business at 1
Infinite Loop, Cupertino, California 95014, and the legal entity associated with the iTunes Connect
account through which this Agreement is executed ("COMPANY"), and is entered into as of the date on
which this Agreement is electronically executed by COMPANY via iTunes Connect (the "Effective
Date").
WHEREAS, !TUNES desires and, in exchange for ITUNES' obligations herein, COMPANY is
willing to allow !TUNES to sell COMPANY's content in digital form as provided herein;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and agreements set forth herein,
and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged,
ITUNES and COMPANY (each a "Party" and collectively, "Parties") hereby agree as follows:
1.
Definitions.
Agreement:

e

The following terms shall have the following meanings for purposes of this

(a)

"Artwork" means album cover artwork, screen shots and/or any other artwork relating to
COMPANY Content that COMPANY has cleared for use by ITUNES pursuant to the
terms of this Agreement. COMPANY shall not provide to ITUNES any artwork that has
not been so cleared.

(b)

"COMPANY Content" means sound recordings owned or controlled by COMPANY that
COMPANY has cleared for use by !TUNES pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.
COMPANY shall not provide to ITUNES any sound recordings that have not been so
cleared.

(c)

"Content File" means each digital file containing COMPANY Content, applicable
Artwork, parental advisory notices, copyright notices, and associated metadata (e.g., artist
name, track or video title, track or video title version, territories cleared for sale,
copyright notice, ISRC, UPC and corresponding album title and editorial content data,
and any Lyrics).

(d)

"eMaster" means a copy of COMPANY Content in DRM-free digital format suitable for
exploitation on the Online Store (provided that the audio quality and integrity attributable
to such format shall at all times be commensurate with the sound quality and integrity
generally attributable to the format of third party sound recordings available on the
Online Store), which !TUNES may sell on the Online Store pursuant to the terms and
conditions of this Agreement.

(e)

"Fulfillment Activities" means sales activities relating to the sale and delivery of
COMPANY's eMasters pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
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2.

(f)

"iTunes Connect" means ITUNES' proprietary content management portal, free access to
which is provided by ITUNES to COMPANY during the Term subject to acceptance of
applicable terms and conditions.

(g)

"Lyrics" means lyrics associated with COMPANY Content that COMPANY, in its sole
discretion, may deliver to !TUNES as part of the metadata contained in a Content File or
as otherwise permitted by !TUNES, and that COMPANY has cleared for use by !TUNES
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. COMPANY shall not provide to ITUNES any
lyrics that have not been so cleared.

(h)

"Online Store" means an electronic store and its storefronts branded, and owned and/or
controlled by !TUNES or an affiliate of ITUNES, from which end users can receive
eMasters by any means for use as permitted hereunder.

(i)

"Term" means the period beginning on the Effective Date and continuing until terminated
(i) under Section 14(a), or (ii) at any time, for any or no reason, by either Party by written
notice effective thirty (30) days from notice.

0)

"Territory" means the United States, its territories and possessions (collectively, "United
States"); Canada, its territories and provinces (collectively, "Canada"); Mexico, its
territories and possessions (collectively, "Mexico"); Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia,
Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, French Guiana, Guatemala,
Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela and their
respective territories and possessions (collectively, "Latin America"); and Anguilla,
Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, Cayman Islands, Dominica,
Grenada, Guyana, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Trinidad and Tobago, British Virgin Islands,
Jamaica, Montserrat, Saint Lucia, Suriname, Turks and Caicos Islands, and Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines (collectively, "Caribbean").

0

0

Authorization.
(a)

Subject to the terms of this Agreement, COMPANY hereby appoints !TUNES as a
reseller of eMasters in the Territory for end users' personal and non-commercial use.
Accordingly, COMPANY hereby grants a non-exclusive right to ITUNES, during the
Term, to:
(i)

reproduce and format COMPANY Content delivered by COMPANY or by
COMPANY's representative designated by COMPANY in writing into eMasters;

(ii)

perform, exhibit and make available by streaming clips of the COMPANY
Content ("Clips") to promote the sale of applicable eMasters available on the
Online Store in accordance with this Agreement;

(iii)

promote, market, sell, distribute, perform and electronically fulfill and deliver
eMasters and associated metadata to purchasers via the Online Store;

(iv)

reproduce, display, distribute and electronically fulfill and deliver Artwork and
Lyrics (if any) for personal use solely in conjunction with the applicable
purchased eMaster; and
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(v)

use COMPANY Content, Artwork, Lyrics (if any) and metadata as may be
reasonably necessary or desirable for !TUNES to exercise !TUNES' rights under
the terms of this Agreement.

(b)

!TUNES shall not be authorized to use COMPANY Content, Artwork or Lyrics (if any)
in any manner or form not expressly authorized herein, provided that !TUNES may
modify metadata as reasonably necessary to correct errors or to append sub-genres or like
information for artist and content categories. Nothing in this Agreement shall be
construed to prevent COMPANY from marketing or selling COMPANY Content,
Artwork or Lyrics by any means. For avoidance of doubt, !TUNES shall have no
obligation to exercise any of the rights granted to it hereunder.

(c)

Clips may be up to (i) ninety (90) seconds long for eMasters that are more than 2 minutes
and 30 seconds (2:30) long, (ii) thirty (30) seconds long for shorter eMasters, or (iii) as
long as the longest free previews that COMPANY permits any other digital distributor of
COMPANY Content to make available, whichever is longer. Clips may be created by
!TUNES from the applicable COMPANY Content.

(d)

In the event COMPANY delivers Lyrics for COMPANY Content that has previously
been available on the Online Store, or COMPANY delivers updated Lyrics (e.g., in the
event of errors in the originally delivered Lyrics), !TUNES may deliver such Lyrics to
prior purchasers of the corresponding eMaster. Lyrics (like other metadata) may be used
in connection with customer searches for content available on the Online Store and may
be displayed in whole or in part in connection therewith.

(e)

!TUNES shall not pledge, mortgage or otherwise encumber any part of the COMPANY
Content, eMasters, Artwork or Lyrics.

3. COMPANY Obligations.
(a)

Except for a special circumstance, such as an exclusive, limited-time, one-off promotion
for particular COMPANY Content, or for a reason beyond COMPANY's control (e.g., a
third party contractual restriction), or as otherwise agreed by the Parties, COMPANY (or
a third party designated by COMP ANY in writing and approved by !TUNES) shall
commence delivery of all existing COMPANY Content as soon as reasonably possible
following the Effective Date, and prospectively during the Term, for just cleared
COMPANY Content and new releases, at least in time for !TUNES to begin selling
eMasters the earlier of a general release date, provided by COMPANY, or when any
other distributor is permitted to begin selling, or making commercially available,
COMPANY Content in any format.

(b)

Except as otherwise agreed by the Parties, COMPANY shall make all COMPANY
Content that COMPANY authorizes herein for sale on the Online Store available in both
a so-called "single" format and in a multi-track "album" format. !TUNES may sell
eMasters on the Online Store in the format that !TUNES believes most favorably furthers
the commercial purpose of this Agreement and otherwise in accordance with !TUNES'
then-current Online Store business practices.

(c)

COMPANY shall deliver Content Files to !TUNES, at COMPANY's expense, in the
delivery format and via the delivery method reasonably specified by !TUNES on iTunes
Connect at the time of COMPANY's delivery of the Content Files. COMPANY
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acknowledges that the specified delivery methods may require certain hardware and/or
software. All COMPANY Content will be delivered to a server in California by means of
telecommunications or via "load & leave" per California regulation 1502. No tangible
personal property will transfer to !TUNES.

4.

Q

Royalties.
(a)

(b)

United States: For uses of COMPANY Content authorized hereunder with respect to
sales into the United States, COMPANY shall be responsible for and timely pay: (i) all
record royalties to artists, producers, performers, musicians and other record royalty
participants for the manufacture, storage, distribution, sound recording performance and
sale of eMasters, (ii) all reproduction and distribution (i.e., mechanical) royalties payable
to composers, lyricists, authors and publishers of compositions embodied in eMasters for
the manufacture, storage, distribution and sale of eMasters, (iii) all payments that may be
required under collective bargaining agreements applicable to COMPANY or third
parties other than !TUNES, and (iv) any other royalties, fees and/or sums payable with
respect to COMPANY Content, including the sound recordings and musical
compositions embodied therein, Artwork, metadata and other materials provided by
COMPANY and/or !TUNES' authorized use thereof hereunder, except that (x) !TUNES
shall be responsible solely for any payments for the public performance rights in any
musical compositions embodied in COMPANY Content (to the extent such rights may be
implicated, if at all, by !TUNES' exploitation or other use of COMPANY Content
hereunder), and (y) as between !TUNES and COMPANY, solely with respect to any use
of Clips on the Online Store in the United States, !TUNES shall be responsible for
clearing any required reproduction and distribution (i.e., mechanical) rights of composers,
lyricists, authors and publishers of compositions embodied in any Clips longer than thirty
(30) seconds, provided that COMPANY hereby grants to !TUNES on a gratis basis all
such rights with respect to the entirety of any compositions that are owned or controlled,
in whole or in part, by COMPANY or its affiliates (e.g., any publishing arm of
COMPANY).

0

Canada: For uses of COMPANY Content authorized hereunder with respect to sales into
Canada:
(i)

COMPANY shall be responsible for and timely pay: (A) all record royalties to
artists, producers, performers, musicians and other record royalty participants for
the manufacture, storage, distribution, sound recording performance and sale of
eMasters, (B) all payments that may be required under collective bargaining
agreements applicable to COMPANY or third parties other than !TUNES, and
(C) any other royalties, fees and/or sums payable with respect to the sound
recordings, Artwork, metadata and other materials provided by COMPANY
and/or !TUNES' authorized use thereof hereunder.

(ii)

!TUNES shall be responsible for obtaining reproduction and distribution (i.e.,
mechanical) rights, and song performance (i.e., communication to the public)
rights, from, and for making and making arrangements for payments, royalties or
sums payable to, composers, lyricists, authors and music publishers as may be
reasonably necessary for the commercial exploitation hereunder of the
compositions embodied in eMasters ("Author's Rights"); provided, however, that
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(notwithstanding any other prov1s1on in this Agreement) !TUNES'
responsibilities under this paragraph 4(b)(ii) apply only to COMPANY Content
for which reproduction rights in Canada may be cleared and paid through
CMRRA-SODRAC, Inc. (hereafter, "CSI Content") and that !TUNES shall make
payments related to reproduction rights in any COMPANY Content only to
CMRRA-SODRAC, Inc. and to no other party. COMPANY understands and
acknowledges that !TUNES shall have no obligations whatsoever under this
paragraph 4(b)(ii) for any COMPANY Content that is not CSI Content ("nonCSI Content"), and that all responsibility for rights clearances and payments
related to Authors' Rights for any non-CSI Content which COMPANY
authorizes !TUNES to exploit in Canada hereunder shall rest with COMPANY.
To the extent that COMPANY owns or controls any part of the Authors' Rights
in any COMPANY Content, COMPANY shall not withhold such rights in any
way that could frustrate the purpose of this Agreement. The Parties acknowledge
that the wholesale prices set forth in Exhibits A and C reflect a deduction for
Author's Rights at the prevailing industry-wide royalty rates and that, in the
event that higher or lower prevailing industry-wide royalty rates are established
(whether by a court or tribunal within the Territory or through negotiations), then
the wholesale prices set forth in Exhibits A and C shall be prospectively reduced
or increased (as the case may be) using such established industry-wide royalty
rates. The Parties further acknowledge that whenever the prevailing industrywide fixed minimum royalty fee is higher for particular eMasters sold hereunder
than the royalty that would result from the application of the prevailing industrywide royalty rate, !TUNES may deduct the excess from the wholesale prices
otherwise payable for such sales pursuant to Exhibits A and C.
(c)

Mexico: For uses of COMPANY Content authorized hereunder with respect to sales into
Mexico, COMPANY shall be responsible for and timely pay: (i) all record royalties to
artists, producers, performers, musicians and other record royalty participants for the
manufacture, storage, distribution, sound recording performance and sale of eMasters, (ii)
all reproduction and distribution (i.e., mechanical), performance, communication and/or
transmission royalties (to the extent applicable) payable to composers, lyricists, authors
and publishers of compositions embodied in eMasters for the manufacture, storage,
distribution and sale of eMasters and/or the storage and streaming of Clips, (iii) all
payments that may be required under collective bargaining agreements applicable to
COMPANY or third parties other than !TUNES, (iv) any other royalties, fees and/or
sums payable with respect to COMPANY Content, including the sound recordings and
musical compositions embodied therein, Artwork, metadata and other materials provided
by COMPANY and/or !TUNES' authorized use thereof hereunder, and (v) any consents
that may be required with respect to any moral or neighboring rights related to
COMPANY Content, including the sound recordings and musical compositions
embodied therein, Artwork, metadata and other materials provided by COMPANY and/or
!TUNES' authorized use thereof hereunder.

(d)

Latin America and Caribbean: For uses of COMPANY Content authorized hereunder
with respect to sales into Latin America and Caribbean:
(i)

COMPANY shall be responsible for and timely pay: (A) all record royalties to
artists, producers, performers, musicians and other record royalty participants for
the manufacture, storage, distribution, sound recording performance and sale of
eMasters, (B) all payments that may be required under collective bargaining
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agreements applicable to COMPANY or third parties other than !TUNES, and
(C) any other royalties, fees and/or sums payable with respect to the sound
recordings, Artwork, metadata and other materials provided by COMPANY
(including, without limitation, any moral rights or rights of performership
associated therewith) and/or !TUNES' authorized use thereof hereunder.
(ii)

(e)

!TUNES shall be responsible for obtaining reproduction and distribution (i.e.,
mechanical) rights, and song performance (i.e., communication to the public)
rights, from, and for making and making arrangements for payments, royalties or
sums payable to, composers, lyricists, authors and music publishers as may be
reasonably necessary for the commercial exploitation hereunder of the
compositions embodied in eMasters ("Author's Rights"). Despite the foregoing,
to the extent that COMPANY owns or controls any part of such Authors' Rights,
COMPANY shall not withhold such rights in any way that could frustrate the
purpose of this Agreement. The Parties acknowledge that the wholesale prices
set forth in Exhibit A reflect a deduction for Author's Rights at the prevailing
industry-wide royalty rates and that, in the event that higher or lower prevailing
industry-wide royalty rates are established (whether by a court or tribunal within
the Territory or through negotiations), then the wholesale prices set forth in
Exhibit A shall be prospectively reduced or increased (as the case may be) using
such established industry-wide royalty rates. The Parties further acknowledge
that whenever the prevailing industry-wide fixed minimum royalty fee is higher
for particular eMasters sold hereunder than the royalty that would result from the
application of the prevailing industry-wide royalty rate, !TUNES may deduct the
excess from the wholesale prices otherwise payable for such sales pursuant to
Exhibit A.

Q
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Lyrics: Notwithstanding any of the foregoing, COMPANY shall be responsible for
clearance of all rights, and timely make all payments associated therewith, with respect to
the use of Lyrics in the Territory as authorized hereunder, including without limitation,
all reproduction and distribution (i.e., mechanical), performance, communication,
transmission and/or display royalties (to the extent applicable) payable to composers,
lyricists, authors and publishers of Lyrics.

5.
Wholesale Price. !TUNES shall pay COMPANY for eMasters sold by !TUNES hereunder the
applicable wholesale prices set forth in Exhibits A and C, which wholesale prices shall remain in effect
throughout the Term (subject to Sections 4(b)(ii) and 4(d)(ii), if applicable). For avoidance of doubt,
!TUNES reserves the right to determine the retail price in its sole discretion.
6. !TUNES Obligations.
(a)

!TUNES shall condition sale and delivery of eMasters upon an end user's
acknowledgement of terms of use for such eMasters ("Terms of Use"), which Terms of
Use shall, at a minimum, provide that end users obtaining eMasters from !TUNES
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement may use such eMasters solely for the end user's
personal and non-commercial use and that the sale of eMasters does not transfer to the
end user any commercial or promotional use rights in the eMasters.

(b)

Subject to Section 4, !TUNES shall be responsible for all costs associated with !TUNES'
Fulfillment Activities.

0
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(c)

If there is a change of circumstance during the Term as a result of which COMPANY
reasonably believes that it does not have, or no longer has, the rights necessary to
authorize !TUNES to use any COMPANY Content, Artwork or Lyrics as provided for
herein, or COMPANY reasonably believes that !TUNES' continued sale of any
COMPANY Content, Artwork or Lyrics will substantially harm COMPANY's relations,
or violates the terms of any of COMPANY'S agreements, with any applicable copyright
owner, artist, producer, director (in the case of audio-visual content) or distributor (each a
"Clearance Issue"), then COMPANY shall have the right to withdraw authorization for
the distribution of such COMPANY Content, Artwork or Lyrics to the extent of such
Clearance Issue using iTunes Connect or via other technical means provided by !TUNES.
!TUNES shall cease to offer such COMPANY Content, Artwork or Lyrics for sale within
three (3) business days of such withdrawal. COMPANY shall promptly re-authorize
!TUNES' distribution of such COMPANY Content, Artwork or Lyrics if it has been recleared for distribution by !TUNES hereunder. COMPANY shall not withdraw any
authorization with respect to COMPANY Content, Artwork or Lyrics if COMPANY
continues to provide such authorization to any other on-line digital distributor of
COMPANY Content in the Territory.

(d)

For avoidance of doubt, and without limiting !TUNES' other rights hereunder, !TUNES
reserves the right to pull-down, or not offer for sale, any COMPANY Content, Artwork
or Lyrics in the event a third party claims that !TUNES is not authorized to sell or
otherwise use such COMPANY Content, Artwork or Lyrics on the Online Store, in
which case COMPANY shall cooperate with !TUNES' reasonable requests towards
handling such third party claim.

7.
Parental Advisory. COMPANY shall be responsible for determining parental advisory warning
status for all eMasters, and if such parental advisory is required by applicable law or regulation, or
otherwise deemed appropriate for a particular eMaster, COMPANY shall provide an appropriate parental
advisory warning for such eMaster in the Content File, and !TUNES shall conspicuously display such
parental advisory when other information about such eMaster is displayed. In no event shall COMPANY
deliver to !TUNES or clear for availability on the Online Store in a particular country of the Territory any
COMPANY Content, Artwork or Lyrics if (a) it has been rejected or banned by a competent government
authority in such country (e.g., a review board or censor), (b) applicable law or regulation requires
governmental review prior to its distribution, sale or other use in such country, and such review has not
taken place, (c) its distribution, sale or other use by !TUNES hereunder otherwise would violate any
applicable law or regulation in such country (e.g., it constitutes prohibited content or requires an age
restriction or other limitation that the Online Store does not enforce), or (d) COMPANY has received any
complaint, claim or allegation that it violates any applicable law or regulation in such country.
COMPANY acknowledges that !TUNES may require it to provide additional representations, warranties
and/or other commitments, and verification that appropriate processes have been implemented by
COMPANY to ensure compliance with this paragraph and any such additional commitments, prior to
permitting COMPANY Content, Artwork or Lyrics to be available in countries of the Territory that have
particularly strict legal and/or cultural content restrictions.
8. Payment and Reports.
(a)

!TUNES shall remit payment to COMPANY for the sale of eMasters in accordance with
the following: (i) the "sale" of each eMaster shall occur when such eMaster is
successfully delivered by !TUNES to an end user; (ii) payments shall accrue at the time
that such eMaster is sold; and (iii) for each eMaster sold, !TUNES shall pay to
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COMPANY an amount equal to the wholesale price for the applicable eMaster
(collectively "eMaster Proceeds").
(b)

!TUNES shall pay eMaster Proceeds to COMPANY in the amount set forth in a monthly
sales report reflecting all sales of eMasters and corresponding eMaster Proceeds for the
particular monthly period ("Sales Report") and in accordance with !TUNES' standard
business practices after the end of each monthly period during the Term. !TUNES will
make each Sales Report available to COMPANY via iTunes Connect and will notify
COMPANY via email when each Sales Report is available. !TUNES may modify the
foregoing process in its reasonable discretion upon thirty (30) days' written notice. For
avoidance of doubt, eMaster Proceeds shall constitute COMPANY'S full consideration
hereunder and shall be paid in the currency in which the wholesale prices for the
applicable country of the Territory are expressed herein.

(c)

!TUNES may withhold any taxes, duties, charges or levies on payments by !TUNES to
COMPANY pursuant to this Agreement as may be required by applicable law, rule or
regulation. !TUNES shall remit any such withheld taxes, duties, charges or levies to the
appropriate tax authority. Despite the foregoing, provided COMPANY has fully satisfied
all requirements to document its eligibility for a lower or zero rate of withholding tax,
including, without limitation, providing !TUNES with a valid Certificate of Residency,
!TUNES shall withhold based on the lower withholding tax rate, or, if applicable, shall
not withhold.

(d)

Payments made by !TUNES to COMPANY hereunder shall be by electronic funds
transfer ("EFT"), and COMPANY shall be responsible for any of COMPANY'S bank
transaction costs or fees arising from such payment. COMPANY shall provide !TUNES
(via iTunes Connect) with COMPANY'S banking information reasonably necessary to
effect payment.

Q
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9. Names and Likenesses; Promotional Use and Opportunities.
(a)

!TUNES may use the names and authorized likenesses of, and biographical material
concerning, any eMaster artists, bands, producers, directors (in the case of audio-visual
content) and/or songwriters (each, a "Talent"), as well as track title and/or album name,
and Artwork, in any !TUNES marketing materials for the sale, promotion and advertising
of the applicable eMaster which is offered for sale on the Online Store under the terms of
this Agreement (e.g., an artist or band name and likeness may be used in an informational
fashion, such as textual displays or other informational passages, to identify and represent
authorship, production credits, and performances of the applicable artist or band in
connection with the authorized exploitation of applicable eMasters). Further written
approval of COMPANY shall be required if any Talent's name or likeness is otherwise
used as an endorsement oflTUNES, the Online Store, or other products.

(b)

!TUNES shall have the unrestricted right to market, promote and advertise the Online
Store and content available for purchase on the Online Store as it determines in its
discretion. Without limiting the foregoing, !TUNES shall have the right to determine
which content, irrespective of any particular record company, label or other content
provider affiliation, would best further the commercial purpose of the Online Store, and
to promote such content more than others.

0

10. Copyright Notices; Ownership.
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(a)

COMPANY may provide a copyright notice (which shall be not more than 21 characters
in length) for applicable COMPANY Content and associated Artwork and Lyrics (if any)
in the Content File, in which case !TUNES shall include such copyright notice in a
manner that can be viewed prior to purchase of such eMaster. !TUNES shall not
knowingly defeat, impair or alter any watermark in COMPANY Content, including any
related Artwork or materials delivered by COMPANY hereunder; provided, for
avoidance of doubt, that COMPANY shall not include any digital watermark or similar
technologies in the audio (or video) file itself.

(b)

As between the Parties, all right, title and interest in and to (i) the COMPANY Content,
(ii) the eMasters, (iii) the Clips, (iv) all copyrights and equivalent rights embodied
therein, and (v) all materials furnished by COMPANY, except as to any rights of
!TUNES (whether pre-existing or under this Agreement), shall remain the property of
COMPANY, it being understood that under no circumstances shall !TUNES have any
lesser rights than it would have as a member of the public.

11.
Press Release. Without limiting the provisions of Section 16, COMPANY shall not make or
issue any public statement or press release regarding this Agreement or its subject matter without prior
written approval from !TUNES.
12. Data Protection.
(a)

In the event that !TUNES receives notice of a security breach of the servers or network
components that store COMPANY Content on the Online Store such that unauthorized
access to COMPANY Content becomes available via the Online Store, then !TUNES will
disable the ability to purchase, and offers for sale of, eMasters embodying COMPANY
Content via the Online Store within twenty-four (24) hours following !TUNES' receipt of
notice thereof, which shall be !TUNES' sole obligation and COMPANY's sole remedy
from !TUNES in the event of such a security breach.

(b)

COMPANY Content in !TUNES' control or possession shall reside on one or more
network servers, workstations or equivalent devices owned or controlled by !TUNES or
its contractors, each of which shall be secured with restricted access.

13. Record-Keeping and Audit
(a)

!TUNES shall maintain and keep complete and accurate books and records concerning
the amounts payable to COMPANY arising from transactions relating to !TUNES' sale
of eMasters for three (3) years following each particular Sales Report.

(b)

Upon reasonable advance written notice (in no event less than thirty (30) days), for up to
two (2) years following each particular Sales Report (the "Audit Period"), COMPANY,
at COMPANY's sole expense, may appoint an independent certified public accountant
not then engaged in any audit of !TUNES or COMPANY to audit applicable books and
records of !TUNES at !TUNES' principal place of business in the Territory for the sole
purpose of verifying the amounts due from !TUNES to COMPANY hereunder. Such
audit shall take place during regular business hours, and shall not occur more than once
during any twelve (12) month period. The certified public accountant shall not be
engaged on a contingency-fee basis and must sign and deliver to !TUNES a
confidentiality agreement in a form acceptable to !TUNES that protects !TUNES'
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confidential information no less than the terms of this Agreement and no less than
COMPANY protects its own similar information. COMPANY may audit information
contained in a particular Sales Report only once, and no audit shall be allowed or
conducted for a period spanning less than six (6) months.
(c)

Q

COMPANY shall be deemed to have consented to all Sales Reports rendered by !TUNES
hereunder, and said Sales Reports shall be binding upon COMPANY and shall not be
subject to any objection by COMPANY for any reason unless specific objections are
provided to !TUNES in writing within two (2) years of the rendering of the Sales Report.
COMPANY agrees that !TUNES' books and records contain "Confidential Information"
(as defined below).

14. Termination and Effect of Termination.
(a)

Either Party shall have the right to terminate this Agreement prior to the expiration of the
Term in the event that the other Party (i) becomes insolvent, (ii) files a petition in
bankruptcy, (iii) makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors, or (iv) breaches any
material representation, obligation or covenant contained herein, unless such breach is
cured prospectively, no later than thirty (30) days from the date of receipt of notice of
such breach, or if not able to be so cured, then resolved to the other Party's satisfaction,
not to be unreasonably withheld.

(b)

Sections 1, 4, 6(b), 8, 10(b), 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 shall remain in full force and
effect following the expiration or earlier termination of this Agreement. The expiration
or earlier termination of this Agreement shall not relieve COMPANY or !TUNES of its
respective obligations to make any payments with respect to the sale of eMasters in the
periods prior to such expiration or termination (and the associated accounting) in
accordance with this Agreement.

(c)

0

Upon the expiration or earlier termination of this Agreement, all COMPANY Content,
eMasters, Clips, Artwork and Lyrics in !TUNES' possession or control shall be promptly
deleted or destroyed, excluding any archival copies maintained in accordance with
!TUNES' standard business practices or required to be maintained by applicable law, rule
or regulation.

15. Indemnification and Limitation of Liability.
(a)

!TUNES will indemnify and hold harmless, and upon COMPANY'S request, defend,
COMPANY and its affiliates (and their respective directors, officers and employees)
from and against any and all losses, liabilities, damages, costs and expenses (including
reasonable attorneys' fees and costs) arising out of a claim by a third party by reason of:
(i) any use by !TUNES of the COMPANY Content, Artwork or Lyrics in breach of this
Agreement; (ii) a breach of any warranty, representation, covenant or obligation of
!TUNES under this Agreement; or (iii) any claim that the technology used by !TUNES in
the Fulfillment Activities infringes the intellectual property rights of another party.
!TUNES will reimburse COMPANY and its affiliates on demand for any payments
actually made in resolution of any liability or claim that is subject to indemnification
under this Section 15, provided that COMPANY obtains !TUNES' written consent prior
to making such payments. COMPANY shall promptly notify !TUNES of any such
claim, and !TUNES may assume control of the defense or settlement of such claim.
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COMPANY shall have the right, at its expense, to participate in the defense thereof under
!TUNES' direction.
(b)

COMPANY will indemnify and hold harmless, and upon !TUNES' request, defend,
!TUNES and its affiliates and contractors (and their respective directors, officers and
employees) from and against any and all losses, liabilities, damages, costs or expenses
(including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs) arising out of a claim by a third party by
reason of: (i) a breach of any warranty, representation, covenant or obligation of
COMPANY under this Agreement; or (ii) excluding the rights that !TUNES is
responsible for under Section(s) 4(b)(ii) and/or 4(d)(ii) (if applicable), any claim that any
COMPANY Content, Artwork, Lyrics, metadata or any other materials provided or
authorized by or on behalf of COMPANY hereunder or !TUNES' use thereof violates or
infringes the rights of another party. COMPANY will reimburse !TUNES and its
affiliates on demand for any payments actually made in resolution of any liability or
claim that is subject to indemnification under this Section 15, provided that !TUNES
obtains COMPANY's written consent prior to making such payments. !TUNES shall
promptly notify COMPANY of any such claim, and COMPANY may assume control of
the defense or settlement of such claim. !TUNES shall have the right, at its expense, to
participate in the defense thereof under COMPANY's direction.

(c)

EXCEPT PURSUANT TO AN EXPRESS INDEMNITY OBLIGATION, IN NO
EVENT SHALL EITHER PARTY BE LIABLE TO THE OTHER PARTY FOR
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR SPECIAL DAMAGES,
INCLUDING LOSS OF PROFITS OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, EVEN IF ADVISED
OF THEIR POSSIBILITY.

(d)

NO WARRANTY OR TERM, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR
OTHERWISE, AS
TO THE CONDITION, QUALITY, DURABILITY,
PERFORMANCE, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE OF THE ONLINE STORE OR ANY ELEMENTS THEREOF IS GIVEN
TO, OR SHOULD BE ASSUMED BY, COMPANY, AND ANY SUCH
WARRANTIES AND TERMS ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED.

16.
Confidentiality. Each Party acknowledges that by reason of this Agreement it may have access to
certain information and materials concerning the other Party's business plans, customers, technology and
products that are confidential and of substantial value to such Party, which value would be impaired if
such information were disclosed to third parties or used for purposes other than as expressly permitted by
this Agreement (referred to in this Agreement as "Confidential Information"). Each Party agrees to
maintain any and all Confidential Information received from the other, in confidence, and agrees not to
disclose or otherwise make available such Confidential Information to any third party without the prior
written consent of the disclosing Party. Each Party agrees that Confidential Information shall be
disclosed to its employees and other personnel under its control and supervision for purposes of
performing under this Agreement solely on a need-to-know basis in furtherance of this Agreement, and
solely to those individuals who are bound by a written non-disclosure agreement having terms no less
restrictive than the non-disclosure terms of this Section 16, unless required by law, or court or
governmental order. Confidential Information shall be deemed to include (i) information marked
confidential, if conveyed in writing, and (ii) information identified orally as confidential, if conveyed
orally. Confidential Information shall not be deemed to include any information which (a) is publicly
known at the time of the disclosure, (b) becomes publicly known other than by breach of the terms of this
Section 16, (c) becomes known to the receiving Party, without restriction, from a source free of any
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obligation of confidentiality and without breach of this Section 16, or (d) is independently developed by
the receiving Party.

Q

17. Additional Representations and Warranties of the Parties.
(a)

Each Party represents and warrants that it has full authority to enter into this Agreement,
and to fully perform its obligations hereunder.

(b)

Each Party represents and warrants that it owns or controls the necessary rights in order
to make the grant of rights, licenses and permissions herein, and that the exercise of such
rights, licenses and permissions by the other Party hereto shall not violate or infringe the
rights of any third party.

(c)

Each Party represents and warrants that it shall not act in any manner which conflicts or
interferes with any existing commitment or obligation of such Party, and that no
agreement previously entered into by such Party will interfere with such Party's
performance of its obligations under this Agreement.

(d)

Each Party represents and warrants that it shall perform in compliance with any
applicable laws, rules and regulations of any governmental authority.

18. General Provisions.
(a)

No Agency or Joint Venture. The Parties agree and acknowledge that the relationship
between the Parties is that of independent contractors acting as seller and purchaser. This
Agreement shall not be deemed to create a partnership or joint venture, and neither Party
is the other's agent, partner, employee, or representative.

(b)

Contractors. ITUNES may contract with third parties to provide Fulfillment Activities
on behalf of ITUNES, provided such third parties are subject to terms no less restrictive
than the terms ITUNES is subject to under this Agreement. !TUNES shall be responsible
for the performance of such third parties while under ITUNES' control and supervision.

(c)

Entire Agreement, Modification, Waiver. This Agreement, including any annexes,
schedules and exhibits hereto, contains the entire understanding of the Parties relating to
the subject matter hereof, and supersedes all previous agreements or arrangements
between the Parties relating to the subject matter hereof. This Agreement cannot be
changed or modified except by a writing signed by the Parties. A waiver by either Party
of any term or condition of this Agreement in any instance shall not be deemed or
construed as a waiver of such term or condition for the future, or of any subsequent
breach thereof. If any provision of this Agreement is determined by a court of competent
jurisdiction to be unenforceable, such determination shall not affect any other provision
hereof, and the unenforceable provision shall be replaced by an enforceable provision
that most closely meets the commercial intent of the Parties.

(d)

Binding on Successors. This Agreement shall be binding on the assigns, heirs, executors,
personal representatives, administrators, and successors (whether through merger,
operation of law, or otherwise) of the Parties. ITUNES may assign or transfer any part of
this Agreement to an affiliate ofITUNES without COMPANY's consent.

0
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(e)

Notices. Any notice, approval, request, authorization, direction or other communication
under this Agreement shall be given in writing and shall be deemed to have been
delivered and given for all purposes: (i) on the delivery date if delivered personally to the
Party to whom the same is directed or delivered; (ii) upon delivery by confirmed-receipt
facsimile to the appropriate number set forth below (and, further, confirmation of receipt
is made by telephone); (iii) one (1) business day after deposit with a commercial
overnight carrier, with written verification of receipt; or (iv) five (5) business days after
the mailing date, whether or not actually received, if sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, postage and charges prepaid, to the address of the Party to whom the same is
directed as set forth below (or such other address as such other Party may supply by
written notice duly given).
Ifto COMPANY, to the Senior Management contact specified by COMPANY via iTunes
Connect, with a courtesy copy by email or facsimile, which copy shall not constitute
notice, to the Legal contact specified by COMPANY via iTunes Connect.
Ifto !TUNES, to:
Associate General Counsel, iTunes
Apple Inc.
l Infinite Loop, MS 3-ITS
Cupertino, CA 95014
Fax: 408-974-9105

(f)

Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed and interpreted in accordance with
the laws of the State of California, without regard to principles of conflict of laws. The
Parties agree that any proceeding relating to this Agreement will take place in the No.
District of California; and both Parties hereby waive the right to object to that choice of
law, personal jurisdiction or venue.

(g)

Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be
deemed an original and all of which together shall constitute one and the same document.

(h)

Remedies. To the extent permitted by applicable law, the rights and remedies of the
Parties provided under this Agreement are cumulative and in addition to any other rights
and remedies of the Parties at law or equity.

(i)

Headings. The titles used in this Agreement are for convenience only and are not to be
considered in construing or interpreting the Agreement.

(j)

No Third-Party Beneficiaries. This Agreement is for the sole benefit of the Parties hereto
and their authorized successors and permitted assigns. Nothing herein, express or
implied, is intended to or shall confer upon any person or entity, other than the Parties
hereto and their authorized successors and permitted assigns, any legal or equitable right,
benefit or remedy of any nature whatsoever under or by reason of this Agreement.

(k)

Force Majeure. For the purposes of this Agreement, "Force Majeure" shall mean any
event which a Party hereto could not foresee, such as fire, flood, acts of God or public
enemy, Internet failures, earthquakes, governmental or court order, national emergency,
strikes or labor disputes, the effect of which it could not reasonably prevent or predict and
which renders impossible or impractical the performance of contractual obligations either
totally or in part. The Party invoking a Force Majeure shall notify the other Party within
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three (3) business days of its occurrence by accurately describing all the circumstances of
the situation involved and its effect upon the performance of its contractual obligations.
The taking place of a Force Majeure shall have the effect of suspending the obligations of
the Party which has invoked the provisions of this Section to the extent such obligations
are affected by the Force Majeure. Contractual dates shall be extended for a period equal
to the duration of a Force Majeure. The cessation of a Force Majeure shall be
communicated by notice within three (3) business days of its occurrence by the Party that
invoked it.

Q

19.
Termination of Any Prior Agreements. If the Parties have previously entered into any Digital
Music Download Sales Agreement or Digital Video Download Sales Agreement, covering the
distribution of music and/or music videos, that is in effect as of the Effective Date and the territory of
which includes any part of the Territory (each a "Prior Agreement"), the Parties hereby terminate each
such Prior Agreement as of the Effective Date.

0
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EXHIBIT A
Schedule of Wholesale Prices - Audio
Single-Track Wholesale Prices
Single
Tier

1
2
3
4

US$0.91
US$0.70
US$0.49

Canada
Wholesale
Price
Greater of (i)
60 percent of
retail price
(excluding
taxes) or (ii)
the floor
wholesale price
set forth below
for the
applicable
Single Tier (in
Canadian
Dollars
(CON$)):
CDN$0.91
CDN$0.70
CDN$0.49

-

-

5

'

US Wholesale
Price
Greater of (i)
70 percent of
retail price
(excluding
taxes) or (ii)
the floor
wholesale price
set forth below
for the
applicable
Single Tier (in
United States
Dollars (US$)):

-

Mexico
Wholesale Price
Greater of (i) 70
percent of retail
price (excluding
taxes) or (ii) the
floor wholesale
price set forth
below for the
applicable Single
Tier (in Mexican
Pesos (MXN)):

-

MXNl0.50
MXN8.40
MXN6.30

-

Latin
America Wholesal
e Price
Greater of (i) 70
percent of retail
price (excluding
taxes) minus
applicable
royalties for
Author's Rights
payable by
!TUNES or (ii) the
floor wholesale
price set forth
below for the
applicable Single
Tier (in US$):
US$0.79
US$0.60
US$0.42

-

-

Caribbean
Wholesale Price
Greater of (i) 70
percent ofretail
price (excluding
taxes) minus
applicable
royalties for
Author's Rights
payable by
!TUNES or (ii) the
floor wholesale
price set forth
below for the
applicable Single
Tier (in US$):
US$0.79
US$0.60
US$0.42
US$0.30
US$0.18

Multi-Track Album Wholesale Prices {excluding taxes)·
Album Tier

US Wholesale
Price

Canada Wholesale
Price

Mexico Wholesale
Price

Latin America
and Caribbean
Wholesale Price

Digital 45
Mini EP
EP
Mini Album One
Mini Album Two
Budget One
Budget Two
Back
Mid
Mid/Front
Front One
Front Two
Front Plus
Deluxe One
Deluxe Two

US$1.40
US$2.10
US$2.80
US$3.S0
US$3.S0
US$4.20
US$4.90
US$5.60
US$6.30
US$7.00
US$7.70
US$7.70
US$8.40
US$9.10
US$9.80

CDN$1.40
CDN$2.10
CDN$2.80
CDN$3.S0
CDN$3.S0
CDN$4.20
CDN$4.90
CDN$5.60
CDN$6.30
CDN$7.00
CDN$7.70
CDN$7.70
CDN$8.40
CDN$9.10
CDN$9.80

MXN14.00
MXN21.00
MXN28.00
MXN35.00
MXN35.00
MXN42.00
MXNS2.S0
MXN63.00
MXN73.S0
MXN84.00
MXN91.00
MXN98.00
MXNlOS.00
MXN112.00
MXN119.00

US$1.20
US$1.80
US$2.40
US$3.00
US$3.00
US$3.60
US$4.20
US$4.80
US$5.40
US$6.00
US$6.60
US$6.60
US$7.20
US$7.80
US$8.40
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Deluxe Three
Deluxe Four
Multi-CD Set

US$10.50
US$1 l.20
(Selected Album
Tier Wholesale
p rice) x (# of CDs)

CDN$10.50
CDN$11.20
(Selected Album
Tier Wholesale
Price) x (# of CDs)

MXN126.00
MXN133.00
(Selected Album
Tier Wholesale
Price) x (# of CDs)

US$9.00
US$9.60
(Selected Album
Tier Wholesale
Price) x (# of
CDs)

.o

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein (including any album tier designation pursuant hereto),
the wholesale price for any multi-track album shall not exceed the aggregate price of the single tracks on
that album if sold separately as single tracks.
Subject to any limitations set forth herein regarding the use of a particular tier, COMPANY shall have the
right to designate the single or album tier, as applicable, for each eMaster provided by COMPANY to
!TUNES. In the event COMPANY does not designate a tier for a particular eMaster, COMPANY shall
be deemed to have designated Tier 2 for any such single eMaster and the Mid/Front Tier for any such
multi-track album eMaster, until such time as COMPANY designates a different tier for such eMaster.
COMPANY may change the designated tier for a particular eMaster no more than three (3) times during
any twelve (12) month period during the Term. !TUNES shall implement any changed tier designation in
accordance with !TUNES' standard business practices. !TUNES may in its discretion make available
additional tiers during the Term.
To the extent !TUNES or any of its worldwide affiliates responsible for operating the Online Store (for
purposes of this paragraph only, "!TUNES") has entered into any agreement(s) (other than this
Agreement) with COMPANY or any of COMPANY's affiliates (for purposes of this paragraph only,
"COMPANY") relating to the delivery of COMPANY's music content through the Online Store under
which any wholesale prices are payable to COMPANY in USD, each such agreement shall be deemed an
"Other USD Agreement" for purposes of this paragraph. !TUNES and COMPANY acknowledge that,
due to technical constraints, the two lowest USD single track wholesale price tiers applicable hereunder
solely to certain countries of the Territory (the "Low Tiers") may be visible and technically designable by
COMPANY for other countries where USD is the currency, but in which this Agreement or, as
applicable, the Other USD Agreements do not permit use of the Low Tiers ("Other USD Countries"). In
the event that COMPANY mis-designates a Low Tier for a particular track in an Other USD Country
(including without limitation the U.S., Canada, Mexico, or Latin America), such mis-designation shall be
COMPANY's responsibility to cure, and notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement or
the applicable Other USD Agreement, until such mis-designation is cured, !TUNES shall be responsible
for paying COMPANY only the Applicable Low Tier Wholesale Price for sales of such track (and not,
for the avoidance of doubt, any higher wholesale price that otherwise might be required under this
Agreement or the applicable Other USD Agreement). For purposes of this paragraph, the "Applicable
Low Tier Wholesale Price" shall be the wholesale price set forth in this Agreement for the applicable
Low Tier, adjusted by the publishing deduction (or lack thereof, as in the case of the United States)
applicable to the Other USD Country at issue under this Agreement or the applicable Other USD
Agreement.
COMPANY may select the Digital 45 tier only for a multi-track album consisting of no more than four
(4) single-track eMasters, the Mini EP tier only for a multi-track album consisting of no more than seven
(7) single-track eMasters, and the EP tier only for a multi-track album consisting of no more than ten (10)
single-track eMasters. The remaining tiers may be used solely for multi-track albums with the same track
selection and order as the corresponding albums released as physical CDs. In addition, the Multi-CD Set
tier may be used solely where the corresponding physical release consists of multiple CDs. !TUNES may
in its discretion waive, on a case-by-case basis, any of the restrictions set forth in this paragraph.
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EXHIBITB
Schedule of Wholesale Prices - Videos
Single Video Wholesale Prices
Single Video Tier

US Wholesale
Price

Canada Wholesale
Price

Mexico Wholesale
Price

1
2
3

US$1.40
US$1.05
US$0.70

CDN$1.65
CDN$1.05
CDN$0.70

MXN16.80
MXN12.60
MXN8.40

Latin America and
Caribbean
Wholesale Price
US$1.21
US$0.91
US$0.60

COMPANY shall have the right to aesignate the tier for each eMaster provided by COMPANY to
!TUNES. In the event COMPANY does not designate a tier for a particular eMaster, COMPANY shall
be deemed to have designated Tier 2 for any such eMaster, until such time as COMPANY designates a
different tier for such eMaster. COMPANY may change the designated tier for a particular eMaster no
more than three (3) times during any twelve (12) month period during the Term. !TUNES shall
implement any changed tier designation in accordance with !TUNES' standard business practices.
!TUNES may in its discretion make available additional tiers during the Term.
Other Products
If !TUNES at any time during the Term exercises its discretion under Section 3(b) to accept additional
product configurations, then !TUNES will make available one or more wholesale price tiers for such
additional products. If multiple tiers are made available, COMPANY shall have the right to designate any
applicable tier for each product of COMPANY Content delivered by COMPANY to !TUNES; provided
that COMPANY may change the designated tier for a particular product no more than three (3) times
during any twelve (12) month period during the Term. !TUNES shall implement any changed tier
designation in accordance with !TUNES' standard business practices. Notwithstanding anything to the
contrary herein (including any wholesale price tier made available by !TUNES or tier designation by
COMPANY), the wholesale price for any product shall not exceed the aggregate price of the single
videos (and, if applicable, single audio tracks) included in the product if sold separately as single videos
(and/or tracks). For avoidance of doubt, the applicable multi-track album wholesale prices set forth on
Exhibits A and C shall include any video(s) sold or upgraded as part of a multi-track audio album (e.g.,
bonus videos).
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EXHIBITC
Upgrades
The tenn "DRM eMaster" shall mean a sound recording previously sold via the Online Store in a digital
fonnat including the proprietary Apple content protection system marketed as Fairplay.
The first sale of a particular single eMaster to an end user who previously purchased the same single track
from the Online Store as a DRM eMaster shall be deemed a "Single Upgrade." The first sale of a
particular multi-track album eMaster to an end user who previously purchased the same multi-track album
from the Online Store as a DRM eMaster shall be deemed an "Album Upgrade." The Upgrade Wholesale
Prices set forth in this Exhibit C shall apply to all Single Upgrade and Album Upgrade transactions.
Single/ Album Tier

US Upgrade Wholesale Price

Canada Upgrade Wholesale Price

Single

US$0.20

CDN$0.26

Digital 45

US$0.40

CDN$0.35

Mini EP

US$0.60

CDN$0.53

EP

US$0.80

CDN$0.70

Mini Album One

US$1.00

CDN$0.88

Mini Album Two

US$1.00

CDN$0.88

Budget One

US$1.20

CDN$l.05

Budget Two

US$1.40

CDN$1.23

Back

US$1.60

CDN$1.40

Mid

US$1.80

CDN$1.58

Mid/Front

US$2.00

CDN$1.75

Front One

US$2.20

CDN$l.93

Front Two

US$2.20

CDN$l.93

Front Plus

US$2.40

CDN$2.10

Deluxe One

US$2.60

CDN$2.28

Deluxe Two

US$2.79

CDN$2.45

Deluxe Three

US$2.99

CDN$2.63

Deluxe Four

US$3.19

CDN$2.80

Multi-CD Set

(Upgrade Wholesale Price for
selected Album Tier) x (# of CDs)

(Upgrade Wholesale Price for selected
Album Tier) x (# of CDs)

0
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EXHIBITD
Music Videos
The following additional or modified terms and conditions shall apply to the sale of permanent downloads
of music videos under the Agreement. In all other respects the terms and conditions of the Agreement
shall apply equally to music videos. Solely for purposes of this Exhibit D:
1.
Section l(b) shall state: "COMPANY Content" means music videos, including, without
limitation, audio and video files, owned or controlled by COMPANY that COMPANY has cleared for use
by !TUNES pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. COMPANY shall not provide to !TUNES any
music videos that have not been so cleared.
2.
Section l(d) shall state: "eMaster" means a copy of COMPANY Content in DRM-free digital
format suitable for exploitation on the Online Store (provided that the audio and video quality and
integrity attributable to such format shall at all times be commensurate with the audio and video quality
and integrity generally attributable to the format of third party short-form music videos available on the
Online Store), which !TUNES may sell on the Online Store pursuant to the terms and conditions of this
Agreement. COMPANY acknowledges that each eMaster may include more than one copy of the
COMPANY Content, each providing a different resolution in order to accommodate efficient transfer and
rendering of the COMPANY Content to different devices; or that, in the alternative, an eMaster may be
transcoded to an appropriate format and resolution as part of its transfer to a particular device.
3.
Section 3(b) shall state: COMPANY shall make all COMPANY Content that COMPANY
authorizes herein for sale on the Online Store available as single videos. From time to time during the
Term, !TUNES may in its discretion decide to accept additional product configurations (e.g., multi-video
albums) from COMPANY, in which case COMPANY may, in its discretion, offer to make particular
COMPANY Content available for sale on the Online Store in such product configurations.
4.
Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c) shall state: For uses of COMPANY Content authorized hereunder
with respect to sales into the United States, Canada and/or Mexico, COMPANY shall be responsible for:
(i) obtaining all rights of, and all waivers of any applicable moral or similar rights by, artists, performers,
writers, producers, directors, the composers, lyricists, authors and/or publishers of any musical
compositions embodied in COMPANY Content (including their mechanical, i.e., reproduction and
distribution, rights and, with respect to sales of eMasters and streaming of Clips to Mexico, any
performance, communication and/or transmission rights), and any other third party rights holders
necessary for !TUNES' unencumbered sale, promotion, storage, distribution and other use as authorized
hereunder of COMPANY Content, Artwork, metadata and/or any other materials provided to !TUNES by
COMPANY; and (ii) making corresponding full and timely payments of all royalties, residuals,
participation payments, repeat fees and/or other sums payable for such rights and/or waivers, and all
payments that may be required under any collective bargaining, union or guild agreements related to the
COMPANY Content or its exploitation or other use hereunder, including any similar payments which are
not now but hereafter become payable, except that !TUNES shall be responsible for obtaining or making
payments solely for any public performance rights with respect to sales into the United States, ·and any
communication to the public rights with respect to sales into Canada, in any musical compositions
embodied in COMPANY Content (to the extent such rights may be implicated, if at all, by !TUNES'
exploitation or other use of COMPANY Content hereunder).
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5.
Section 4(d) shall state: For uses of COMPANY Content authorized hereunder with respect to
sales into Latin America and Caribbean:

6.

(i)

Except as provided in Section 4(d)(ii) below, COMPANY shall be responsible
for: (A) obtaining all rights of, and all waivers of any applicable moral or similar
rights by, artists, performers, writers, producers, directors and any other third
party rights holders necessary for !TUNES' unencumbered sale, promotion,
storage, distribution and other use as authorized hereunder of COMPANY
Content, Artwork, metadata and/or any other materials provided to !TUNES by
COMPANY; and (B) making corresponding full and timely payments of all
royalties, residuals, participation payments, repeat fees and/or other sums payable
for such rights and/or waivers, and all payments that may be required under any
collective bargaining, union or guild agreements related to the COMPANY
Content or its exploitation or other use hereunder, including any similar
payments which are not now but hereafter become payable.

(ii)

!TUNES shall be responsible for:
(A) obtaining the reproduction (i.e.,
mechanical), public performance and communication to the public rights in the
musical compositions embodied in COMPANY Content as may be reasonably
necessary for !TUNES' sale, promotion, storage, distribution and other use as
authorized hereunder of COMPANY Content ("Author's Rights"); and (B)
making corresponding full and timely payments of all royalties and/or other sums
payable for such rights, including any similar payments which are not now but
hereafter become payable. Notwithstanding the foregoing, to the extent that
COMPANY owns or controls any part of such rights (whether directly or
indirectly), COMPANY shall not withhold such rights in any way that could
frustrate the purpose of this Agreement. The Parties acknowledge that the
wholesale prices set forth in Exhibit B reflect a deduction for Author's Rights at
the prevailing industry-wide royalty rates and that, in the event that higher or
lower prevailing industry-wide royalty rates are established (whether by a court
or tribunal within the Territory or through negotiations), then the wholesale
prices set forth in Exhibit B shall be prospectively reduced or increased (as the
case may be) using such established industry-wide royalty rates. The Parties
further acknowledge that whenever the prevailing industry-wide fixed minimum
royalty fee is higher for particular eMasters sold hereunder than the royalty that
would result from the application of the prevailing industry-wide royalty rate,
!TUNES may deduct the excess from the wholesale prices otherwise payable for
such sales pursuant to Exhibit B.

Q

0

All references to Exhibit A shall irlstead be to Exhibit B.

7.
The following Upgrade Wholesale Prices shall apply for Single video eMasters: US$0.40 and
CDN$0.52.

0
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EXHIBITE
Complete My Album
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, the following terms shall apply to any CMA
Offers and CMA Transactions (as defined below):
1.

Definitions.
(a)

"Purchased Track" means a track or video previously acquired by a customer from the
Online Store by (i) purchase by any payment means or (ii) through a promotional
download, so long as !TUNES paid to COMPANY the appropriate wholesale price under
this Agreement for such download.

(b)

"CMA Album" means an album with which one or more Purchased Tracks are
"associated" (as provided in paragraph 3 below).

(c)

"Remaining Tracks" means all tracks or videos contained on a CMA Album, other than
any Purchased Tracks.

(d)

"CMA Offer" means the option by a particular customer to purchase the Remaining
Tracks of a CMA Album as a bundle - i.e., to "complete" that album - at a specified
bundle price.

(e)

"CMA Transaction" means the purchase by a customer of the Remaining Tracks of a
particular CMA Album as a bundle at a specified bundle price.

(t)

"Advance Single" means a single track released on the Online Store in advance of the
release of the corresponding album (e.g., a radio edit or pre-release single).

(g)

"Subsequent Album" means the album, released subsequent to an Advance Single's
release, on which the Advance Single was included upon the album's release.

2.
Authorization of CMA Offers and Transactions. !TUNES is hereby authorized to make CMA
Offers and conclude CMA Transactions as provided in this Exhibit.
3.

"Associated" Purchased Tracks and CMA Albums.
(a)

Except as provided in paragraphs 3(b)-(e) below, a Purchased Track is only deemed
"associated" with the album on the Online Store off of which it was acquired by the
customer.

(b)

For Advance Singles, the Subsequent Album shall be deemed to be the "associated"
CMA Album. If only one (unmarked) version of the Advance Single was offered, and
both clean and explicit versions of the Subsequent Album are offered on the Online
Store, then each such version of the Subsequent Album shall be deemed to be a CMA
Album "associated" with the Advance Single.

(c)

If standard and deluxe versions of an album are offered on the Online Store, then each
such version of the album shall be deemed to be a CMA Album "associated" with any
Purchased Track acquired off of either version of the album.
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(d)

A redelivered album shall be deemed to be a CMA Album "associated" with any
Purchased Track that was acquired off of any version of that same album that was
previously available (but is no longer available) on the Online Store under the authority
of COMPANY. !TUNES will use commercially reasonable efforts to create automated
"matching" such that CMA Offers involving redelivered albums are made available to
customers consistent with this subparagraph.

(e)

A Purchased Track originally purchased in DRM eMaster (as defined in Exhibit C)
format off of the DRM eMaster version of a particular album, and then subsequently
upgraded to eMaster format, shall thereafter also be deemed "associated" with the
eMaster version of that album.

(t)

To the extent a customer is presented with more than one CMA Offer with respect to the
same Purchased Track (because more than one album is deemed a CMA Album
"associated" with such Purchased Track hereunder), the customer may only select one
such option. In no event may one Purchased Track be applied to more than one CMA
Transaction.

0

4.
Partial Albums. Only full albums (including video albums) available for sale on the Online Store
are eligible to be CMA Albums. Partial albums are not eligible.

5.
Wholesale Price. !TUNES will pay COMPANY the CMA Wholesale Price (as defined in this
paragraph) for each CMA Transaction. The CMA Wholesale Price will equal the wholesale price under
this Agreement for the CMA Album in effect at the time of the CMA Transaction ("Regular Wholesale
Price") less the sum of the wholesale prices !TUNES previously paid for the Purchased Tracks to
COMPANY; provided, however, that the CMA Wholesale Price in no event shall be less than the
wholesale price under this Agreement for a single track (a single music video in the event the CMA
Album is a video-only album) in effect at the time of the CMA Transaction. For avoidance of doubt,
!TUNES may determine retail prices on the Online Store, including retail prices for CMA Transactions,
entirely at its sole discretion.

Q

6.
Reporting. Each CMA Transaction will be reflected on sales and royalty reports as follows: (i) a
new sale of the full CMA Album at the Regular Wholesale Price, identified as a CMA sale; and (ii) a
return (i.e., negative royalty) for each Purchased Track contained on the CMA Album in the amount
!TUNES previously paid for the Purchased Track to COMPANY, each identified as a CMA return.

0
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EXHIBITF
iTunes LP
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, the following terms shall apply to iTunes LPs
(as defined below):
1.

Definitions.
(a)

"Additional Materials" shall mean all content included in an iTunes LP other than sound
recordings and audiovisual works (e.g., lyrics, photographs and other graphical or textual
materials, games or other interactive media).

(b)

"iTunes LP" shall mean an interactive package of content delivered by COMPANY to
!TUNES, which package may be made available for download by end users of the Online
Store pursuant to the Agreement solely as part of a playlist delivered and designated by
COMPANY (i.e., "album only"). Except as otherwise provided in this Exhibit F, all of
the provisions of the Agreement applicable to COMPANY's other content shall apply to
the content embodied in iTunes LPs as well.

(c)

"iTunes LP Album" shall mean a playlist delivered by COMPANY to !TUNES pursuant
to the Agreement, which is designated by COMPANY to be distributed with a particular
iTunes LP. For the avoidance of doubt, the wholesale price payable by ITUNES for each
download of an iTunes LP Album under the Agreement shall constitute full consideration
therefor, including for the iTunes LP included therein, and no additional payment shall be
due from !TUNES to COMPANY with respect to any iTunes LP.

2.
Third Party Rights. The respective responsibilities oflTUNES and COMPANY for the clearance
of, and payments related to, any third party rights related to any sound recordings or audiovisual works
embodied in an iTunes LP shall be as set forth in the Agreement. With respect to any Additional
Materials included in an iTunes LP, as between ITUNES and COMPANY, COMPANY shall be solely
responsible for clearance of all necessary third party rights implicated by !TUNES' exploitation of iTunes
LPs as set forth in this Exhibit F or the Agreement, and payment of any royalties or other payments
related to such third party rights.
3.
Metadata. COMPANY shall provide for each piece of content within each iTunes LP the same
metadata as required for all other similar content delivered by COMP ANY to ITUNES under the
Agreement. To the extent any single piece of content embodies multiple copyrighted works (e.g., a
longform video embodying recorded performances of multiple musical compositions), the metadata shall
include "cue sheet" information (at a minimum, the title and length of use of each work and, if applicable,
its start and end time within such piece of content).
4.
Changes to iTunes LP Albums. COMPANY agrees that, subject to the expiration or termination
of, and any applicable withdrawal rights set forth in, the Agreement, COMPANY shall not alter the
playlist of an iTunes LP Album (which would "break" the iTunes LP) for a period of twelve (12) months
from the date the iTunes LP is first made available on the Online Store, unless, prior to the alteration of
the playlist, COMPANY delivers a revised iTunes LP approved by ITUNES that correctly reflects the
altered playlist.
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5.
iTunes LP Contents I Indemnity. COMPANY represents and warrants that any iTunes LP
delivered by COMPANY to !TUNES shall not contain (a) any malware, malicious or harmful code,
program or other internal component (e.g., computer viruses, worms, trojan horses, "backdoors") which
could damage, destroy or adversely affect other software, firmware, hardware, data, systems, services or
networks; (b) any materials that are obscene, pornographic or defamatory; or (c) any advertising, product
promotion or marketing materials of any kind. For the avoidance of doubt, the indemnity provisions of
the Agreement shall apply to all the covenants, representations and warranties made by the Parties in this
Exhibit F.

Q

0
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EXHIBITG
Ring Tones
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, the following terms shall apply to Ring Tones
(as defined below):
1.

2.

Definitions:
(a)

"Ring Tone" means an up to 30-second content file that serves the function on a device of
alerting the user to an event on the device (e.g., incoming call, alarm clock ring, calendar
alert, chat notification, etc.).

(b)

"COMPANY Ring Tone" means a Ring Tone embodying COMPANY Content.

Authorization and Availability.

(a)
Except as otherwise set forth in this Exhibit G, all provisions of the Agreement applicable
to eMasters shall also apply to COMPANY Ring Tones. For the avoidance of doubt, !TUNES is hereby
authorized to exploit Ring Tones in the Territory in the same manner and to the same extent provided
with respect to eMasters and other COMPANY Content in the Agreement (including, without limitation,
Section 2 thereof).
(b)
Except for a special circumstance, such as an exclusive, limited-time, one-off promotion
for particular COMPANY Content, or for a reason beyond COMPANY's control (e.g., a third party
contractual restriction), or as otherwise agreed by the Parties, COMPANY (or a third party designated by
COMPANY in writing and approved by !TUNES) shall commence delivery of COMPANY Ring Tones
corresponding (on a track-by-track and excerpt-by-excerpt basis) to all so-called master tones that
COMPANY makes available to any other distributor in the Territory as soon as reasonably possible
following the Effective Date, and prospectively during the Term, for just cleared COMPANY Content
and new releases, at least in time for !TUNES to begin selling COMPANY Ring Tones the earlier of a
general release date, provided by COMPANY, or when any other distributor is permitted to begin selling,
or making commercially available, COMPANY Content as so-called master tones. Unless otherwise
agreed by the Parties, COMPANY Ring Tones delivered by COMPANY to !TUNES hereunder shall not
be substantially less than 30 seconds in length.
(c)
Notwithstanding Section 4(b) of the Agreement, for uses of COMPANY Content
authorized hereunder with respect to sales of COMPANY Ring Tones as Precut Ring Tones into Canada,
COMPANY shall be responsible for and timely pay: (i) all record royalties to artists, producers,
performers, musicians and other record royalty participants for the manufacture, storage, distribution and
sale of COMPANY Ring Tones, (ii) all reproduction and distribution (i.e., mechanical) royalties payable
to composers, lyricists, authors and publishers of compositions embodied in COMPANY Ring Tones for
the manufacture, storage, distribution and sale of eMasters, (iii) all payments that may be required under
collective bargaining agreements applicable to COMPANY or third parties other than !TUNES, and (iv)
any other royalties, fees and/or sums payable with respect to the sound recordings, Artwork, metadata and
other materials provided by COMPANY and/or !TUNES' authorized use thereof hereunder. For the
avoidance of doubt, Sections 4(a), 4(c) and 4(d) shall govern sales of COMPANY Ring Tones as Precut
Ring Tones into the United States, Mexico and Latin America and the Caribbean, respectively, and
Section 4(e) shall apply hereto.
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3.
Wholesale Price. For each sale of a Ring Tone hereund er, !TUNES shall pay COMPANY a
wholesale price as follows:
US Wholesale Price

Canada Wholesale Price

Mexico Wholes ale Price

US$1.00

CDN$1.00

MXNll. 60

0

Latin America and
Caribbean Wholesale
Price
US$0.88

0

0
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I.

EXHIBITH
Concert Films
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, the following terms shall apply to Concert Films
(as defined below):
1.

Additional Definitions.
(a)

"Concert Film" means an audio-visual work, the principal subject matter of which is a
live, audio-visual musical performance(s), with a minimum length of 30 minutes, and
includes, without limitation, all associated audio, video and other files (e.g., any so-called
"iTunes Extras"). A series of separate short-form music videos, typically sold as
individual music videos, shall not be deemed a Concert Film unless approved by
!TUNES in writing. Concert Films owned or controlled by COMPANY that COMPANY
has cleared for use by !TUNES pursuant to the terms of this Agreement shall be deemed
COMPANY Content and treated as such under the Agreement (except as specifically set
forth to the contrary in this Exhibit H), and COMPANY shall not provide to !TUNES any
Concert Films that have not been so cleared. For the avoidance of doubt, Paragraph 4 of
Exhibit D shall apply to Concert Films; and Exhibit F shall apply to any iTunes Extras
(which shall be treated as iTunes LPs for purposes hereof). Concert Films formatted for
sale on the Online Store pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be
deemed eMasters and treated as such under the Agreement (except as specifically set
forth to the contrary in this Exhibit H), provided that, notwithstanding anything to the
contrary in the Agreement, eMasters embodying Concert Films shall include the Security
Solution. To the extent any Concert Film is included as part of a multi-track album
delivered by COMPANY to !TUNES (subject to !TUNES' permission for such
inclusion), the terms of Exhibit E shall apply to any such Concert Film the same as any
other track or video.

(b)

"Concert Film Usage Rules" mean the usage rules that specify the terms under which
Concert Films distributed via VOD and/or EST may be used by end users, as set forth in
!TUNES' Concert Film Usage Rules Guide (available on iTunes Connect), which may be
modified at !TUNES' reasonable discretion from time to time, but which shall be no less
restrictive than the usage rules applicable to third party Concert Films sold on the Online
Store.

(c)

"DVD" means standard definition digital video disc (referred to hereafter as "SD DVD"),
Blu-ray disc or other high definition format, any successor or derivative format thereof,
and/or any other current or future physical format for distributing audiovisual content.

(d)

"EST" means the electronic sell-through (or permanent download) method of distributing
Concert Films, where such Concert Film is distributed to an end user as a permanent copy
for personal, non-commercial use (subject to and in accordance with the applicable
Concert Film Usage Rules).

(e)

"EST Provider" means COMPANY or any third party that is licensed or authorized by
COMPANY to offer Concert Films via electronic sell-through or a substantially similar
method in the Territory.
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(t)

"Security Solution" means the proprietary Apple content protection system marketed as
Fairplay and used to protect Concert Films sold on the Online Store pursuant to this
Exhibit H, which content protection system may be modified at !TUNES' reasonable
discretion from time to time, but which shall be no less protective than the protection
system used to protect third party Concert Films sold on the Online Store.

(g)

"Trailers" mean preview clips of Concert Films. The terms applicable to Clips in the
Agreement shall be applicable to Trailers, except that Trailers created by COMPANY
shall be no less than two (2) minutes, and up to three (3) minutes, in length; and Trailers
may be created by !TUNES from the applicable Concert Films and may be up to three (3)
minutes in length, provided that COMPANY may provide as part of metadata the start
time for Trailers.

(h)

"VOD" means the video-on-demand method of distributing Concert Films, where a
Concert Film is distributed to an end user for personal, non-commercial use (subject to
and in accordance with the applicable Content Usage Rules), and the end user (not
!TUNES) schedules the start time within a specified time period and then may view the
Video once or repeatedly during the applicable viewing period.

(i)

"VOD Provider" means COMPANY or any third party that is licensed or authorized by
COMPANY to offer Concert Films via video-on-demand or a substantially similar
method (including, without limitation, via the Internet, satellite, cable or terrestrial
media) in the Territory.

2.
Authorization and Territory. For the avoidance of doubt, all the authorizations set forth in
Section 2 of the Agreement shall apply to !TUNES' exploitation of Concert Films as provided hereunder
on an EST and/or VOD basis. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Agreement, with respect to
Concert Films, the term "Territory" shall mean the United States, its territories and possessions
(collectively, "United States") and Canada, its territories and provinces (collectively, "Canada"). Any
provisions of the Agreement applicable to other countries shall not apply to Concert Films. Additionally,
COMPANY hereby grants a non-exclusive right to !TUNES (which shall survive the termination of this
Agreement), in the Territory, to allow an end user to access and re-download any Concert Film previously
downloaded by such end user from the Online Store (including any Concert Film to which COMPANY
has acquired the necessary rights to grant the authorization in this Section subsequent to its original
download by the end user) an unlimited number of times through the Online Store to devices associated
with that end user's Online Store account, subject to the Concert Film Usage Rules and the terms of this
Exhibit and the Agreement; provided that (i) each such Concert Film will be in the same or an equivalent
format as the applicable Concert Film initially acquired by the end user (e.g., the file could have an
updated version of the Security Solution, but if the end user originally acquired an SD file, the redownloaded Concert Film could not be provided in HD), and (ii) the availability to access and redownload Concert Films hereunder shall not be deemed an offer for sale of such Concert Films and,
notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein or in the Agreement (including Section 5 and Exhibit A),
shall not require any additional payments, however arising, by !TUNES.
3.

0

0

Availability of Concert Films.
(a)

In addition to COMPANY's other obligations under the Agreement, COMPANY shall
offer to make available for distribution by !TUNES (i) on a VOD and/or EST basis, as
the case may be, all Concert Films that COMPANY makes or will make available on
such basis during the Term in the Territory to any other VOD and/or EST Provider, as of
a date not later than the date such Concert Films are made available to any such other
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VOD and/or EST Provider ("Earliest Availability Date"); and (ii) on an EST basis all
Concert Films released on DVD in the Territory no later than on a day-and-date basis
with the initial commercial release of such Concert Films on DVD in the Territory ("Day
and Date"). COMPANY shall offer each Concert Film to ITUNES in accordance with
the preceding sentence no later than two (2) weeks prior to the Delivery Date (as defined
below), and ITUNES then shall indicate, in its sole discretion, whether or not it wishes
COMPANY to deliver such Concert Film to ITUNES. For the avoidance of doubt,
COMPANY shall not be obligated to deliver, and shall not deliver, to ITUNES any
Concert Film unless ITUNES indicates to COMPANY that it wishes COMPANY to
deliver such Concert Film to ITUNES.

4.

(b)

COMPANY authorizes ITUNES to make all Concert Films delivered hereunder available
for distribution in SD, and also in HD at least as follows: (i) in HD for EST to the extent
COMPANY releases the Concert Film on DVD, or makes the Concert Film available to
any EST Provider, in the Territory in any so-called "High Definition" or "HD" format;
and/or (ii) in HD for VOD to the extent COMPANY makes the Concert Film available to
any VOD Provider in the Territory in any so-called "High Definition" or "HD" format.

(c)

COMPANY shall have the right to hold back any Concert Film hereunder from
distribution on a VOD and/or EST basis, as applicable, if: (i) COMPANY enters into a
"one off," limited-time promotion with a third party EST Provider or VOD Provider, on a
title-by-title basis (and such holdback shall apply only to the platform(s), i.e., EST and/or·
VOD, for which such third party is granted such distribution rights); or (ii) COMPANY's
exploitation of the Concert Film is subject to express contractual limitations, which
limitations apply the same to all EST Providers and VOD Providers.

Additional Obligations for Concert Films.
(a)

COMPANY shall be responsible for determining parental advisory warning status or
ratings required by the applicable ratings board, service or other organization (a "Ratings
Board") for each Concert Film, and for providing any such advisories or ratings to
ITUNES, as required by the Asset Specification Guide. If, for any reason, an applicable
Ratings Board rating is not provided, then ITUNES reserves the right, in its sole
discretion, to rate the applicable Concert Film as "explicit" or "unrated," or alternatively
ITUNES may exercise its right not to make the relevant Concert Films available on the
Online Store. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, in no event shall COMPANY
deliver Concert Films to ITUNES which: (i) are rated NC-17, -18, X, or of a similar
rating, as applicable in the particular country (unless confirmed by ITUNES in writing);
(ii) are known as pornographic or which are considered "adult entertainment" (e.g., as
evidenced by the same content being distributed by so-called "adult entertainment"
companies); (iii) contain any lower frontal nudity or simulation thereof (unless confirmed
by ITUNES in writing); or (iv) have been rejected by the applicable Ratings Board.

(b)

COMPANY shall be responsible for providing ITUNES, in metadata or as otherwise
directed by ITUNES, with any attribution or credit requirements imposed on COMPANY
by any applicable union, guild or contractual obligations. Such credit information shall
be complete and accurate, and shall be embodied in the COMPANY Content in the same
manner as if the COMPANY Content were being viewed on DVD or theatrically, without
ITUNES having to modify the delivered assets.
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5.

(c)

COMPANY shall provide ITUNES with cue sheets for each Concert Film, in accordance
with the Asset Specification Guide.

(d)

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Agreement, COMPANY shall have the
right to withdraw authorization with respect to the distribution of particular Concert
Films, using iTunes Connect or via other technical means provided by ITUNES, only as
follows: (i) except with respect to distribution pursuant to the last sentence in Section 2
of this Exhibit, if there is a material change of circumstance during the Term as a result of
which COMPANY no longer has the rights necessary to authorize ITUNES to use such
Concert Film as provided for in this Exhibit, in which case !TUNES shall cease to offer
such Concert Film for sale within five (5) business days of such withdrawal, and (ii) with
respect to distribution pursuant to the last sentence in Section 2 of this Exhibit, if
COMPANY receives a serious claim or threat of claim that the availability of a particular
item of Concert Film as provided in the last sentence of Section 2 of this Exhibit infringes
the rights of a third party or if COMPANY permanently no longer has the necessary
rights in the applicable Concert Film to authorize its distribution pursuant to the last
sentence in Section 2 of this Exhibit, in which case !TUNES shall cease to make such
Concert Film available pursuant to the last sentence in Section 2 of this Exhibit within
thirty (30) days of such withdrawal ("Notice Period"), provided that during the Notice
Period, end users who previously downloaded the applicable Concert Film may be
notified that it cannot continue to be re-downloaded and may either be offered the right to
download it or have it placed in their download queues by !TUNES. COMPANY shall
promptly re-authorize !TUNES' distribution of any withdrawn Concert Film if it has been
re-cleared for distribution by !TUNES hereunder. COMPANY shall not withdraw any
authorization with respect to a particular Concert Film if COMPANY continues to
provide such authorization to any EST or VOD Provider in the Territory. COMPANY
shall not discriminate against !TUNES in any manner in relation to withdrawal of
Concert Films, including the extent to which COMPANY contributes a portion of the
original purchase price for customer refunds.

0

0

Technical and Delivery Specifications for Concert Films.
(a)

(b)

Delivery to ITUNES.
(i)

COMPANY shall deliver each Concert Film not less than four (4) weeks prior to
the Earliest Availability Date or Day and Date, or any earlier date on which
COMPANY desires !TUNES to commence distribution of such Concert Film,
whichever date is earliest {the "Delivery Date").

(ii)

COMPANY shall deliver Concert Films to ITUNES in accordance with
ITUNES' Asset Specification Guide (available on iTunes Connect) at the time of
COMPANY's delivery of the Concert Film or as otherwise reasonably specified
by !TUNES on iTunes Connect.

Delivery to End Users. !TUNES may convert, transcode and format Concert Films, as
delivered to ITUNES, for download and delivery as follows: for the video portion, into
H.264 Advanced Video Codec (AVC); for the audio portion, into MPEG-4 Advanced
Audio Coding (AAC); or in such other encoded format as ITUNES may reasonably select
for video and/or audio content; provided that the video and audio quality and integrity,
attributable to such format(s) is no less than, and at least commensurate with, the thencurrent quality and integrity of other Concert Films that are similarly distributed by
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ITUNES; or in such other encoded format as the Parties may mutually agree.
COMPANY acknowledges that each download of a Concert Film may include more than
one copy of the Concert Film, each in a different resolution (e.g., one in standard
definition resolution ("SD") (up to 720 [horizontal] x 576 [vertical]) and one in high
definition resolution ("HD") (as that term is defined in the Asset Specification Guide)))
to accommodate efficient transfer and rendering of Concert Films to different devices; or
that, in the alternative, a Concert Film may be transcoded to an appropriate format and
resolution as part of its transfer to a particular device.
(c)

6.

Closed Captioning. If a version of a Concert Film made available by COMPANY to any
EST Provider and/or VOD Provider or in any other media (e.g., broadcast, theatrical
exhibition, DVD) includes closed captioning, then COMPANY shall deliver such
Concert Film to ITUNES with such closed captioning, as provided in the Asset
Specification Guide.

Content Protection.
(a)

If the Security Solution is compromised such that COMPANY's Concert Films have been
unencrypted and are being widely used without restriction, having an adverse material
effect on the commercial intent of this Exhibit H, then ITUNES shall use commercially
reasonable efforts to return the level of content protection by the Security Solution to the
level existing prior to such compromise of the Security Solution within a reasonable
period of time following ITUNES' receipt of notice thereof, not to exceed 30 days ("Cure
Period"). If the level of content protection by the Security Solution is not restored during
the Cure Period, then ITUNES shall temporarily suspend selling COMPANY's Concert
Films until such level of content protection is restored. The foregoing shall constitute
ITUNES' sole obligation and COMPANY's sole remedy from ITUNES in the event of
such a security breac~.

(b)

In the event that ITUNES receives notice of a security breach of the servers or network
components that store COMPANY's Concert Films on the Online Store such that
unauthorized access to COMPANY's Concert Films becomes available via the Online
Store, then ITUNES will temporarily disable the availability of COMPANY's Concert
Films via the Online Store within 24 hours following ITUNES' receipt of notice thereof
until such time as ITUNES restores the level of content protection to the level existing
prior to the security breach. The foregoing shall constitute ITUNES' sole obligation and
COMPANY's sole remedy from ITUNES in the event of such a security breach.

7.
Additional Terms Applicable to Canada. The following additional provisions shall apply to any
Concert Films made available for distribution in Canada in the event it is at any time in the future
determined that ITUNES is obligated to make any payments to SOCAN in Canada in relation to Concert
Films:
(a)

COMPANY agrees to provide ITUNES with any information in COMPANY's
possession or control that ITUNES may need to satisfy its reporting obligations to
SOCAN, and to cooperate with ITUNES, in a timely manner, with respect to any other
third party requirements concerning the use or other exploitation of musical compositions
hereunder.

(b)

In the event that the sums paid by ITUNES to SO CAN in relation to Concert Films
exceed three percent (3%) of the consumer price received by ITUNES (or of such other
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sum to which such percentage applies), or in the event that SOCAN imposes any material
requirements on !TUNES apart from such payment, then, upon !TUNES' notice thereof
to COMPANY, the Agreement shall be deemed modified to exclude Canada from the
Territory unless COMPANY and !TUNES mutually agree on a solution to address such
excess fee or material requirements imposed with respect to SOCAN. !TUNES' failure
to exercise its right to exclude Canada from the Territory in any instance shall not be
deemed a waiver of its right to exercise same at a later date.

Q

8.
Wholesale Prices for Concert Films. For each sale of a Concert Film hereunder, !TUNES shall
pay to COMPANY the wholesale price based on the tier selected for such Concert Film by COMPANY
in accordance with the following eligibility requirements and accompanying rules and restrictions:
(a)

EST Wholesale Price Tiers.

US
Wholesale
Price
SD - US$15.50
HD - US$18.89
SD - US$13.99
HD - US$17.49
SD - US$10.50
HD - US$13.99
SD - US$9.10
HD - US$11.19
SD- US$9.10
HD - US$11.19
SD- US$7.00
HD- US$9.10
SD- US$5.60
HD- US$7.00
SD - US$3.50
HD- US$4.19

Canada Wholesale
Price
SD - CDN$17.49
HD - CDN$20.99
SD - CDN$16.09
HD - CDN$19.59
SD - CDN$11.89
HD-CDN$15.39
SD - CDN$10.49
HD - CDN$12.59
SD - CDN$10.49
HD - CDN$12.59
SD-CDN$7.00
HD - CDN$9.10
SD - CDN$5.60
HD - CDN$7 .00
SD - CDN$3.50
HD - CDN$4.19

Eligibility

SD DVD wholesale price
CDN$28.00, as applicable*
SD DVD wholesale price
CDN$24.00. as applicable*
SD DVD wholesale price
CDN$19.00, as applicable*
SD DVD wholesale price
CDN$13.00. as aoolicable*
at least 90 minutes in length

at least US$25.00 or
at least US$22.00 or
at least US$17.00 or
at least US$13.00 or

0

at least 60 minutes in length
at least 45 minutes in length
at least 30 minutes in length

* also must have a DVD release and be at least 60 minutes in length
COMPANY may change the EST Wholesale Price for a particular Concert Film no more than
three (3) times during any twelve (12) month period during the Term, provided such changed
EST Wholesale Price conforms to the eligibility requirements for the above tiers. In the event
COMPANY does not designate a tier for a particular Concert Film, COMPANY shall be deemed
to have designated the lowest EST tier for such Concert Film, until such time as COMPANY
designates a different tier for said Concert Film.

0
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(b)

!I
l

I

VOD Wholesale Price Tiers.

Eligibility
Current Concert
resolution
Library Concert
resolution
Current Concert
resolution
Library Concert
resolution

Films in SD
Films in SD
Films in HD
Films in HD

US Wholesale Price
Greater of US$2.39 or
Retail Price
Greater of US$1.49 or
Retail Price
Greater of US$2.99 or
Retail Price
Greater of US$1.99 or
Retail Price

Canada Wholesale Price
60% of Greater of CDN$2.99 or
· of Retail Price
50% of Greater of CDN$1.99 or
of Retail Price
60% of Greater of CDN$3.59 or
of Retail Price
50% of Greater of CDN$2.49 or
of Retail Price

60%
50%
60%
50%

For purposes of the above VOD Wholesale Price tiers, any Concert Film that is at least 60
minutes in length shall be deemed a Current Concert Film solely for the first twelve (12) months
following its initial commercial release in the Territory. All other Concert Films (including any
that previously were, but no longer are, Current Concert Films) shall be deemed Library Concert
Films. "Retail Price" means the sum received by ITUNES from the end user less any taxes,
levies, or fees required by any applicable law, rule, regulation or governmental body. In the event
COMPANY does not designate a tier for a particular Concert Film, COMPANY shall be deemed
to have designated the "Library" tier for such Concert Film, until such time as COMPANY
designates a different tier for said Concert Film.
(c)

Additional EST and/or VOD Wholesale Price Tiers. Subject to the rules and limits set
forth herein, COMPANY shall have the right to designate the tier for each Concert Film
that COMPANY provides to !TUNES. Each particular Concert Film shall be offered in
SD and HD within the same tier. ITUNES may in its discretion make available
additional tiers (e.g., via iTunes Connect), which COMPANY thereafter may choose to
select for particular Concert Films (subject to any applicable rules set forth by ITUNES).

(d)

EST HD Upgrades. The first sale via EST of a particular Concert Film in HD format to
an end user who previously purchased the same Concert Film in SD format from the
Online Store via EST shall be deemed an "EST HD Upgrade." Notwithstanding anything
to the contrary, the wholesale price for an EST HD Upgrade shall be the difference
between the HD wholesale price and the SD wholesale price at the tier designated at the
time the EST HD Upgrade is sold.
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EXHIBIT I
Ring Tone Service
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, the following terms shall apply to Service Ring
Tones (as defined below):
1.

2.

Definitions:
(a)

"Service" means a paid-for service provided by ITUNES that enables Online Store users
to select up to a 30-second segment of certain content stored in their iTunes Library for
use in alerting the user to an event on the device (e.g., incoming call, alarm clock ring,
calendar alert, chat notification, etc.).

(b)

"Service Ring Tone" means the up to 30-second content file created using the Service.

(c)

"COMPANY Service Ring Tone" means a Service Ring Tone created from an Eligible
Track.

(d)

"COMPANY Track" means an audio track in an Online Store user's iTunes Library that
is the same track as an eMaster authorized for sale on the Online Store in the Territory by
COMPANY, regardless of whether the track in the Online Store user's iTunes Library
was purchased from the Online Store.

(e)

"Eligible Track" means any COMPANY Track that COMPANY has not notified
ITUNES is ineligible for inclusion in the Service pursuant to Paragraph 2(b) below.

(f)

"Territory" means the United States and its territories and possessions.

(g)

"Sale" of a COMPANY Service Ring Tone means the act of using the Service with
respect to that COMPANY Service Ring Tone and the corresponding Eligible Track.
"Sold" or to "Sell" shall be construed accordingly.

0

Authorization for the Service.
(a)

ITUNES is hereby authorized to sell COMPANY Service Ring Tones by making the
Service available in the Territory.

(b)

COMPANY may notify ITUNES' designated representative in writing from time to time
that one or more COMPANY Tracks are not eligible for inclusion in the Service because
of a Clearance Issue, in which case such COMPANY Track will cease to be an Eligible
Track and ITUNES will cease to include it in the Service within five (5) business days of
receiving the notice. ITUNES' current designated representative for such notices is
itunesproducer@apple.com. ITUNES may, from time to time, change the designated
representative and means for giving written notice by posting a notice on its iTunes
Connect site.

(c)

If a COMPANY Track was not purchased from the Online Store or if the same exact
version of the COMPANY Track is no longer available on the Online Store (e.g., due to
redelivery), then !TUNES shall use the track metadata on the Online Store user's hard
drive to determine whether the track is an Eligible Track for purposes of detennining
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whether the track is eligible for inclusion in the Service and, if so, for purposes of
reporting and payment.
(d)

COMPANY shall be responsible for and timely pay: (i) all record royalties to artists,
producers, performers, musicians and other record royalty participants for the Sale of
COMPANY Service Ring Tones, (ii) all reproduction and distribution (i.e., mechanical)
royalties payable to composers, lyricists, authors and publishers of compositions
embodied in COMPANY Service Ring Tones for the Sale of COMPANY Service Ring
Tones, (iii) all payments that may be required under collective bargaining agreements
applicable to COMPANY or third parties other than !TUNES, and (iv) any other
royalties, fees and/or sums payable with respect to the Sale of COMPANY Service Ring
Tones as part of the Service hereunder.

3.
Pricing, Payment and Reporting. For each Sale of a COMPANY Service Ring Tone hereunder,
!TUNES shall pay COMPANY a wholesale price ofUS$l.00.
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EXHIBIT J
Cloud Features
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, the following terms shall apply to Cloud
Features (as defined below):
1.

Additional Definitions.
(a)

"Aggregate Monthly Cloud Service Fees" means that portion of the total amount of
Cloud Service Fees actually received by ITUNES from all Cloud Service Users that is
allocated to a given month in accordance with !TUNES' standard business practices.

(b)

"Cloud Features" means the auto-download and re-access features described in Paragraph
2 below and the Cloud Service.

(c)

"Cloud Service" means the remote server backup and access service described in
Paragraph 3 below.

(d)

"Cloud Service Fee" means the retail price, less applicable taxes (if any), charged by
!TUNES to an end user for participation in the Cloud Service. For the avoidance of
doubt, the amount of such retail price shall be determined at ITUNES' sole discretion.

(e)

"Cloud Service Library" means, for each Cloud Service User, the library of content
available for access to that Cloud Service User using the Cloud Service.

(f)

"Cloud Service User" means an end user with an Online Store account in the Territory
who has signed up for the Cloud Service.

(g)

"Content Access Rules" mean the content access rules applicable to the Cloud Features,
as set forth in !TUNES' Content Access Rules Guide (available on iTunes Connect),
which may be modified at !TUNES' reasonable discretion from time to time, but which
shall be no less restrictive than the content access rules applicable to similar third party
content with respect to the Cloud Features.

(h)

"Eligible Content" means COMPANY Content (including sound recordings, music
videos, Ring Tones, and their related materials, such as Artwork) that (i) is available on
the Online Store in the applicable country of the Territory at the time of end user access
of the Cloud Features or (ii) at one time was, but no longer is, available on the Online
Store in the applicable country of the Territory at the time of end user access of the Cloud
Features, but not including Uncleared Content.

(i)

"Monthly COMPANY Share" means, with respect to any particular month, the
percentage equal to the number of Plays of Eligible Content during such month divided
by the total number of plays (calculated in the same manner as Plays) of all content
during such month.

G)

"Play" means either (i) a single download of Matched Content from the Cloud Service or
re-download of Eligible Content as authorized in Paragraph 2 hereof, or (ii) five (5)
streams of Matched Content from the Cloud Service or of Eligible Content as authorized

0
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in Paragraph 2 hereof. For example, fifty (50) downloads/re-downloads and twenty-six
(26) streams shall count as fifty-five and two/tenths (55.2) Plays.

2.

(k)

"Rights Issue" means the loss by COMPANY of the necessary rights to authorize
!TUNES to make a particular piece of Eligible Content available on the Online Store in
the applicable country of the Territory.

(l)

"Uncleared Content" means COMPANY Content (including sound recordings, music
videos, Ring Tones, and their related materials, such as Artwork) that at one time was,
but no longer is, available on the Online Store in the applicable country of the Territory at
the time of end user access of the Cloud Features, which was removed from availability
by COMPANY due to a Rights Issue and which COMPANY has identified as such via
means made available to COMPANY by !TUNES (e.g., via iTunes Connect). In
addition, any expiration or termination of the Agreement shall cause all COMPANY
Content to become Uncleared Content as of the date of expiration or termination, and
notwithstanding such expiration or termination, the last sentence of Paragraph 2(b) and
Paragraph 3(e) shall apply.

(m)

"Unmatched Content" means content in a Cloud Service User's iTunes content library
that has not been matched to any Eligible Content.

Free Auto-Downloads and Re-Access. COMPANY hereby grants to !TUNES the right to:
(a)

(b)

1

Auto-Downloads: permit end users who acquire Eligible Content through the Online
Store to simultaneously auto-download such Eligible Content to additional computers
and/or devices consistent with the Content Access Rules; and
Re-Access: permit end users who at any time in the past acquired Eligible Content
through the Online Store to re-download or stream such Eligible Content to computers
and/or devices consistent with the Content Access Rules. If a piece of Eligible Content
becomes Uncleared Content after the launch of re-access, !TUNES may, within thirty
(30) days ofCOMPANY's notice of such change in status, on behalf of all end users who
previously acquired such content, place such content in such end users' download queues
as if they had requested to re-download it.

3.
Paid Backup and Cloud Access Service. The Cloud Service may permit Cloud Service Users to
remotely back up and access content as follows:
(a)

The Cloud Service will scan the iTunes content library on an end user's computer or
device to identify any content that matches Eligible Content ("Matched Content");
provided that if !TUNES has not cleared some or all of the third party rights that are
!TUNES' responsibility hereunder with respect to particular Matched Content, then
!TUNES in its reasonable discretion may treat such Matched Content as Unmatched
Content.

(b)

All Matched Content may be included in the particular Cloud Service User's Cloud
Service Library. When Matched Content is placed in a Cloud Service Library, a separate
copy of the corresponding Eligible Content need not be created each time. Instead, each
Cloud Service Library that includes a particular piece of Eligible Content as Matched
Content may access one or more centralized copies of such Eligible Content (including
the copies used for purposes of the Online Store) in order to provide the particular Cloud
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Service User with access to such Eligible Content in accordance with the Content Access
Rules.
(c)

All Unmatched Content in an iTunes content library scanned by the Cloud Service may
be uploaded by the Cloud Service User to the Cloud Service's servers ("Uploaded
Content"), and copies of such Uploaded Content may thereafter be placed in that Cloud
Service User's Cloud Service Library.

( d)

A Cloud Service User may access any content in his or her Cloud Service Library via
download or streaming in accordance with the Content Access Rules.

(e)

If a piece of Eligible Content that is included in one or more Cloud Service Libraries as
Matched Content subsequently becomes Uncleared Content, !TUNES may, within thirty
(30) days of COMPANY's notice of such change in status, on behalf of the affected
Cloud Service Users, upload a copy of such content to the Cloud Service Library of each
such affected Cloud Service User. Thereafter, those copies shall be deemed to be and
treated as Uploaded Content.

Q

4.
Formats. The format rules for content downloaded, re-downloaded or streamed using the Cloud
Features shall be the same with respect to Eligible Content as any similar third party content authorized
for the Cloud Features.

5.

Payment. !TUNES will pay to COMPANY, in consideration of the authorizations related to the
Cloud Features set forth herein, in the same manner as eMaster Proceeds under Section 8(b) of the
Agreement, the Monthly COMPANY Share of the greater of:
(i) seventy percent (70%) of Aggregate Monthly Cloud Service Fees less the payments made by
or on behalf of !TUNES for any additional mechanical and/or performance rights that may be implicated
with respect to the musical compositions embodied in Eligible Content as a result of the Cloud Features
(such rights, "Incremental Publishing Rights," and such payments, "Publishing Payments"), provided that
Publishing Payments shall not exceed an amount equal to the Publishing Rate multiplied by the Monthly
COMPANY Share of the Aggregate Monthly Cloud Service Fees, where "Publishing Rate" is a
percentage-based rate designated by !TUNES to COMPANY, provided that !TUNES shall apply the same
Publishing Rate to all similar third party content authorized for the Cloud Features in the applicable
country; and

0

(ii) the number of Cloud Service Users (allocated to the particular month in accordance with
!TUNES' standard business practices) multiplied by one-twelfth (l/12) of the Minimum Fee for the
applicable country listed below.
Minimum Fee
US$ I 7 .50 less Publishing Payments
United States
CDN$14.50
Canada
MXNI74
Mexico
Latin America and Caribbean US$14.50
6.
Third Party Rights Clearances, Payments and Reporting. The Parties' respective responsibilities
for the clearance of any applicable third party rights, and payment of any royalties or other similar
payments to third parties, shall remain as set forth in Section 4 of the Agreement, except as follows:

0
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(a)

Solely with respect to Cloud Features in the United States, (i) as between !TUNES and
COMPANY, ITUNES shall be responsible for obtaining licenses from third parties with
respect to any Incremental Publishing Rights, provided that COMPANY hereby grants to
ITUNES all such rights with respect to the entirety of any compositions that are owned or
controlled, in whole or in part, by COMPANY or its affiliates (e.g., any publishing arm
of COMPANY); and (ii) COMPANY hereby agrees to administer, on !TUNES' behalf
and on at least a quarterly basis, the payments for Incremental Publishing Rights related
to Eligible Content to the appropriate music publishers or other applicable rights holders
or administrators ("Publishers"). To that end, !TUNES will provide to COMPANY, at
the same time and in the same manner as the payments under Paragraph 5 above, an
amount equal to the Publishing Payments, which monies COMPANY will hold in trust
until paid by COMPANY to the appropriate Publishers.

(b)

Sole ly with respect to Cloud Features in Mexico, upon notice by !TUNES to COMPANY
(which may be via email or iTunes Connect), as between ITUNES and COMPANY,
ITUNES shall become responsible for obtaining licenses from and making payments to
third parties with respect to any Incremental Publishing Rights and, if the notice so
provides, for the clearances and payments described in Section 4(c)(ii) of the Agreement
("Download Publishing Clearances"), provided that in such case the Mexico wholesale
prices on Exhibits A, B and G shall be correspondingly reduced to reflect the altered
responsibility for the Download Publishing Clearances.
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Bono Blames the Labels, Not Spotify ...

Bono, speaking this week at the Web Summit Conference In Dublin ...

The real enemy isn't between digital downloads or streaming. The real enemy, the real fight ... is between
opacity and transparency. The music business has historically involved itself in quite a considerable
deceit.
But if we change that, and artists can actually see how many times they're being played, where they're
http://www.digitalmusicnews.com/permalink/2014/ 11 /06/bono-blames-labels-spotify?utm_medium=facebook&utm_source=twitterfeed
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being played, get access to information on the people who are listening to them, and get paid direct debit,

9hen I think those payments will add up to something, as the world gets more transparent.

So when people pick on Spotify [pause] ...
Spotify is giving up 70% of all their revenues to rights owners. But it's just that
people don't know where the money is going because the record labels haven't
been transparent.
That hasn't been the demand, but that is going to be the demand. And that's the thing to look for:

transparency or opacity. For this new model to be successful and to take root, there has to be some
kind of fairness, there have to be fair models of distribution.
And when that happens, the music business will be a rising tide that lifts all boats.

-Official White House photo by Pete Souza, available in the public domain. Written while listening to
Obituary.

http://www.digitalmusicnews.com/pennalink/2014/11/06/bono•blames•labels•spotify?utm...medium=facebook&utm_source=twitterfeed
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Creating a budget for a new album means figuring out not only how much money you'll need, but also how
much time it will take from your first rehearsal to release day. After releasing a number of my own albums
and answering questions from many of my friends doing the same, I've been caught off guard enough
times to know where the hidden expenses are, how to save money, and where my money is best spent.
Naturally, the DIY environment is changing increasingly fast as technology makes releasing your own
album easier than ever before. When I recorded my first CD in 2004, just making it available to sell online
seemed like a big deal. Years later, my latest album has been an entirely different experience. From
recording (we went analog this time), to setting up a direct to fan CD pre-order, I've been able to produce a
far better product today for only a little more money than I spent on my first album.
Better technology does have it's pitfalls, however. Just because it's possible to record an album on Monday
and have it available on iTunes on Tuesday doesn't mean it's the best thing for your music. Taking some
time to establish your goals, determine what you can realistically afford and how you will afford it, can
help you create the best album possible.

0

In this article, I've tried to give you an idea of a realistic cost scenario for every stage of creating a new
album, along with some tips from my own experiences, to help you create your budget. It turns out this is
a lot of information. Use these quick links to skip around:

Do It Yourself or Hire Some Help?
Before you start, you need to know what you're trying to accomplish. Do you want to make a stripped
down acoustic album? Or maybe were you hearing a gospel choir singing back up when you wrote that one
song. One you might be able to do on your own, the other is going to involve at least a gospel choir for
help.
It is so easy to make your own album these days that you might feel like you can do it on your own. Let's

face it, your budget will be much smaller if you do it all yourself. This a valid approach if you can truly
assess your capabilities. Learning to work within your limitations forces you to flex your creative muscles
and face your own strengths and weaknesses. But just as you specialize in writing and playing music, there
are people out there that specialize in the rest, and getting the right people on board can help your vision
become a reality.
http://www.musicianwages.com/creating-a•budget-for-your-new-album/
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Furthermore, while making music is the most important part of releasing an album, it is really only the
. r s t step. Depending on how far and wide you want your music to travel, you'll need to create some
aesthetically pleasing artwork, manufacture CDs and other products, and market and distribute all these
materials in an effective manner. Few people know how to do all of this stuff equally well, and almost none
can do it alone or for free.

Favors from Friends vs. Paid Professionals
Part of creating a realistic budget is looking for places to cut costs. One way is to ask your friends for help.
This is especially attractive when your friends are professionals. Why pay when you can get the same
quality for free? But anybody that's ever gotten married and used a friend or family member to handle the
photography, catering, or other service knows where I'm going with this-sometimes it just pays to pay.
In my experience, favors are a very slippery slope. You can easily put a strain on your friendship if you
don't like the results or the job is taking too long. If the issues can't be resolved, you may end up needing
to hire somebody else anyway. You know the saying, There's no such thing as a free lunch? That
absolutely applies to this situation. Nothing is free. What you save in money will cost you in time and
control.

eonsider this: Whenever I use a friend on a job, and especially when they're working for free, I allow them
as much time as they need (within reason), and give them creative control over their piece of the job. Most
creative types work to please their clients, and it's not often they get a job that allows complete creative
freedom. If your friends are really excited about working on your project, they are more likely to invest
themselves in it. In other words, you want them to feel like the opportunity itself was worth their efforts.
As much as I (and probably most of you) want to believe people love to work on good art for art's sake, the

truth is, money motiviates. If you want to get something done on a schedule, paying for it usually does the
trick. If your friends are trying to help you out while juggling paying clients your project becomes a lower
priority. One of the advantages to hiring a pro is being treated in return as a pro. As their client, you are
their priority.
Here's a piece of advice when you do hire somebody. Always send it back at least once. Even if you're
blown away by their work, send it back with at least one piece of constructive feedback (but don't be one of
these guys). No matter what you discussed up front, it's impossible for them to know what you'll think of
something. Don't be shy about asking for changes, but don't be a jerk about it. There's always something
1

.hat could be a little better, and a true professional wants you to be happy and get your money's worth.
http://www.musicianwages.com/creating•a•budget•for-your-new-album/
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The Music
From the first rehearsal until you have the production master in your hand, most of your albums expenseO
will fall under this category, and it should. The music in and of itself is the product your selling.
1) The Other Musicians

If you are a solo artist, or even a solid four piece band, making a record often involves bringing in extra
musicians to fill out your arrangements. The cost of hiring other musicians can vary greatly depending on
their skill, how much they contribute, or simply how much their time is worth. Name recognition is also a
big factor-hiring a more established artist might help you sell more albums, and is therefore worth more.
Here are a few examples of how sidemen might be paid:

Example Rates for Session Musicians:
o

By the session. ($50 per rehearsal, $200 per day of recording) This could change based
on the number of sessions, the length of each session, and how many songs you expect
them to learn.

o

By the song. ($50 - $100) Highly skilled session musicians can knock out a song in just a
few takes. Because they are more productive than your average player, they might want to

Q

be paid per song.
o

o

By the album. ($200 - $500) If you're a solo artist, using the same musicians for your
entire will not only make your album sound more consistent, but can also save you money.
Supply and demand. Many first-call musicians are in such high demand that to book
their time, you have to pay them accordingly. Remember, musicians don't get paid
vacation. If they have to sub out of other gigs or cancel lessons to make your recording
sessions, they'll probably ask to be paid at least as much money as they would have
otherwise made that day.

Generally, when it comes to making an independent musician's album, sidemen or session
musicians are paid based the rehearsal and recording time. Royalties for subsequent sales or use
of the music (such as being licensed for a commercial) only become an issue if the sideman had a creative
contribution to your song.
For example, if you hire me to record lead guitar for one of your songs, a lick, melody, or solo that I wrote
or improvised could become a central component of that song. Or say you hire a horn section and need

http://www.musicianwages.com/creating•a•budget-for-your-new-album/
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them to come up with their own background parts. In both cases it's fair to say the sidemen made a

9reative contribution. This is not necessarily a co-write, but arranging music can sometimes be equally as
valuable to the end result. If you believe this could be an issue, discuss royalty rates ahead of time and
make an agreement in writing. That will avoid future disputes should you be lucky enough to make a
significant amount of money from that song.
2) Rehearsals and Rehearsal Spaces

One of the best ways to save money on your album's budget is to be prepared before hitting the studio.
Rehearsals are cheap compared to recording time, and typically a more relaxed environment for working
out the things that matter most on a recording, like dynamics and arrangements. Depending on where you
live, rehearsal space could cost about $25 an hour (typical for New York City), or it could be in your
basement for free. If you need to pay musicians to rehearse, see the section above.

3) Producer/ Recording Engineer
While a producer and recording engineers are two separate roles, it's not uncommon for producers to be
engineers. A producer traditionally oversees the creative direction of a project, while an engineer's role is

41° control the entire recording environment. Finding a producer that can also act as the engineer might
help you save some money.
If you choose not to use a producer, produce the album yourself, or just look for another person to
engineer your album, I've found that most freelance engineers work regularly at one or more recording

studios. In these cases, their fee is usually bundled into the cost of renting the room. More on this in the
next section.
Understanding what you need here is incredibly important, and I recommend reading two other articles
that cover this topic:
• "Preparing for the Recording Studio" has a more in depth discussion about the roles of producers
and engineers, and can help you understand what to look for depending on your projects needs. As
the title suggests, I also give a few more tips to help you get the most out of your studio time.
• "DIY Musician & Working with a Producer" by Gacy Melvin has a vecy well written section on
producers fees. If you're unfamiliar with terms like up-front money, back-end money, credits, and

points, then this article will really help prepare you to discuss contracts with a producer.

http://www.musicianwages.com/creating•a-budget•for-your-new-album/
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Both producers and engineers may charge you one of three rates, as discussed in Gary's article. The
monetary amounts I have listed here are based on discussions I've had with producers, engineers, and

0

other musicians that work with independent, self-funded artists.

Example Rates for Producers and Recording Engineers:
In my experience these are rates are accurate, but they can vary greatly depending on your project, how
prepared you are, and how you want to record. Jazz albums can be recorded in two days if the band is well
rehearsed, everybody plays together, and you just hit take after take after take. Other types of albums can
require at least two days per song if you need to record many parts individually. Ultimately, you just need
to interview producers and engineers, allow them to quote your project, and decide if their rates will work
for your budget.
In addition to the up-front fees, a producer may also be interested in royalties for his or her creative
contributions (similar to the sideman contributions discussed above). This is called back-end money and
is discussed in depth in Gary's article. If there is potential for the producer to make some back-end money,
it is reasonable to expect them to lower their up-front rates.

4) Recording Space and Studio Time
My approach to recording in a studio has always been to find the producer or engineer first, and then

0

discuss the recording location. Many producers have their own studios that could work for much of your
project. Other times it might be important to find a studio with good acoustics for group vocals or drums.
Chances are your producer or engineer will know where to go to get your desired results.
The space in which you record could be one of the most important factors when making your album.
Recording studios like Abbey Road in London or Gold Star in Los Angeles are renowned for the acoustic
spaces that produce rich, signature sounds. Now, ifwe could all afford to record in studios like these, there
would be no point to this article. My point is simply that the space can make a difference.
For example, I have recorded acoustic guitars in two different apartments on many occasions using the
same equipment and virtually the same mic placement and levels on the pre-amp. My apartment has an
average ceiling height and bookshelves all over the place, and the sound is very dry and unforgiving. You
can hear every fret noise, string buzz, and sometimes even my breathing. In comparison, my friends'
apartment is a loft with high ceilings, concrete walls, and an area with a raised wood floor much like a
stage. In their apartment, the sound is open, spacious, and extraneous noises are much less noticeable.

http://www.musicianwages.com/creating•a•budget•for•your-new-album/
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Most recording studios will also have much more, and perhaps better, equipment than your average home
etudio. I believe you should leave the equipment choices to the engineer, but you're allowed to have a
preference. For example, I wanted to record my last album to tape, so I first had to find an engineer that
could operate the tape machine, and then find a studio with the right equipment.
I've priced out plenty of studios for my own projects, but did a little extra research to get some averages
here. In most cases, a recording engineer is included in the price. Again, you'll notice rates based on
different blocks of time:

Example Rates for Recording Studios:
o

By the hour ($25 - $100) Hourly rates are best for vocals, overdubs, or whenever
tracking does not involve much set up.

o

By the day ($400 - $1,000) Many studios only book by the day because it is unrealistic to
schedule two clients in the same room on the same day.

o

By the album ($500 - $3,000) On some occasions, private studio owners will quote you
for your entire project. It usually means they're willing to block out a week or more to give
you exclusive access to the studio.

-

Other studio expenses might include:
One of the most time consuming aspects of recording in a studio is simply getting everything set up,
putting microphones in the right places, and getting the levels right. Drums alone can take a couple hours!
Therefore the best way to save money is to book consecutive days so you can leave your gear set up over
night and get straight to recording on day two~

5) Mixing & Mastering
Despite the fact you've finished recording your album, it is still far from finished. This is where many
musicians make the mistake of rushing through mixing and mastering because they already booked their
CD Release show. Before we discuss the cost of these steps, I can't stress enough:

Budget plenty of time to mix and master your album.
A properly mixed album can be the difference between a professional sounding project and a beginner's
first home recording. Mixing is a skill that takes practice, experience, and patience. You'll learn a lot just
- y lj_stening to somebody else mix your album.
http://www.musicianwages.com/creating•a•budget•for-your-new-album/
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In an ideal world, I prefer at least 4 weeks to mix an album. The actual time spent mixing might just be
two or three days, but it's a good idea to give yourself time to NOT listen to your album. When tracking iso
done, give yourself a week to not listen to the album so you go into mixing with a fresh set of ears. After
the first round of mixing, listen, take notes, sleep on it for a couple nights, take more notes, and then go
back for another mix session. In my experience, more time between mix sessions means you'll need fewer
sessions to get things right, which will save you money.
The cost of mixing usually involves hiring both an engineer and a mixing studio. But like sections above,
these rates are often combined. Rates for a mixing engineer are similar to booking studio time.

Examples Rates for Mixing:
A professionally mixed 10 track album could very easily cost $1,000 -

$1,500

or more!

Mastering is the last step in completing the music on your album. During the mastering
process, adjustments to the EQ, compression, and levels of the final mixes will make your music sound
bigger, more exciting, and equally balanced from track to track.
Greg Calbi, one of the senior mastering engineers at Sterling Sound in NYC, explains the mastering
process in a series of videos on YouTube. If you're unfamiliar with the process I recommend you start by

Q

watching this video. To summarize, he explains that the job of the mastering engineer is to "[take]
something which is essentially already finished, and actually [finish] it even more." In a nutshell, it's an
enhancement process.
The cost of mastering can vary greatly based on the equipment at the mastering house and the experience
of the engineer.

Examples Rates for Mastering:
A professionally mastered 10 track album could likely cost $1,000 or more.
Be wary of mastering "deals" bundled with CD manufacturing or distribution services which might seem
very inexpensive, but you'll get what you pay for. I'm not saying you can't get good results, but the only
time I've ever heard anybody tell me they were unhappy with their mastering experience was when they
used a bundled deal. It's always better to know the work of the person who will master your album and
discuss the job with them beforehand.
A better way to save money is to look at the people who mastered some of your favorite albums, find out
http://www.musicianwages.com/creating•a•budget•for-your•new-album/
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where they work, and see if you can book a "junior" engineer at the same studio. Most mastering houses

411ave staff engineers with less experience than the senior engineers whose names you might see on many
albums, but that doesn't necessarily mean the result is oflower quality. They use the same equipment and
many of the same techniques as the expensive guys, but just don't have the clout to charge as much.
Another tip for saving money during both the mixing and mastering stages is to deliver great sounding

tracks to the engineers. This usually starts with taking adequate time for getting sounds at the
beginning of your recording session. If the unmixed tracks sound as good as possible, the mixing engineer
can focus on bringing out the best in your mix and not waste his or her time (and your money) correcting
poorly recorded material. Likewise, if the final mixes are consistently balanced within a dynamic range,
the mastering engineer's enhancements will be more effective.

Artwork & Packaging
Now that you've spent so much money recording your music, it's time to blow through the rest of the
process so you can release your album! Whoa, not so fast. Reward your efforts so far with an equally
stunning visual presentation. This doesn't have to be much, but an eye catching cover image and a few
updated professional photographs of you will tempt more people to sample your music and hopefully like
. h a t they hear.
Far too many musicians try to save money here by doing everything themselves. If you can do it, then by
all means go for it. But just because you have a pirated copy of Photoshop doesn't mean you're a designer.
Plan your time and budget accordingly, do some research to find the right people to work with, and you
can have a very professional looking album for less money than you might think.

For more thoughts on album design, see Before Designing Your Next Album ...
1) Photographer

Not every album design needs photographs, but every professionally released album includes a
photoshoot. By updating photos on your website, press materials, and social networking sites, you're
sending the message that something is going on, like a new release. Because a few photos can go a long
way, investing in a professional photoshoot should be a no-brainer.

Rates for a professional photographer range from $200 to

$1500.

9'rices will vary based on how many shots are needed, how long the shoot takes, and how much posthttp://www.musicianwages.com/creating•a•budget•for-your-new-album/
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production (ie. retouching) is done.
To get the most of your photoshoot, discuss your needs with your photographer and plan accordingly.

0

Album covers are square, website headers are wide, headshots are usually 8" x 10", and the list goes on.
Set up your shots to fit these various crops to save yourself a headache in post-production.
2) Designer

In my experience, a good designer is as vital to your new album as a good mastering engineer. People tend
to notice when something looks wrong more than they notice when something looks right. If you want
your album to look like it belongs next to your favorite artists' albums, you need a great looking cover
design.
In addition to the aesthetic considerations, there's the technical aspect of design and print production
most musicians don't fully understand. If you don't have the skills to create a print ready design in your
manufacturer's templates, then you'll probably end up paying one of their in house designers to bring your
files up to spec. At the very least, I'd recommend hiring a designer to help get your design into the proper
templates and ready to print.

0

Examples Rates for Album Design:
o

By the hour ($25 - $75) Hourly rates are ideal for smaller packages, or placing a design

into templates.
o

By the album package ($200 - $1,000) Prices will vary depending on how many panels

you are in your package, including any inserts or booklets.
o

By the project ($500 - $1,500) Along with your album, you may need promo materials

and merch designed as well.
Get the most out of your designer and consider all the items you need using their design. The continuity
between your album, promo materials, and merch designs will help you sell more in the long run.

3) Should I make CDs?
Many musicians are saving money by simply not making any physical product at all. It's understandable,
given that digital distribution is affordable and digital sales can easily outpace CD sales for independent
artists. Yet fans still buy CDs at shows, and CDs are still the preferred format for radio and promotions.
Perhaps most importantly, a great looking CD still helps legitimize you and your album in the eyes of
http://www.musicianwages.com/creating•a•budget-for-your-new-album/
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potential fans .
•

he cost breakdown of CDs can vary greatly depending on your package options. Jewel cases with a two
side insert will always cost less than a 6-panel digipak with a 16 page booklet. Luckily, it's very easy to get
exact quotes for yourself online. The prices below assume you are choosing from the most standard
-...

packaging options.

Example Costs for CD Packaging
o

Large Runs, minimum 1000 Units ($800 - $2,000) For higher quantities, CDs are
created using a process called replication, which essentially means the actual CDs are
created specifically for your music. Because of the manufacturing parts required for
replication, this method is only cost effective at high quantities.

o

Short Runs,

100-500

Units ($200 - $1,000) Options for smaller quantities are

typically more limited. For starters, the discs themselves are duplicated onto CDRs, which
is essentially the same process as burning a CD at home (with a really nice CD burner).
o

On Demand Manufacturing ($1 - $8 per CD) Some companies offer this option for
very small quantities. Depending on how simI?le your packaging is and how much shipping
costs, this is a nice option if you only need a few copies for promotions or to quickly
replenish your inventory while on tour.

One other option is to get creative and make CDs yourself. I've seen this done very successfully first hand.
Lauren Zettler designed a handmade package for her On Your Back Porch EP we recorded last year. Check
out this video to see The Making of On Your Back Porch. Making her own CDs adds a personal touch to
the album, and it makes it easier to maintain inventory in our small NYC apartments that really don't have
much room to store boxes of CDs. But the cost per CD actually isn't that much lower, and the time
investment is also a big factor. Luckily my wife really enjoys making EPs!

Marketing & Promotions
Finishing your album's music and artwork is really just the preliminary stage of a new release. Now the
real fun begins. If you want to make some of your money back, you'll need to tell people about your new
music! Save a little room in your budget for some marketing and promotional materials and services to
give you that extra edge.

•

)Promo CDs
http://www.musicianwages.com/creating•a-budget-for-your-new-album/
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Even if you opt for a digital only release, there are some instances where you still need a CD to hand
somebody. Record labels make promo CDs, usually well before the artwork is even done, so radio, retail
accounts, reviewers, and other press contacts can hear the music prior to the release date.

0

Promo CDs (sometimes called advances) typically just have black printing on the silver disc, and a single
black and white insert or disc tray that includes the track list, credits, and release information. If the cover
art is ready, another nice option is to print cardboard wallets, or minijackets. Full color artwork adds a
little extra to the price, but they can double as CDs to sell at gigs. Keep in mind, however, that the current
industry standard is to use a jewel case with a spine so the CD can be easily shelved.

Example Costs for Promo CDs
o

Jewel Cases/ CDs Only ($1 - $3 per CD) To save money, order bulk CDs and jewel
cases separately, then print your own inlays.

o

Minijackets / Wallets ($2 - $4 per CD) This option is usually only available for
quantities of 100 units or more.

2) Merch

The brilliant thing about good merch, like t-shirts, is that fans happily give you money to proudly advertis9
your band on their chest. Even though merch can be a profit center for bands and musicians, I'm still
going to categorize it as marketing materials because, well, we're musicians, not clothing designers. If it's
not the music, it's only purpose is to support the music!

Example Costs for Band Merchandise
The options for merch are virtually endless. Anything you can slap your logo on could work, you just have
to know your audience. If your fans are older, professional types, maybe coffee mugs or flash drives are
better than t-shirts. How about some custom reusable grocery bags? Do something different and turn
some heads. I ordered custom label hot sauce for my latest album, and a lot of people ordered it along with
the CD!
If you're crafty, you can save money by making your own merch. I know somebody that knits hats while on
the road and sews custom patches with her band's logo on the front. The personal touch and one-of-a-kind
nature of every hat goes over really well with their fans.

0
http://www.musicianwages.com/creating•a-budget-for-your-new-album/
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- ) Posters, Postcards, Stickers, etc.
If you're going on the road, posters are invaluable. Most clubs will expect you to send some ahead of time.

Postcards, stickers, buttons, magnets and other simple items make great freebies on the merch table as
well.

Example Costs for Print Items
Pricing for these kinds of items will vary based on how many colors you use, and of course, how many you
order. Keep in mind that many of these items are printed on large sheets and cut down to size, like
postcards or sheets of stickers. Expect to see minimum order quantities for these items. For smaller
quantities, check out your local copy shop and see if you can save some money.

4) Advertising and PR
If your music is ready for it, advertising and PR/ Marketing services can really help take you to the next

level. However, I've run into a few companies that simply try to get as many clients as possible, run a

41tandard campaign, and don't produce many results. If you're going to invest in these kinds of services,
make sure you have something going on, like a tour, that could really benefit from a solid marketing
campaign.

Example Rates for Advertising
o

Print Ads ($200 - $1000) Print ads depend greatly on the publication, size of ad, and
placement.

o

Online Ads ($20 - $500) Online advertising is generally bundled in two ways: by
impressions or by start/end dates. Paying per impression (the number of times your ad
appears on the site) is most cost effective.

Example Rates for PR/ Marketing Services per Campaign
o

College Radio Promoters ($1,000 - $3,500) Radio promoters will send your music to
stations and follow up with calls trying to get targeted stations to play your music. They
may also set up radio interviews for you.

o

Press and Publicity ($1,000 - $5,000) These campaigns will send your music and press

http://www.musicianwages.com/creating•a•budget-for-your-new-album/
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materials to specific press contacts. Prices will vacy depending on how many contacts you
would like to reach.
0

0

Marketing Services ($500 - $2,500) Marketing teams can help coordinate all your
promotions efforts and maximize exposure across different markets. They can be especially
helpful if you are tcying to run a broader campaign that covers tour and retail promotions,
publicity, and advertising.

When you hire these kinds of services, you need to look for experience. This part of the business is built on
relationships and reputations. Hiring people that are well known and have good reputations among the
press and radio stations they'll be contacting. Otherwise you might as well be doing it yourself.

Other Expenses
Finally, there are a few other items that might cost you a little more money. I'm sure I'm missing a few
things, feel free to add them to the comments below.
1) Your Website

Releasing a new album is always a great time to update your website, or get your own website if you don't
have one yet. Designing a simple website on your own, using pre-existing templates is easy enough, or yoQ
can hire a web designer to make a slick, professional looking custom site.

For more thoughts on musician websites, see Website Design for Musicians and Bands and Designing a
Website for a Freelance Musician.

Example Website Related Costs

2) Distribution

If you plan on selling your music anywhere other than your shows and website, you'll need distribution.
Distributors are responsible for getting your music to retailers, collecting the money from those retailers,
and then paying you. In the current state of the industcy, independent musicians are probably only
concerned with digital distribution. The prospects of getting your album in brick and mortar stores is
slimming by the day, although it is possible.
For the sake of this article, I'm simply going to focus on the two most popular digital distribution models

http://www.musicianwages.com/creating•a•budget•for•your•new-album/
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by CD Baby and Tunecore. Both services are great, some people just prefer one pricing model over the
ether.

Example of CD Baby Digital Distribution Costs

These rates are subject to change, but current at the publication of this article.

3) Cover Songs

If you have any cover songs on your album, you'll need to license them for both physical and digital copies
you will sell. I recommend using Limelight's online licensing service to pay royalties for any cover songs.
With Limelight, you'll pay a $15 service fee per song, plus the statutory rate for your mechanical license.
To learn more about cover songs, see our article "Recording, Releasing, and Performing Cover Songs."
Example Rates for Mechanical Licensing with Limelight
•

1,000

copies x

$0.091

(statutory rate) + $15 (fee) =

$106

per cover song

The royalty rate increases for songs overs minutes long. You can pay for as few as 25 licenses with
eimelight. Also, don't forget that you will need to license songs for both digital and physical releases, each

requiring a separate transaction.

Additional Reading
Here's a list of related articles on MusicianWages.com:
220 93StumbleUpon106
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Streaming music is slowly cannibalizing digital download sales

The music industry was flipped on its end more than a decade ago as the advent of digital music led to
huge sales declines. Sales appeared to stabilize around

2011

and 2012 but then along came another

disruptive force - streaming music.
Recent figures released by Billboard and Nielsen reveal a 4.6 percent decline in overall album and track
sales during the first half of 2013. Broken down further, we find that sales of digital downloads dropped
2.3

percent while sales of physical CDs fell by 14 percent. The total number of mid-year streams, however,

increased by 24 percent.
None of this is good news for the current top music retailer, Apple. But unlike the transition from CD to
digital which saw a spike in music piracy (and a drop in sales), streaming music is still a viable revenue
source for artists and record labels.
Services like Rhapsody, Spotify and Pandora all offer access to a huge catalog of music free of charge in
exchange for ad placement or other restrictions. Alternately, most services offer a paid subscription mode.
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that will do away with restrictions and even allow for streaming via mobile devices. It may not be as

4tucrative as the old days of selling CDs and cassettes or the $0.99 downloads but it's better than nothing.
Streaming appears to be the method of choice moving forward although Apple's upcoming iTunes Radio
will attempt to recharge the digital download industry while at the same time collecting revenue as a
streaming provider.

http://www.techspot.com/news/53300•streaming-music-is-slowly•cannibalizing•digital-download-sales.html
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Has Spotify killed the iTunes star? Download sales slow as streaming
picks up
0
For the past two years, record labels, music retailers, and artists carefully tracked music sales. After a
decade of massive sales declines, the downward spiral appeared to bottom out in 2011 and 2012 and the
hope was that the darkest period in the sector's history was over.
But figures released by Nielsen and Billboard today show a 4.6 percent decline in overall album and track
sales for the first half of 2013. Sales of digital downloads, the distribution mode that enables buyers to
store song files on PCs or mobile-phone hard drives and were once thought to be the successor to the CD,
were down 2.3 percent. Nielsen also reported that sales of album downloads were up 6.3 percent while CD
sales plummeted 14 percent.

"The decline in digital-track sales isn't good news for Apple"The decline in digital-track sales isn't good
news for Apple, the top music retailer. Downloads are the backbone of iTunes' music business. The good
news is that the slide in downloads can be traced to the shift among music fans to streaming services, such
as Spotify, Pandora, Rdio, and YouTube. All offer large quantities of music free of charge with varying
restrictions that most of the companies will remove in exchange for a monthly subscription fee.
"Streaming continues to be a tremendous growth story, with over 50 billion audio and video streams

Q

[during the first half of the year]," David Bakula, a Nielsen executive, said in a statement.
The number of total mid-year streams rose by 24 percent, according to Nielsen. What we don't know is
whether streaming can be as lucrative as selling 99-cent downloads. Not one of the streaming services
have reported profits. "Total mid-year streams rose by 24 percent"
Nonetheless, Apple is getting in on the streaming craze sometime this fall when it launches iTunes Radio.
The service will work much like Pandora but iTunes Match subscribers will not be served ads. The hope of
many in the music industry is that iTunes Radio, which makes it easy for users to purchase songs they
hear via the service, will stimulate download sales.

Related Itemsmusic download apple nielsen music sales

0
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U.S. Music Revenues Down Nearly 5%, Says RIAA

In the first half of the year, U.S. music revenues shrunk 4.9%, to $3.2 billion, down from the $3.35 billion

that the industry tallied in the first half of 2013, according to the RIAA's mid-year report.

Within that, digital music revenue declined slightly, by half a percentage point, to $2.2 billion, down to
$2.203 from $2.214 billion in the first half of 2013. Subscription revenue jumped 23.2%, to $371.4 million

from $301.4 million; ad-supported streaming jumped 56.5% to $164.7 million from $105.2 million. The
RI.AA estimated that paid subscription services averaged 7.8 million subscribers in the first six months of

the year, up from an average of 5.5 million subscribers in the first half of 2013. Download sales of albums
and tracks fell 11.8% to nearly $1.3 million from $1.47 billion.
In other digital revenue streams, SoundExchange distribution grew to $323.4 million, a jump of 21.4%
from the $266.5 million, while synchronization royalties fell 10.5% to $88 million, down from $98.5
million.
Moving over to physical formats, CD sales fell 19.1% to $715.6 million from $994.1 million. But on the plus
side, vinyl grew by 41% to $6.5 million, up from $4.8 million.
e>verall, revenue breaks out to digital accounting for 68% of U.S. revenue with 41 percentages points of

that coming from downloads and 27 percentages points coming from streaming; physical 28%,
synchronization 3% and ringtones 1%.
For the first time, the RI.AA has also provided an overall market volume for wholesale. Typically, the RI.AA
numbers add up the value of units for each album by that album's list price, not the wholesale price that
the labels receive when they ship the albums to retailers. But converting their data to wholesale values for
downloads and the physical formats, RI.AA estimates the U.S. music marketplace at $2.2 billion, down
from $2.3 million at mid-year 2013.
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George Johnson Album 1 Recording Budget
ExpenN

DAY RATE

DNcrlptlon

Studio
Mualclana

$4 ,500.00 9 expert
players for 6
hours

Studio Time

$1,500.00

12h

Recording
Engl-

$500.00

12h

Second
Engl-

$200.00

12h

Analog or
Dlgltlll Media
Coat

$250.00 One Time

cartage

$1 ,000.00 One Time

(Equipment
s.lUp)

Food

$200.00 One Time

AFMUnlon
HNIIIIC..

$320.00 One Time

Fund
Ovwdub

$ 1,500.00

3h

$2000.00

15h

$1000.00

15h

$150.00

5h

llluelclane
Ovwdub

SludloTlme
pl•Slnglr
Ovwdub

~

Second
Engl-

......

Ovwdub
Bllcllground

AFTRA

-

$1 ,700.00 4 singers
though
AFTAA Union
4 songs
$200.00 One Time

HNllhFund
Ovwdub
Background
Slngars
AFTRA

$1 ,700.00 4 singers
though
AFTRA Union
4 songs
$200.00 One Time

HNllhFund
$400.00

4h

$200.00

4h

BG Singer
Second
Engl-

$100.00

4h

Adclltlonal
Background

$700.00

7h

BG Singer

Ovwdub
StuclloTlme
BG Singer

Ovwdub
Engl-

Mixing

$2,500.00 Mix Album

EnglAlbumArll

$2,000.00 One Time

Webalte
IIIMarlng
Coets

$1,900.00 Onenme

llanufaclum

~

gr.

TaClf

-

1QQQ CC!'s

-.71D.110l
1

George Johnson CD 1 Break-Even Analysis
Use this calculator to determine the break-even point for a product: the

UNITS SOLD

SALES

TOTAL COSTS

PROFIT/LOSS

0

$0

$26,720

-$26,720

30

$300

$26,720

-$26,420

-- -- -- -- --------------------- -- ------------------------- -. -. ------ ----- --- . --- --- - - - - ----- ---- - -------...

60

$599

$26,720

-$26,121

Variable Cost per Unit
$0
------------ ----- ------------------------------------------------------,---------------- ------------·
Unit Price per CD
$10

90

$899

$26,720

-$25,82 1

120

$1,199

$26,720

-$25,521

150

$1,499

$26,720

-$25,222

180

$1 ,798

$26,720

-$24,922

210

$2,098

$26,720

-$24,622

240

$2,398

$26,720

-$24,322

270

$2,697

$26,720

-$24,023

300

$2,997

$26,720

-$23,723

330

$3,297

$26,720

-$23,423

360

$3,596

$26,720

-$23, 124

390

$3,896

$26,720

-$22 ,824

420

$4,196

$26,720

-$22 ,524

450

$4,496

$26,720

-$22,225

480

$4,795

$26,720

-$21,925

510

$5,095

$26,720

-$2 1,625

540

$5,395

$26,720

-$21,325

570

$5,694

$26,720

-$21 ,026

600

$5,994

$26,720

-$20,726

number of units you need to sell for your revenue to equal your costs. Enter
your costs, unit price, and unit increments in the table below.

Fixed Costs

$26,720

~

Unit Increments

... ----

30

BREAK-EVEN POINT

2,675

COST VS. SALES
$30,000
$25,000

..

'

'

'

.

'

. .

'

. .

'

'

'

'

'

.

.

'

.

.
'

$20,000
$15,000
$10,000
$5,000

Ii

! 1111 i 11 i
i I I II Ii !

!iiii

1

.

$0
0

60

120

:

180

1111

:

:

240

l

l

300

l
360

l

1 1
.
420

Units Sold
Sales

-

iii

Total Costs

i

i i
:, :

I

l
480

540

600
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George Johnson Album 2 Recording Budget
ExpenN

DAY RATE

DNcrlptlon

MualclMa

$4 ,500.00 9 expert
players for 6
hours

Sludlo11me

$1,500.00

12h

$500.00

12h

8-ICI
~

$200.00

12h

Analog or
Dlgllalllella

$250.0Q One Time

Studio

"-ding

Engl-

Coal
cartage

$1 ,000.00 One Time

(IEqulprnalt
SelUp)
Food

$200.00 One Time

AFMUnlon
HNlthc.re
Fund

$320.00 One Time

Arrange

$3 ,000.00 One Time

Slrtnge 3
Bonge
av.dub

$3,500.00

3h

$2000.00

15h

$1000 .00

15h

$150 .00

Sh

Slrtnge

av.dub
Stucllo11me
plusllngar

Ov9rdub
Engl8-ICI

-

Engl-

.....

ow.dub
Bllcllground

AFTRA
HNlthFund
Overdub
Bllckground
Singers

$1 ,700.00 4 singers
though
AFTAAUnion
4 songs
$200.00 One Time
$1 ,700.00 4 singers
though
AFTRA Union
4 songs

AFTRA
HNlthFund

$200.00 One Time

IG&lngar

$400.00

4h

$200.00

4h

$100.00

4h

$300.00

3h

Ovwdub
8tudlo11me
IGSlngar

av.dub
EnglIGSlngar
8-ICI

EnglAdditional

Background

•

Mixing
~

$2,500.00 Mix Album

AlbumAIIA
Wabalta

$2,000.00 One Time

......_

$1,900.00 One Time

-

Coat■

.._,,_,m
ma
Total

~ ~

ss1.3IO.IIOI
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George Johnson CD 2 Break-Even Analysis
Use this calculator to determine the break-even point for a product: the
number of units you need to sell for your revenue to equal your costs. Enter
your costs, unit price, and unit increments in the table below.

Fixed Costs

----------------------------------------------------------------------- . -------- -Variable Cost per Unit

----------------····························-·····-·-·-·-············-- . ------------

--

Unit Increments

$0
------$10

$26,667

..

I I. ! I I. I. I. I. I I. l. l I l. I I. l. l l I
'

:

... ...
.
''

:

.''
'

PROFIT/LOSS

0

$0

$31,320

-$31,320

30

$300

$31,320

-$31,020

60

$599

$31,320

-$30,721

90

$899

$31,320

-$30,42 1

120

$1,199

$31,320

-$30,121

150

$1,499

$31,320

-$29,822

180

$1,798

$31,320

-$29,522

210

$2,098

$31,320

-$29,222

240

$2,398

$31,320

-$28,922

270

$2,697

$31,320

-$28,623

300

$2,997

$31,320

-$28,323

330

$3,297

$31,320

-$28,023

360

$3,596

$31,320

-$27,724

390

$3,896

$31,320

-$27,424

420

$4,196

$31,320

-$27, 124

450

$4,496

$31,320

-$26,825

480

$4,795

$31,320

-$26,525

510

$5,095

$31,320

-$26,225

540

$5,395

$31 ,320

-$25,925

570

$5,694

$31,320

-$25,626

600

$5,994

$31,320

-$25,326

3,135

COST VS. SALES

$33,333

TOTAL COSTS

30

BREAK-EVEN POINT

1

SALES

$31,320

Unit Price per CD

$40,000
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.'

.'

.

:

'''
'

.. ..

..
..

'

'

..

.

:

.. .. . ..

..
.

'''
'

''
'

'

.'

:

.'

..

'

.

:

''
''

..

;

.
''
'

.

.:

.'''

'
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'

:
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'

'

$20,000
$13,333
$6,667

! !

il

111111

l l l 1 l

1

1

l

.

$0
0

60

120

180

1

:

.

:

240

!

11111

!

!

11

:

:

.

.

.

.

:

:

l

!

i

1

300

.

.

:

l

360

;
420

Units Sold
Sales

-

Total Costs

l

480

540

!
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Who will be the First Fired Label Execs over Spotify Fiasco &
Cannibalization?

e

October 9, 2014
We don't know if the rumors are true, but we're hearing rumblings from the upper echelons of the music
business that top management is very unhappy with the cannibalization of the transactional business that
is being accelerated in a death spiral towards a $3b record industry.
Did you guys get this headline on the midyear sales figures, U .S. Music Revenues Down Ne arly 5 %,
Says RIAA. Early end of year estimates are that 2014 could see a double digit year to year drop by as
much as 12%. As we've said before (and others are catching up) it's just math.
We're also hearing panicked and desperate distribution executives wanting to double down on streaming
by reducing the subscription fees to accelerate scale (not everything Apple says is good for you,
remember?).
So we have to ask, are you kidding us? The only thing that is going to accelerate is how fast you lose your
job as you kill what's left of the transactional business.
If you own a calculator, let's just do the math one more time, real slow and simple like ...

1) Spotify and former uTorrent CEO Daniel Ek says Spotify only needs 40m paid subscribers for streaming
to be sustainable for artists. But that math just doesn't work.
2) $10 per month subscription = $120 per year per subscriber
3) $120 per year, per subscriber paying out 70% of gross to rights holders equals $84 per subscriber, per
year.
4) $84 per subscriber, per year x's 40 million subscribers equals $3,4b per year in top line gross revenue
to ALL rights holders. That's $3.4b for labels, artists, publishers and songwriters combined.
5) $3.4b per year is HALF of the current revenue of $7b per year where the domestic business has been
flat lined.
6) Assuming you could DOUBLE the subscription base to Som PAID in the USA within two years by
dropping the price in HALF to $5 per subscriber per month you still only gross (wait for it...) $3.4b a year http :/ /t hetr ic ho rd is t. c om/2 O1 4/10/ 09/ w h o -w i II - be-th e- fi rs t- fi red - Iabel-execs -over- spot i fy-c an n ib al izati o n/
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in revenue.

tlveknow this is shocking to the math impaired, but doubling scale (imagined as it is) while cutting the
subscription fees in half, actually nets you the same amount of money. Shocking the things one can learn
with a calculator or a spreadsheet.
Do you know how else you can achieve scale faster? Free. Free scales fast.
Free scaled fast for Napster.
Free scaled fast for Grockster.
Free scaled fast for Kazaa.
Free scaled fast for Limewire.
Free scaled fast for BitTorrent.
Free scaled fast for The Pirate Bay.
Free scaled fast for YouTube.
- All of these have three things in common.
1) Infringement as a business.

2) Fast scale.
3) Subsidized by artists and rights holders who are not compensated.
The con men have been conned and the only way out is an exit strategy that is so disconnected from the
monetization of music that there is literally no longer a connection between the artist and the revenue they
create.
So how realistic is that magic number of 40m paid Spotify subscribers in the US?
Here's what subscription based services look like right now. Netflix only has 36m subscribers in the US, no
free tier, and massive limitations on available titles of both catalog and new releases. Sirius XM, 26.3m in
the US as a non-interactive curated service installed in homes, cars and accessible online. Premium Cable
.

as 56m subscribers in the US paying much more than $10 a month and also with many limitations.
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Spotify... 3m paid subscribers in the US after four years. Tell us again about this strategy of "waiting for
scale." Three Million Paid ... Three ...
* 3m Spotify Subs Screen Shot

* 26.3m Sirius XM Subs Screen Shot
* 36m Netflix Subs Screen Shot
* 56m Premium Cable Subs Screen Shot
* $7b Music Business Screen Shot
Given the above it's not surprising that what we're hearing is that the adults have let the children play with
their Silicon Valley toys and they have been left alone along long enough to see the house burn down. And
adding insult to injury, Spotify has been a complete artist relations disaster.
We've got bad news for digital distribution/ label folk. The Silicon Valley lifeboat doesn't have that much
room in it for ex-record company executives who are bad at simple math. We know five guys who are not
concerned about the future of the record industry and their names are Jimmy, Dre, Trent, Ian and Dave ...
the rest of you are probably not going to be so lucky.
What is perhaps the greatest irony in all of this is that the great rock & roll swindle has been on the record
industry instead of by the record industry, but that's another post.

-

So who's head is going to be on the block when the year end head count reductions start? Hmmm ...
RELATED:

Spotify Doesn't Kill Music Sales like Smoking Doesn't Cause Cancer...
Why Spotify is not Netflix (But Maybe It Should Be)
Spotify's Daniel Ek is Really Bad At Simple Math, "Artists Will Make a
Decent Living Off Streaming In Just a Few Years"
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Shutterstock.com
Every time you turn around it seems like there's a new streaming music service. Pandora was among the

first a decade ago. Rdio launched in 2010. Spotify in the summer of 2011. Apple and Google plan to join
the fray this year. Music producer Jimmy Iovine is launching a service tied to his headphone brand Beats
by Dr. Dre.
What's odd is they are all jumping into a business that, so far, doesn't seem to be turning a profit.Thom
Yorke of Radiohead and Atoms for Peace is one of many musicians concerned with Spotify's small royalty
payments.
Take Pandora. The Internet radio service uses an algorithmic formula to create a personalized stream of
music that it designed to keep me listening. I let Pandora know I like Run DMC and it creates a stream of
similar music. The longer I listen, the more ads Pandora can sell - and, you'd think, the more money it
would make. In fact, the more I listen, the more it costs, says Pandora Chief Financial Officer Mike
Herring.
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"It costs us essentially around $20 in licensing fees for every thousand hours that we play in music," he
says. "That means that we have to make $21 in revenue for every 1,000 hours to make a dollar."

-

It's actually a little more than that - Pandora has 70 million active monthly users who each stream an
average of about 18 hours a month. The company estimates it has to pay between $800,000 and
$900,000 in fees every day.
Herring says that last year, Pandora spent 64 percent of its revenues on music. One way to become more
profitable would be to pay out less money in royalties. But the service is classified as a pure play Internet
radio station, which means the recording royalties it pays for streaming a song are set by the U.S.
Copyright Royalty Board. So Pandora's been lobbying Congress for lower rates, and that's generated.
Some streaming services that aren't governed by the Royalty Board face similar issues. Subscription-based
streaming services such as Rdio and Spotify negotiate royalty rates directly with the labels. But those
services aren't making any money either.
Rdio won't make the details of its revenue public, but Spotify last year. Nevertheless, its losses grew from
from $60 million to $78 million. Spotify executives say 70 percent of its revenue went to paying licensing
fees .
David Pakman, a venture capitalist who worked for Apple in the 1990s, says these kinds of upfront costs
are discouraging investors and innovation.
"It's nowhere near as active a space for innovation as, say, social media, mobile apps," he says. "Pick any
other subject matter and there are literally thousands of companies entering the space. Digital music has
been a perilous one where investors have lost a huge amount of money."
Pakman says if there were fewer upfront costs, there would be a lot more new streaming services. But
economist Jeff Eisenach says getting involved in the music streaming business is no less attractive than
investing in Walmart.
A visiting scholar at the American Enterprise Institute, Eisenach says a retailer like Walmart lays out 65
percent of its revenues to buy the products it sells - almost exactly what Pandora pays in royalties. "To
say this is different from what happens with other businesses .... You know, everybody who sells more pays
more," he says.
So, the more shirts you sell, the more you pay the supplier to buy those shirts. The more songs users
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stream, the more a service pays in royalties and licensing fees. Eisenach says companies like Pandora and
-potify are making a lot of money - they're just using it to target new audiences rather than putting it in
the bank and calling it a profit.
"There is a huge advantage to becoming the largest because there's so many economies of scale," he says.
"The more listeners you have, the more people value you, the less your cost per listener is - and all firms
in these markets lose money initially as they invest in growth."
Though streaming music services have been around for about a decade, Eisenach says these are still the
early days of the industry. In fact, Pandora CFO Mike Herring says he sees a lot of room for growth.
"It's important to remember that 80 percent of our listening is done on mobile devices," he says. "The
mobile monetization world is very much in its infancy, especially the advertising world, which Pandora
uses to monetize its free listening."
Drew Larner, the CEO of Rdio, thinks there's a lot of money to be made. "With real scale," he says, "we will
absolutely be profitable ... wildly profitable."
Larner defines real scale as 25 to 30 million subscribers. He won't say how many paying subscribers Rdio
. a s now, but its competitor Spotify has only 6 million. Larner says most people are still more interested in
owning music than paying a monthly fee to listen, but that could be changing as well. Sales of albums both physical and digital - are declining, and streaming grew by 24 percent in the first half of the year.
Still, Larner doesn't know when streaming services will get profitable. "I don't have an answer," he says. "I
think it's on the horizon."
It's a horizon that Larner believers entrepreneurs and investors will keep reaching for with their time and
their money because, like most people, they have an emotional connection to music and they dream about
being part of it.
Listen to the interview with Jeffrey Eisenach
Cict
Innovation
Internet
Technology
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Creation Is Not Its Own Reward
Print

Artists, Performers, and Intellectual Property Attorneys Gather at
Columbia Law School to Discuss Copyright Protections in Daylong
Symposium Sponsored by Kernochan Center for Law, Media, and the

Arts
Media Contact: Public Affairs, 212-854-2650 or publicaffairs@law.columbia.edu
New York, October 20, 2014-Pulitzer Prize winners T.J. Stiles and Doug Wright stressed
the importance-and limitations- of the copyright regime in protecting their work and
livelihood in keynote speeches that kicked off an Oct.

10

symposium sponsored by Columbia

Law School's Kernochan Center for Law, Media, and the Arts.
The daylong event, "Creation Is Not Its Own Reward:
Making Copyright Work for Authors and Performers,"
featured panel discussions and audience Q&A sessions with
creators-including writers, actors, songwriters,
photographers, and graphic artists-and intellectual
property attorneys. Kernochan Center Executive Director
June M. Besek made introductory remarks to start the
symposium, introducing Stiles, Wright, and the variety of
participants speaking throughout the day.
"In the copyright policy debates, often the loudest voices
are those of large copyright owners and even more so those

Pulitzer Prize-winning biographer T.J.
Stiles talks about copyright and his
career.

of copyright users including ISPs [Internet service
providers] such as Google," Besek said. "That's why we're excited to present this symposium
focused on individual creators and, in particular, on professional creators. They will be able to
give us insight into whether copyright is working for them and the challenges of making a
living in the digital environment."
http://www. law. co Ium b ia. edu/m ed ia_i nq u i ries/n ews_eve nts/2 0 14/oc .. .4 &u tm_med i um =soc i al&ut m_sou rce=twi tt er. com&utm_cam paig n =b uffer
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2010

for his biography The First Tycoon: The Epic Life

Cornelius Vanderbilt, discussed the difficulties writers face working in an age in which
readers feel they are entitled to free or below-cost content on the Internet. Without copyright,
Stiles said, he would have no chance at making a career as a writer.

"I am not owed a living by the world-I may screw up, I may get unlucky, I may simply failand no human institution is perfect, but the copyright regime gives me hope of building my
career and accumulating income streams that make this kind of work viable," Stiles said.
Stiles' fellow keynote speaker Wright, who won the
Pulitzer in

2004

for his play I Am My Own Wife,

discussed the importance of copyright for playwrights.
He explained that in the early days of the Dramatists
Guilds of America, playwrights gave up their right to
unionize in order to preserve control over their work
through copyright. Hollywood writers, by contrast, do
not own their work but do enjoy the benefits afforded
-

Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright Doug
Wright explains how the copyright regime
helps sustain theater.

to them through the collective bargaining process, such
as health care.

Wright, who has had four works produced on Broadway, said copyright law is why
playwrights who have found success in Hollywood keep coming back to plays.
"One reason for theater's survival is that dramatists so value copyright that they continue to
write for the humble stage," he said. "For playwrights like me, copyright doesn't provide
incentives- it is the incentive."
After the keynote addresses, the symposium featured the following panel discussions:
"Authors' Perspectives: Part I" moderated by Besek with:

• Rick Carnes, songwriter; president, Songwriters Guild of America
-

• Eugene Mopsik, executive director, American Society of Media Photographers
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• David Hajdu, author; associate professor, Columbia Journalism School
• David Lowery, musician; lecturer, University of Georgia Terry College of Business
• Lisa Shaftel, graphic artist; advocacy liaison, Graphic Artists Guild

-

Panelists left to right: Gene Mopsik, Lisa Shaftel, David Lowery, June
Besek, Rick Carnes, David Hajdu

"Authors' Perspectives: Part II" moderated by Philippa Loengard, assistant
director of the Kernochan Center, with:
• Richard Masur, actor; former president, Screen Actors Guild
• Eddie Schwartz, president, Songwriters Association of Canada
• Sandra Aistars, chief executive officer, Copyright Alliance
• Joseph Gratz, partner, Durie Tangri
• Scott Martin, executive vice president of intellectual property and associate general
counsel, Paramount Pictures
• Christian Genetski, general counsel, Entertainment Software Association
• Jay Rosenthal, senior vice president and general counsel, National Music Publishers
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Association

-'Academic Perspectives," moderated by Columbia Law School Professor and
Kernochan Center Faculty Director Jane C. Ginsburg, with:
• Eva Subotnik, professor, St. John's University School of Law

• Molly Van Houweling,

professor, UC Berkeley School of Law; co-director, Berkeley Center for Law & Technology
• Daniel Gervais, professor, Vanderbilt Law School; director, Vanderbilt Intellectual
Property Program

Panelists left to right: Eva Subotnik, Jane Ginsburg, Daniel Gervais,
Molly Van Houweling

"Government Perspectives," moderated by Kernochan Center Fellow Brad A.
Greenb erg, with:
• Sy Damle, special advisor to the general counsel, U.S. Copyright Office

• Shira

Perlmutter, chief policy officer and director for international affairs, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office
The Kernochan Center for Law, Media, and the Arts was established to contribute to a
broader understanding of the legal aspects of creative works of authorship, including their
dissemination and use. The center regularly hosts influential intellectual property

-

practitioners on copyright and other issues.
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the Kernochan Center hosted Maria Pallante, the register of the U.S. Copyright

Office, who delivered Columbia Law School's Horace S. Manges Lecture and called on

-

Congress to revisit the nation's copyright laws to address creators' rights and new
technologies. As Besek pointed out in her introductory remarks, the House Subcommittee on
Courts, Intellectual Property and the Internet may indicate what sort of copyright reforms it
will seek as early as next year.
The complete video of the conference will be available on the Kernochan Center's website
soon.
###

Columbia Law School, founded in 1858, stands at the forefront of legal education and of the
law in a global society. Columbia Law School combines traditional strengths in corporate law
and financial regulation, international and comparative law, property, contracts,
constitutional law, and administrative law with pioneering work in intellectual property,
digital technology, tax law and policy, national security, human rights, sexuality and gender,
and environmental law.
Join us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter: www.twitter.com/columbialaw
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When Artists Won't Play for (Fractions of) Pennies

Anyone wondering why Taylor Swift pulled her music from Spotify needs to just follow the money.

When a label sells a download from iTunes, iTunes takes its cut (30

If it takes a thousand
streams of a song to make
what the label grosses
from the sale of one
downloaded album, the
decision to leave Spotify is
an obvious one.

percent of the list price) and remits the rest to the label. The label pays the
songwriter a "mechanical" royalty, which is typically about eight cents per
song (for a 10-song album, they pay out roughly 80 cents). The label then
also pays the artist who is signed to the label (who is not always the same

person as the songwriter) a royalty that is typically between 12 and 18 percent of the list price. So, on a $10
list price of a download, the ~rtist might see around $1.50 per download (assuming that the artist has
recouped some or all of the money the label spent to record and market the record, etc.)
So, for an artist like Taylor Swift who writes or co-writes most of her songs, and will be one of the rare
artists who actually recoups the money her label spends making and marketing her records, she's set to
make somewhere in the vicinity of $3 per record sold (whether as a download or physical).
Now, compare this with what she might make from Spotify or other streaming services. Spotify pays out

aractions of pennies per stream. According to Spotify, as of December 2013, the average rate is $0.007 per
~lay.

.

, You can do the math. If it takes a thousand streams of a song to make what the label grosses from the sale
of one downloaded album, the decision to pull the record from Spotify is an obvious one from a financial
standpoint.
Still, there is an argument to be made that Spotify and other streaming services provide exposure to
artists, which can then be converted to other revenue-generating models, such as touring, merchandise or
the placement of songs into films and ads.
Taylor Swift, of course, already generates a tremendous amount of money from these types of activities.
This may explain Spotify's rather desperate plea to her to keep her music on Spotify.
The company has been desperate to convince the artist community that they will make up in volume what
they lose in margin. I don't think anyone believes this any more. So why then would labels still put music
on Spotify? Again, follow the money. In order to get their catalogs, Spotify had to give the labels equity. So
if or when Spotify sells or goes public, the labels will enjoy a windfall. How much of this will flow through

eo

the artist? My sense is zero.
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BUT SPOTIFY IS PAYING 70% OF GROSS TO ARTISTS, ISN'T
erHAT FAIR? NO, AND HERE'S WHY...
November 7, 2014
Spotify is not paying sustainable rates for the cost of goods. Look - it's like this, if something cost you
$100 to make, and someone else sells it for $10 ... it doesn't matter that you are getting 70% of the gross,

you're still over 90% unrecouped on a per unit basis. This is the problem with Spotify, is that it

undervalues the true cost of goods (including R&D, etc).
Arguments about marginal percentages miss the point completely. It's about simple math and simple
economics.
The cost of music is not in the distribution of music (which is cheap). The cost of music is in the human

labor of the CREATION of music (which is expensive).
The cost of goods is greater than the marginal cost to distribute those goods. Stop confusing the product
with the container.

9-'he CREATION of music is also more than the cost of RECORDING music. The cost of music is in the
sustainable needs of the human labor for food, shelter, clothing, etc.
Spotify can not scale and work at current economics ... One More Time ...
SPOTIFY MATH FOR THOSE OF YOU AT HOME WITH CALCULATORS:

Just show me the math where streaming scales, I'll wait. Spotify has 3m paid in the
US at $10 each.

$10 x 12 mos = $120 per year. Pay out 70% that's a gross of $84 per year per
subscriber. Simple Math.
That $84 per sub is in revenue to all artists in rights holders. Times that by 3m and
you get a whopping $252m a year in a $7b business.
Multiple that by 10, to get 30m subs@ $1oa month and that's only $2.5b a year ...
and that's a big IF Spotify ever gets to 30m paid in the USA... and IF they do, that's
-

ONLY 2.5b in revenue against the $7b now ...
http://th etri chord i st.com/201 4/11 /07 /but •spotify-is-payi n g • 7 0-of-g ross-to-artists-i sn t-th at-f air-no-and •heres-why/
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So you effectively cut the revenue to everyone by 1./2 to 2/3rds ... how does this math
work without raising the price of subscriptions? It doesn't.

0

It's just math.

0

0
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Exclusive: Taylor Swift on Being Pop's Instantly Platinum Wonder ...
e And Why She's Paddling Against the Streams

photo: Reuters/Lucas Jackson
Looking at the sales for Taylor Swift's 1989, it would appear that reports of the death of the music industry
have been greatly exaggerated. SoundScan reported Tuesday night that Swift's fifth album sold 1.287
million copies in its first week, the highest out-of-the-box bow for any album release since The Eminem

Show sold a hair more than that 12 years ago. She now goes down in history as the first artist in history to
have three million-selling opening weeks. This would have been impressive even in 1999, when Backstreet
Boys walked the pre-Napster earth like lumbering giants. But in

2014?

It's like we've just seen a ghost -

the ghost of a happy, healthy music biz that can apparently only be summoned by Swift.
Swift was too busy promoting 1989 in Japan this week to immediately toast the sales or critical plaudits.
But we caught up with her by transatlantic phone for her first interview since she achieved these fairly
stunning figures. Topics of discussion included her unusual DIY marketing ideas ... the album's sure-to-be-

eontroversial second single ... and a new over-the-counter medicine you might have heard of called
https://music. yahoo . com / blog s/ m usi c-news/ exc Iu sive--ta ylor-swi ft-a ... nder- ---an d -wh y-sh e- s-padd Ii ng-ag ai nst-the-streams-08504 1 907 . him I
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Swiftamine.
There's also that little matter of her having just removed her entire catalog from Spotify, after having

-

previously only withheld new releases from free streaming services. Some news accounts in the business
pages have claimed that her label had some secret Machiavellian scheme in mind, but as Swift makes clear
here, she's in control of her own business moves as well as her heart.
[Related: Roughly 1,989 Words About Taylor Swift's 11989'! A Track-by-Track Guide]
YAHOO MUSIC: This album had the highest first-week sales since 2002. Then there is also
the fact that you're the first artist to have a million-selling week three times in a row. And
then there's also just the idea of this being a personal best, just for you. Do any of these
ways of looking at the initial success of the album mean more to you than others?
TAYLOR SWIFT: Well, my huge dream in this whole thing, which I was told many times was an
unrealistic ... I was told many times to keep my expectations in check, so I did. But the ultimate dream was,
"Can we ring that bell? Can we get a million; can we do this for the third time?" Because we were all very
well aware that if we sold a million records this time, it would be the only time in history that someone had
done that three times. That was the most insane thing, when we got the first hint that we might end up
actually getting to do it. And then my second biggest hope was, "Hey, wouldn't it be insane if we topped what we did with Red?" And then the fans ended up making that happen, so it's been just kind of like a
dream scenario all the way around. And I just feel so lucky that people seem to understand what I was
doing with this album and loved the new direction of it.
You put something up on Instagram where you pointed out that some of the so-called
experts had initially been projecting it might only sell 650,000. When you heard that back
then, were you thinking, "Oh, come on, guys? This is me, Taylor - you know I can do better
than that"? Or did you ever give in a bit to the diminished expectations of 2014?
Well, I understand there's been a huge shift in this economic landscape, and the perception of music has
changed a lot in the last two years. And so when I saw that number that was lower than what we've done
before as a prediction, I didn't really know what to expect anymore. Because I hoped that I had created
something that people would want to buy, but I didn't know what's been happening in people's minds ... I
just was hoping and praying that people still perceived there to be a value to someone's musical creation.
That leads to the streaming question. We've played the game of wondering whether you
would have sold hundreds of thousands of fewer copies last week if the album had been
h ttps :// mu sic. yahoo . com / b logs/ mus ic - n ews/exc Ius ive- - tayl or-swi ft-o ... nder--- -an d - why - she-s-padd Iing-agai nst -the-streams-08504 1907 . him I
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available to people for free via those services. To a lot of people, you're a hero for
-einforcing that music still has a value. And then there are some people who think you're
standing in the way of progress by not giving in to the streaming model. What are your
thoughts on all that?

If I had streamed the new album, it's impossible to try to speculate what would have happened. But all I
can say is that music is changing so quickly, and the landscape of the music industry itself is changing so
quickly, that everything new, like Spotify, all feels to me a bit like a grand experiment. And I'm not willing
to contribute my life's work to an experiment that I don't feel fairly compensates the writers, producers,
artists, and creators of this music. And I just don't agree with perpetuating the perception that music has
no value and should be free. I wrote an op-ed piece in the Wall Street Journal this summer that basically
portrayed my views on this. I try to stay really open-minded about things, because I do think it's important
to be a part of progress. But I think it's really still up for debate whether this is actual progress, or whether
this is taking the word "music" out of the music industry. Also, a lot of people were suggesting to me that I
try putting new music on Spotify with "Shake It Off," and so I was open-minded about it. I thought, "I will
try this; I'll see how it feels." It didn't feel right to me. I felt like I was saying to my fans, "If you create
m.usic someday, if you create a painting someday, someone can just walk into a museum, take it off the
wall, rip off a corner off it, and it's theirs now and they don't have to pay for it." I didn't like the perception
&at it was putting forth. And so I decided to change the way I was doing things.
I talked with your dad briefly at your Secret Sessions, and I remember him saying

something to the effect of: "If she's going to be writing op-eds for the Wall Street Journal
claiming albums are still commercially viable, she really has something to prove." But what
is it about the album, per se, for you? There are "album artists" - which we usually
associate with rock artists - and then singles artists, and you're the rare person who is
both. But it's clear that you're a believer in the album. Why worry about selling a million
copies of an album when you could just be setting records for selling 5 million of this or
that single?
I guess it's just a personal decision from artist to artist. But I'd really much rather write a novel than a
bunch of short stories. I'd rather be known for a collection of songs that go together and live together and
belong together. These are essentially installments of my life, two years at a time, and I work really hard to
make sure that those installments are good enough to also apply to other people's lives in two-year periods
of time. Albums defined my childhood, and they've defined my life. I just hope that they will continue to

eiefine people in newer generations' lives. I'm so proud of my fans for going out there, over a million
https://music. yahoo.com/biogs/music-news/exclusive• •taylor-swift-o ••• nder---•and-why•she•s•padd ling-against-the-streams-085041907 .html
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strong, and proving that albums still matter to them and that art is still viable to them.

0

[Related: Taylor Swift and 89 Fans Party Like It's '1989' on New York Rooftop]

It felt like you were experimenting with your own ideas about marketing, in terms of doing

some really untested stuff. You had the Secret Sessions parties, where, paradoxically, it
seemed like you were starting a word-of-mouth thing, even though you were swearing
people to secrecy. And then calling yourself a social-media lurker and taking that to the
furthest extreme as you re-posted things online ... Was there anything where you thought,
"Hey, this is kind of a weird way to market an album, but let's just go for it?"
They were all ideas that hit me in the middle of the day or in the middle of the night, or in the middle of
listening to a new song I'd recorded for 1989. I'd just get these ideas and think, "What if we did these for
the secret society living room sessions? Can we do that? Yeah, of course we can do that." We had no idea
what was going to happen. And the thing with me posting pictures on Twitter of my fans holding the
albums, that was an idea I had five minutes before I did it for the first time. On Tumblr they've been joking
for months about how I'm always just lurking around the Internet, stalking their biogs. Predominantly, for
the most part, most of these ideas were not thought of in some conference-room marketing meeting.
People always talk to you about marriages and relationships, and they say relationships take work, and

Q

you have to keep surprising each other. And that I think the most profound relationship I've ever had has
been with my fans. That relationship takes work, and you have to continue to think of new ways to delight
and surprise them. You can't just assume that because they liked one of your albums, they're going to like
the new one, so you can make it exactly the same as you made the last one. You can't just assume that
because they were gracious enough to make you a part of their life last year, that they're gonna want to do
the same thing this year. I think that core relationship needs to be nurtured. And so there were a lot of
things that were brand-new to my career, to my life, and to I guess what you would call the campaign of
this album - things we'd never even tried before, but they just felt right because it felt like nurturing that
relationship.
It has to be tough choosing singles off an album where every song sounds like a single.

There seems to be an extra degree of fan support for "Style" being an eventual single,
though.
Yeah, I hear that as well. I'm hearing all those things you're hearing.

Is the second single official? There was word it's "Blank Space."
https://music.yahoo.com/blogs/music-news/exclusive--taylor-swift•o ••. nder••••and-why•she•s•paddling-against•the•streams-085041907 .html
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Yeah, "Blank Space." The fans tend to decide the singles relatively quickly for us. We don't even need to do

enuch as far as A&R work, because they are very vocal about their favorites. In my mind, I have a very clear
picture about singles one, two, three. I'm up in the air about four, but I think that it will present itself just
like all the other ones have. It's really exciting to see people have so many favorites and be very, very clear
about which ones they think should be singles.

"Blank Space" is a particularly provocative choice for a single, because you were already
wondering whether people would get that song or not as just an album track. It's such a
different kind of lyric for you to put out there. Don't you worry some people will think,
"Wait? Is that really her?"
It's interesting when you put out a song with sort of a comedic element to it. People with different senses
of humor perceive it differently. You'll have people who completely get the joke and they're saying, "Oh,
look, she's completely taken back the narrative, and she's singing from the perspective of the person the
media paints her to be." And then other people will be listening to it on the radio and thinking, "I knew it!
I knew she was crazy!" Just the way this has all kind of shaken out, I did not expect for "Blank Space" to be
the favorite. And it is the absolute favorite. It's No. 1 on iTunes right now, which is absolutely insane, and
"Shake It Off' is No.

2.

-t•s just so cool to see people like that, because it was sort of a risk for me to even take it into the studio
and play this idea for Max Martin and Shellback and say, "Hey, I want to write this completely satirical
song about the fictionalization of my personal life, and just kind of poke fun at it." The fact that it ended
up being a sort of shining spot on the album is really exciting for me. Because I think it's gonna be really
interesting when people see things we have up our sleeve, like the video and other things that I'm really
excited about people discovering. It's probably the wildest video I've done.

[Related: Taylor Swift To Debut Performance of 'Blank Space' at 2014 American Music
Awards]
You probably haven't heard about the CMAAwards yet, but Brad Paisley and Carrie
Underwood had a whole segment about you in their opening monologue. They described
your leaving country music behind inducing Post-Partum Taylor Swift Disorder.
Supposedly the Democrats lost the midterms because Obama didn't address this. And Brad
and Carrie adapted "Who's Gonna Fill Their Shoes" to be "Who's Gonna Fill Her Shoes."
-Oh my God. I can't wait to watch that.
https://music. yahoo.com/blogs/music•news/exclusive•-taylor-swift-o .•• nder----and-why-she-s-paddling-against-the-streams-085041907 .html
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But you have, we know, seen this past weekend's Saturday Night Live sketch about the
anxieties that can only be cured with Swiftamine.

0

Oh my God. Swiftamine was amazing. My mom and dad and I were all together watching it, and we were
just dying laughing. My favorite part was "Oooh, Taylor Swift, she's always wearing, like, a 1950s bathing
suit."

0

0
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If Streaming Is the Future, You Can Kiss Jazz and Other
~enres Goodbye
If streaming represents the future of music, then my own future is looking grim.

In its first year of streaming on Spotify, my band Ceramic Dog earned 112.80 euros in Europe and $47.12
in the United States from our album "Your Turn." The album cost over $15,000 to make. By contrast, CD
sales on earlier albums netted us between $4,000 and $9,000.
Now, maybe the market knows best, and the world is in fact better off without artists like me. I make no
claims for my own work, but people need to understand what that means for the culture. Indie artists may
only constitute 38 percent of market share, but they represent well over 90 percent of working musicians,
and a great majority of works released.
Spotify likes to say that they are already paying 70 percent to rights holders. However, this does not mean
that their model is sustainable for artists. If the type of music I make is no longer sustainable, you can kiss
most jazz, classical, folk, experimental, and a whole lot of indie bands goodbye.

-

Join Room for Debate on Facebook and fo llow updates on twitter.com/ roomfordebate.
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Spotify Can't Succeed if It Keeps Screwing Songwriters
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Ian West/AP

Taylor Swift is a trendsetter. From her transition from country to pop, to her honest lyrics, she has
ushered in a golden age for singer-songwriter appreciation and market power. This week, she made
another bold move-she pulled all of her music from Spotify.
As the president of the trade association representing music publishers and songwriters like Swift, I was

struck not only by the bravery of the move, but by the brazen reminder that creators have the right to
control their work. Streaming models increasingly stack the deck against songwriters, as the songwriter
Aloe Blacc eloquently explained in WIRED yesterday. Like Blacc, I believe Swift's putting her foot down is
a watershed moment in the music industry.
Swift appears to have been trending toward this move for some time.
This summer she penned an op-ed about the intrinsic value of music and

http ://www. wired .c om/2 01 4/1 1/ nm pa-t ay lor-swift-s potify/
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openly argued against the watering-down of its worth, saying, "Music is

ert,

and art is important and rare. Important, rare things are valuable.

Valuable things should be paid for."
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NMPA is the trade association
representing American music publishers
and their songwriting partners.

READMORE ►l

Her passionate piece was the latest in an uproar within the music
industry that is trying to wrap its head around the end of album and single sales. After a year ?f Beyonce
and U2 both looking at new ways of releasing albums and not being able to crack the Platinum-selling
ceiling of purchases higher than one million, Taylor Swift is poised to blow way past them and this
unprecedented move will likely push that number even higher.
The reason this is important is not because the industry wants Spotify, Pandora or the like to fail-the
reality is quite the opposite. Swift's decision is important because it shows that songwriters have the right
to do what they want with their intellectual property. It is the streaming services who must court their
creations, not the other way around.
In a world of increasing entitlement on the part of digital companies, her choice was a wakeup call to those
who expect an endless online music library at little to no cost, and forget that the ultimate price will be
paid in the loss of new talent due to lack of incentive. As Blacc wrote, "If songwriters cannot afford to

4i11ake music, who will?"
Streaming is undoubtedly the wave of the future, and when streaming companies value
songwriters, the sky's the limit.
Equally critical, it should be a wakeup call to services like Pandora and Spotify who claim to give a large
portion of their profits to artists, but in reality have not quilt business models that properly compensate
creators.
These services are banking on the general public becoming so accustomed to their services that creators
can't fight back without risking critical exposure, which amounts to a threat of either being blacklisted or
accepting an artificially low rate.
Swift is uniquely positioned to avoid this risk-she is after all arguably the biggest artist in the world-so
her decision, whether it ends up being symbolic or the beginning of a seismic trend, should remind
everyone that while streaming is becoming the norm, those songs weren't magically delivered; they belong
to someone. Her statement couldn't have come at a more critical time. Industry forecasts show that digital
download revenue is expected to drop by 39 percent through 2019 while streaming revenue will increase
- y 238 percent over the same period.
http://www.wired.com/2014/11/nmpa-taylor-swift-spotify/
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Spotify's response to Swift's abrupt catalog retraction came with an air of sarcasm and the statistic
claiming they pay "nearly 70 percent" of their revenue "back to the music community." Unfortunately
songwriters only receive around 10 percent of that revenue, and publishers can't even negotiate a fair

0

market royalty rate for their songs. They are set by the government through consent decrees created in the
1940s that tech companies are fighting to uphold.
When it comes to streaming, Spotify isn't the only offender. Consider, for perspective, that Pandora pays
approximately 50 percent of its revenue to record labels and performing artists, on average, while paying
only around 4 percent of that to songwriters. Desmond Child, who wrote Jon Bon Jovi's massive hit "Livin
on a Prayer," was paid only $110.42 for over six million streams on Pandora.

Songwriters have the right to do what they want with their intellectual property. It is the
streaming services who must court their creations, not the other way around.
While Taylor Swift is not scratching by, many of her songwriting colleagues are. The songwriting
community in Nashville that cultivated her talent and introduced her to the world she would one day
dominate is in dire need of people like her who will stand up to the big streaming tech giants and remind
them that great songs are priceless, and that's exactly why songwriters should be paid more than pennies
for them.
Ultimately, Ms. Swift isn't the first person to pull their repertoire from streaming services. She follows an

0

impressive line of acts including The Black Keys and Thom Yorke. I am hopeful that her notoriety will
cause fans, industry executives and streaming services to remember that if you use someone for too long,
they're likely to leave.
Streaming is undoubtedly the wave of the future, and when streaming companies value songwriters, the
sky's the limit. It's time they start collaborating with the music creators they depend on, otherwise they
may never, ever, ever get back together.

0
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The Taylor Swift pulldown is about free versus premium on-demand
&treaming
It's becoming much clearer what this week's removal of
Taylor Swift's back catalogue from some streaming music
services is all about.
The key point: Taylor Swift is not anti-streaming.
Her albums are still available on Rdio, Rhapsody, WiMP
and Beats Music, to name but four services. And as far as
we can tell, this isn't a personal gripe between Swift
and/or her label Big Machine and Spotify. Taylor Swift is
not anti-Spotify, in that sense.
This dispute is about an issue we're going to all be talking
about a lot more in 2015: windowing, but not just
between an album going on sale and becoming available to stream, but between an album being available
-

s a premium stream for paying subscribers, and a free stream for everyone.
So it's about whether streaming services are willing to make some albums only available on demand to
their paying subscribers, and not to their free users. Spotify is maintaining a hardline policy on this - it
won't take an album unless it's available to all its users - and that's the sticking point with Swift, as it has
been before with some other artists.
This is also why it's not a sticking point for Rdio, Rhapsody, Beats and WiMP: the latter three are
subscription-only services, while Rdio's free tier is focused on stations - personal radio - rather than fully
on-demand access.
Two key talking points for the coming months, then: first, will Spotify face growing pressure to change
its policy, especially if more big artists demand it? We suspect that the questioning may shift a bit from
'Was Taylor Swift right to pull her catalogue?' to 'Is Spotify right to fight the idea of premium-only
albums?'
And second, how will YouTube's upcoming music service - especially if it still has an "all your music on

-

both free and paid tiers" licensing requirement - play into this debate? Bumpy times ahead, but a hugely

http ://musical Iy.com/201 4/ 11 / 06/ tay lor- swi ft - pu I ldown-f ree-versus-prem i um -demand-streaming /
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important moment for musicians and the music industry.
As a postscript: it's still a bit surprising that Taylor Swift hasn't addressed the Spotify removal with her

-

fans, putting her side of the story. But if the issue here is about paying for music - subscriptions, in this
case - she did flag her intentions in advance with her Wall Street Journal op-ed piece earlier this year:
"Music is art, and art is important and rare. Important, rare things are valuable. Valuable things should be
paid for. It's my opinion that music should not be free, and my prediction is that individual artists and
their labels will someday decide what an album's price point is. I hope they don't underestimate
themselves or undervalue their art."
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Is Spotify cannibalizing the music industry?

Spoti

®

Spotify is among a host of subscription music services that have come under fire from artists and labels in
recent times over royalty payments.

t,.-adiohead and Atoms for Peace frontman Thom Yorke slammed the Swedish company and dubbed the
service "the last desperate fart of a dying corpse", arguing that it pays meager royalties for streaming
songs.
But the people behind the online music service, where users don't actually own any music but pay to listen
to it on demand, argue that they are key for the future of the industry's survival. Instead of being paid for
each song bought, artists and record labels are being paid a much smaller fee each time a song is listened
to.
Read MoreForget Spotify!Cassettes are making a comeback
"It is the first change in the music industry for 100 years or so," Mark Williamson, Spotify's director of

artist services, told CNBC in a phone interview.
As a result of the accusations from major industry players that streaming platforms are cannibalizing

revenues, Spotify launched a charm offensive in December and published its pay-out structure online. It
said it makes an average "per stream" payment to rights holders of between
.

$0.006

and $0.0084 --

earring for every one million listeners of an artist's track, Spotify pays rights holders between
http://www.cnbc.com/ id/ 101640730# .

$6,000

to
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$8,400. Although, after labels take their cut, singers could be left with a lot less.

"We understand these are people's livelihoods at stake and it will take some time for people to understam9
these models. What is really important is to understand Spotify is a new company and our pay outs are
growing significantly every year," Williamson said.
Read MoreNext music disruptor,recording royalty
Digital revenues rising

The global music industry has faced falling revenues over the past few years as piracy ate in to profits and
paid downloads failed to make up for the shortfall. Global music sales dropped last year again, however,
digital music revenue saw a 4.3 percent increase hitting $5.9 billion in 2013, according to industry body
IFPI.
Piracy has been a tough problem to tackle across the entertainment business, but analysts suggest the new
low-cost subscription models could provide a solution.
Spotify charges users a monthly fee of £9.99, $9.99 or 9.99 euros, depending on where the user lives, and
Pandora, only available in the U.S. charges $4.99 a month.
Read MorePandora narrows 1Q loss
Revenues from music subscription services grew by 51.3 percent in 2013, surpassing $1 billion for the first
time.
This is at the center of the debate around subscription services. There is no doubt they are helping to boost
revenues for music industry, but at what cost to the artist?
Small artists suffering?

"One of the things you see quite often is that you see artist saying their songs are being listened to a
million times but they never saw a penny," Richard Broughton, head of broadband at IHS, told CNBC in a
phone interview.
"The question is, are those listens eroding purchases? Are they cannibalizing the traditional market and is
that a fair comparison to make? Is a million listens to equivalent to a million sales?"
The debate over pay structure from streaming services is complex with companies using different formatshttp ://www.cnbc.com/id/101640730# .
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Pandora, the leading internet radio streaming service, says it pays 50 percent royalties to rights-holders,

9he music labels, with a portion of that going back to artists. Deezer, a music streaming platform from

France, says it pays 70 percent of revenues to rights-holders, again the labels, but it is unclear how much
trickles down to artists.
Read More'Grateful Dead' enters streaming wars
Despite this, analysts suggest that streaming services are now becoming an integral part of major artists'
marketing tactics.
"Artists like Beyonce don't appear to complain about a low level of earnings on streaming services. So I
would say the artists that tour and have new releases see a Spotify as part of a positive marketing
machine," Alice Enders, analyst at Enders Analysis told CNBC in a phone interview.
But he added that smaller artists whose work is played very little would struggle with the earnings from
subscription models.

Music revolution
Rdio, another music streaming business, argued that the streaming structure means independent artists

4lan fight for a share oflisteners and get paid.

"With streaming, for the very first time, artists get paid based on people listening. They're competing for a
share of listening," the company told CNBC in an emailed statement.
The potential effects of these subscription services on the music industry's revenues and artists earnings is
hard to judge, but companies are bullish on the future.
"We're only at the beginning of the music streaming revolution, and we expect the market to continue to
grow. With that in mind, we're convinced that the artist community will see a significant increase in the
money they get back," Gerrit Schumann, VP of Europe for Deezer, said in an emailed statement.
Follow us on Twitter: @CNBCWorld

http://www.cnbc.com/id/101640730#.
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This Is Quite Possibly The Spotify Cap Table
Hot European music startup Spotify is back in the news today. On August 4 we broke the news that the bi9
music labels have secretly been shareholders in the company since 2008, and that they paid roughly the
same price for their preferred stock as venture capital investors Northzone Ventures and Creandum paid
last year.
Now, though, Swedish news site ComputerSweden is reporting that those music labels actually got their
stock for free. "Sony BMG, Universal Music, Warner Music, EMI and Merlin ... bought at the time in to

Spotify - for a pittance. They received 18 percent of the shares in Spotify barely 100 ooo kronor," (about
€10,000)

says the report. Metro Teknik has also picked up on the story.

We don't believe that report is correct based on our sources that say that the labels paid roughly the same
price as the venture investors for that stock.
And we have now obtained that unverified capitalization table information, reportedly based on a filing in
Luxembourg where the company is headquartered, showing the various ownership positions of the major
Spotify shareholders, including the prices paid for the stock.
We have reason to believe this is largely or completely accurate based on information it contains that we

Q

independently obtained from a separate source and have not previously published. With one exception either the report inaccurately shows investments by labels as 1/1000 of their real amount (meaning three
o's need to be added), or the report excludes most of these investment amounts.
Here's the cap table:

Shareholders in Spotify on 10/7 2009
BolagAndel
Rosello (Lorentzon) 28,6%
Instructus (Ek) 23,3%
Northzone Ventures 11,9%
Enzymix Systems (F. Hagno) 5,8%
Sony BMG 5,8%
Universal Music 4,8%
Warne,· Music 3,8%
Wellington IV Tech 3,8%
http://techcrunch.com/2009/08/07/this•is-quite-possibly-the-spotify-cap-table/
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Creandum II LP 3,5%
Swiftic (Strigeus) 2,6%
CreandumII KB 2,4%
EMI1,9%
Merlin1,0%
SBH Capital (B. Hagno) o,8%
df
Riskkapitalbolagens investeringar
Northzone 8 miljoner euro
Creandum 4 miljoner euro
Wellington 6,5 miljoner euro
Li Ka-shing 20 miljone,· euro'tr
•x• enligt Financial

Times

How much the labels paidfor thei1· shares.
Sony BMG - 2 935 euro for 6 procent av aktierna.

4I

Universal Music - 2 446 euro for 5 procent av aktierna.
Warner Music - 1 957 euro for 4 procent av aktierna.
EMI - 980 euro for 2 procent av aktierna.
Merlin•x• - 490 euro 1 procent av aktierna.

This cap table shows founders Daniel Ek and Martin Lorentzon with 23.3% and 28.6% of the stock,
respectively, for a total of 51.9% of the fully diluted stock of the company. The four big labels plus indie
aggregator Merlin own a total of 17.3%, and paid an aggregate of €8.8 million for that stock.
Or, they paid €8,808 for that stock, which is what ComputerSweden is reporting.
Based on all previous information that we've received about the company from sources, including
additional discussions with people close to the company this evening, the aggregate investment by labels
was €8.8 million.

If the labels didn't pay for the stock, all those previously sourced numbers are incorrect, which we think is
highly unlikely.
The new round of financing, from Wellington Partners, Li Ka-Shing and additional strategic partners
-Based on the cap table above, Spotify has already closed on the Wellington portion of that deal) will be
h ttp://techc ru nc h.com/2 009/08/0 7/th is, is-q u ite-p ossi bly•th e•s pot ify• cap• tab I e/
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$50 million or so, at valuation of $250 million (yes, I know I'm mixing currencies, but the numbers are all
roughly working out). Most of that, or about €26.5 million, may be accounted for.

0

The key takeaway from this is that the founders have done an excellent job of raising a big bucket of
money while retaining control of the company, and they are one of the very few music startups to actually
get real cash from the labels.
My esteemed colleagues see some big holes in the Spotify story, but there is clearly a lot going right with
this company, too. The real hurdle is making the model work, meaning they have to generate real
advertising and premium revenues to offset big royalty streaming payments to the labels.

0

0
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Spotify's Ek Wins Over Music Pirates With Labels' Approval
. .You have to find another job."
Per Sundin's concerned mother was on the phone. It was the summer of 2006, and both Sundins were
watching a debate between Sweden's two major party candidates for prime minister.
Earlier that year, police in Stockholm had confiscated servers and questioned the founders of The Pirate
Bay, a file sharing site that had been ignoring increasingly piqued letters from the American
entertainment industry.
Media piracy had become a campaign issue in Sweden, which according to Harvard University's Berkman
Center for Internet & Society is second only to Japan in speed, price and availability of broadband access.
The moderator asked the candidates how they felt about file sharing. Both agreed that piracy was too easy,
and that it didn't make sense to criminalize an entire generation of music lovers, Bloomberg Businessweek
reports in its July 18 issue.
It had been a bad couple of years for Sundin, who runs Universal Music Group in Sweden. Revenue

consistently fell 10 percent a year. He was firing employees. He asked friends whether they or their
4thildren downloaded; no one had a problem with taking music for personal use. "But that," he would say,
"is what we do!"
"We thought you'd always need a CD," he says. Sundin, to be sure, fought to punish music piracy; he's
almost sheepish about that now. "We went through an evolution," he says. "The consumers went through a
revolution."
Worldwide revenue for the recording industry peaked in 1999 at $27 billion, according to the
International Federation of the Phonographic Industry. By 2008 it had plummeted to $14 billion.
Spotify Is Born
That year, Universal Music, EMI Group Ltd., Sony Music Entertainment, Warner Music Group and
.,

Merlin, which represents independent labels, each agreed to an experiment: They would give their entire
catalogs to a Swedish startup run by Daniel Ek, who was then 25 years old and had no experience in the
music industry.
•

hat company, Spotify Ltd., entered seven European markets and began giving out invites to listen to
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13 million songs, on demand, for free. "We had to try everything," Sundin says.
At the time, the industry was pressing European countries to write laws in line with a European Union

0

directive to stiffen civil enforcement of intellectual-property rights. Record labels had to win not only in
court but also among the public.
Sundin saw a demo of Spotify and laid out the case to his bosses in London. "To get legislators on our
side," he explained, "we need services for the kids."
"This can't be true," he says he thought after the demo. "It can't be this good."
Daniel Ek
Spotify's Ek is 28 now, just old enough to have seen a slide projector and just young enough that he feels
he needs to explain how a slide projector works. He is tall and akimbo- limbed, built like someone who
spent his youth in front of a computer. Today's polo shirt, worn above creatively stressed jeans, is green.
Tomorrow's will be red. A felt hat with ear flaps sits on his desk, a gift from a friend. He wore it once, he
says, in an internal meeting. To show he meant business.
While a glass-enclosed corner has been allotted to Ek, he instead sits in an open-plan cluster with Spotify's
chief technology officer, general manager for Europe, vice president for growth, and chief product officer,O
an arrangement he adopted from Facebook Inc. He says "Mark" sometimes, as in "Zuckerberg," then
blushes at the informality, and he's quick to point out that they aren't particularly close.
Convenience Versus Piracy
Ek doesn't invest in other companies, doesn't like to go to conferences and until now has avoided profiles.
Startup stories need megalomaniacs, and he's wary of being trapped in that role. He isn't shy or insecure;
he's Swedish. The entire country treats its accomplishments the way people who went to Harvard
University talk about college: faintly embarrassed that you might see their pride.
Ek likes to say that to succeed, any music service needs to be more convenient than piracy. Spotify is. You
open an account. You download a program. And you can listen to any one of 15 million tracks, the result of
two years of negotiations with the world's music conglomerates that began, says Ek, rubbing the wisp and
stubble that covers his head, back when he had hair.
Spotify is slick, intuitive, and fast; it can instantly serve "Graceland" to a phone resting in your shirt pocket
on a highway in North Carolina at 1 a.m. In Europe, if you want to listen longer than 10 hours a month,
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/print/2011-07•14/spotify-wins-over-music•pirates-with-labels-approval•correct-.html
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avoid ads, or move offline with a music player, you pay a subscription fee that comes to about $15 a

4111onth. According to the company, 1.5 million Europeans already do.
Spotify Comes to U.S.
Spotify, serving just seven countries, has become the second-biggest digital retailer in Europe after Apple
Inc. (AAPL)'s iTunes, according to the IFPI. It arrives in America today, after more than a year of
negotiations with record companies. The streaming service will be available by invitation and through
subscription. People familiar with both companies say a Spotify music sharing function on Facebook is in
the works.
Spotify plans to repeat its European compromise between cool and revenues. To seed the market, Spotify
will invite a beta crowd to stream for free, unlimited and with advertisements, for six months. Everyone
else can listen up to 10 hours per month free of charge, after which Spotify will offer two tiers: $5 a month
to listen without ads on your desktop,

$10

to go mobile.

In an e-mail, Irving Azoff, executive chairman of Beverly Hills, Ca!ifornia-based Live Nation
Entertainment Inc. (LYV), the world's largest entertainment company, writes: "Spotify is going to be a
great resource for artists and the music industry." Azoff also manages Christina Aguilera. "It's refreshing,"

e e writes, "to finally see emerging companies get a chance to change a broken playing field."
Spotify's Financing
According to filings obtained by ComputerSweden, a Stockholm-based magazine about the IT industry,
Spotify was created with 12 million euros ($17 million) in venture capital from Creandum and from
Northzone, both based in Stockholm. After the European introduction in 2009, Wellington Partners, a
venture fund, contributed 7 million euros, and Li Ka-shing, the Hong Kong magnate and world's 11thrichest man, kicked in 20 million euros. Based on Wellington's stake, the round left Spotify with a
valuation of 170 million euros.
After the round closed, Ek received an unsolicited e-mail from Sean Parker, the co-founder of music
service Napster Inc., telling him what was wrong with his service. The two began a correspondence.
"For the first time," says Ek, "someone had thought about this more than I have."
Access to Capital

earker introduced him to Peter Thiel, the co-founder of PayPal Inc., and to money from Thiel's Founders
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/print/2011-07 • 14/spotify-wins-over-music-pirates-with•labels•approval-correct-.html
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Fund. This June, Spotify confirmed for Bloomberg Businessweek that it had taken on capital from Accel

Q

Partners, DST Global Solutions Ltd., and Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers. At Davos this year, British
Prime Minister David Cameron, describing how big ideas flourish in free societies, offered two examples:
Facebook and Spotify.
Rich men and prime ministers have been wrong before. Spotify plays music from a large catalog on

demand; in this respect, it's no different from the Rhapsody music service or the relaunched Napster, two
companies that have failed ~o generate the same excitement. !Tunes organizes what you already own and
lets you buy more. Cloud services from Apple, Google Inc. (GOOG), and Amazon.com Inc. (AMZN) make
it easier to take what you own with you.

If Spotify is special, it's because Ek is obsessed. He wants to reduce continually the time between click and
sound, to erase the distinctions between what everyone else is doing.
Local Cache
Technically, Spotify combines a local cache, peer-to-peer sharing, and traditional streaming; all
consumers notice is that it happens immediately, that it feels like you've got it all on your hard drive.
Small improvements in convenience can make a huge difference online. The market for podcasts didn't

Q

take off until Apple started accepting them in iTunes. Facebook Inc. did what blogs were already doing -just cleaner, faster, and with less setup time. On a bus in Stockholm, Alexander and Stephanie, both
teenagers, stop kissing long enough to answer a question: How do they listen to music? They share a
Spotify account; she listens on a Sony Ericsson handset, he on an iPhone.
"It's easier," says Alexander, "it doesn't take any time. There are no files, but it feels like I own it."
ABBA Room
Ek's 300-person company shows all the signs of a third round of funding. In Stockholm, Spotify has
abandoned its place above a coffee shop for three floors of a gray modernist cube on the Birger Jarlsgatan,
some of the city's most expensive retail property. Glass-lined conference rooms have been named for
Swedish musicians: ABBA, of course; and Petter, one of the first Swedish-language rap artists. Bean bags
and a "Beatles: Rock Band" kit rest unloved in a corner. (Two twentysomethings, at least, are playing
foosball.)
Spotify is growing, fast; Ek wandered into the canteen one afternoon to discover that he had hired his own

0
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brother.
-potify is entering a market that's overdue for a change. According to IFPI, America's labels haven't seen
more than 2 percent growth in digital revenue since 2008. And digital provides a much greater percentage
of revenue in the U.S. than in European markets, in most cases by a factor of two. The company points to a
Billboard analysis of the same IFPI data that shows that digital revenue in the European countries with
Spotify last year was more than three times that in countries without, a trend that began after the service
was introduced. But differences in the way Americans and Europeans pay for music online point to a
. cultural hurdle.
Digital Sales
In 2010, close to So percent of the labels'

$2

billion in digital revenue in the U.S. came from the sale of

tracks and albums, or, more simply put, iTunes. This is the same basic transaction as with an Edison
cylinder: Give us your money once and you may have our sound forever.
In Sweden, album and track sales together provide only 20 percent of the country's

$38

million in digital

revenue; 60 percent comes from streaming. Privately, industry executives say the streaming is all Spotify.
You can buy albums for keeps from within the service. Even so, paid downloads increased 28 percent in

e,weden the year Spotify was introduced.
The revenue isn't catching up to on-demand streams. In Stockholm, no one brings a laptop or a hard drive
to a party anymore. They just log in to Spotify. Americans own their music; Swedes rent it. For 100 years,
the recording industry has traded one durable good for another, and the need to store it all has defined
habits, courting, and home design. In Sweden, this era is slipping away.
Spotify Playlists

If Spotify gets what it wants, your records will no longer define you. Your playlists will. To know whether
Sp<?tify will make it in America, you need only ask yourself: Do you still need your collection?
Ek, naturally, holds that you do not. "Spotify has 13 million songs," he says. Nod. "By any measurement,
that's huge." Nod. "The problem is that this doesn't mean anything to you. You were saying, mmm hmm,
like there's nothing amazing about it, and I agree."
"But if I told you that we have your library, with all the songs you love, that you put effort into, your

-

playlists, your honeymoon playlists, your friend's wedding playlist, or 20, 30 years from now, this is my
.
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Sweden playlist from when I visited this wacky Daniel character."

Q

"The promise is this," he continues. "Once you've invested in building that library, that's value."
It's also, he says, what people ultimately are prepared to pay for. Spotify has allowed other companies to
build tools to import playlists, including from iTunes, and export them as well. To create the universal
playlist standard, Spotify has to overcome a problem: Any single song by the same artist can have more
than one product number
Keeping Track of Tracks
Ek offers the example of The Police's "Roxanne," which can show up on a greatest hits album, a movie
soundtrack, a remaster, and the original album, "Outlandos D'Amour." Ek wants every song to have a
universal resource indicator, or URI, a way for any site or app to call up a unique item on the Internet.
"The URI," he says, "becomes the new MP3. Or the URL. I haven't made up my mind yet."

Ek always thought he'd be a musician. He grew up in Ragsved, a cluster of three-story row houses on a hill
20 miles south of Stockholm. He drummed with knitting needles on a lampshade at two. He cried when
Kurt Cobain died. When he was five, his mother and stepfather bought him a Commodore Vic 20, which
was soon replaced by a Commodore 64. If you were born after the Baby Boom and mess with computers,

Q

the C 64 carries the fetish value of a first-press of"Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band." One C 64 now
sits in the Spotify office in Stockholm, awaiting assembly.
Networking at 10
By the time Ek was 10, in 1993, his stepfather had retrained as an electrical engineer, and the two strung a
local network at home with coaxial cable. Ek used the Internet, he says, to cheat on games while playing
against friends in other rooms of the house.
When Ek was 14 he taught himself HTML, began undercutting design firms to build websites for local
companies, hired his friends to code for him, then hired them to do his homework, too. He kept the
servers in his closet and would hang up wet clothes to dry in the heat they gave off. Ek estimates he was
making about $5,000 a month.
Web Hosting Business
Ek studied computer science at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm until he found that he
disliked math. He sold his Web hosting business in 2002 and started new companies until he ran out of
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/print/2011-07-14/spotify-wins-over-music-pirates-with-labels•approval-correct-. html
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money. In 2005, Index Ventures, a venture capitalist, approached him with a Finnish website run by a
.oman who drew paper dolls. She was unemployed and had attracted so many viewers she couldn't pay
her bandwidth bills. He came on as CTO, hired engineers from his failed ventures, took the site to
10

million users, and left. Now called Stardoll, it attracts an audience of 100 million girls who assemble

virtual outfits.
In 2006, Ek became CEO of uTorrent, now the most popular client for BitTorrent Inc., which has the
standard protocol for sharing files. UTorrent and BitTorrent are perfectly legal; the files shared through
them aren't always. Ludvig Strigeus, who created uTorrent, served as chief architect of the Spotify beta.
Around the same time, Ek shared an idea with Martin Lorenzton, who had bought one of Ek's companies
for 1 million euros.
Ek's idea: Anyone should be able, legally, to listen instantly to any song at any time. Lorenzton suggested
the two men start a company. According to the filing obtained by ComputerSweden, they retain a
controlling interest in Spotify.
'Not Possible'
Ek reached out to a contact in the music industry and asked what he would need to do to make his idea

eegal. (That Spotify asked first was an important selling point for the labels, which had grown tired of the
beg-forgiveness approach.) "What you're asking for," his contact said, "is not possible." Will it take three
weeks? "It will take six months." It took two years.
Ek can code, but it's not his passion. His central skill lies in talking other people into doing what he needs
them to. His stepfather, he says, pulled cable for Spotify's first office. Daniel Ek is a Tom Sawyer: He finds
fences that need painting, and he gets the world to pick up a brush.
Per Sundin, for one, is painting furiously. "I used to wake up and go straight to the charts," he says. "Now I
go to Spotify analytics."
Major Labels Stakes
Spotify pays labels an undisclosed percentage on every stream, and each of the four major labels has
purchased a share in the company; according to the ComputerSweden filing, the stakes are between
2

•

percent and 6 percent each. Merlin, which handles transactions for smaller labels, owns 1 percent.

n addition to subscription and ad revenue and a share of the growth, the recording industry gets
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something from Spotify it craves: data.

0

Without Spotify, labels know only when an album is sold. If a CD is ripped for a friend or borrowed for a
party, they know nothing. Spotify gives them a record, by location, age and gender, of every single time a
track is played. Jay-Z used to think he was big in London, based on U.K. album sales; it turns out he's big
in Manchester.
Spotify has discovered that radio plays -- on real, terrestrial, electromagnetic spectrum -- still drive
interest in artists, as do Sweden's summer talk shows. Sundin has a Spotify chart tracking Rihanna and
Lady Gaga over seven weeks. Both show a bump on Friday and a spike on Saturday. They are weekend
artists. Spotify knows when your party plays Gaga.
"We know now," says Sundin, "that the ROI on TV commercials doesn't work."
Outreach to 15- to 30-year-old female bloggers does. Hits and stars are still important, he says. For
albums -- both CDs and MP3s -- revenue spikes with the release, then trails off, then disappears.
Spotify Ratchets Sales
On Spotify, whenever an artist appears on a talk show or releases a single, plays of her entire catalog
increase on Spotify, then plateau at a higher level. Albums follow a bell curve. Spotify is a ratchet, a step

0

function. "LOP," Sundin says, "life of product, it used to be six months. Now it's 10 years."
Spotify provides much more revenue for Universal in Sweden than iTunes, and the kroner per stream is
following a linear path upward. In a meeting set up by Spotify, Mark Dennis, Sundin's counterpart at
Sony, explains the same ratchet effect.
Dennis says the industry has had a hard time understanding that, as streaming takes hold, the way it
makes money will change. Labels get an immediate payout when an album is purchased by stores. Spotify
provides only slow growth. "It's hard for people to grasp," Dennis says. "Would you rather have a million
dollars now or over time?"
'It Was Working'
Like Sundin, Dennis says he trusted his business to Spotify because "it was working." This alone was
significant; Dennis had seen his share of streaming ventures. He, too, pleaded with his bosses in London
for a Spotify license.

0
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"This is where we're headed," he told them. "It's just such a seamless experience, a gateway into a legal

9nvironment. If the service is good enough, they'll pay."
Spotify does something strange to music executives: It makes them preach like the converted. "You show
Spotify to anyone," says Dennis, "they become a believer."
While Sweden's independent labels never needed to be converted, they are now more guarded about
Spotify.
"I was downloading myself to start with, of course," says Magnus Bjerkert, head of Adrian Recordings. "I
wasn't ever mad. The listeners were there."
Smaller companies found themselves at odds with the Big Four. In 2007, Bjerkert's label released work
from the band Familjen on The Pirate Bay; that year Familjen won a Swedish Grammy. People in the
recording industry told Bjerkert he was cheating.
Not Black and White
"Sundin was like, we need to find and sue everyone who's downloading," Bjerkert says of the Universal

-

executive. "We were saying maybe it's not so black and white. Now he kind of agrees that he was wrong."
Bjerkert's artists begged him to get on Spotify, and it's now such an essential part of his work that he finds

it difficult to communicate with countries that don't have it; he can't just send them a link.
From his perspective, though, Spotify has maintained the traditional power relationships between large

and small labels. And it lacks transparency. He and several other independent labels suspect that their
payouts per stream are lower than for the Big Four; if true, this would put them at a disadvantage when
signing new artists.
Independent Labels
When asked about this discrepancy, Spotify doesn't deny it. Instead it points out independent labels are a
"crucial" part of its service and that it has them paid millions of euros. Martin Thornkvist, of the label
Songs I Wish I Had Written, suggests that the major labels' back catalogs lend bargaining power.
"There's the long tail of more obscure music," he says, "but Elton John's getting paid for 'Yellow Brick
Road,' too." Spotify works only with a complete catalog.

ehe

major labels have a bigger piece of pie to offer. Daniel Ek hasn't changed absolutely everything.
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Malmo lies on Sweden's West Coast, by train six hours of gently stunning farmland away from Stockholm.
Malmo is also home of Peter Sunde, a co-founder of The Pirate Bay. He is currently appealing ajudgmento
of about $3.5 million, after a trial in which Per Sundin, head of Universal, served as a witness for the

·

prosecution. Sunde suggests a meeting at a vegan restaurant. The chef, a friend, has a tattoo of the logo of
the Commodore 64 on his forearm.
Pirate Bay
The Pirate Bay started as one of many file sharing sites, then distinguished itself mostly by ignoring
threatening cease- and-desist letters from the American entertainment industry. As other sites around the
world buckled, traffic increased.
Each time a new site shut down, The Pirate Bay would see a spike in downloads for Swedish language
courses; meant at first for a domestic audience, it was originally run in Swedish. The 2006 raid on its
servers only provided a blast of public relations; the site was back up in days, and traffic increased a
hundredfold. The trial made the founders into folk heroes.
"People were getting tattoos of pirate ships," says Sunde. "We were getting one or two e-mails a week with
photos - - 'Look, I have a tattoo, can I get a T-shirt?' People were buying me drinks. And I don't drink."

0

Pirates and Laws
Leif Dahlberg, who teaches communications at the Royal Institute of Technology, wrote a paper this year
for the journal Law and Literature looking at how pirates, real and metaphorical, shape laws. The Greek

origin of the word "pirate," he writes, means both a sea pirate and "one who attempts." Pirates patrol fluid
spaces, where there are no laws; the Romans turned the Mediterranean Sea into Mare Nostrum, Our Sea,
by ridding it of pirates. A nation establishes rule, laws are codified, and disputes become legal, not
political.
The distinction between what is public and private property on the Internet is still fluid and undefined,
according to Dalhberg. It is both legal and political. The Pirate Bay turned a legal process into a political
movement; by refusing to give in, it created space for public opinion to change, for laws to bend. Per
Sundin was open to Spotify only because an entire country came to believe that downloading was just. He
knew, and argued to his bosses, that he had been forced into a compromise; he couldn't plead for stricter
laws unless he gave something in return. Mark Dennis at Sony spoke of bringing people "back into
legality."

0
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Pay for Convenience

L

entire generation had rejected the idea of ownership; Sony needed them to pay for something. If not

files, maybe they would pay for convenience. Without The Pirate Bay, there is no Spotify.
"I want to replicate my first experience with piracy," says Daniel Ek. His time on Napster has informed
many of the decisions he's made with Spotify.
As a teenager, Ek would find someone on Napster with similar taste and copy an entire library. He
discovered Ella Fitzgerald. "The world," he says, "opened up." Sharing playlists is still the only real social
function within Spotify.
"Napster, as a service, worked for the consumer," he says. "What eventually killed it was that it didn't work
for the people participating with the content. The challenge here is about solving both of those things."
200 Milliseconds
Spotify owes a more direct technical debt to file sharing: The very technology that makes it so fast is
borrowed from techniques honed while sharing pirated files. Both Ek and, later, two of his engineers say
that once you click a button, anything that happens within 200 milliseconds seems directly under your

aontrol. To beat 200 milliseconds, Spotify runs not as a Web service but as an application on your
computer. (According to Ek, the local application allows the company to supply labels with more granular
data than other streaming services as well.)
Songs you listen to often on Spotify sit, encrypted, on your hard drive. The application looks first for these;

if it doesn't find them, it pulls down 15 seconds of the song from the closest server while it looks for copies
of the rest of the song on the hard drives of other users near you. This is file sharing. It increases speed
and lowers the demand on central servers by spreading it among several connections. Spotify and The
Pirate Bay don't just share a country; they share an operating system.
In the late 1980s, Paul Goldstein was consulting for the Recording Industry Association of America when
an executive began to wax about a "celestial jukebox": a satellite in low- earth orbit, packed with every
version of every song ever performed, ready to drop at the hour of need to the ears bent skyward of anyone
who asked. This, all for a very real nickel.
'Celestial Jukebox'
.oldstein included it in the title of a book about copyright in 1994. It's such a pleasant idea that it's since
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/print/2011•07-14/spotify-wins-over-music-pirates-with-labels-approval•correct-.html
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been attributed to several people, among them Edgar Bronfman Jr., now head of Warner Music Group,
and David Bowie.
Goldstein can't remember who said it. He has since asked around, and no one can tell him who thought of
it first. The celestial jukebox sprang, evidently, from the fondest, innermost wish of the recording industry.
In 2005, Siva Vaidhyanathan declared that the celestial jukebox had arisen. Vaidhyanathan, a wellrespected specialist on Internet law who now teaches at the University of Virginia, said that counter to
Goldstein's book, listeners would not have to cede control entirely to the record labels.
The Internet, he said, is the celestial jukebox. Ifhe was right, Spotify has a problem: Something free is a
perennial threat to something paid for.
Online Theft
Yet theft, in life and online, carries a time cost. It takes time to learn how to use file sharing programs such
as BitTorrent. Search results are inconsistent. The sites that quasi-legally share music files regularly
disappear. These costs may seem minor, particularly for the young, for whom time is a currency freely
given, but time costs increase with age. And even the young are sensitive to them.
For Universal in Sweden, Bon Jovi's "Greatest Hits" sold 25 physical or digital albums for every album-

0

length play on Spotify. For Lady Gaga's latest recording, that ratio drops to three sales for every Spotify
play. For Taio Cruz, the Bon Jovi ratio has inverted: there are 4.5 Spotify album plays for every album
sold. ("I showed this to the manager ofTaio," says Sundin. "He loved this.")
Taio Cruz
If you don't know who Taio Cruz is, that's precisely the point: It's the kids, formerly the most likely to
steal, who are most likely to use Spotify. It brought them in from the cold.
Easy, legal, and comprehensive: Each of these would be impossible without the labels' cooperation. They
dreamed up the celestial jukebox, and it has now ascended to the heavens over Sweden because they
allowed it to. The Internet can make music available; only the labels can make availability convenient.
Tucked in this year's Recording Industry in Numbers from IFPI is a hopeful full-page diagram labeled
"The Evolution of Music Services." Step One: "Online Downloading, your music library on your
computer." Step Two: "Online Streaming, from ownership to access."

0
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Ek says that when he began shopping the Spotify beta around to labels, he needed to fill it with something,

90 the staff pooled its pirated music to fill the database. "We're Swedish," he says, "so we'd already taken
it." Hearing this anecdote, Sundin winces, places his hands over his ears, and looks at his desk. "I don't
want to know this," he says.
Flatbed Trucks
Stockholm in June smells like a bar. For two weeks graduating high school students charter fleets of

flatbed trucks, load them up with sound systems, potted trees, pallets of beer, and their half-naked selves.
The trucks drive around the city, and the grads lip-synch and fling booze at anyone who stands too close.
They sing and drink to fend off age and winter, and the rest of Stockholm ignores them.
Gathered in front of a metro station on the Birger J arlsgatan are Alex, 18, and five of his friends. They are
wet from the ride. Do they use Spotify?
"Of course," they say. Exclusively? Of course. "Well," says Alex, "we use Spotify to find music. Then we go
download it somewhere else for free."
When Ek hears this story, he smiles. "Yeah," he says, "that happens too."

ek

has time. The kids will pay, someday.

To contact the reporter on this story: Brendan Greeley in Washington at bgreeley2@bloomberg.net
To contact the editor responsible for this story: Josh Tyrangiel at jtyrangiel@bloomberg.net
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Ho"\V is Spotify contributing to the music
business?
Current Royalties Per

ill ion L·stens

Spotify

$3,000

Video Streaming Service
Radio Streaming Service
US Terrestrial Radio

I

$41

The chart shows total royalty payments, including publishing , per 1 million listens on Spotify and a range of other services .
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Taylor Swift left Spotify because we stopped valuing art - Telegraph
I may be the only journalist in the world to admit this, but until the other day I had next to no idea who

Taylor Swift was. If you share my ignorance, she's an American country singer who has recently released
an a~bum called "1989" which is sort of her Dylan goes electric. I'm reliably informed the album is very

good, if you like that sort of thing.
I'd love to have actually listened to some of her music before writing about her, but unfortunately, as a
Spotify customer, I can't. The big technology news around it is that Ms Swift - and the reason for this
article - is that her record label decided to pull all her music from Spotify around the album's launch.
Other singers - notably Beyonce - have only uploaded their new albums to Spotify months after launch,
to prevent the free service from cannibalising sales. No one has ever pulled everything around a new
release, though.
From a business perspective, it's easy to understand why: a million plays of a track on Spotify nets you
about £4,000 - better than nothing, but still hardly anything. Swift's album has been a huge retail smash,
selling over 1.2 million copies; if everyone who bought it had listened to it once on Spotify instead, she'd be

4tooking at £400,000 - a fraction of what the album's sales have delivered.
The release of a massive new album also stimulates sales of your back catalogue - sales that won't happen
if it's available conveniently and free. Some of Swift's songs have tens of millions of plays. Clearly,
someone at Swift's label has done the maths and calculated they'll make more by pulling the tracks than
leaving them up.
Of course, some fans haven't reacted by shrugging and trooping out to buy the album. On a young
relative's Facebook wall, I spotted a discussion where several eager young Taylor Swift fans were
animatedly discussing where you could get the new album - and the whole back catalogue - for free, from
a variety of quasi-legal or outright illegal services.
The music industry seems to have come full circle - it's gone from a tacit acceptance of free streaming
services as an antidotes to piracy back to just waving its hands and hoping that piracy doesn't exist. The
difference now is that if you don't give away your album for free, people are indignant, and will steal it in a
fit.
This whole episode underlines something deeper in society that online filesharing has done to us. When I
&as a lad, I had to actually go to a branch of Our Price records and makes choices about what sort of music
http://www. teleg rap h.co.u k/tech no I ogy/11212 861 /Taylor-Swift -1 ef t •S potify •because• we-stopped-valuing-art. h tm I
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I listened to. I had to really love a band before I spent my pocket money on a CD. Now, you can be a huge
fan, have heard of all of someone's music, and never have spent a single penny on their stuff.

0

It's not just music either - film, books, television shows, you name it, are all available free online in some
form. In some ways, that's great - I've definitely been excited to find things like rare B sides by artists I
love on services like Spotify. Infinitely more people having infinitely more access to art is theoretically
brilliant.
But - and here's the problem - we now have an extremely entitled culture, where any kind of art is seen as
a communal property. Legal streaming services like Spotify and Netflix were supposed to solve the piracy
problem. If anything, they've actually added to the underlying sociological problem of people simply not
being willing to pay for entertainment at home.
Ultimately, it strikes me that art is less valuable than it's ever been. If we consume it more, but value it
less, what does that mean for society?

0

0
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Taylor Swift says Spotify doesn't pay artists fairly
~aylor Swift has already sold more than 1.287 million copies of 1989. But the pop star says "it's impossible
to try to speculate" if her latest release would've reached the same, instant (and increasingly rare) success
if it'd been available to stream on Spotify. In the first interview since Swift abruptly pulled her entire
discography from the streaming service, she underlined a familiar theme: Spotify isn't paying musicians and others involved in an album's production - enough money. "All I can say is that music is changing so
quickly, and the landscape of the music industry itself is changing so quickly, that everything new, like
Spotify, all feels to me a bit like a grand experiment," Swift told Yahoo. "And I'm not willing to contribute
my life's work to an experiment that I don't feel fairly compensates the writers, producers, artists, and
creators of this music."

"''I thought, 'I will try this. I'll see how it feels.' It didn't feel right to me.'"'
"And I just don't agree with perpetuating the perception that music has no value and should be free. I
wrote an op-ed piece in The Wall Street Journal this summer that basically portrayed my views on this,"
said Swift. "I try to stay really open-minded about things, because I do think it's important to be a part of
progress. But I think it's really still up for debate whether this is actual progress, or whether this is taking
-he word "music" out of the music industry."
Swift claims she was willing to give Spotify a fair shake; the singer let fans stream 1989's lead single,
"Shake It Off' - albeit an entire month after the track had already made its debut on iTunes. But
apparently that was the last straw. "I was open-minded about it. I thought, 'I will try this. I'll see how it
feels.' It didn't feel right to me."
But then Swift goes off the rails a bit with a tangent that sounds like something Lars Ulrich would've said
during Napster's heyday. She told Yahoo:
I felt like I was saying to my fans, "If you create music someday, if you create a painting someday,
someone can just walk into a museum, take it off the wall, rip off a corner off it, and it's theirs
now and they don't have to pay for it." I didn't like the perception that it was putting forth. And
so I decided to change the way I was doing things.
Spotify has over 10 million paying subscribers, so there are plenty of people paying to look at those
"paintings." Now more than ever, it seems Swift's problem with Spotify is tied directly to the company's

9ree,

ad-sponsored tier. Her music remains available from Beats Music, Rdio, and Google Play All Access.
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Those services require a subscription for anything beyond playing artist radio stations, where you're never
in control of exactly what song you hear. Spotify, by contrast, gives users on-demand access to any track i o
its expansive catalog.
Since Swift's disappearance, the company has held steady to the belief that it's doing good things for
artists and the industry at large. "We hope she'll change her mind and join us in building a new music
economy that works for everyone," Spotify said in a statement after Swift walked away from the service.
"That's why we pay nearly 70 percent of our revenue back to the music community." Even as she pushed
through a hectic whirlwind of publicity for 1989, it seems Taylor Swift remained keenly aware of just how
much of those revenues were going back to her camp. And clearly it wasn't enough.

SourceYahoo
Related Itemsmusic streaming taylor swift 1989 royalties spotify music streaming
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Taylor Swift Pulled Music From Spotify for 'Superfan Who Wants to
. nvest,' Says Rep

By Steve Knapper I November 8,

2014

Taylor Swift's decision to remove her music this week from Spotify is a "big fist in the air" that other
prominent artists are sure to follow, says her longtime record label president.
In the week she sold 1.3 million copies of her new album 1989, Swift abruptly pulled her single "Shake It
Off' and all of her previously released music from the streaming service, frustrating its 40 million users.
"We never wanted to embarrass a fan," says Scott Borchetta, president of Big Machine Label Group, in a
radio interview with Motley Crue's Nikki Sixx, of all people. "If this fan went and purchased the record,
CD, iTunes, wherever, and then their friends go, 'why did you pay for it? It's free on Spotify,' we're being
completely disrespectful to that superfan."
Artists from Radiohead's Thom Yorke to Talking Heads' David Byrne have been harshly critical over the
past few years of Spotify's model, which allows fans to listen to tens of millions of songs for free but pay $5
or $10 a month for its premium, advertising-free service. Swift has "windowed" her last few albums on

e ,potify, allowing the service to post the album a few months after their release dates, but she changed her
http ://www.rollingstone.co m/m usic/news/tay lo r-swift -scott- borchetta -s potify-2 01 411 08
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policy this week. ''I'm not willing to contribute my life's work to an experiment that I don't feel fairly
compensates the writers, producers, artists, and creators of this music," she told Yahoo. "And I just don't agree with perpetuating the perception that music has no value and should be free."
Borchetta echoed those remarks. "They have a very good player. It's a good service. And they're going
to just have to change their ways on how they do business. If you're going to do an ad-supported free
service, why would anybody pay for the premium service?" he said on the national radio show Sin: Sense
with Nikki Sixx. "It can't be endless free. Give people a 30-day trial, and then make them convert. Music
has never been free. It's always cost something and it's time to make a stand and this is the time to do it."
Swift's latest album, as well as her older music, remain available, by design, via pay-to-stream services
such as Beats Music, Rhapsody and Tidal, Borchetta says - although he didn't mention YouTube, which
has been streaming songs from 1989 for free all week.
Spotify is not an illegal music service like the original Napster. The Swedish company pays hundreds of
millions of dollars to license songs from all the major record labels, including Universal Music, which
distributes Swift's songs and the rest of Big Machine's catalog. Although Spotify acknowledges artist
royalties amount to per-stream payouts between $0.006 and $0.0084, its officials say the payments will
increase as more people listen to ads and pay for premium subscriptions.
Plus, Spotify defenders say, it's better for fans to hear 1989 or any other music through an ad-supported
service than lose the sale completely via online piracy. "If you've got millions and millions of people using
those services, at least they're in a commercial ecosystem," says a source at a major record label. "Before,
they weren't - they were completely un-monetized."
Still, Borchetta criticized Spotify for its lack of flexibility. "They take [the music], and they say, 'We're
going to put it everywhere we want to put it, and we really don't care about what you want to do. Give us
everything that you have and we're going to do what we want with it.' And that doesn't work for us . . ..
They just need to be a better partner."
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Taylor Swift's Spotify decision drives debate
For more than a year, popular streaming service Spotify has been playing offense in Nashville, reaching

deals for early releases of music and •offering exclusive content from local record labels.
But record-setting pop s~ar Taylor Swift and her record label, Big Machine, put Spotify on the defensive

this week with the decision to pull her entire catalog.
Joining Swift's ranks soon will be country superstar Jason Aldean, whose album "Old Boots, New Dirt"
had the best-ever debut week for a-country album on Spotify with more than 3.04 million streams. "Old
Boots, New Dirt" is expected to be removed from Spotify, though the rest of Aldean's catalog will remain,
a~cording to his label.
Spotify's supporters maint~in that the so-called utility model, in which music is instantly and conveniently
available for fans, is the future of the industry. But in Nashville, where Spotify has made great strides,
concerns remain that offering new music to the popular streaming site cuts into sales totals.
Swift's album "1989" has dominated, eclipsing 1 million copies sold in its first week. Despite being initially
released to Spotify, Aldean's "Old Boots, New Dirt" still performed well and moved to the top of the year's

41ountry sales chart.
Spotify offers millions of songs to fans, who can choose what they listen to at any time. Fans can pay $5 or
$10

per month to avoid commercials and gain access to extra features if they choose. Spotify then pays

artists and labels based on the number of streams they generate. On its transparency website,
spotifyartists.com, the company disclosed late last year, that the per-stream payout for a song streamed on
its service is between 0.006 cents and 0.0084 cents.
Skeptics, including prominent artists such as the Black Keys, Thom Yorke and David Byrne, say those
payouts aren't enough to compensate for revenue lost by traditional sales when an album is first released.
That's why many labels, including Big Machine, choose to "window" a record, which means withholding it
from streaming services for three or more months after its release to drive fans to buy the music instead.
On the other hand, labels have offered previews of albums and exclusive content for Spotify.

Record labels' conundrum
Jon Loba, executive vice president of BBR Music Group, Aldean's label home, declined to comment on the

eecision to pull "Old Boots, New Dirt." But Loba previously spoke to the conundrum facing record labels
llttp://www.tennessean.com/story/money/industries/music/2014/11 /07 /spotify-streaming-taylor•swi(t-jason-aldean/1862385 7I
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home to popular artists.
"There is a premium for 'brand new' - movies, cars, clothes, everything else," Loba said. "Why we devaluO
music, I don't know. I understand five years down the road - potentially - there will be enough
streaming revenue to balance it out. In the meantime, how much revenue are we giving away?"
On the heels of Swift's decision, Spotify released a press statement in which the company said it hoped
Swift would change her mind and join in "building a new music economy that works for everyone." Spotify
has 40 million users and nearly 16 million of them listened to her music in the 30 days before her music
was removed, the company said.
"We believe fans should be able to listen to music wherever and whenever they want, and that artists have
an absolute right to be paid for their work and protected from piracy," the Spotify statement said. "That's
why we pay nearly 70 percent of our revenue back to the music community."

'A better option than piracy'
Swift's decision was applauded by some stakeholders in the music industry, including Nashville Musicians
Association, AFM Local 257 President Dave Pomeroy, who said it was "awesome that she put her flag in
the ground for people valuing music." .

0

But other Nashville music industry leaders see the Spotify-led "utility model" as a growth proposition.
David Macias, president of Nashville-based Thirty Tigers, a label services company for independent
artists, is one of Spotify's most vocal supporters.
"I think the utility model is a better consumer experience," Macias said, pointing out that the key younger
demographic prefers streaming to downloading. "You don't have to take up storage space on your phones
or computers; almost everything is available to you almost all of the time.
"It's a pretty great deal, and if this became the way that music was accessed by the majority of the
consumers, then it's an economically viable way to do business. At 40 million U.S. subscribers, (Spotify)
then would be generating $4.8 billion a year, and that still leaves a lot of consumers who want to consume
under the acquisition model. It's also a better option than piracy."
Big Machine Label Group President and CEO Scott Borchetta told The Tennessean in February that his
goal is to super-serve the music fans who are willing to spend money for a special album experience.
Borchetta made the analogy that he wanted his record label - which is rumored to be for sale, according

http://www.tennessean.com/story/money/industries/music/2014/11 /07 /spotify•streaming•taylor•swilt•jason•aldean/1862385 7/
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to recent media reports - to be more like Harley Davidson or Ferrari than the 1-billion-served model of

9'1cDonald's.
Mark Montgomery, founder of FLO{thinkery} and a leader in Nashville's music-technology community,
said he sees value in both lines oflogic - Borchetta's approach of super-serving music fans and Macias'
utility strategy.
"History is a wonderful teacher, and it does repeat itself," Montgomery said. "We're back to a small,
fragmented market with a lot of entrepreneurial activity. That's the future. Some of the traditional
thinking is not wrong; it's actually in some ways quite right. But we get hung up hoping things will go back
to the way they were, and that ain't ever coming back."
Reach Nate Rau at 615-259-8094 and on Twitter @tnnaterau.
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Taylor Swift Explains Why She Dumped Spotify

Associated Press
Taylor Swift recently made headlines when she removed her entire song catalog from Spotify, promptinthe streaming service to create playlists begging her to come back. Spotify may not want to hold its breath
though.
"Music is changing so quickly, and the landscape of the music industry itself is changing so quickly, that
everything new, like Spotify, all feels to me a bit like a grand experiment," Swift told Yahoo!. "And I'm not
willing to contribute my life's work to an experiment that I don't feel fairly compensates the writers,
producers, artists, and creators of this music."
The singer said she tried to stay "open-minded" and put her lead single off new album 1989, "Shake It
Off," on Spotify to "see how it feels."
Read more Taylor Swift's Spotify Breakup Is Us the Duo's Gain
"It didn't feel right to me. I felt like I was saying to my fans, 'If you create music someday, if you create a

painting someday, someone can just walk into a museum, take it off the wall, rip off a corner off it, and it's
theirs now and they don't have to pay for it.' I didn't like the perception that it was putting forth. And so I
decided to change the way I was doing things."
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Of Spotify's 40 million active users, approximately 10 million are paying subscribers. The rest use the free
-

d-sponsored level of the service. A Spotify spokesman told Mashable that 70 percent of the company's
revenue is paid out to the rightsholders of each song, who then pay artists based on individual deals.
Rightsholders on average make between $0.006 and $0.0084 per stream.
Guess we'll have to wait and see if Swifty and Spotify are ever, ever getting back together.
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Taylor Swift's Manager Says Spotify Is a Bunch of Inflexible
Assholes ...

Scott Borchetta, Taylor Swift's manager, in a recent interview with Sixx Sense with Nikki Si.,u...

If you are a premium subscriber to Beats, or Rdio, or any of the other services that don't offer just a free
only, then you will find [Taylor Swift's] catalog. So the problem we have with Spotify is, they don't allow
you do anything with your music.

They take it, and they say, 'we're going to put it everywhere we want to put it,
and we really don't care about what you want to do. Give us everything that http ://www. digital mus icn ews . co m/permal in k/2 O1 4/11 /1 0/tay lor-swif ... y- ref used-compromise? utm_m ed i um =face book&utm_sou rce=twitterf eed
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you have, and we're going to do what we want with it.'
-And that doesn't workfor us.
Spotify is just going to have to change their ways on how they do business. If you're going do an adsupported, free service, why would anybody pay for the premium service? The premium service that you
pay for - and they do have a premium service - has to mean something. So, what we're saying is that it
can't be endless free, give them a 30-day trial, then make them convert.

Music has never been free. It's always cost something. And, it's time to make a
stand and this is the time to do it.
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I'm Spotify CEO Daniel Ek. And These Are the Facts ...
Tuesday, November 11,

2014

by

Daniel Ek

Taylor Swift is absolutely right: music is art, art has real value, and artists deserve to be paid for it.
We started Spotify because we love music and piracy was killing it. So all the talk swirling around lately
about how Spotify is making money on the backs of artists upsets me big time.

Our whole reasonfor existence is to help fans find music and help artists connect withfans through a
plaiform that protects them from piracy and pays them for their amazing work.
Quincy Jones posted on Facebook that "Spotify is not the enemy; piracy is the enemy".

You know why? Two numbers: Zero and Two Billion. Piracy doesn't pay artists a
penny - nothing, zilch, zero. Spotify has paid more than two billion dollars to labels,
publishers and collecting societies for distribution to songwriters and recording
http://www.digitalmusicnews.c om/ permal ink/20 14/ 11 / 11 / im -s potify ... ce =twitterfeed&doing _wp _cron=1415727563 . 7997689247 13134 7656250
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artists.

-A

billion dollars from the time we started Spotify in 2008 to last year and another billion dollars since

then. And that's two billion dollars' worth oflistening that would have happened with zero or little

compensation to artists and songwriters through piracy or practically equivalent services if there
was no Spotify - we're working day and night to recover money for artists and the music business that
piracy was stealing away.
When I hear stories about artists and songwriters who say they've seen little or no money from streaming
and are naturally angry and frustrated, I'm really frustrated too. The music industry is changing - and
we're proud of our part in that change - but lots of problems that have plagued the industry since its
inception continue to exist. As I said, we've already paid more than $2 billion in royalties to the music
industry and if that money is not flowing to the creative community in a timely and transparent way, that's
a big problem.

We will do anything we can to work with the industry to increase transparency,
improve speed of payments, and give artists the opportunity to promote themselves
and connect with fans - that's our responsibility as a leader in this industry; and it's
. h e right thing to do.
We're trying to build a new music economy that works for artists in a way the music industry never has
before. And it is working - Spotify is the single biggest driver of growth in the music industry,
the number one source of increasing revenue, and the first or second biggest source of overall music
revenue in many places.

Those are facts. But there are at least three big misconceptions out there about how we work, how
much we pay, and what we mean for the future of music and the artists who create it. Let's take a look at
them.

Myth number one: free music for fans means artists don't get paid.
On Spotify, nothing could be further from the truth. Not all free music is created equal - on Spotify, free
music is supported by ads, and we pay for every play. Until we launched Spotify, there were two
economic models for streaming services: all free or all paid, never together, and both models had a fatal

t,Jaw. The paid-only services never took off (despite spending hundreds of millions of dollars on
http://www.digitalmusicnews.com/permalink/2014/11 /11 /im-spotify ... ce=twitterfeed&doing_wp_cron:1415727563. 799768924 713134 7656250
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marketing), because users were being asked to pay for something that they were already getting for free on
piracy sites. The free services, which scaled massively, paid next to nothing back to artists and labels, an'b
were often just a step away from piracy, implemented without regard to licensing, and they offered no
path to convert all their free users into paying customers.

Paid provided monetization without scale, free reached scale without monetization, and
neither produced anywhere near enough money to replace the ongoing decline in music
industry revenue.
We had a different idea. We believed that a blended option - or 'freemium' model -would build scale
and monetization together, ultimately creating a new music economy that gives fans access to the music
they love and pays artists fairly for their amazing work. Why link free and paid? Because the hardest

thing about selling a music subscription is that most of our competition comes from the tons offree
music available just about everywhere.
Today, people listen to music in a wide variety of ways, but by far the three most popular ways are radio,
YouTube, and piracy - all free.

Here's the overwhelming, undeniable, inescapable bottom line: the vast majority of
music listening is unpaid. If we want to drive people to pay for music, we have to
compete with free to get their attention in the first place.

Q

So our theory was simple - offer a terrific free tier, supported by advertising, as a starting point to attract
fans and get them in the door. And unlike other free music options - from piracy to YouTube to
SoundCloud - we pay artists and rights holders every time a song is played on our free service. But it's not
as flexible or uninterrupted as Premium. If you've ever used Spotify's free service on mobile, you know
what I mean - just like radio, you can pick the kind of music you want to hear but can't control the specific
song that's being played, or what gets played next, and you have to listen to ads. We believed that as fans
invested in Spotify with time, listening to their favorite music, discovering new music and sharing it with
their friends, they would eventually want the full freedom offered by our premium tier, and they'd be
willing to pay for it.
We were right. Our free service drives our paid service. Today we have more than 50 million active users
of whom 12.5 million are subscribers each paying $120 per year. That's three times more than the average
paying music consumer spent in the past. What's more, the majority of these paying users are under the
age of 27, fans who grew up with piracy and never expected to pay for music.
http://www.digitalmusicnews.com/permalink/2014/11 /11 /im•spotify ... ce=twitterfeed&doing_wp_cron=1415 727563. 799768924 713134 7656250
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But here's the key fact: more than 80% of our subscribers started as free users. If you
9ake away only one thing, it should be this: No free, no paid, no two billion dollars.

Myth number two: Spotify pays, but it pays so little per play nobody could ever
earn a living from it.
First of all, let's be clear about what a single stream - or listen - is: it's one person playing one song one
time. So people throw around a lot of stream counts that seem big and then tell you they're associated with
payouts that sound small. But let's look at what those counts really represent. If a song has been listened
to 500 thousand times on Spotify, that's the same as it having been played one time on a U.S. radio station
with a moderate sized audience of 500 thousand people. Which would pay the recording artist precisely ...
nothing at all. But the equivalent of that one play and it's 500 thousand listens on Spotify would pay out
between three and four thousand dollars.
The Spotify equivalent of ten plays on that radio station - once a day for a week and a half - would be
worth thirty to forty thousand dollars .
•

ow, let's look at a hit single, say Hozier's 'Take Me To Church'. In the months since that song was
released, it's been listened to enough times to generate hundreds of thousands of dollars for his label and
publisher. At our current size, payouts for a top artist like Taylor Swift (before she pulled her catalog) are
on track to exceed $6 million a year, and that's only growing - we expect that number to double again in
a year.
Any way you cut it, one thing is clear - we're paying an enormous amount of money to labels and
publishers for distribution to artists and songwriters, and significantly more than any other streaming
service.

Myth number three: Spotify hurts sales, both download and physical.
This is classic correlation without causation - people see that downloads are down and streaming is up, so
they assume the latter is causing the former. Except the whole correlation falls apart when you realize a
simple fact: downloads are dropping just as quickly in markets where Spotify doesn't exist.
~anada is a great example, because it has a mature music market very similar to the US. Spotify launched
http://www.digitalmusicnews.com/permalink/2014/11 /11 /im-spotify ... ce=twitterfeed&doing_wp_cron=1415727563. 799768924 713134 7656250
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in Canada a few weeks ago. In the first half of 2014, downloads declined just as dramatically in Canada without Spotify - as they did everywhere else.

0

IfSpotify is cannibalising downloads, who's cannibalising Canada?
By the same token, we've got a great list of artists who promoted their new releases on Spotify and had
terrific sales and lots of streaming too - like Ed Sheeran, Ariana Grande, Lana Del Rey and alt-J. Artists
from Daft Punk to Calvin Harris to Eminem had number ones and were on Spotify at the same time too.
Which brings us back to Taylor Swift. She sold more than 1.2 million copies of 1989 in the US in its first
week, and that's awesome. We hope she sells a lot more because she's an exceptional artist producing
great music. In the old days, multiple artists sold multiple millions every year. That just doesn't happen
any more; people's listening habits have changed - and they're not going to change back.
You can't look at Spotify in isolation - even though Taylor can pull her music off Spotify (where we license
and pay for every song we've ever played), her songs are all over services and sites like YouTube and
Soundcloud, where people can listen all they want for free. To say nothing of the fans who will just turn
back to pirate services like Grooveshark.

And sure enough, if you looked at the top spot on The Pirate Bay last week, there waso
1989 ...
Here's the thing I really want artists to understand: Our interests are totally aligned with yours. Even if
you don't believe that's our goal, look at our business. Our whole business is to maximize the value

of your music. We don't use music to drive sales of hardware or software. We use music to get people
to pay for music. The more we grow, the more we'll pay you. We're going to be transparent about it all the
way through. And we have a big team of your fellow artists here because if you think we haven't done well
enough, we want to know, and we want to do better. None of that is ever going to change.
We're getting fans to pay for music again. We're connecting artists to fans they would never have
otherwise found, and we're paying them for every single listen.

We're notjust streaming, we're mainstreaming now, and that's good for music
makers and music lovers around the world.
Image by Magnus Hoij, licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic (CC by 2.0).
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Pandora founder's vacation home plans rile Marin town

SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (AP) -- Some West Marin County residents are singing the blues over Pandora

founder Tim Westergren's plans for a 17-bedroom vacation retreat on the wooded site of a former
monastery near the town of Inverness.

The Marin Independent Journal reports that Westergren has proposed building a modern 8,297-squarefoot home along with a caretaker's apartment, meditation hut, lap pool, studio and two garages in a
community where weekend cottages, rustic cabins and modest single-family homes are the norm.
The newspaper says some of the Internet music mogul's future neighbors think his plans for the 17-acre
property that used to house St. Eugene's Hermitage will spoil the area for artists and musicians of more
modest means.
Westergren tells the Independent Journal he is personally invested in protecting Inverness and wants to
work collaboratively with the community.
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Pandora Media Director Sells $582,600 in Stock (P)
Share

Pandora Media (NYSE:P) Directo

David L. Sze unloaded

30,000 shares of the company's stock in a transaction that
occurred on Tuesday, October 28th. The shares were sold at an
average price of $19-42, for a total transaction of $582,600.00.
Following the completion of the sale, the director now directly
owns 630,828 shares in the company, valued at approximately
$12,250,680. The sale was disclosed in a document filed with
the Securities & Exchange Commission, which is available at
this link.
Several analysts have recently commented on the stock. Analysts at FBN Securities reiterated an
"outperform" rating on shares of Pandora Media in a research note on Monday. They now have a $30.00
price target on the stock, down previously from $35.00. Separately, analysts at Topeka Capital Markets~
reiterated a "buy" rating on shares of Pandora Media in a research note on Friday, October 24th. Finally,
analysts at CRT Capital reiterated a "fairly valued" rating on shares of Pandora Media in a research note on Friday, October 24th. They now have a $26.00 price target on the stock, down previously from $32.00.
One analyst has rated the stock with a sell rating, five have given a hold rating and seventeen have issued a
buy rating to the company. The stock has an average rating of "Buy" and an average target price of $33.15.
Shares of Pandora Medi

(NYSE:P) traded down 2.58% during mid-day trading on Wednesday, hitting

$19.23. 8,317,527 shares of the company's stock traded hands. Pandora Media has a 1-year low of $18.90
and a 1-year high of $40-44. The stock's 50-day moving average is $23.67 and its 200-day moving average
is $25.53. The company's market cap is $3.980 billion.
Pandora Media (NYSE:P) last released its earnings data on Thursday, October 23rd. The compan
reported $0.09 earnings per share for the quarter, beating the analysts' consensus estimate of $0.08 by
$0.01. The company had revenue of $239.60 million for the quarter, compared to the consensus estimate
of $236.50 million. Pandora Media's revenue was up 41.5% compared to the same quarter last year.
Analysts expect that Pandora Media will post $0.20 EPS for the current fiscal year.
Pandora Media, Inc (NYSE:P), is an Internet radio in the United States.
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Receive News & Ratings for Pandora Media Daily - Enter your email address below to receive a

e

oncise daily summary of the latest news[1!' and analysts' ratings for Pandora Media and related companies
with Analyst Ratings Network's FREE daily email newsletter.
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The American Economy is Not a Free-Market Economy
Crony Capitalism in America, 2008-2012. By Hunter
Lewis
Those of us who favor the free market must confront a
problem. The virtues of the market, and the vices of
socialism and interventionism, have been made
incontestably clear by Mises, Rothbard, Hazlitt and
others. The case for the free market, as these great
figures explain it, can readily be grasped and demands
no esoteric knowledge. Yet many academics reject the
market. They condemn capitalism for leaving many in poverty and for glaring inequalities. How can so
many academics fail to grasp what seem to us obvious truths?
In Crony Capitalism, a vital book, Hunter Lewis solves our problem. Those who condemn the free market
do so by considering bad features of the present economy, both in the United States and elsewhere in the
world. In judging the free market in this way, they rely on an unexamined assumption. They take for
granted that the present order of things is the free market in action.
As Lewis explains and documents to the hilt, this assumption is false. What we have today is not the free

market but "crony capitalism," an altogether different matter. Government and business are in a predatory
partnership that extracts wealth to its own benefit. The fact that many suffer under the present system
should occasion no surprise. Predatory "cronyism" has existed throughout history and has been the main
block to economic progress.
Lewis states his arresting thesis in this way: "indeed it may be argued that cronyism is as old as recorded
human history and has always been the dominant system. This is precisely why the human race has made
so little progress in overcoming poverty. For most of human history, there has been no economic growth
at all. People born poor died poor. Whenever economic capital began to be accumulated, it was generally
stolen by rulers or their friends or allies." (p. 9)
Fortunately for the world, supporters of the free market were able in the eighteenth century and after to
gain important victories against the older system of predation; but now matters have been reversed, and
cronyism is once more the order of the day. In the United States, we no longer live under a predominantly
private market. "But taking into account companies and other organizations that are directly or indirectlyhttp ://mises .org/ daily/ 6540/ The - American-Economy- is - Not -a- FreeMarket- Economy
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controlled by the government, it becomes clear that most of the economy is in the 'public' sphere." (p. 12)
-

he result of this governmental takeover of the economy has predictably been dire. "Many of the new
mega rich of the 1990s and 2000s got their wealth through their government connections. Or by
understanding how government worked. This was especially apparent on Wall Street .... This was all the
more regrettable because, in a crony capitalist system, the huge gains of the few really do come at the
expense of the many. There was an irony here. Perhaps Marx had been right all along. It was just that he
was describing a crony capitalist, not a free price system, and his most devoted followers set up a system
in the Soviet Union that was cronyist to the core." (p. 17)
Those inclined to dismiss Lewis's claim as exaggerated must confront the solid body of evidence he
amasses. Everyone knows that governmentally-sponsored mortgages helped to fuel the housing bubble
that burst in 2008 with disastrous consequences. As Lewis points out, though, the situation is much worse
than most people imagined. "By the end of 2007 government-sponsored mortgages accounted for 81% of
all the mortgage loans made in the US and by 2010 this had risen to 100%." (p. 39)
Government dominance is of course bad for the economy, but it works to the benefit of a small group of
the powerful. A great strength of the book is that Lewis names names: he tells us who the predators are.

A Clinton's choice for Fannie CEO, Franklin Raines, took away $90 million in pay and stock option gains, in
~art because of misleading accounting practices. Obama advisor James Johnson took only $21 million.
For 2009-2010, the chief executives of Fannie and Freddie got a combined $17 million, even as these
organizations were being bailed out. The top six executives got $35 million over the same period." (p. 45)
An especially glaring example of a predatory partnership between government and business followed the
financial collapse of 2008. It was widely alleged that massive government subsidies to prop up failing
banks and investment houses were required lest the entire economy be destroyed.[1] "So in the fall of
2008, the US supposedly stood on the edge of an abyss, with a likely shutdown of the entire financial
system, and a Depression from which we might never emerge." (pp. 110-11)
The allegation of imminent collapse served as an excuse for massive transfers of money to a favored few
investment bankers. Lewis devotes particular attention to Goldman Sachs. "At the center of Wall Street
stands Goldman Sachs, master of the crony influence game." (p. 86) Lewis devotes six pages of his book to
a chart of what he terms the "revolving door" between Goldman Sachs and the government. (pp. 86-91)
The result of these close connections, together with the large amount of money spent by Goldman Sachs in
lobbying, will occasion no surprise: "Government connections conferred many other benefits ... in some
-

reas of the market post-Crash, Goldman Sachs enjoyed what former employee Anthony Scaramucci
http://mises.org/daily/6540/ The-American - Economy - is - Not -a-FreeMarket-Economy
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called a 'near monopoly."' (p. 102)
Cronyism extends far beyond the financial sector. Lewis has for many years been active in the natural

-

health movement, and he is thus keenly aware of the manifold ways in which crony capitalism risks our
lives, health, and safety in pursuit of profit. Shunning a genuine free market, the predators strike at
products that, if widely distributed, would threaten their ill-gotten gains. "In general, the FDA maintains a
resolutely hostile stance toward supplements. It will not allow any treatment claims to be made for them,
no matter how much science there is to support it, unless they are brought through the FDA approval
process and become drugs .... Who can afford to spend up to a billion dollars to win FDA approval of a
non-patented substance? The answer is obvious: no one. So the real FDA intent is simply to eliminate any
competition for patented drugs, since these drugs pay the Agency's bills." (p. 171)
The crony capitalists have naturally enough endeavored to find an ideological justification for their control
of the economy. They look down on the masses and allege that only an educated elite is fit to rule. "The
implicit skepticism about voters' ability to make disinterested and sound judgments about where the
country should go is certainly nothing new. It is the theme of Plato's Republic, ... by the 20th century, the
debate had subtly shifted and ... the choice was now between 'average people' and 'smart people,' or, in the
usual formulation, 'experts."' (pp. 310-11)
In this controversy, there can be no doubt on which side Hunter Lewis sides. "However bad things have
become, the new populist forces may yet prevail and roll back today's crony capitalist system. If so, it will
be the people who have done it, not elitists urging less democracy and more delegation of power to
'experts."'

Crony Capitalism and Lewis's complementary book, Free Prices Now!, are important weapons in this
struggle for a genuine free market.
David Gordon is a Senior Fellow at the Mises Institute. He is author of Resurrecting Marx and An

Introduction to Economic Reasoning and editor of numerous books including The Essential Rothbard,
available in the Mises Store. Send him mail. See David Gordon's article archives.
You can subscribe to future articles by David Gordon via this RSS feed .

'
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[1] The fallacies in this all-too-often-repeated claim have been comprehensively set forward by David

-

tockman, in his magisterial The Great Deformation (Public Affairs Books, 2013), Part I, pp. 3-52.
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Hey Spotify: Taylor Swift's '1989' Is About to Go Platinum ...

Not one artist has released a Platinum-certified album in 2014.

Taylor Swift, whose 1989 isn't available on Spotify, is about to become the first after
just one week.
"Industry sources now forecast the album to sell at least one million copies in its first week," Billboard
reports. "After its first day on sale, forecasters are confident 1989 will cross the magic, one million sales
threshold."
Unsurprisingly, almost all of the sales are happening through the iTunes Store or Target, both of whom
were granted huge exclusives in exchange for massive promotional pushes. "Sources say 1989 is
performing extraordinarily well in the iTunes Store and Target, with the latter carrying an exclusive
version of the album with bonus tracks."
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Spotify CEO says he's 'really frustrated' with Taylor Swift as singer
. .efuses to release her albums to his service - and points out he's paid
$2billion in royalties to artists
• Daniel Ek, the CEO of Spotify, has written an open letter about his streaming service
and the refusal of Taylor Swift to let them use any of her albums
• Ek says he is 'really frustrated' with artists like Swift, and reveals Spotify has paid out
$2billion to members of the music industry
• He adds that the real enemy of artists is piracy, and said Spotify has actually been a
tool for people like Swift's pal Ed Sheeran to promote new work
• He also points out that Swift's 1989 was the most pirated album in the world its first
week, though she still sold 1.3 million copes
• Other artists who have withheld music from the site include Adele, Beyonce, and
Radiohead frontman Thom Yorke, who attacked their business model
• Patrick Carney of The Black Keys also came out against the site and original investor
Sean Parker, who he labeled an 'a**hole'

f/YChris Spargo for MailOnline
Published: 11:53 EST, 11 November 2014 I Updated: 13:24 EST, 11 November 2014
The CEO of Spotify has finally responded to Taylor Swift's refusal to post any of her albums on the
streaming service, revealing he is 'really frustrated' with the singer.
Daniel Ek said in an open letter that while he agrees with Swift's belief that music is art and has real value,
he was upset with how her comments made it seem as if his service does not compensate artists.
He then stated that Spotify has 'paid more than $2billion to labels, publishers and collecting societies for
distribution to songwriters and recording artists.'

Scroll down for video
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Spotify

Fighting back: Spotify CEO Daniel Ek (above) says in an open letter he is 'really frustrated' with Taylor Swift and other artists who feel his streaming service does not compensate
musicians
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Shake it off: Swift (above) has refused to put any of her albums, including her latest, 1989,
on Spotify
'Taylor Swift is absolutely right: music is art, art has real value, and artists deserve to be paid for it,' Ek

starts off his letter.
'We started Spotify because we love music and piracy was killing it.'
Ek then points out that it is piracy that is ruining music and hurting musicians, and that no one has made
any money at all from piracy, while Spotify has paid out the aforementioned $2billion to members of the
music industry.

Taylor Swift is absolutely right: music is art, art has real value, and artists deserve to be paid for it
. e then goes into his problem with the artists who complain about his service.
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'When I hear stories about artists and songwriters who say they've seen little or no money from streaming
and are naturally angry and frustrated, I'm really frustrated too,' he says.

-

'As I said, we've already paid more than $2 billion in royalties to the music industry and if that money is

not flowing to the creative community in a timely and transparent way, that's a big problem.'
He then breaks down some of the myths people believe to be true, like the fact that artists don't really get
paid by services like Spotify.
'Unlike other free music options - from piracy to YouTube to SoundCloud - we pay artists and rights
holders every time a song is played on our free service,' he explains.
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Record numbers: Ek (left) says his service has paid $2billion to the music industry since its
start, and that the real enemy to musicians like Swift (right) is piracy
Taylor Swift's new album featuring 'Shake It Off tops charts
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He then takes on the claim that no artist could ever earn a living from their music playing on Spotify
because they pay so little per play, comparing his service to radio.
'If a song has been listened to 500 thousand times on

Spotify, that's the same as it having been played once on
a U.S. radio station with a moderate sized audience of
500

As I said, we 've already paid more than $2 billion in royalties to the music industry and if that money is not flowing to the
creative community in a timely and transp arent way, that's a
big problem

thousand people. Which would pay the recording artist precisely ... nothing at all. But the equivalent

of that one play and it's 500 thousand listens on Spotify would pay out between three and four thousand
dollars.'
Ek then shades Swift a bit by listing the artists who have successfully promoted their albums on Spotify
before their release, including her pal Ed Sheeran and diva pop star Ariana Grande, and pointing out that
the most pirated album in the world last week was Swift's newest release, 1989.
Despite those piracy numbers, Swift did still manage to shatter single week sales records when she
moved 1.3 million copies of the album in its debut week, the most since 2002.
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Wait a minute: major artists like Adele (left) and Beyonce (right) have withheld new music
from the streaming service for months after its release
Ek closes his letter by saying of Spotify, 'We're not just streaming, we're mainstreaming now, and that's
good for music makers and music lovers around the world.'
Swift is not the first artist to withhold music from Spotify, with big name artists including Adele and
Beyonce waiting months to release their albums in full to the service.
Other artists have been more vocal about their dislike for the way the site operates, including Radiohead
frontman Thom Yorke who took Spotify to task over their business model.

Yorke wrote on Twitter, 'Make no mistake, new artists you discover on Spotify will not get paid.
Meanwhile shareholders will shortly be rolling in it. Simples'
He then added in another tweet, 'New artists get paid fu*k all with this model.'
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Angry bird: Radiohead frontman Thom Yorke (left) has expressed his disdain for the
service and how it does not help new artists, while investor Sean Parker (right) was called
an 'a**hole" and a 'thief by Black Keys singer Patrick Carney

Black Keys frontman Patrick Carney also voiced his disdain for the service, and one of its original
investors, infamous tech entrepreneur and Napster founder Sean Parker, who he labeled an 'a**hole.'
'That guy has $2 billion that he made from figuring out ways to steal royalties from artists, and that's the
bottom line,' said Carney.
'You can't really trust anybody like that.'
Share or comment on this article
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Universal Music Made $400 Million Off the Beats Acquisition.
-Artists Made $0 ...

vivendi

press release
Paris, August 1 2014

Vivendi/Universal Music Group:
Closing of the interest sale in Beats

Vivendi an ounced today tha its subsidiary UMG has comple ed he sale of its share (approximately 13%)
in Beats to Apple for a otal amount of 404 million USO.
About Vivendi
Vivendi groups together leaders n content and media. Canal+ Group is the French leader ,n pay-TV, also operating in Frenchspea ing Africa. Poland and Vietnam: its subsidiary Studiocanal is a leading European pfayer in production, acquisition.
distribution and intemationaf film and TV series sales. Universal usic Group is the oorfd leader in music. GVT operates fixed
very high-speed broadband. fixed-line telephony and pay-TV services in Brazil. In addition, Vivendi owns SFR,
a French leader in af emative telecoms.
www.vivendi.com

Last month, sources pointed Digital Music News to sizable ownership stakes in Beats by the three major
recording labels. But those shares are bigger than initially thought: according to an announcement issued
this morning by parent Vivendi (above), Universal Music Group carried a 13 percent share in Beats
prior to the sale, which translates into a massive, $404 million payout from the Apple sale.
The same sources, which include a major label attorney, have noted that none of that money will

make it back to artists, based on the language of most artist contracts. The standard contractual
language stipulates that one-time payments to the labels from streaming services, either in the form of
upfront advances or equity cash-outs like this one, are simply not shared.

ew

How Streaming Services are Screwing Lady Gaga (and Every Other Artist)
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In other words, if it isn't a stream directly attributable to an artist on the label, there is no payment. "They
will get nothing," one major label attorney flatly told Digital Music News, while insisting on anonymity.

"There's nothing in the [artist] contracts that says the label has to share those
earnings. They draft it like that so the artists get nothing."
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Chris Harrison charrison@pandora.com
RE : From George
March 26, 2014 at 11 :17 AM
George Johnson george@georgejohnson .com

Hey George. I know I owe you a license. I've been trying to hire someone to help me with this stuff as I'm swamped. I haven't forgotten about
you , but it will be a little while until I can get something out the door.
Appreciate your patience.
Thanks,
csh
-----Original Message----From : George Johnson [mailto:george @georgejohnson.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 8 :09 AM
To: Chris Harrison
Subject: From George
Chris,
Hope all is well and didn 't know if we are legally allowed to speak or email because of the subpoena I just got from you guys in your BMI case
or the CRB rate setting proceedings.
Last time I heard from you I thought you were going to send me a direct license, but now there is all this mess. I'll be happy to help in any way
I can . Please let me know if we can talk or email and appreciate all your help.
Thanks and take care ,
George
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Rosanne Cash : Streaming is " dressed - up piracy " - RAIN News
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Rosanne Cash: Streaming is "dressed-up piracy"

The latest outburst in the high-profile Spotify debate does more than just criticize streaming, it condemns
it. Rosanne Cash, who testified in a congressional music-licensing hearing this summer, stirred up mixed
reactions with two recent Facebook posts in which she equated streaming with music piracy, and also
continued her impassioned campaign to alter U.S. copyright regulations.
Her most incendiary remark came first: "If you download and pay, it's the same as buying a record. If you

stream, it's just dressed-up piracy."
Rosanne Cash
er 28 a 7 9pm
w

'001,1 nload' nd 'stream' are di erent ani als. If you do nload and p y, i 's
the same as bu ing a record. If you stream. i's Just dresse - up piracy.
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can' make a living. Someone has to spea up or hem.
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a second, longer post the following day, Cash criticizes broadcast radio's exemption from performance

royalties to artists and labels, and the Copyright Act loophole in which music produced before 1972 is not
protected, or generally paid for by any kind of radio. "The entire system is faulty," she said.
Cash joined a few other musicians (e.g. Bette Midler) who have publicly disclosed royalty payments from
online music services. On Facebook, Cash complained that her music had been streamed by Spotify
600,000 times over an 18-month period, resulting in a royalty check for $104. She did not clarify whether
that amount represented an artist payment through her label, or a songwriter royalty - on of many points
of distinction frequently blurred in streaming critiques.
The idea that streaming is piracy inasmuch as it might displace a music sale, while legally wrong, is
convenient for whipping up outraged support among fans. It's also worth noting that any payment from a
radio-like experience improves the licensing and revenue potential for performing musicians, who receive
nothing for the use of their records in broadcast. Likewise when comparing to broadcast, 600,000 streams
(during 18 months) is not a high number of impressions - a song which enters rotation in a few U.S.
markets can achieve that much exposure in a day.

http: / Ira in news .c om/ rosan ne -cash -s tream i ng - is- pi racy I
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Jeremy Rosen, Director of Audience Development at The Orchard, succinctly observed, "Her complaint
about Spotify payment sounds like the streaming version of a record not selling much to me. It's not that the pay isn't fair, it's that it actually could be."
A contrasting example is Ed Sheeran, who told The Guardian that his new album was streamed 29-million
times in its first week. That number is now over 400-million streams, and his previous album is at the
same level. The Guardian estimates royalty payments (for performing and songwriting) to be over $6million. (Sheeran's personal bottom line depends on his contracts with labels and publishers.)
Perhaps the main takeaway is that the general shape of success in the music business hasn't changed:
Most of the rewards are concentrated at the top, no matter what the delivery platform is.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE RAIN DAILY DIGEST
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When Iggy Pop can't live off his art, what chance do the rest have?
,

I have a soft spot for Iggy Pop, partly because I interviewed him once and he was the soul of charm and

erudition, like a particularly smart music professor who just happened to be wearing leather pants and
eyeliner. On stage, he's awe-inspiring, dancing like an electrified Twizzler. (I mean that as the highest
possible compliment.) He still makes lean, ferocious music.
At least he used to. As the head Stooge and godfather of punk revealed this week, he can't actually live off
music any more. Not that Iggy ever had the commercial clout of say, Justin Bieber - which is proof, if you
needed, of a god-shaped hole in the universe - but he struggled along from label to label, alienating
executives here, picking up new fans over there.
But a new reality has tripped him up and it's the same one shafting artists all across the world: Namely,
that everyone wants to listen, and no one wants to pay. This week, Iggy gave a lecture for the British
Broadcasting Corp. called Free Music in a Capitalist Society. Artists have always been ripped off by
corporations, he said; now the public is in on the free ride, too: "The cat is out of the bag and the new
electronic devices, which estrange people from their morals, also make it easier to steal music than to pay
for it."
~ o keep skinny body and maverick soul together, Iggy's become a DJ, a car-insurance pitchman and a
fashion model. Ifhe had to live off royalties, he said, he'd have to "tend bars between sets." As I listened to
his enthusiastic stoner Midwestern drawl, I thought: If Iggy Pop can't make it, what message does that
send to all the baby Iggys out there? In a society where worth is judged by price, for better or worse, what
are you saying to someone when you won't pay for the thing he's crafted?
A few days before Iggy's lecture, Australian novelist Richard Flanagan won the Booker Prize, the most
prestigious in the literary world, for his Second World War story The Narrow Road to the Deep North.
Just in time, it sounds like: Mr. Flanagan told reporters that he was making so little from his writing that
he was thinking about packing it in and becoming a miner. (He comes from a small mining town in
Tasmania.) The prize money of about $90,000 and the following sales bump will allow him to continue,
but most of his colleagues aren't so lucky: "Writing is a very hard life for so many writers," he said.
This is borne out not only in the quiet sobbing you hear in corners at poetry readings, but in the numbers.
This summer, the Guardian newspaper reported that professional writers' salaries in Britain are

-

collapsing, falling almost 30 per cent over eight years to

$20,000.
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Here, the Writers' Union of Canada estimates that authors make an average of $12,000 a year from their
words. That will buy approximately two wheels of a car or a door knob on a house in Toronto or Calgary

CQ

broken knob, if the house is in Vancouver).

-

I hear your cry-me-a-river sighs. You're thinking, "Nobody asked writers to write. Don't they know a nice
degree in commerce will serve them better in the long run? Nobody asked Iggy to roll around on stage in
broken glass. He could have had a nice job as an actuary, although he would have had to keep his pants
on."
But in truth, we do ask: Every time we go to a library or shop, we want it to be full of new books, and when
we search various channels (legal and illegal) for new music and movies, we expect to find them. Someone
has to produce this content - this art - and sadly, the shoemakers' elves are all busy stitching elsewhere.
And after it's been produced, someone has to buy it. Or not buy it, as is more likely the case.
It comes down to a question of value: Do we value artists' effort? The boring years spent in the studio or

rehearsal hall, the torched drafts - Mr. Flanagan burned five early versions of his novel before he got it
right - the slow, fungal growth of something that lives in the dark and may never be ready for the light?
Sorry, that's the novelist in me talking. Never mind.
I'm glad Iggy Pop and Mr. Flanagan have brought the issue of artists' earnings out into the open, becauseO
it's too often avoided as embarrassing or demeaning or irrelevant to the process. In fact, it's crucial. As
author and cartoonist Tim Kreider wrote in a recent essay about not getting paid for his work, "money is
also how our culture defines value, and being told that what you do is of no ( $0.00) value to the society
you live in is, frankly, demoralizing."
Or, to give Iggy the last word, which I think he'd like: "When it comes to art, money is an unimportant
detail. It just happens to be a huge unimportant detail."
Follow Elizabeth Renzetti on Twitter: @lizrenzetti
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Album Sales Hit ANew Low
.

As streaming gathers momentum, the U.S. music industry keeps breaking sales milestones -- the wrong

kind.
This week's 3.97-million album sales tally is the smallest weekly sum for album sales since Nielsen
SoundScan began tracking data in 1991. It's also the first time weekly sales have fallen below four million
in that time span.
Last week was fairly slow for the top releases. The top album, Wiz Khalifa's Blacc Hollywood, debuted
with sales of 90,000 units, a figure below the first-week sales of many other top debuts of 2014. Three
other albums debuted inside the top 10 but averaged only 31,000 units apiece. And the Frozen soundtrack
is no longer moving in excess of 100,000 units per week.
To compare, a year ago this past week (ending Aug. 25, 2013), 4.88 million albums were sold. But sales
have been losing steam all year. The weekly average number of album sales fell from 4.75 million units in
the first quarter to 4.55 million units in the second quarter. In the first 8 weeks of the third quarter, the

everage has fallen further to 4.2 million.
This decline is actually in line with historical trends. In 2013, average weekly album sales experienced a
similar fate, falling from 5. 7 million units in the first quarter to 5.23 million units in the second quarter
and then 4.86 million units in the third quarter. This year, overall U.S. album sales are down 14.6 percent,
while digital album sales are down 11. 7 percent and track sales are down 12.8 percent.
As more and more consumers transition from purchasing music to streaming tunes, it's natural to see

album sales shrink. This year, there have only been five weeks where album sales were above 5 million.
Larger retailers and CDs, vestiges of an older record business, have been hit the hardest. Through August
24th, CD sales are down 19.2 percent year-over-year while sales at mass merchants and chains have fallen
23 percent and 25.6 percent, respectively.
Record label sales executives are not surprised by the latest downturn. "Sales have been going in the
wrong direction all year," says one label sales head. "I guess its overdue, when you look at [the growth of
streaming]." This year, label executives finally conceded something there were reluctant to acknowledge

east year: Streaming is cannibalizing digital sales.
http://www.billboard.com/articles/business/6236365/album•sales•hit•a•new-low-2014
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Last year, when Billboard covered the then-historic lows in album sales last August, weekly sales had

dipped below 5 million units for five weeks in a row. Weekly sales fared even worse in the following weeks,
falling under five million units in 10 of the next 13 weeks. There was even another five-week run of belowfive-'million weekly sales from early October to early November.
The five-million-unit mark has been almost unreachable in 2014. So far this year, weekly album sales have
fallen below that threshold in 29 of 34 weeks and in each of the last 18 weeks. No weekly sales tally has
exceeded 4.5 million units since the middle of June.
"What can I say about this week's sales," says yet another distribution sales executive. "I remember when
album sales fell under 10 million units and the industry reacted like it was a tragedy."
There is yet more bad news about the sales trend. Since album sales began to slide in 2002, the lowestplaced weekly sales floor by the end of the year tends to become the new ceiling for sales in the following
year. Past history teaches us that, if weekly sales continue to fall below the three million mark, next year's
norm will be in the three to four million range.

0

While some major label executives claim that revenue from streaming, which continues to grow, is
offsetting declining digital sales revenue, not everyone agrees with that assessment.
"This year the bottom fell out of digital sales to a degree that we never anticipated, which is why many
companies are not meeting this year's revenue projections," laments one indie distribution executive.

Additional reporting by Keith Caulfield
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iTunes Song Downloads Will Drop 39% In Five Years ...
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Last year was the first year that iTunes song downloads declined, ever. Get used to that trend:
according to a finding just released by MIDiA Research, song downloads will drop 39% over the next
five years, thanks to aggressive gains in streaming. "Streaming has driven new market growth in
countries such as Sweden but in larger markets such as the US it is denting digital music buying," MIDiA
founder Mark Mulligan bluntly stated.

"The first wave of subscribers was harvested directly from the most valuable
download buyers, denting download sales in the process. 23% of music streamers
used to buy more than one album a month but no longer do so."
Eventually, streaming will cannibalize all recording things. "Download sales are affected most and
~11 continue to feel the pinch with 45% of all music downloaders also music streamers," Mulligan
http://www.digitalmusicnews .com/permalink/2014/09/04/itunes- song -downloads-wlll - drop-39 - five -years
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continued. "Thus, although streaming and subscriptions will grow by 238% on 2013 levels to reach $8
billion in 2019, download revenue will decline by 39% - only five percent less than the rate at which CD revenues will fall - leaving streaming and subscriptions representing 70 % of all digital revenue."

Graph by Digital Music News. Written while listening to a bunch of deep house.
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Eric Holder On Fast And Furious Critics: 'Kiss My Ass'

WASHINGTON (AP) - Newly released emails show Attorney General Eric Holder said that Justice
Department prosecutors who were critical of the department's handling of the fallout of the Fast and

Furious gun-walking scandal could "kiss my ass."
Operation Fast and Furious was a botched effort by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives to track firearms across the Southwest border. Revelations about it created a political
firestorm, leading to congressional investigations and turnover within the ATF and Justice Department.
The Justice Department selectively provided a batch of emails this week to the House Oversight and
Government Reform Committee. The Associated Press obtained the emails on Friday.
House Republicans, who have subpoenaed for thousands of emails and went to federal court for access to
the documents, have long promoted the idea that Holder and other top-level Justice Department officials
knew that federal agents had engaged in a risky tactic known as "gun-walking."
The Justice Department's inspector general found no evidence that Holder was aware of the tactic, in
which ATF agents tried to track the flow of illegal guns from the United States into Mexico but instead lost

e

rack of many of the weapons.
In one email from March 2011, after being sent a news story about the Fast and Furious investigation,
Holder told staff, "I hope there is another side to the story." Later, after the ATF deputy director assured
Holder aides that "we did not allow guns to walk," Holder responded to staff with, "Do they really, really
know?"
That August, Holder was told by staff that about 25 U.S. attorneys was upset that the resignation of Dennis
Burke, then the U.S. attorney in Arizona, was announced simultaneously with the reassignment of ATF
Acting Director Ken Melson. Holder wondered "why wouldn't we get the benefit of the doubt. Assume
we're doing things for the right reasons and in the right way."
Holder later added, "Some people can kiss my ass."

http ://www .huffingtonpost.com /2014/11 / 07 / holder-fast -furious - kiss -my-ass _n_6124638 . html ?ncid =txtln kusaolp00000058
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BMI Advises Pandora That Big Publishers Won't Be Withdrawing
Licensing Rights

9

Lester Cohen/Getty Images for BM/

For the past year, there's been an ongoing mystery in the music industry over whether Universal Music
and Sony/ATV would withdraw their song catalogues from ASCAP and BMI. This is a big deal. Take the
fuss over the decision on Monday by Taylor Swift to remove her works from Spotify. Now multiply that
by a thousand. Imagine if restaurants, bars, clubs and anybody else that relies on blanket licenses to
publicly perform music suddenly lost those rights.
The possibility of revolution in the music industry happened after New York federal judge Lo uis Stanton
decided last December that if big music publishers wanted to deny performance licenses to streaming
outlets like Pandora, they would have to make a complete withdrawal - not merely a partial withdrawal
h ti p :// www. ho Ilywood report er.c om / t h r-es q/ b m i-ad vises - pandora- b ig - pu bl is hers - 7 45 7 63
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digital rights. To reap more income from the streamers, Universal Music and Sony/A1V have been playing

9ootsie with doing just that, but on Friday, Pandora told the judge that it had been advised by BMI of a
"significant change in circumstances."
Specifically, according to Pandora's letter to the judge, BMI advised the popular streaming service that "
[T]here is no imminent publisher withdrawal at the end of 2014."
BMI confirms this is what it told Pandora, and citing confidentiality, won't explain the basis of the
advisement. If withdrawals are indeed off the table, it could come as great relief to Pandora, which has
been preparing for the possibility of yanked rights. It would soothe much of the uncertainly caused by the
possibility that music users would have to directly negotiate deals.
BMI has been representing song publishers for nearly 75 years, but has been beholden to consent decrees
with the Justice Department that requires a license be given whenever an outlet requests it. If a licensee
doesn't like the pricing, it can take BMI to "rate court," something that Pandora did in June

2013.

After Sony/A1V and EMI then modified their contracts with BMI so as to pull away certain digital rights,
Judge Stanton delivered a summary judgment ruling that indicated that the publishers would only be

-

escaping Pandora with full withdrawals. In other words, the publishers had to be "all in" or "all out."

That led to a flurry of activity on the precipices of January 1,

2014.

At the time, Pandora was facing the

prospect of losing rights and potentially being sued for copyright infringement. According to a letter to the

judge sent by Sony's attorney last month, Pandora avoided the nightmare by electing to take publishers up
on an "insurance policy," a covenant not to sue, which might be a fancy way of saying a direct license. In
the past year, Sony and Universal cut deals with Pandora for much higher rates than what they expect
through BMI.
After making their deals with Pandora, the publishers then suspended their withdrawals from BMI, but
left the possibility open again for January 1, 2015. To some observers, this smacked of side-stepping the
judge's ruling by being "all in" when convenient and "all out" when negotiating with Pandora.
In this context, there have been calls to reform the process or abandon BMI and ASCAP altogether. For
example, in June, the Department of Justice announced that it would be reviewing ASCAP and BMI
consent decrees. Then there are those like Irving Azoff, reported to be wooing songwriters to his own
new rights management service with the potential of scoring as much as 30 percent more in royalties.

W5 for Pandora, the company isn't thrilled with the prospect that the publishers could again move to
http://www. ho 11 ywoo d re porter.com/thr-esq/bm i- advi ses - pando ra-bi g-pu b Iishers- 7 45 763
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withdraw rights, opening up the possibility of the same licensing dance with publishers that happened at
the end of last year. And so, Pandora told the judge on October 14 that it planned to file a new summary judgment motion. Pandora's letter to Judge Stanton isn't public, but according to sources, the company
wanted the judge to address the scope of the BMI blanket license before a trial on the rates happens next
year.
BMI and the music publishers each reacted swiftly to what they saw as the streamer's move to keep license
on songs, regardless of the withdrawals, through the end of 2017.
"With January 1,

2015

approaching, I gather that Pandora may be concerned that our clients may be

contemplating total withdrawal from BMI and therefore wants to revisit Your Honor's decision that
Pandora is not a licensee in effect," wrote Sony's lawyer Donald Zazarin to the judge on October 21.
That same day, attorney Scott Edelman, representing BMI, made the argument that Pandora was only
concerned that publishers would exercise their right to withdraw, thereby requiring the company to enter
into direct licenses. According to the letter, "The proposed motion is part of an overarching campaign by
Pandora to avoid having this Court consider Pandora's direct licenses with Sony and Universal as
benchmarks of market value for performing rights on Pandora."
Has there been a big development in the past week? It would seem so.
An October 31 letter from Pandora's lawyer Kenneth Steinthal states, "We just received word this
morning from BMI that there has been a significant change in circumstances that BMI feels moots
Pandora's need to pursue its summary judgment motion at this time," he writes.
The letter is somewhat of a tease, though, rather than a full explanation of what is happening. Pandora
told the judge it was in the process of evaluating the new information. While Pandora might still go ahead
and seek some clarification on the scope of the BMI license, whatever has happened is apparently big
enough that Pandora is contemplating taking the process out of firedrill mode. Meaning, there might not
be any New Year's Eve fireworks to save millions of songs on the digital service, and all other BMI
licensees wouldn't suddenly have to fret about the implications of a publisher exodus.
A Sony spokesperson denies that a decision on withdrawals has been made and maybe provides a hint at
what's going on by referencing chief executive Martin Bandier's letter to members in July, where he
described other options including working with the DOJ to revise the consent decrees or making an appeal
of Judge Stanton's decision last December.
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Expect to hear more on this front soon.
- mail: Eriq.Gardner@THR.com
Twitter: @eriqgardner
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Taylor Swift's Spotify Paycheck Mystery

Photograph by Martin Schoeller for TIME

Spotify and the pop star's record label provide new figures to defend themselves
in the battle over profits from the streaming-music service
Read TIME's full interview with Taylor Swift.
Taylor Swift has been paid less than $500,000 in the past 12 months for domestic streaming of her songs,
Scott Borchetta, the CEO of Taylor Swift's record label, the independent Nashville-based Big Machine, told
TIME Wednesday.

http:/ / time .com / 3581487 / taylor-swift - spotify- borchetta/
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His statement is the latest salvo in an increasingly heated disagreement between Swift and Spotify. The

eiisagreement has sent ripples through the music industry, with the country's most successful musician
removing her work from an admired new online music model.
According to Borchetta, the actual amount his label has received in return for domestic streams of Swift's
music-$496,044-is drastically smaller than the amount Spotify has suggested the artist receives. That
sum represents only a portion of the amount paid out by the streaming service. Spotify CEO Daniel Ek
said Tuesday that the label for an artist of Swift's popularity could expect to receive $6 million in the next
year from the streaming service as the site's audience grows. Borchetta said his label had made more from
streaming Taylor Swift's videos on the video site Vevo than it has from putting her music on Spotify.
A Spotify spokesperson told TIME that the total payout for Swift's streaming over the past 12 months
globally was $2 million.
MORE: Spotify CEO "really frustrated" with Taylor Swift
"The more we grow, the more we pay artists, and we're growing like crazy," said Jonathan Prince, Spotify's
global head of communications and public policy. "Our users, both free and paid, have grown by more
than 50 percent in the last year, which means that the run rate for artists of every level of popularity keeps
-limbing. And Taylor just put out a great record, so her popularity has grown too. We paid Taylor's label
and publisher roughly half a million dollars in the month before she took her catalog down-without even
having 1989 on our service-and that was only going to go up."
On Nov. 3, Swift pulled her entire catalog from the streaming service, which claims over 50 million users,
more than 10 million of whom have paid subscriptions. No artist today can match Swift's popularity: her
new album 1989 has sold nearly 1.7 million copies nationwide in its first two weeks on sale, according to
Nielsen SoundScan.
Swift and Borchetta both say that removing her music from Spotify is meant to make a larger point.
"The facts show that the music industry was much better off before Spotify hit these shores," Borchetta
said. "Don't forget this is for the most successful artist in music today. What about the rest of the artists
out there struggling to make a career? Over the last year, what Spotify has paid is the equivalent ofless
than 50,000 albums sold."
At first, Spotify asked Swift to come back in a blog post. But after Borchetta said on a radio show on Nov. 7
-hat he had been hearing from other artists and managers who also want to leave Spotify-country star
http :// time .com/3581487 / taylor-s wift -s potify-borc hetta/
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Jason Al dean just pulled his latest album from the service-Ek posted a broader defense of Spotify's
model. He claims Spotify has paid $2 billion to labels and publishers since its founding in 2008, and saysthe service, through its mix of paid and ad-supported subscriptions, is replacing revenue the music
business had lost to piracy.
This isn't the first time a major recording artist has tussled with Spotify. In October 2013, Radiohead's
Thom Yorke pulled his solo songs off the site to protest the size of its payouts.

- With reporting by Matt Vella
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For the rest of Swift's thoughts, including why she ditched streaming music service Spotify, how she writes
a song and the media's portrayals of women, here are excerpts from our conversations.
Why did you leave Spotify? I'm in an office of people who are upset they can't stream your
music.

Well, they can still listen to my music if they get it on iTunes. I'm always up for trying something. And I
tried it and I didn't like the way it felt. I think there should be an inherent value placed on art. I didn't see
that happening, perception-wise, when I put my music on Spotify. Everybody's complaining about how
music sales are shrinking, but nobody's changing the way they're doing things. They keep running towards
streaming, which is, for the most part, what has been shrinking the numbers of paid album sales.
With Beats Music and Rhapsody you have to pay for a premium package in order to access my albums.
And that places a perception of value on what I've created. On Spotify, they don't have any settings, or any
kind of qualifications for who gets what music. I think that people should feel that there is a value to wha~
musicians have created, and that's that. I wrote about this in July, I wrote an op-ed piece in the Wall Street

Journal. This shouldn't be news right now. It should have been news in July when I went out and stood up
and said I'm against it. And so this is really kind of an old story.
What was the goal of your new album, 1989?

With 1989, I was really putting my neck on the line, because I was the one saying I need to change
directions musically. And my label and management were the ones saying "Are you sure, are you positive?
This is risky." And I was the one who had to come back every time and say, "No, this is what we're doing."
When I put forth an album cover that didn't have half my face on it, and tried to convince my label that
this was the best way to sell an album, you know, I got some kind of interesting side-glance looks. But I
knew that this was the best cover to represent this record, because I wanted there to be an air of mystery. I
didn't want people to know the emotional DNA of this album. I didn't want them to see a smiling picture
on the cover and think this was a happy album, or see a sad-looking facial expression and think, oh, this is
another breakup record. When I wanted to call the album 1989, people on the team questioned that. Every

-

single element of this album has been called into question, and I've had to say "No, this is how we're doing
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it." And the fact that we came out and did the kind of numbers we did in the first week-you have no idea

4110w relieved I was, because it was all on me if this didn't work. It was a little hard to sleep the night of the
album release.
There's a song on my album called "All You Had to Do Was Stay." I was having this dream, that was
actually one of those embarrassing dreams, where you're mortified in the dream, you're like humiliated. In
the dream, my ex had come to the door to beg for me to talk to him or whatever, and I opened up the door
and I went to go say, "Hi," or "What are you doing here?" or something-something normal-but all that
came out was this high-pitched singing that said, "Stay!" It was almost operatic. So I wrote this song, and I
used that sound in the song. Weird, right? I woke up from the dream, saying the weird part into my phone,
figuring I had to include it in something because it was just too strange not to. In pop, it's fun to play
around with little weird noises like that.
I am in love with catchy melodies and hooks that are stuck in your head for days, and ideally weeks, and
even months. I really love it when I hear a song, and all of a sudden, my next two weeks are spent trying to
figure out how to get that song out of my head. I think there's a way to artfully do it. I want people to have
songs that I write stuck in their heads, but I don't want it to absolutely perturb them that they have the
song stuck in their head. I'm talking about songs that sound like they were cooked up in a lab. Like,

4tnything that makes you think there are eight songwriters on this.
A question about "Shake It Off," the lead single: I had never read someone saying you stay
out too late.
Oh, that was just a good first line. Yeah.

What does writing a song do for you?
I see a lot of celebrities build up these emotional walls around themselves, where they let no one in, and
that's what makes them feel very lonely at the top. I just keep writing songs. And I kind of stay open to
feeling humiliated and rejected, because before being a quote-unquote celebrity, I'm a songwriter. Being a
celebrity means you lock your doors and close your windows and don't let people in. Being a songwriter
means you're very attuned to your own intuition and your own feelings even if they hurt.
So I approach it much more from a songwriter's perspective. But I do know how to pull myself out now,
from that constant, never-ending, bottomless rabbithole of self-doubt and fear. I've been able to write
songs and feel better. They clarify and simplify the emotions that you're feeling. Nothing you do is going to

enake the pain stop. It just helps to have it clarified and simplified.
http://t/me.com/3578249/taylor-swlft-interview/
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Is there someone you look to as a model of where you'd like your career to go? Are there
women you look up to?

0

We're taught to find examples for the way we want our lives to wind up. But I can't find anyone, really,
who's had the same career trajectory as mine. So when I'm in an optimistic place I hope that my life won't
match anyone else's life trajectory, either, going forward. I do have female role models in the sense of
actresses like Mariska Hargitay. I think she has a beautiful life, and an incredible career, and I think she's
built that for herself. She's one of the highest paid actresses-actors in general, women or men-on
television, and she's been playing this very strong female character for, what, 15 years now, something like
that. And Ina Garten, the Barefoot Contessa. I really love her business, and how she sticks to who she is,
and how people relate to it. In other industries, I have female role models. I just struggle to find a woman
in music who hasn't been completely picked apart by the media, or scrutinized and criticized for aging, or
criticized for fighting aging-it just seems to be much more difficult to be a woman in music and to grow
older. I just really hope that I will choose to do it as gracefully as possible.

Is it a struggle, being a role model for so many young women while trying to produce
something artistically valid?
I don't find a struggle with that balance, being looked at as a role model, because I think it's a very obvioub
and natural thing for people to see you as, when you're a singer. I've always felt very comfortable with it,
for some reason. That in particular hasn't been one of my struggles. I've struggled with a lot of things, but
the idea that you're living your life and it's impacting other people, some of whom are very young, some of
whom are in their most impressionable times and they're discovering the music that tells them how they
are going to live their lives and how they should feel and how it's acceptable to feel, I think that that's kind
of exciting.
But it's the same thing as living your life based on what your grandkids will say one day. I'm sure there will
be things that my grandkids make fun of me for no matter what, but I'd really rather it be, "Look how
awkward your dancing was in the 'Shake It Off video! You look so weird, Grandma!" rather than
"Grandma, is that your nipple?" I don't make it as much about the millions of people who would be
disappointed if I were to have some sort of meltdown or scandal or something that made everyone feel like
my character wasn't what they thought it was. I think more about the people in my life that would
disappoint: my mom, my dad, my kids, if I ever have them. And that way it's not as much pressure as
thinking about the millions of little minds that you must be shaping. I'm trying to live my life with some
sort of thoughtfulness put into my actions, but it's not because I feel like I'm the president of the
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International Babysitters Club.

-oes it annoy you when people say you don't write your own songs, or that someone else is
pulling the strings of your career?
I haven't heard any of the people I respect in the music industry or in journalism, saying that they think I
don't write my own songs. I think, when I put out Speak Now, which was my third album, and I decided I
was just going to write it entirely on my own, to me that was enough of a statement. I felt like I could move
on from that. I felt like I had proved my point. That was when I felt free to collaborate with whoever I
wanted, because if you actually listen to the music, you can tell that the lyrics are written by the same
person. And it's not a ghostwriter. It's not some weird, you know-everyone's got those weird Shakespeare
theories that someone else did all his stuff for him. Not to ever compare yourself to Shakespeare. But
people need to poke holes in things because of their own stuff. It's not about me.
And we all know it's a feminist issue. My friend Ed [Sheeran], no one questions whether he writes
everything. In the beginning, I liked to think that we were all on the same playing field. And then it
became pretty obvious to me that when you have people sort of questioning the validity of a female
songwriter, or making it seem like it's somehow unacceptable to write songs about your real emotions.hat it somehow makes you irrational and overemotional-seeing that over the years changed my view. It's
a little discouraging that females have to work so much harder to prove that they do their own things. I see
Nicki Minaj and Iggy Azalea having to prove that they write their own raps or their own lyrics, and it
makes me sad, because they shouldn't have to justify it.
As a female celebrity, having your body picked over, in a way that doesn't happen for male

celebrities-how do you deal?
I refuse to buy into these comparisons, because you don't see it happening to men. All you seem to see is
"Which New Mother Is Sexier?" "Who's the Hotter Mama?" "Who's Got The Better Booty?" If we continue
to show young girls that they are being compared to other girls, we're doing ourselves a huge disservice as
a society. I surround myself with smart, beautiful, passionate, driven, ambitious women. Other women
who are killing it should motivate you, thrill you, challenge you and inspire you rather than threaten you
and make you feel like you're immediately being compared to them. The only thing I compare myself to is
me, two years ago, or me one year ago. How does 1989 measure up to Red, sales-wise? You just try to lead
by example, and you hope, someday, that if we talk about feminism enough, maybe we'll start to actually

-

see it make a difference in the way young girls perceive themselves and each other.
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Does it annoy you to have photographers everywhere you go? Are you at risk of becoming a
shut-in?

0

Yeah, every outing is documented. So any outing I've been on, you've seen photos of. Any other time, I'm
at home. Or I have my friends over and we cook dinner and talk and sit on the roof and laugh about things
and gossip and whatever.
It's honestly like, if I'm in the mood to be held accountable for every single article of clothing on my body,
and whether it matches, and if it clashes, and if it's on trend, then I go out. But if I'm not interested in
undergoing that kind of debate and conversation-regarding how I'm walking, whether I look tired, how
my makeup is right, what's that mark on my knee, did you hurt yourself?-! just don't go out. I try to
evaluate whether I'm in the right emotional space to deal with that, and if I'm not, then I just stay in. And
I'm perfectly happy staying in.

What do you have planned for the tour?
I know that with the way the fans have latched onto this album, the setlist will be predominantly songs
from 1989. You know, when I go back and play songs I know they want to hear, like "Love Story" or
"Trouble," it'll be interesting to reimagine them so that the fans get a new experience that feels in keeping

0

with 1989. But I'm so excited. I have so many things I've been dreaming up for this.

If you look at the makeup of my previous music, as far as production elements go, there are a lot of live
drums, acoustic guitars, electric guitars, and live bass. And if you look at the landscape of 1989, it's mostly
synths and automated drums and these kind of big epic synth pad sounds, and key bass, and layered
vocals. I have a very big band, there are, what, 14 of us, so what you're going to end up with is more of a
live feel in that it's going to be filled in and more dramatic with more layers to it, but never to the point
where it's going to feel noisy or overcrowded. The music on this tour is going to live a little bit in that
world, and thank God, my fans really seem to like that world.
The challenge with a stadium show is making those people in the very top row feel like they got an
intimate, personal experience. On the Red tour we achieved that sense of intimacy by having acoustic
moments, and moments where I was telling stories about these songs. I don't like to scream at the
audience, I like to talk to them.
I really like for there to be something theatrical about what we do on stage. When I was younger, I was just
obsessed with Broadway shows. As much as I can show these audiences an element of that theatrical
nature to a performance, I think that it allows them to escape from their lives a little bit more. So when
http://time.com/3578249/taylor-swift•inte.-view/
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you have a show like that it's very difficult to change up the setlist every night. I keep the setlist pretty

enuch intact, but we have little variables-I usually do different acoustic son~s every night. In the past, I
have brought out dozens of guest artists not to perform my songs but to perform their songs and I'll take a
verse. And those are the things that make me the happiest, because the reality of the situation is that most
of the kids in the audience have YouTubed the entire concert before they got there. They know exactly
what's going to happen next unless I call up another artist and have a secret rehearsal soundcheck and
surprise the crowd with something they genuinely weren't expecting. I should be getting on that now, look
into a booking agent for these things.
But it's worth it because I really want them to have that genuine moment of surprise. It's very rare in this
day and age to surprise people, but I really like doing it.

Do you have, a dream onstage guest?
I love Iggy Azalea, I love Haim. I'd say Vance Joy, but he's opening up the tour, so he'll be there anyway. ,
The things that I try to really focus on when bringing out people as surprise guests is what do my fans
really want to see, what would they lose their minds over? Not to show too many of my cards here-but I
have probably 10 guests that I'm thinking about that would be amazing. But you know, these have to be
-rtists that would get up there and play for the love of playing, because they're not paid for being there,
and they usually have to switch up their schedules. The people who have done it in the past-it's been
astonishing to me, because it's been Nicki Minaj, and Usher, and T.I., these huge artists who could be
anywhere else. And you can tell who loves playing live if they're willing to come and play for free on one of
my stadium shows.

Is there a singular moment from touring that sent your endorphin levels higher than they'd
ever been before?
There are moments that happen live where you get to see humanity do what they're going to do, and you
can't ever anticipate what they're going to do. I played a stadium right outside of Boston a couple years
ago. It was outdoor, perfect, clear weather forecast. And in the middle of the show, a torrential downpour
starts. In my head, the first thing I'm thinking is, Everyone's going to leave. We're seven songs into this
show, and they're going to leave. I'm going to be playing to no one. And it's going to look just like my
nightmares look. But instead ofleaving, they just danced. They all danced in the rain together, and I still,
years later, have people come up to me in public, at some restaurant or wherever they run into me, and
they'll say, "I was at the show where it rained. I was at the Rain Show." And I know exactly what they're
ealking about, because we have these moments and these memories that bond us, like the time I looked
http://time.com/3578249/taylor,swift•interview/
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out there and saw everyone dancing, when it was the complete opposite of what I thought they were going
to do, and it's those moments of human interaction that happen on tour that you can't getju~t watching a o
song climb the charts, sitting in your house.

You recently moved to New York. Are you a Knicks fan now?
Yeah, totally.

You realize they're not very good.
I love them, though. Why does that matter? So you run into a bunch of different, interesting types of
people at the Met Ball. I've gone the last four years. And the most normal people at that event, every single
time, are Amar'e Stoudemire and his wife Alexis. I talk with them and hang with them every time I'm
there. So I've always had this sort of love of the Kllicks, just because Amar' e is so cool. And also I
performed at the Kllicks'-at Madison Square Garden's-Kids Talent Competition at halftime when I was
12 or 13. And

ever since then I've had this kind of sparkly, magical opinion of Madison Square Garden and

the Kllicks, since they let me sing when I was a little kid.

Condensed and edited from separate interviews in September and November.
Read next:
o

Go Behind TIME's Taylor Swift Cover With Photographer Martin Schoeller

o

Taylor Swift's Spotify Paycheck Mystery
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Taylor Swift Can, We Can't: Songwriters Call on Congress to Take
-Action I Commentary By Bart Herbison
Nov. 12, 2014, 7:26 p.m.
Recently, recording artist Taylor Swift made a business decision. She chose not to allow the musicstreaming service Spotify to use songs from her new album, "1989." Taylor has that right, as do other
American recording artists and their record labels. Songwriters don't.
Rules established by Congress in 1909 created what is called a "compulsory license" for songwriters who
must allow interactive digital streaming services use of their creations. American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers and Broadcast Music, Inc. consent decrees from World War II contain similar
rules for streaming music. So, songwriters have no authority in the music marketplace to deny use of
songs even if the royalty rates are ridiculously low. Services such as Spotify pay micro-pennies to
songwriters and composers that can amount to just a few dollars for millions of plays. Such dismal royalty
earnings have resulted in the profession of American songwriter headed toward extinction.
-uring a hearing in June 2014 on music licensing before the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts,
Intellectual Property and the Internet, Rep. Judy Chu, D-Calif., queried songwriter witness Lee Thomas
Miller, president of the Nashville Songwriters Association. "Let's assume the status quo prevails. What
does the world look like in five years for songwriters?" Chu asked.
"We've lost 80 to 90 percent of [America's] songwriters over the last 12 years. Five years is a long time, so
I don't know. I fear what that would mean. If we continue to move toward more of a streaming model it
seems catastrophic. I hope Congress will take all of the facts into consideration and understand that an
American profession is in a lot of trouble," Miller responded.
The Songwriter Equity Act takes a step in the right direction by allowing the Copyright Royalty Board and
federal rate court judges who respectively set sales and performance royalty rates to consider marketplace
evidence they cannot presently utilize to determine more appropriate payments for songwriters. The
legislation, introduced by Reps. Doug Collins, R-Ga., and Hakeem Jeffries, D-N.Y., in the House and
Republican Sens. Lamar Alexander and Bob Corker of Tennessee in the Senate, was one focus of the music
licensing hearings earlier this year.

9ongwriters are also asking the Department of Justice, which oversees performance royalty collection
http://www.rollcall.com/news/taylor_swift_can_ we_cant_songwriters_cal l_on_congress_to_take_action-237842• 1,html?pos=oopih
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societies ASCAP and BMI through DOJ Consent Decrees from World War II, to make bold changes to
move from government control of songwriter royalty rates to a free marketplace.

0

"I can make you laugh or cry. I can make you do both inside the same 3-minute story. That's the power of
music, and it all begins with a song," Miller testified. "Congress, I ask you on behalf of my family and the
families of American songwriters to change the archaic government regulations that prohibit us from
pursuing a fair market opportunity for the songs we create."
I met Taylor Swift when she was 14. When she played "Tim McGraw," "Picture to Burn," and "Our Song"
that day in my office, I knew she was destined to become a star. But she became an international success
without the promotional value that streaming services boast that they afford artists. Taylor may eventually
allow Spotify to stream songs from her new album. She has that option. Rather than the government
setting the rates and rules, songwriters should have marketplace options too.

0
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Taylor Swift v. Spotify: Internet I<illed the Video Star

In case you missed it last week, pop megastar Taylor Swift created a minor controversy last week by
pulling her songs off the popular streaming service Spotify, on the basis that Spotify underpaid artists for
their work. As Mark Hemingway noted, the economics of Spotify do not make a tremendous amount of
sense from the perspective of musicians:
But if you care about music, ultimately you have to care about musicians, and musicians have
value. Taylor Swift may be incapable of writing an introspective lyric to save her life, but she's
figured out this much. In an article in the Wall Street Journanast year she wrote:
Music is art, and art is important and rare. Important, rare things are valuable. Valuable
things should be paid for. It's my opinion that music should not be free, and my
prediction is that individual artists and their labels will someday decide what an album's
price point is. I hope they don't underestimate themselves or undervalue their art.
Undervaluing aitists is exactly what streaming services do. Spotify pays a royalty rate of .006 to
.0086 per song that's streamed. If a band or artist streams a million songs on Spotify, that's only
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$6,000 to $8,600-around what you'd earn if you sold just 500 albums at $15 a pop.
Many of the people who are criticizing Taylor Swift for this are raising a number of red herrings, such as the fact that unlike the artists that Swift is purporting to stick up for, Swift does not need the money from
Spotify which (in their mind) makes her a poor vehicle for carrying this message. However, as with the
fight over Napster, it absolutely has to be an artist with the clout of Swift to force changes in the system a marginal artist pulling his music from Spotify hurts only himself and forces no change to the system.
Until and unless a musician becomes a megastar, they can no more afford to refuse to participate in
Spotify these days than they could refuse to allow radio stations to play their music in days gone past, as
Spotify and similar streaming services now serve as the primary drivers of market introduction that are
the lifeblood of finding and disseminating new music talent to the public.
It might be worth asking at this point how musicians allowed themselves to be place in this predicament.

The answer (sadly and simply) is that social mores against theft of the property of musicians broke down
at the same time as technology provided the means for such theft to occur easily and without significant
fear of consequences. Thus musicians face a market force that is (at present) almost unique in the
marketplace - the reality that their product will face widespread (in fact, nearly universal) theft if it is
priced "too high," as "too high" is determined by noted economics experts in high school classrooms
across America.
As Hemingway noted, the generation that arose during the construction of the Internet developed

troubling beliefs about the nature and existence of private property itself, at least with respect to
intellectual property. When Napster, Kazaa and the like made it easily possible to obtain music without
paying for it (i.e., stealing it), most people who had access to the technology did so with little or no moral
compunction. The justifications offered for this theft would not have passed muster for any other product,
but it occurred anyway.
"Record companies charge exorbitant prices for CDs!" claimed the thieves. PepsiCo charges a ludicrous
amount for a 20 oz bottle of Pepsi relative to what it costs to produce a bottle of Pepsi, but people who
think Pepsi costs too much just don't buy Pepsi; they don't feel entitled to steal it. "The artists are so rich
they don't need my money!" The CEO of McDonald's is presumably richer than all but the most successful
of musical artists but that doesn't mean that people are morally justified in taking their mediocre burgers
without paying for them.
The record companies attempted a number of unsuccessful tactics to address the widespread theft of their
property but learned quickly that any measure taken to protect their property under copyright laws
http://www. redstate .com /2 014 / 11 /12/tay lor-swift - spotify -i nternet-ki lied -v ideo -star/
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resulted in terrible PR because their customers rejected the principle that they were compelled by law to

eay

for services received. Thus, streaming services like Spotify have become essentially the norm for

modern artists - they are paid almost nothing for downloads and are thankful to receive it. Now more
than ever, if you are a musician, you had better hope that you can command significant live audiences or
any dreams of making a large paycheck will be just that - dreams.
This new economic reality will (and probably already has) had deleterious effects on the quantity and
quality of popular music available on the market. The life of a struggling, pre-fame artist is a difficult one;
travel conditions are awful, the pay is insufficient to live on, and frustration and rejection are nearly
constant. The only thing that causes artists to persevere through years and years of this is the small hope
of a large payday at the end of the road someday. As that payday becomes smaller and smaller
prospectively, more and more artists should be expected to give up the game prematurely and more
quality art will be lost to history. Sadly, the artists who will be lost will be those whose craft has been
honed on the anvil of adversity and real life struggle for acceptance - and they will presumably be
replaced by plastic veneer artists foisted upon us by reality television shows like American Idol and The
Voice.
In full disclosure, I wrote this post while listening to Dawes' excellent album North Hills on Spotify - and I
.ould have likely never heard of the artist or the album if not for Spotify's radio service. But I fully support
Taylor Swift's fight to reform the economics of modern streaming services - and if that means I have to
pay significantly more for Spotify's service or go back to an iTunes like model for music, I will happily do
so - because ultimately, the content that has been created belongs to the artists both morally and legally,
and I support their right to distribute it (or not) as they see fit, just like I do with any physical property
that has ever been created. And whatever you think about Taylor Swift's music (personally, although pop
is not really my thing, I find her better than most pop artists currently working), you should recognize that
what she is ultimately fighting against is the death of quality music altogether.
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Irving Azoff Threatens to Yank 20,000 Songs from YouTube
(Exclusive)

e

Jeffrey Mayer/Universal Music Group

Many works composed by popular musicians including The Eagles, Pharrell Williams, Boston,
Foreigner, John Lennon, Smokey Robinson, Chris Cornell and George and Ira Gershwin
could be headed off YouTube.
On Wednesday, just as Google announced the coming launch ofYouTube Music Key, its much-anticipated
subscription service to compete against Spotify and Pandora, a compensation dispute was triggered.
Music industry heavyweight Irving Azofftells The Hollywood Reporter that he is prepared to take 42 of
his clients, representing some 20,000 copyrighted works, away from the YouTube ecosystem including the
new subscription service. The move is a huge shot across Google's bow, perhaps even more significant
than Taylor Swift's much-discussed decision a week ago to remove her songs from Spotify over doubts
about royalties.
h tip ://www. hol lywood reporter. com / th r-esq/i rv i ng-azoff- th reatens -ya n k- 2 0000 - 7 48631
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Azoff is the former chairman of Live Nation who is now spearheading a new venture, Global Music Rights
-GMR), aimed at extracting higher performance rights royalties for songwriters. Traditionally, those rights
have been handled by ASCAP and BMI, which have been hamstrung by consent decrees with the Justice
Department that requires a license be given whenever an outlet requests it.
Although the DOJ is currently reviewing the consent decrees, Azoff is moving quickly and has a message
that appeals to many songwriters: As consumers gravitate more and more to streaming services in lieu of
purchasing music, these services should be contributing more compensation to the ones who compose the
music.
"The way fans listen to music is evolving daily," says Azoff. "GMR is going to give songwriters and
publishers an opportunity to engage in meaningful licensing for their intellectu,al property. The trampling
of writer's rights in the digital marketplace without any regard to their contribution to the creative process
will no longer be tolerated."
Big record labels have made deals with YouTube, owned by Google. Earlier this year, controversy erupted
when smaller independent labels reacted negatively to the licensing terms being offered. At one point,
there was even speculation that works from Adele, The White Stripes, Radiohead and Vampire

-Weekend would be blocked from YouTube, but in the last 24 hours comes reports that Merlin,
representing thousands of small labels around the world, has come to terms with YouTube.
Those deals would only cover sound recording rights, though, which has traditionally brought in the bulk
of revenue from digital services.
The owners of songwriter or publishing rights, on the other hand, have long struggled to see significant
compensation from digital services. In past years, publishers have employed a variety of strategies to
rectify this - suing over novelties like ringtones and targeting YouTube specifically for allowing users to
embed videos with music.
Most recently, the publisher war against YouTube has been fairly quiet with ASCAP and BMI making deals
with YouTube and instead focusing its attention on Pandora. p-niversal and Sony have made direct deals
with Pandora, which is currently in the midst of a dispute over rates with song publishers. But not
everyone has forgotten about YouTube, which according to a recent Nielsen survey, is more popular
among teenagers for music than radio.

-

Irving Azoff certainly has not forgotten.
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Randy Grimmett, who works with Azoff at Global Music Rights, points to publisher deals with Pandora
and says the same thing needs to happen as far as YouTube is concerned. He says "there's no business to

Q

be built upon unlicensed works," and adds that there needs to be "parity" between the songwriter's side
and the record owner's side of the industry.
Unlike ASCAP and BMI and the publishers they represent, Azoff and Grimmett have more negotiating
leverage for doing direct deals with digital services, and so on Tuesday, they are going public in an attempt
to get YouTube to acknowledge that more licensing work needs to be done.
We will update with any response from YouTube.
Email: Eriq.Gardner@THR.com
Twitter: @eriqgardner

0

0
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4tcope of Digital Rights Withdrawal
Following a recent decision from BM l's rate court regarding digital rights withdrawal, BMI posted a notice here to advise our
customers that, as of the dates that were Identified, certain catalogs may no longer be licensed by BMI, With the exception of
George Johnson Music, BMI and the owners and/or administrators of all catalogs have reached agreements that will allow BMI
to continue to license their catalogs for all customers pending further developments.
Please contact your BMI licensing representative if you have any questions or comments.

(as of April 1, 2014)

http://www.bmi.com/licensing/entry/drw
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Cc:

Coletta, John JColetta@BMl.com
Termination of GJM Agreement
October 14, 2014 at 11:51 PM
george@georgejohnson.com
Smith, Alison ASmith@BMl.com

0

Dear Mr. Johnson,

Please excuse our delay in responding. I am afraid that I thought we had sent you the following some
time ago and were awaiting confirmation from you.
Further to our recent correspondence with respect to your status as a BMI-affiliated music publishing
company, this is intended to confirm our understanding and agreement with respect thereto:
1.

George Johnson Music Publishing (GJM) executed a Digital Rights Withdrawal Addendum
(Addendum) to its BMI affiliation agreement (Agreement) pursuant to which it intended to
withdraw from BMI the right to license certain digital transmissions effective January 1, 2014.

2.

Following the December 18, 2013 decision in the BMI rate court on Pandora's motion for
summary judgment relating to rights withdrawal, BMI offered to suspend the effective date of
the Addendum until January 1, 2015 so that BMI would continue to license GJM repertoire for
all purposes in 2014 pending further developments in the BMI rate court and/or our request for
modifications to our consent decree to allow for the withdrawal contemplated by the Addendum
without impacting BMI's right to license other uses.

3.

After considering BMI's offer, GJM advised BMI that it was not prepared to suspend the
effective date of the Addendum, and would instead accept that BMI would no longer have the
right to license the GJM repertoire for any uses as of January 1, 2014.

4.

Without conceding their respective positions on the validity or enforceability of the Addendum,
and in light of the fact that BMI has suspended the effective dates for withdrawal by all of the
other BMI affiliates that executed an Addendum, BMI and GJM have agreed to terminate GJM's
affiliation agreement with BMI effective January 1, 2014.

5.

BMI will continue to pay GJM any royalties that may become due for performances occurring
prior to the January 1, 2014 effective date of termination.

0

Please confirm your agreement to, and acceptance of, the foregoing by replay e-mail.
Thanks.
John Coletta
VP, International Legal & Business Affairs
BMI
212-220-3152

•• BMI DISCLAIMER •• This message is intended only for the use of the Addressee and may contain information that is PRIVILEGED and
CONFIDENTIAL. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination of this communication is strictly
nrnhihi ♦ nrl
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immediately. Thank you.

From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

George Johnson george@georgejohnson.com
Re: Pandora License
November 7, 2013 at 4:12 PM
Chris Harrison charrison@pandora.com

0

Thanks Chris, will do.

On Nov 6, 2013, at 6:53 PM, Chris Harrison <charrison@pandora.com> wrote:

George,
It would be great if you could provide a list of compositions / sound recordings you are
prepared to license. I'd like to be able to see if we have any of same in our Music Genome.
Thanks,
csh
From: George Johnson (mailto:qeorge@georqejohnson.com]

Sent: Tuesday, November OS, 2013 5:59 AM
To: Chris Harrison

Subject: Re: Pandora License

Dear Mr. Harrison,
Thank you for the email. BMI has already accepted our digital withdrawal. I would be
interested in a direct license with Pandora. Please forward a direct license agreement and I will
get together all my songs in the BMI catalog and others master recordings that are in no catalog
as of now. Thanks and all the best!

Q
-

George
On Nov 4, 2013, at 5:03 PM, Chris Harrison <charrison@pandora.com> wrote:

Dear Mr. Johnson,
I understand that George Johnson Music ("GJM") intends to withdraw from BMI the right to
license certain new media transmission performing rights effective January 1, 2014. As you
may be aware, on Friday, November 1st , Pandora filed a motion for summary judgment in the
pending BMI - Pandora rate court proceeding seeking a determination that any new media
"withdrawals" do not affect the scope of the BMI repertory subject to Pandora's consent
decree license for the same reasons successfully advanced by Pandora in the ASCAP rate
court earlier this year. If Pandora secures the relief it seeks on its motion, Pandora's BMI
license would cover performances of GJM - BMI catalog works (the "Works") through
December 31, 2017, and Pandora would not require direct licenses covering performances
of the Works.
Based on the briefing schedule set last week by the Judge Stanton, who oversees
proceedings under BMl's consent decree, it is expected that Pandora's motion will be fully

0

briefed by the parties by sometime in early December. I write to propose a mechanism to
address the possibility that the Court may not rule on Pandora's summary judgment motion
until after December 31, 2013 (or sufficiently in advance of that date to allow time, in the
event the Court does not grant Pandora the relief it seeks, for the parties to negotiate a direct
license or to enable Pandora - assuming it is provided with the necessary information to
identify the Works - to remove the Works from the Pandora service before GJM's withdrawal
from BMI becomes effective). I propose that GJM agree that its new media rights withdrawal
from BMI will not become effective as to Pandora (if permitted at all) until a reasonable period
of time after a final judicial determination (no longer subject to appeal) of Pandora's summary
judgment motion. Alternatively, Pandora requests that GJM agree that it will not bring
infringement claims or seek statutory copyright infringement damages against Pandora for
performances of the Works taking place from January 1, 2014, until a reasonable period of .
time after a final judicial determination (no longer subject to appeal) of Pandora's summary
judgment motion, with the understanding that if direct licensing is required for Pandora's
performance of the Works by virtue of said judicial resolution of Pandora's summary
judgment motion, the parties will seek to agree upon such direct license terms as soon as
possible after said judicial resolution.
Also, in light of the foregoing circumstances, Pandora requests that GJM, as soon as
possible, provide information to Pandora and/or permit Pandora to use GJM-supplied
information identifying all the Works that GJM intends to withdraw from BMl's licensing
authority effective January 1, 2014, including the identity of any co-owners of said works and
the percentage shares of ownership of said co-owners, so that Pandora can consider
removing such works from its service if the parties are unable to agree on direct license
terms (should direct licensing be required as discussed above).
Pandora appreciates your prompt reply given the deadline under which we are operating
associated with GJM's imminent effort to "withdraw".from BMI the right to license Pandora.
Sincerely,
csh
Christopher S. Harrison I Assistant General Counsel I Pandora
2101 Webster St., Suite 1650, Oakland, CA 94610
(: 510.858.3049 8:charrison@pandora.com

615-242-9999
george@georgejohnson.com

GEO MUSIC GROUP
Geo Group Music Publishing ASCAP
George Johnson Music Publishing BMI
23 Music Square East, Suite 204
Nashville, TN 37203
www.georgejohnson.com
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Common stock purchase or sale:
Transaction
& Date
2014-11-04
Sale

Reported
Date
2014-11-05
4 : 53 om

2014-11-03
Sale

Company

Symbol

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

2014-11-05
4 :03 pm

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

2014-10-28
Sale

2014-10-29
5 :23 pm

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

2014-10-28
Sale

2014-10-29
5: 21 pm

Pandora Media, Inc.

2014-10-15
Sale
2014-10-06
Sale
2014-10-01-2014-10-02
Sale
2014-09-15
Sale
2014-09-04
Sale

2014-10-17
5: 50 om
2014-10-08
5: 13 om
2014-10-02
5: 01 pm
2014-09-17
4 :34 om
2014-09-05
4 :36 om

Pandora Media, Inc.

Insider
Relationshio
K8V~!;B RQBERT M
(Director)
~gr1:o TimQth\!'.
(Founder
Director)

Sz!: D~vig L
(Director

(Founder
Director}

TrlmQI!: JQhn

E

(Chief Revenue Officer)

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

KAVNER RQBERT l'1
(Director)

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

(Chief Revenue Officer)

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

(Chief Revenue Officer)

Tri!l]Ql!l JQhn
TrlmQl!l JQhn
KAVNER RQBERT M

$475,740

499,514
(Direct)

~

30, 000

$19.42

$582,720

630,828
(Direct)

~

84,213

$20

$1,684,260

499,514
(Direct)

~

$425,080

113,067
(Direct)

~

~

$21.25

10,000

$24 .62

$246,187

182,931
(Indirect)

40,000

$23.48

$939,222

113,067
(Direct)

View

20,000

$26.33

$526,624

113,067
(Direct)

~

View

$27.44

$1,097,680

113,067
(Direct)

View

75,300

$27.32

$2,056,932

10,431, 052
(Indirect)

View

249,200

$27.24

$6,789,318

10,506,352
(Indirect)

View

CRQSSLINK CAPITAL INC
(Affiliate of Director)

142,000

$27.27

$3,872,240

10,755,552
(Indirect)

~

CBQSSLmK CAPITAL INC

75,800

$27.34

$2,072,228

10,897,552
(Indirect)

View

$562,256

112,900
(Direct)

~
~

CBQSSLJ~~ CAelT8L INC

2014-08-27
2 :34 pm

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

CRQSSLINK CAPITAL INC

2014-08-25
5: 32 pm

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

Pandora Media, Inc.

e
E

20,000

40,000

E

2014-08-04
Sale

$20

$265,595

Pandora Media, Inc.

2014-08-07
Sale

23 ,787

~

$26.56

E

Pandora Media, Inc.

$188,428

10,000

Pandora Media, Inc.

2014 - 08- 22
2:01 om
2014- 08-19
6 : 52 om
2014-08-15
6:28 om
2014-08-12
4 : 19 om

$18.84

Filing

186,931
(Indirect)

E

2014-09-03
4:30 om
2014-08-29
4 : 18 om

10,000

10% owner)

Pandora Med ia, Inc.

2014-09-02
Sale
2014-08-27
Sale
2014-08-25-2014-08-26
Sale
2014-08-21-2014-08-22
Sale
2014-08-20
Sale
2014-08-15
Sale
2014-08-15
Sale
2014-08-11
Sale

Average
Price

~ g r e n IimQth)!'.

E

Total
Amount

Shares
Ownershio
297,473
(Indirect)

Shares
Traded

(Director)

IrimQl!l JQhn
(Chief Revenue Officer)
(Affiliate of Director)

(Affiliate of Director)

(Affiliate of Director)

TrlmQI!: JQhn
(Chief Revenue Officer)

20,000

$28.11

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

CRQSSI.INK CAeIIAI. INC
(Affiliate of Director)

512

$28 .31

$14,495

10,973,352
(Indirect)

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

47, 757

$25.41

$1,213,716

6,996
(Direct)

~

2014-08-11
4 : 55 pm

Pandora Media, Inc.

!;QTCH!;R P!;I!;R C
(Director)
~gr1:n TimQthv.

E

(Founder
Director)

75,000

$25.49

$1,911,897

286,314
(Direct)

View

2014-08-05
6 : 14 om

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

~AVNEB BQB!;RT M
(Director)

10,000

$25.06

$250,582

190, 931
(Indirect)

~
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2014-08-01
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2014-07-15
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2014-07-01
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Pandora Med ia, Inc.

E

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

Pandora Media , Inc.

E

Pandora Media , Inc.

E

Pandora Media, Inc.

E
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Trimble John
(Chief Revenue Officer)

Trimble John
(Chief Revenue Officer)

KAVNER ROBERT M
(Director)

Trimble John
(Chief Revenue Officer)

Trimble John
(Chief Revenue Officer)

40,000

$24 .64

$985,644

112,900

20,000

$26 .56

$531 , 126

112, 900

10,000

$28 .29

$282,910

194, 931

40,000

$29 .63

$1,185,204

112,900

20,000

$26 .94

$538, 732

85,374

~

(Direct)

~

(Direct)

.

(Indirect)

~

(Direct)

View

(Direct)

Other transactions:
Transaction
& Date

Reported
Date

2014-11-03
Exercise

2014- 11- 05
4 :03 pm

2014-10-30
Ontion Award
2014-10-13-2014- 10-28
Exercise
Gift
2014-10-20
Ootion Award
2014- 10- 15
Exercise
2014-10-01-2014-10-02
Exercise
2014-09-15
Tax Withholdino
2014-09- 15
Exercise
2014-09-02
Exercise
2014 -08-29
Other
2014-08- 28-2014-08 - 29
Other
2014-08-15
Ontion Award
2014-08-15
Ootion Award
2014-08-15
Ontion Award

2014- 10-30
4 : 29 om

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

2014 - 10- 29
5 : 21 pm

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

BENE ST!;;el:H;[':I ~
(GENERAL COUNSEL AND SECRETARY)

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

Trimble John
(Chief Revenue Officer)

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

(Chief Revenue Officer)

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

Fleming-Wood Simon

Pandora Media , Inc.

E

Trimble John

Pandora Media , Inc.

E

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

2014-10- 21
4 : 36 om
2014-10 - 17
5:50 om
2014- 10-0 2
5:01 pm
2014 -09- 17
4:35 om
2014- 09- 17
4 : 34 om
2014-09 -03
4:30 om
2014- 09- 02
4 : 56 om
2014-09-02
4 : 55 pm
2014 -09 -02
4: 12 om
2014 - 09- 02
4 : 12 om

2014 -09 -02
4 : llom

Company

Pandora Media , Inc.

Symbol

E

Insider
Relationship
Westergren TimothY.
(Founder
Director)

Phil Ii ps ~
(Chier Product Officer)

(Founder
Director)

Trimble John

(Chief Marketing Officer)
(Chief Revenue Officer)

Trimble John
(Chief Revenue Officer)

Feuille James
(Drrector)

CROSSLINK CAPITA!. INC

E

Pandora Med ia, Inc.

E

Fleming-Wood Simon

E

Trimble John

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

{Affiliate of Of rector)

(Chief Marketing Officer)
(Chief Revenue Officer)

Herring Mithael S
(Chief Financial Officer)

2014-08- 19
6 : 52 pm

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

2014-08-15
Exercise

2014- 08- 19
6 : 52 om

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

2014-08-13
Other

2014 -08 - 15
6 : 28 pm

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

CROSSLINK CAPITAL INC

2014- 08- 15
6 : 28 pm

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

Feuille James

2014-08- 12
6 :08 pm

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

Feuille James

2014 - 08-12
6 : 07 om

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

CROSSL!NK CAPITAL INC

2014 -08 - 11
4 : 55 pm

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

Pandora Media , Inc.

E

2014- 08- 04
4 : 06 om
2014 -07- 17
4 :04 om
2014- 07 - 11
5: 14 pm

2014-06- 24
Gift

2014- 07- 08
4:11 pm

2014-07-01
Exercise
2014-03-17
Tax Withholdi nnlAl.
2014-06-16
Exercise
2014- 06- 12
Other

2014 -07-02
4 : 39 pm
2014-07- 02
4 : 38 pm
2014- 06 - 17
4:47 om
2014-06- 16
5 :01 om

(President, Chairman and CEO
Director)

Trimble John
(Chief Revenue Officer)

(Affiliate of Director)

{Director)

(Director)

(Affiliate of Director)

Westergren Timothv.

Pandora Media, Inc.
Pandora Media, Inc.

E
E

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

Pandora Media, Inc.

E

Pandora Media, Inc.
Pandora Media, Inc.
Pandora Media, Inc.
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23,787

$0 .28

Total
Amo unt

$6, 660

E
E
E

(Founder
Director)

Trimble John
(Chief Revenue Officer)

Trimble John
(Chief Revenue Officer)

Trimble John
(Chief Revenue Officer)

KAVNER ROBERT M
(Director)

Trimble John
(Chief Revenue Officer)

Trimble John
(Chief Revenue Officer)

Trimble John
(Chief Revenue Orficer)

Feuille James
(Director)

Shares
Dwnershio

523,301
(Direct)

98 ,200

98, 200

$0

$0

587,942

$0.006674

$3, 924

84,000

$0

$0

84,000
133,067

(Direct)

(Direct
Indirect)

(Di rect )

20 ,000

$0 .16

$3,200

40, 000

$3.572

$142,863

22, 187

$ 25 .92

$575,087

93,347

20, 000

$0.16

$3 ,200

133,067

40, 000

$3.571

$142,850

153,067

62,370

$0

$0

407, 797

(Direct)

116,567
(Di rect)

(Direct)
( Direct)
(Di rect)

View
~

(Indirect)

~

~
~

llie.\Y
~
~

llie.\Y
~

9, 599, 552

1,209,500

$0

$0

543

$23 .95

$13,002

115,543

$3,999

113,067
17,758

167

Filing

583,727

$23 .95

6 58

$23 .95

$15,756

49,608

$28.17

$1,397,457

20,000

$0 .16

$3 ,200

MCANDR!;;WS ~RIAN P

2014-08-15
Tax Withholding

2014- 08- 13-2014-08- 14
Other
20 14-08-08-2014-08-11
Gift
Other
2014-08-08
Other
2014-07-22-2014-08-07
Exercise
Gift
2014-08-01
Exercise
2014-07-15
Exercise
2014-07-01
Exercise®

Average
Price

Westergren TimothY.

Pandora Media, Inc.

Pandora Media, Inc.

Shares
Traded

~

(Direct
Indirect)
(Direct)
(Drrect)

llie.\Y
Vi
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Silicon Valley will destroy your job: Amazon, Facebook and
our sick new economy

e

An Amazon River legend says that its famous pink river dolphins sometimes become
shapeshifters and assume human form to seduce unwary travelers and lure them to a magical
city called Encante. The catch is that this city is underwater. Once you've been there you can
never go back home.
That's the thing about myths: There's always a catch.
Our society runs on a digital myth, which says that the technology-based economy is different,
special and somehow not subject to the principles of mathematics and human nature that
govern the rest of our lives. This myth tells us there is something called a "sharing economy,"
a wealth-creating phenomenon with no downsides and no human costs. It tells us that we use
services like Google and Facebook for "free." And it insists that corporations like Amazon
have unlocked magical technology secrets that allow them to bring the wonders of the world http ://www.salon .com/201 4/1 0/2 4/sil icon_ valley _ w i Il_des troy _your _job _amazon_f acebook_and_ou r _s ick_new _economy I
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to our doorstep through something like prestidigitation.

4trhe Amazon River myth has one major advantage over the Amazon Corp.'s: The dolphins
may not be magical, but they are precious and beautiful and very real. The tech myth is
nothing but illusions, all the way down.

Amazon was not the first
Don't get me wrong. Being an Amazon customer can offer some very pleasant short-term
gains. Books are inexpensive and instantly available, if you have a Kindle or iPad. Other
products are cheap and convenient. A Prime membership comes with even more discounts,
free two-day delivery and other advantages.
There's no need to hate yourself if you take advantage of these conveniences. But it is
important to ask yourself where they come from, who pays for them and what effect they're
likely to have on our economy and our culture.
Amazon is following a decades-long model for the tech industry. It begins with the rollout of
-heap or "free" services - typically based on the efforts of others - offered at minimal cost in
order to capture a monopoly share of the market. Once that monopoly is obtained, the tech
vendor uses it to extract usurious and typically unanticipated costs. These costs may be borne
by its customers, its vendors (a condition more accurately characterized as "monopsony") or
society as a whole.

And then there was Microsoft
advertisement
That's the story of Microsoft's operating, system. It was reverse-engineered from another
system called CP /M when IBM couldn't close a deal with Digital Research, the company that
owned it. IBM then turned to young Bill Gates for a replacement. As Gates himself
acknowledges, he and his associates built MS/DOS by "taking Digital's manual and writing
operating system."

ttnY
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IBM offered other operating systems with its new PCs, as well as Gates'. That move may have
been intended to mollify the Justice Department's antitrust division, which was considerablyQ
more aggressive in those days. But the Gates/IBM product was offered for only $40, while
users who wanted CP/M were required to pay $240.
The die was cast. In his 1999 ruling against Microsoft, Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson
included an extensive finding of facts. His remedies were overruled on appeal; partly because
he was publicly outspoken about Microsoft's bad behavior, a deal was cut with the new
administration in late 2001. His findings remain compelling. Overall, Jackson found that:

First, Microsoft possesses monopoly power in the market for personal computer (PC)
operating systems;
Second, Microsoft engaged in a wide-ranging effort to protect its operating system monopoly,
utilizing a full array of exclusionary practices; and

Third, Microsoft's actions were harmful to innovation and to consumers.
Jackson, it should be noted, was appointed by President Ronald Reagan.

0

Invisible - but deep - costs
The social and economic cost of this behavior is extensive, but difficult to measure. How do
you quantify the jobs, consumer savings or new revenues that were lost because of
innovations that never took place? Other costs, such as price-fixing, are easier to measure.
Monopoly also expresses itself in an increased concentration of wealth, as fewer companies
are able to compete for market share. That means worsening wealth inequality - about which
Bill Gates, to his credit, recently expressed concern.
Then there's the human cost of product inefficiency, which survives because it's protected
from competitors who might design a better product. Slow response times? Add-on products
that are difficult to learn and hard to use? Virus problems? The "blue screen of death"? Each
of these would likely have been reduced or eliminated by competition. Instead the overall cost
- in productivity, the loss of precious free time, and frustration - is, in Microsoft's case,

0
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enormous.
~un with numbers: Windows has approximately 92 percent of the PC/laptop operating
system market. According to the United States Census Bureau, 78.9 percent of this country's
122 million households have a personal computer. That means there are more than 88
million households with one or more computers running Windows.
What's the cost? If Windows wastes one hour of the household's time per month- a very
conservative estimate, given its various inefficiencies - that comes to more than a trillion
hours lost each year in this country alone. (And that's not counting lost business
productivity.) Given the average lifespan in this country, that's the equivalent of 1,500
human lives lost every year to Microsoft's monopoly and resulting inefficiencies.
Traditions in both Judaism and Islam say that taking a human life is like murdering an entire
universe. Think about that the next time you're trying to get Outlook to work.

The children of Gates

ahe

monopoly strategy is the tech industry's deep, dark secret. And the amount of time,
money and anguish it extracts from everyone else is ours.

But Microsoft's approach, based as it was in the physical dimension of computer-embedded
software, seems like a blunt experiment when compared to the monopoly/monopsony
enterprises that followed.
Despite its self-promoted reputation for "disruption" and invention, Microsoft's monopoly
approach is Silicon Valley's real business model - and it's been faithfully followed, in one
form or another, by all of the massively successful tech ventures that have come since. (As a
note: We use "monopoly" as shorthand, although in many cases - including Microsoft's we're also describing monopsony practices.)
Facebook is the textbook example. Although it was never distinguished by smart design or
ease of use, Facebook moved aggressively to capture a monopolistic share of the social media
~arket. Then came the ads, the interference, the invasions of privacy, manipulation of users'
http://www.salon.com/2014/1 0/24/silicon_valley_will_destroy_your_job_amazon_facebook_and_our_sick_new _economy/
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news feeds for the corporation's own purposes - not to mention invasions of privacy and the
sale of personal data to third parties.

Q

Facebook builds nothing, manufactures nothing, creates nothing. Instead it encourages its
users to do the creating, then "charges" them in invisible ways - by redirecting their time and
attention to produce profits for itself.
YouTube, like Facebook, never generated its own content. It built its monopoly position by
offering free access to the creative work of others. Once firmly established on its monopolistic
throne, it began forcing viewers to watch advertisements before viewing videos.
That's the model: First lure them in and establish your monopoly, then monetize.
YouTube is now owned by Google, which also commands a monopoly share of its market.
Unlike some of its less-gifted peers, Google is a genuinely inventive and talented company.
But, like its peers, it has relied heavily on government-funded technology (the Internet,
computers, smartphones) and government-funded research to capture its monopoly share. It
has used its monopoly to redirect users' attention, and to exert frightening levels of control
over users' experience of the world.

0

Third variety
Now a new generation of would-be monopolies is on the move. The most aggressive of them is
the martially named "Uber," which recently distinguished itself by earning an "F" rating from
the Better Business Bureau.
Uber is following the path laid down by its forebears: First, identify a core market. Second,
establish a monopoly position. Then capitalize on that position, either by squeezing
customers and/ or vendors or by using it to expand into additional markets.
Uber's CEO has already described his long-term vision for the company as that of an "instant
gratification" service that could provide customers whatever they want, whenever they want
it. That has led to publicity stunts like "Uber ice cream" delivery, "Uber roses" for Valentine's
Day, Texas barbecue, helicopter rides and even "Uber kittens," which were delivered to
http://www.salon.com/2014/10/24/silicon_valley_wi11_destroy_your_job_amazon_facebook_and_our_sick_new_economy/
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customers for 15-minute snuggles. (Did anybody ask the kittens how they felt about that?)

-As

Paul Krugman has noted, Amazon is behaving more like a monopsony than a monopoly,
using its market position to drive down vendor prices rather than jack up consumer prices.
Uber's doing both. It has been using market position to force drivers into accepting lower
wages. And it has telescoped the "lure 'em, then monetize 'em" strategy into a very short time
frame. First it attracts customers with low-cost rides, then it uses something called "surge
pricing" to jack up charges at peak times (and, it has been charged, to make unseemly profits
from Hurricane Sandy).

Serial monopoly
When Franklin Poer launched an anti-Amazon broadside in the New Republic last week,
Annie Lowrey and Matt Yglesias were among those who argued that the Bezos outfit was not
in fact a monopoly. Lowrey, offering the more balanced argument of the two, acknowledges
that Amazon has "something like a monopoly" over the books market and that this position
"has become harmful."
~ut, Lowrey adds, "this is cherry-picking." She goes on to observe that Amazon has only
about 15 percent of the overall e-commerce market and "faces fierce competition from
traditional retailers."
That's missing the point - although, to be fair, it's a point that Poer never gets around to
making. It's true that Amazon isn't a monopoly or monopsony in anything except books yet. But it has demonstrated through its actions that it intends to become one in every market
it serves. It has used its enormous cash flow - cash flow based on government-provided tax
breaks - in order to act proactively and ruthlessly to eliminate future competitors. While it's
far from a monopoly in diapers, for example, it used its revenue base to engage in brutal price
competition with Diapers.com (which it then acquired).
This strategy could be described as "serial monopoly" and "serial monopsony." It enters a
market, leverages an economic advantage (sales tax exemptions, revenues from other product
lines) and then preys on competitors until it reaches something like a monopoly position.

-
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Serial monopolists are always thinking about the next market to be dominated. Today's
revenues are often directed toward that end, rather than to short-term profits.

0

That's why arguments like Yglesias' miss the mark. When Yglesias writes that "'low and often
non-existent 'profits' and 'monopoly' are not really concepts that go together," he's working
from an old playbook. In the new "serial monopoly" model, they go together very well.
Uber's leaders may not be as shrewd as Bezos, and their early move to "surge pricing" may
have tipped their hand too soon. But "serial monopoly" is Uber's model, too. That's what
those ice cream cones and kittens were really all about.
In one way the serial monopolists are a new creature, spawned from technology that allows
them to enter new markets without initially manufacturing or warehousing the merchandise
themselves. In another sense theirs is an old tactic, one that would have been familiar to the
railroad tycoons who were setting the price of grain in 19th century America.

War of the worlds
It should come as no surprise that these third-variety tech companies share strategies and
worldviews. They also share many board members, venture capital firms and social

0

connections. Companies like Amazon, Facebook and Uber represent the culmination of
Silicon Valley culture that has been developing over decades. This culture combines oldfashioned monopolistic practices with the latest technology - along with a kitten or two.
This new culture conflicts with more broadly held social values in a number of critical ways.
Its leaders aren't concerned with widely held values like competition or fair play. They're even
less interested in foundational principles like artistic freedom, personal privacy or unbiased
access to information. These values, which are so elemental to the nation's spirit, don't fit
with business models that depend on the manipulation and exploitation of your time,
attention and personal information.
They're extracting more old-fashioned social costs as well. Silicon Valley has colluded to drive
down the cost of its own engineers, as Mark Ames and other have reported. And tech
companies are forcing down wages for everyone from cleanup and security staff to warehouse()
http://www.salon.com/2014/10/24/silicon_valley_will_destroy _your_job_amazon_facebook_and_our_sick_new _economy/
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workers and drivers.

4trhe new order
These corporations are monopolists - and much more. They've quickly assumed
extraordinary influence over our lives. They control what we know, what we see and how we
spend our time. They decide who knows our most intimate secrets. They are acquiring the
kind of power totalitarian governments of the past could only dream about.
Why have we been so quick to idolize the tech economy? Why have we accepted their claims
so uncritically and paid soJittle attention to what they were actually doing? There's the
excitement of the new, and the cachet that comes with great wealth. There may also be an
element of the phenomenon.South American educator Paulo Freire called "the internalization
of the oppressor consciousness," where it becomes more comfortable to accept the values of
the powerful than to confront the fear and sense of responsibility that arise when you
challenge them.
-Whatever its causes, our credulous embrace of the tech culture has left us vulnerable to its
seemingly endless appetites and ambitions. Those ambitions, as expressed by everyone from
its pundit and economist supporters to its own leading executives, add up to nothing less than
the remaking of our economy and culture in their own neolibertarian image.

If that pink dolphin city is anything like the society the tech corporations are creating, then
things we take for granted - things like privacy, competition and a thriving middle class may not exist there. Google's motto is "Don't be evil," and by its own lights these tech
entrepreneurs probably aren't.
Still, Silicon Valley represents a set of values that is amoral by commonly held standards. It's
rapidly taking control of the distribution systems for music, literature and arts. And it's
increasingly manipulating our access to information, even as it absorbs an ever-increasing
share of our economy.
Scoff at the word "monopoly" if you like. But if these developments don't concern you, you're
paying attention.

eiot
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Richard (RJ) Eskow is a writer and policy analyst. He is a Senior Fellow with the Campaign
for America's Future and is host and managing editor of The Zero Hour on We Act Radio.
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Small Labels and YouTube Enter Deal on Licensing

Ending a monthslong dispute, YouTube has signed a licensing deal with independent record companies, a
move that clears the way for YouTube to introduce a long-planned subscription feature to compete with

online music outlets like Spotify and Rhapsody.
The deal was closed recently with Merlin, an organization that represents thousands of small labels
around the world, according to a person with knowledge of the negotiations. Terms of the agreement were
not disclosed.
A representative of Merlin, which is based in Britain, did not respond to messages seeking comment on
Tuesday, when news of the agreement was first reported by The Financial Times. A spokesman for
YouTube declined to comment specifically on its deals, but said in a statement that "hundreds of major
and independent labels are already p~rtnering with us."
For more than a year, YouTube, which is owned by Google, has been developing a set of features that
would preserve its free model, but also give paying subscribers more extensive access to music. YouTube
has deals with the major record companies and music publishers, but its talks with the independents
.roke down earlier this year.
Trade groups representing small labels complained that their members were being offered deals inferior
to those of the three major labels, Universal, Sony and Warner. Among the objectionable terms, the labels
said, were "negative most-favored-nation" clauses that would give YouTube the right to reduce royalty
rates for all labels if one of them agreed to a lesser deal.
YouTube has announced little about the new service. But music executives expect that it will include highquality audio and the ability to save videos offline, and that it might be linked with Google Play Music All
Access, the company's Spotify-like, audio-only music service.
YouTube has long been supported by advertising; the market research firm eMarketer expects the site to
generate $7.2 billion in gross advertising revenue this year. But the company has slowly been exploring
the possibility of adding paid subscription features.
Last month, Susan Wojcicki, the new chief executive ofYouTube, was asked about the planned music
service at Code/Mobile, a conference presented by the technology news website Re/ code.

9we're working on it," she said.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11 /12/business/media/small-labels-and •.• enter-deal-on-licensing.html?sm id=tw-nytimesmusic&seid=auto&_r= 1
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Next in Media
Chief Defends Spotify After Snub by Taylor Swift
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A bill to establish a 3 judge federal rate court know as the LRB - Lawyer & Lobbyist Rate Board.
The Act requires the LRB to determine all hourly billable rates
at .00012 cents per hour. Must go through third party aggregator. Also includes all lobbyists.
LRB meets once every 5 years to adjust rates.

PREFERRED MODEL FOR A.T.L.A. AND A.B.A. LOBBYISTS

LRB JUDGE

LRB JUDGE

LRB JUDGE

•
.00012 (actual .00000012) per hour

• Top 3 law firms in America are penniued to bill
clients at whatever hourly rate they choose.

© 2014 Songwriters United. www.songwritersunited.org
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INSIDER

14 People Who Just Got Filthy Rich
From The Pandora IPO
ALYSON SHONTELL
JUN . 15, 2011 , 6:45 PM

It's been a good day for
Pandora employees and
investors.
The company went public today
and the stock (P) closed at
$17-42 per share.
While no one became a
billionaire, nearly a dozen
people became millionaires.
One person struck gold twice in
one month; he was a top
investor in both Pandora and
Linkedln.
We looked through the SEC
filing to see how much
everyone's shares were worth.

http ://www. bu s i ness i nsi d er. com / pandora - ex ec uti ve - i n vestor- mi 11 ionai res ? op = 1
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14. Barry McCarthy: $9 million
Number of shares pre-offering:
504,777
Percent of total shares: Less than
1%

What they were worth at the
closing bell: $8,793,215.34

Barry McCarthy is on Pandora's Board of Directors.

http ://www. busi nessi n sider.com / panda ra-execut ive- i nvestor-m ii I ionai res? op = 1
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13. John Trimble: $12 million
Number of shares pre-offering:
689 ,583
Percent of total shares: Less than
1%

What they were worth at the
closing bell: $12,0 12,535.86

John Trimble is Chief Revenue Officer of Pandora.

http ://www. busi ness insi d er. com / pan do ra- exec u ti ve - i nves tor-mi 11ionai res? op = 1
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12. Robert Kavner: $19 million
Number of shares pre-offering:
1,091 ,054
Percent of total shares: Less than
1%

What they were worth at the
closing bell: $19,006 ,160.68

ldeaLab

Robert Kavner is a private investor in Pandora.

http :// www. busi nessinsid er. com / pandora- execu tive-i nvesto r- m i 11io n ai res ?op= 1
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11. Peter Chern in: $21 million
Number of shares pre-offering:
1,205,414
Percent of total shares: Less than
1%

What they were worth at the
closing bell: $20 ,998,311.88

Peter Chemin is on Pandora's Board of Directors.
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10. Peter Gotcher: $28 million
Number of shares pre-offering:
1,595 ,380
Percent of total shares: 1.05
What they were worth at the
closing bell: $27 ,791 ,519.60

Peter Gotcher is an independent private equity
investor of Pandora.
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9. Thomas Conrad: $40 million
Number of shares pre-offering:
2,283,718
Percent of total shares: 1.48
What they were worth at the
closing bell: $39,782,367 ,56

*Assuming stock trades at $100 per
share

Tom Conrad is CTO of Pandora.
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8. Tim Westergren: $63 million
Number of shares pre-offering:
3,644,991
Percent of total shares: 2.39
What they were worth at the
closing bell: $63,495,743 .22

Flickr/Typeweight

Tim Westergren , founder of Pandora
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7. Joseph Kennedy: $74 million
Number of shares pre-offering:
4,229,267
Percent of total shares: 2.71
What they were worth at the
closing bell: $73,673,831.14

Joe Kennedy is CEO and President of Pandora.
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6. Entities affiliated with GGV Capital: $137 million
Number of shares pre-offering:
7 ,853,341
Percent of total shares: 5 .17
What they were worth at the
closing bell: $136,805,200.22

GGV

The GGV team.
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5. The Hearst Corporation: $152 million
Number of shares pre-offering:
8,734,506
Percent of total shares: 5 .7 5
What they were worth at the
closing bell: $152,155,094.52
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4. Labrador Ventures V-8, L.P: $225 million
Number of shares pre-offering:
12,905 ,162
Percent of total shares: 8 .5
What they were worth at the
closing bell: $224,807 ,922 .04

Labrador Ventures

Larry Kubal is a partner at Labrador Ventures.
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3. David Sze (Affiliated with Greylock Partners): $374
million
Number of shares pre-offering:
21,450,675
Percent of total shares: 14 .13
What they were worth at the
closing bell: $373 ,670 ,758.50

David Sze was cofounder of Brience and is now a
partner at Greylock.

http ://www. businessinsider.com/pandora-exe cutive-investor- mill ionaires?op= 1
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2. Larry Marcus (Affiliated with Walden Venture Capital):
$492 million
Number of shares pre-offering:
28,218,309
Percent of total shares: 18 .59
What they were worth at the
closing bell: $491,562,942.78

Larry Marcus is Managing Director of Walden
Venture Capital.

http://www. business insider. com/pandora-executi ve -i nvestor-m i 11 i onaires? op= 1
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1. James M. P. Feuille (Affiliated with Crosslink Capital):
$609 million
Number of shares pre-offering:
290,000
Percent of total shares: 23 .03
What they were worth at the
closing bell: $609,089,045.76

Cross/ink Capital

Jim Feuille is General Partner at Crossink Capital.
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One guy got rich from both the Pandora AND Linkedln
IPOs. See how much he and everyone else made:

These
People Just
Got Filthy
Rich From
The Linkedln
IPO>>
Ross Mayfield via Flickr

Ellen Levy and Reid Hoffman both made millions
(and billions) of dollars today.

* Copyright © 2014 Business Insider Inc. All rights reserved .
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U2 and Apple collaborate on non-piratable 'interactive format for
tbusic'

U2 and Apple are apparently collaborating on a new, "interactive format for music", due to launch in

"about 18 months". Bono spoke to Time about a new tech scheme which "can't be pirated" and will
reimagine the role of album artwork.
"I think it's going to get very exciting for the music business," Bono said as part of Time's 29 September
cover story on U2. According to journalist Catherine Mayer, the singer foresees that this new technology
"will prove so irresistibly exciting to music fans that it will tempt them again into buying music - whole
albums as well as individual tracks". By evading piracy, the format's creators hope it isn't just a boon to
massive acts like U2, but also to performers less likely to sell out an arena or a lorry full of merch.
"Songwriters aren't touring people," Bono explained. "Cole Porter wouldn't have sold T-shirts. Cole Porter
wasn't coming to a stadium near you."
Although initial reports compared the project to Neil Young's Pono, or to Apple's early DRM-restricted
FairPlay files, Billboard reports that this is a bit of a misunderstanding. "It's not a new format, but rather a
new way to package and present an album," said an unnamed source "with knowledge of the situation".
-

This is focused on creative advances, versus shifts in technology."
http:/ /www.theguardian.com/music/ 2014/sep/ 19/u2-apple-col laborate-non-piratable-interactive-format-music-al bums
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Ultimately, U2's venture may be much more comparable to iTunes LP, which Apple premiered in 2009.
That technology lets artists bundle visuals, interviews, and bonus content with digital album purchases. Compare this to Bono's description of their new undertaking: "[This] will bring back album artwork in the
most powerful way," he said, "where you can play with the lyrics and get behind the songs when you're
sitting on the subway with your iPad or on these big flat screens. You can see photography like you've
never seen it before."
Given the timeline, Apple's new music concept is unlikely to apply to U2 's Songs of Innocence, nor sway
the users who are desperate to get the band's free album off their computers. But the Irish rockers' followup, dubbed Songs of Experience, will probably serve as the technology's debut. According to a message on
U2's website, that record will "be ready soon enough".

http:// www.theguardian.com/music/2014/ sep/ 19/u2-apple-collaborate-non-piratable-interactive-format-music-albums
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U2 and Apple Plot New 'Interactive' Digital Music Format

By Daniel Kreps I September 18, 2014
Neil Young isn't the only rock legend attempting to change the way we listen to music. Fresh off the
surprise release of Songs of Innocence, U2 and Apple are reportedly working on a new digital music
format that, according to Time, "will prove so irresistibly exciting to music fans that it will tempt them
again into buying music - whole albums as well as individual tracks."
"I think it's going to get very exciting for the music business," Bono said (via Billboard), adding that the
format will be "an audiovisual interactive format for music that can't be pirated and will bring back album
artwork in the most powerful way, where you can play with the lyrics and get behind the songs when
you're sitting on the subway with your iPad or on these big flat screens. You can see photography like
you've never seen it before."
A digital format that "can't be pirated" is perhaps the main selling point, as both illegal downloading, legal
streaming and sites like YouTube have all chipped away the music industry from a sales perspective,

-

leading to some record lows during the month of August.

http://www.rollingstone.com/music/news/u2-and-apple-p1ot-new-interactive-digital-music-format-20140918
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According to Bono, this new digital format is "about 18 months away," which could potentially align it with
U2's planned Innocence follow-up Songs of Experience. While one of the biggest bands on the planet are championing this new format, the files are more likely to help younger, lesser-known artists than the
stadium fillers, as the format gives listeners incentive to actually buy music. "Songwriters aren't touring
people," Bono said. "Cole Porter wouldn't have sold T-shirts. Cole Porter wasn't coming to a stadium near
you."
Although Songs of Innocence should be allowed to flourish through repeat listens, as Bono said in his
open letter to fans, because of its sudden and egalitarian album release, there has been an equally
immediate wave of opinions about the free LP from both critics, industry insiders and the public. "It's like
everyone's vomiting whatever their first impression is," bassist Adam Clayton said about some of the
backlash Songs of Innocence has faced.

http://www.rollingstone.com/music/news/u2-and-apple-plot-new-interactive-digital-music-format-201 40918
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Exclusive: U2 and Apple Have Another Surprise for You

TIME has been spending time with U2 in the studio, in London and Malibu and accompanied the band to
the Apple launch in Cupertino. During the days that followed the launch, the band members maintained a
semblance of cheer and they had reasons to feel good. , the rollout of catapulted the band's back catalogue
into the charts again. By Sept. 18 Apple said that 38 million people had accessed Songs, downloading the
album or streaming it. For every scathing tweet, U2 got positive feedback from a happy fan or a new
listener. The band is-rightly-proud of its latest work, yet the backlash didn't go unnoticed. "It's like
everyone's vomiting whatever their first impression is," said Clayton at one point, bemused rather than
self-pitying.
U2 could always have expected something of a rough ride for this, the band's 13th studio album. For one

thing, Songs was bound to be measured against earlier output, includingAchtung Baby, U2's
extraordinary 1991 album which won over critics who had previously dismissed the foursome as stadium
balladeers. For another, it can be hard to hear U2 through the static that its singer's campaigning
sometimes creates. In working to alleviate extreme poverty through ONE, the advocacy organization he
co-founded, and to fight AIDS through his (RED) initiative, Bono has helped many to the potential
detriment of a few-himself and his bandmates. His impulses may be public spirited-and they are,
.hough Bono's detractors prefer to burlesque his philanthropy as self aggrandizement-but hey, banging
on about development economics isn't exactly rock 'n' roll.
In March TIME watched Bono share a podium in Dublin with German Chancellor Angela Merkel to
deliver a sharp speech to delegates from the European People's Party, the bloc of center-right parties in
the European parliament. He has always tried to mobilize support for his causes from people who can
deliver change, even if that creates some uncomfortable juxtapositions or, in Dublin, found him playing to
a room full of conservatives in suits, who then mobbed him as he left the stage. (It bears repetition: many,
many people really, really like U2.)
Edge, Clayton and Mullen aren't always ecstatic about Bono's extracurricular activities, but as TIME also
discovered, they are fully supportive, of him and each other. Perhaps the most surprising thing about the
quartet-and in lengthy and frank conversations they served up many surprises, about everything from
their attitudes to money to their religious beliefs-is how much they still enjoy each other's company.
As Bono and Edge bantered affectionately at a celebratory lunch straight after the Apple launch, the

.and's old friend and former producer Jimmy lovine, whose company Beats was acquired by Apple for $3

http://time.com/3393297/ u2-apple-new-digital-formaV
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billion in May, observes "You wouldn't see Mick and Keith doing that. " Jagger and Richards, in harmony
on stage, discordant off stage, are more typical of rock partnerships than Bono and Edge. After years on the road and cooped up in studios, long-established bands often reach saturation point with each other. By
contrast, the four schoolfriends that formed U2 in 1976 are closer than ever.
And their ambition burns just as bright. There's more music on the way, not just an acoustic version of

Songs of Innocence and bonus tracks but also a whole new album and a world tour. Plus there's their not
inconsequential plan to save the music industry, news that will doubtless draw more 140-character darts
in their direction.

http://time.com/3393297/u2-apple-new-digital-format/
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Grooveshark Fires Back After Spotify CEO Calls Them A "Pirate
Service"

e

The subject of multiple lawsuits, Grooveshark has long been music
streaming's bad boy; and that extends to a willingness to fight back when

someone throws a punch. That certainly was this case today as EVP
Corporate Communications James A. Pearson shot back at Spotify

Grooveshark

CEO Daniel Ek after he very publicly dubbed Grooveshark a "pirate
service."

Ek's comments were part of a longer open letter that we published yesterday on the Taylor Swift
controversary and the value he beleives Spotify brings to artists and the music industry. Ek wrote:

"You can't look at Spotify in isolation - even though Taylor can pull her music off Spotify
(where we license and pay for every song we've ever played), her songs are all over

services and sites like Y ouTube and Soundcloud, where people can listen all they want for
free. To say nothing of the fans who will just turn back to pirate services like
Grooveshark."

James A. Pearson, EVP Corporate Communications of Grooveshark, responded via VentureBeat with this
statement:

"We would normally never comment on a competitive service and their dust-up with one of the
world's most popular artists. But as Spotify's CEO - who it's worth mentioning is the
recent CEO of uTorrent - an app used by over 100M people, which had similar
perception issues - called Grooveshark 'a pirate service' in his blog response to Taylor Swift

today, we had to comment on that element.
http ://www. h ypebot.com / hypebot/ 201 4/ 11 / grooveshark - fi res - back - after-spot ify-ceo -cal ls -them - a-pi ra le -serv ice . him I
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Copyright laws are complex, and many companies that are now household names in the
-

space such as YouTube, Pandora, and SiriusXM have had to defend themselves at one

point or another, just as has Grooveshark. Had Mr. Ek any actual factual information about
our business model he would know Grooveshark currently has active licenses with

thousands of music labels, publishers, and rights holders, as well as tens of thousands
of individual artists. We respect musicians and work to create new ways to get their music heard
by a worldwide audience - that's the driving force behind our existence."
[ Related articles
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Why a leading financial analyst believes we will see the 'final
destruction' of the dollar

e

Free-marketeers have been derided by Keynesians and other monetarists for predictions of impending
doom due to the policies of the Federal Reserve. But if what one of the most erudite and outspoken leaders
of the free-market chorus, Jim Grant, says is true, it might be he and his fellow capitalists who get the last
(terrifying) laugh.
In an interview with Grant, eminent financial journalist and author of the new book "The Forgotten
Depression:

1921:

The Crash That Cured Itself," Grant explained why the prognostications of those

concerned about the collapse of the dollar have to date proven wrong, but he still expects to see the "final
destruction or near destruction" of currencies throughout the world.

Jim Grant speaks with Steve Kroft during a 60 Minutes segment on the subprime mortgage collapse.
(Image Source: CBS News)
http ://www. theblaze. com / b log/201 4/11 / 1 2/w hy - a- l ead in g -fi nanc ial-ana lys t - bel ieves-we-wi 11 -see- the -fi na I- destruction -of-t he -do Ila r /
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Grant attributes the lack of massive price inflation in spite of money printing in the U.S., and around the
e,vorld to three primary factors: (i) "re-channeling of redundant dollars into financial assets and real

estate," as opposed to other assets (ii) "worldwide competition for labor," which consequently keeps the
prices of goods down and (iii) the fact that the dollars that the Federal Reserve has created "have ... been
cooped up in the financial system rather than circulating in the economy because the banking system has
been impaired, and the regulators have seen to it that loans are not so freely forthcoming as they might
have been otherwise."
Grant noted however that we should consider the question "in the absence of these really really radical
monetary policies, mightn't prices have been dwindling?" He continued, "[I]f rate inflation now is say, one
percent (1%), and if it otherwise would have been minus two percent (-2%) because of the worldwide
integration of labor markets, because of the wonders of digital technology, then that increment of what
might have been and what is could be seen as a kind of inflation."
Nevertheless, for Grant, quantitative easing in and of itself has sown the seeds of the destruction of the
dollar and other currencies. Grant stated [during a portion of our discussion that you can find below
beginning around 26:46]:
[If] the moneta1y authorities are intent on depreciating the currency, then I think that in the
fullness of time they will succeed all too well.
...The important thing about QE [quantitative easing] is this idea, this radical precedent is now
on the books - the virus as it were is in the monetary bloodstream.
And next time there's a problem, what are they going to do? I mean what will they do? They have
done more and more at every crisis juncture since the early 1990s .
.. .the Fed's main policy interest rate was pushed to three percent (3%) (that was the early '90s),
then it was to one percent (1%) in the early oughts, now it's to zero percent (0%) - in Europe it's
less than zero - [then] so-called quantitative easing which is the fancy name of the printing, the
conjuring of dollar bills and euro and yen.
So all of this is .. .in the books as precedent, and the monetarists and Keynesians are rather
preening about the evident success of these interventions, and we can be sure I think that they
will not forebear to do more still next time.
-

There will come a time I think where there will be so much as to frighten even the complacent
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people on Wall Street, and there will finally be this inflation that has been so long in coming.
But I do believe the end of all this is the final destruction or near destruction of these currencies.
During the interview, we also discussed topics including:
• Why Americans should care about the recession of 1920-1921
• How Woodrow Wilson by chance did NOT intervene
• The inflation that brought on a deep economic collapse
• How the Fed ended up shifting from a narrow mandate under the gold standard to "full-blown
central planning"
• How the legacy of the Great Depression, misinterpreted, continues to haunt everyone
• The folly of central banking today
• Why the fact that wages fell was the key to the rapid economic recovery following the recession of
1920-1921

• How the Federal Reserve manipulates the price mechanism, and its dangerous economic impact
• How America recovered from a recession within 18 months
• The impact of the recession on a young Harry Truman
• Why Grant believes America should financially reorganize
• Grant's views on Bitcoin
• And much much more

Note: The links to the book in this post will give you an option to elect to donate a percentage of the
proceeds from the sale to a charity of your choice. Mercury One, the charity founded by TheBlaze's Glenn
Beck, is one of the options. Donations to Mercury One go towards efforts such as disaster relief, support
for education, support for Israel and support for veterans and our military. You can read more about
Amazon Smile and Mercury One here.

Follow Ben Weingarten ( @bhweingarten) and TheBlazeBooks on Twitter and Facebook.
You canfind all of our Blaze Books interviews on Soundcloud and Stitcher, and subscribe
to our podcast automatically via iTunes.
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Musicians get a new paymaster

.ichael O'Neill is the new chief executive of Broadcast Music Inc., better known as BMI, the organization
that collects and distributes royalties for about 600,000 songwriters. Mr. O'Neill has worked at BMI for
nearly 20 years and replaces Del Bryant to become the sixth CEO of the company, which celebrates its
75th anniversary next year. Previously, Mr. O'Neill worked at CBS, where he persuaded local affiliates to
give back an hour of late-night airtime so the network could broadcast David Letterman.

How did you increase revenue 5%, to $944 million, when times are so difficult in the
music business?
Our revenue is up because our sources are more diverse. We get much more than we used to from
overseas, where R&B is a big thing. Revenue from music performed on TV is up, in part because cable-TV
rates constantly rise. Satellite radio is now $35 million in annual revenue for us; it didn't used to be
anything. We've also cut overhead. Last year, our head count declined to 500, from more than 600,
because we made generous early-retirement offers. So while revenue went up by 5%, distributions to our
members went up by 9%. I'm very proud of that.

Sites like Pandora and Spotify pay songwriters much lower royalties than radio. Do
e,ou think that will change?
http://www.crainsnewyork.com/ article/ 20131201 / MEDIA_ENTERTAINMENT/31 2019981 /musicians-get-a-new-paymaster
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I'm confident it will. Here's the situation: If you have a song that gets 1 million plays on traditional radio in
a quarter-Taylor Swift or Adele might get that-you're talking $500,000 in royalties for the writer and $500,000

for the publisher. If your song gets 1 million plays on Pandora, you each get $30. The difference

is the size of the audience. A song played on traditional radio is heard by anyone tuning in at home or
driving their car. If you hear a song on Pandora, you are listening to it alone. But as the Pandoras grow
their audiences, royalty rates will go up. We've seen this happen with every new medium.

How are you affected by Pandora and other digital music providers that license music
from publishers, not BMI?
I'm happy to see the free market at work. If publishers think they
can get better rates for their writers working directly with music
providers than through us, they are welcome to do that.
Competition has us thinking about how we can participate in the
marketplace, and I wonder what other sorts of rights we can
manage now besides those for live performances or broadcasts.
Maybe we could do the same for sales of albums or songs. It's
exciting to think about.

GIGINO TRATTOR IA
323 Greenwich St.
(212) 431 - 1112
www.gi ginotrattoria.com
AMB IENCE:Rustic-style trattoria in TriBeCa with
hardwood floors
WHAT THEY ATE:
Pizza margherita
Tortellini in a cream sauce
Paccheri with seafood in a red sauce
Two glasses of Nero d 'Avola, an excellent Sicilian
red
PRICE:$148 .12, including tip

Do you think songwriters have been served well by
radio consolidation?
In some ways, radio has become so cautious. DJs used to play the songs they liked, but now most of them
don't have that freedom. That said, revenues are higher throughout the industry, and that has benefited
songwriters.

Are you a singer or songwriter?
Oh, no. Even when I sing in the shower, it doesn't sound good. But I'm passionate about music. I grew up
in New Jersey and used to watch Bruce Springsteen play in Asbury Park. He's with [rival] ASCAP, by the
way.

Have you suggested to Bruce that he join BMI?
I talked to him about it once. But ASCAP treats him great, and some things are better left alone.

Who's the coolest musician you've ever met?
http://www.crainsnewyork.com/article/20131 201 / MEDIA_ENTERTAINMENT/312019981 / musicians-get-a-new-paymaster
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John Williams, the movie-score composer. He told me that when
9>teven Spielberg asked him to do the score for Schindler's List,
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Mr. O'Neill works out at the same gym as Bruce
Springsteen and was childhood friends with
Boston Red Sox manager John Farrell.

he said, "I'm honored, but you need someone better than me."
Spielberg replied: "I know that, but they're all dead." I love that story. And Dolly Parton is a complete joy
to be around. Johnny Rotten has got a good soul, although everything you think about him is true.

A version of this article appears in the December 2, 2 013, print issue of Grain's New York Business.
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Multimillionaire Pandora founder sparks outrage among neighbors
with plans to 'chop down trees' to build massive concrete and glass
.
mansion

e

By Snejana Farberov for MailOnline

Published: 12:45 EST, 12 November 2014 I Updated: 17:51 EST, 12 November 2014
Some California residents are singing the blues over Pandora co-founder Tim Westergren's plans for a
lavish vacation retreat on the wooded site of a former monastery near the town of Inverness.
Westergren, 48, has proposed building a modern 8,297-square-foot compound, complete with a two-story
main house featuring 6 bedrooms and 11 bathrooms, a two-bedroom caretaker's apartment, meditation
hut, lap pool, studio and two garages in a community where weekend cottages, rustic cabins and modest
single-family homes are the norm.
It has been reported earlier that the compound will feature a total of 17 bedrooms and 14 bathrooms.

The house is being designed by the Seattle-based Olson Kundig Architects, whose past commissions
included the Bill and Melinda Gates Visitors Center and a glass farmhouse in Oregon.
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Marching to his own beat: Pandora co-founder Tim Westergren has caused a stir in a smalCalifornia town by submitting plans for an ultra-modern, nine-room compound

Five-star weekend retreat: The tech mogul wants to build a modern 8,297-square-foot
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compound, complete with a two-story main house featuring six bedrooms and 11
eathrooms. Pictured here is an artist's rendering of the estate

Living large: The estate will also include a two-room caretaker's apartment, meditation
hut, lap pool, studio and two garages

Years in the making: Mr Westergren purchased the 17-acre property, which used to house a
fjgroup of Russian monks at St. Eugene's Hermitage, back in 2008
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Silicon Valley chic: The house is being designed by the Seattle-based Olson Kundig
Architects, whose past commissions included the Bill and Melinda Gates Visitors Center
But the building plans are not sitting well with some of the Internet radio mogul's future neighbors.
Community members fear that Westergren's sleek vacation home on the 17-acre property, which used to

A

house a group of Russian monks at St. Eugene's Hermitage, will spoil the area for artists and musicians o~
more modest means.
Westergren, a former musician and producer, tells the Marin Independent Journal he is personally
invested in protecting Inverness - population 1,300 - and wants to work collaboratively with the
community.
'Inverness is a special place and protecting the environment there is extremely important to me
personally,' he said in a statement. 'I look forward to a collaborative and constructive dialogue with the
community as I look to build a home for my family. '
Mr Westergren, the co-founder of the successful online-based radio Pandora, and his wife purchased the
plot of land back in 2008.
Last October, the couple penned an email addressed 'Dear neighbors' introducing themselves as the new
owners of the property at 135 Balboa Avenue.
'We wanted to check in, say hello and let you know how excited we are to begin the process of building
http :/ / www. dai lymai I. co. u k/news/art icl e- 2831 851 / Mu It i mi 11 ionai re-Pa ... i g h bors-p lans - c hop - trees - bu i ld - m assi ve-concrete-g lass-mansion . him I
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home in your lovely neck of the woods,' they wrote. 'Our program will be light on the land, and will be

e ustainably designed and built. We are big believers in integrating a home with its natural environment minimizing the disturbance of both the land and the surrounding community.'
The missive indicated that Westergren and Smita Singh plan to move into the new home in 2016.

Small-town charm: Inverness - population 1,300 - has long been a safe haven for artists,
writers and nature lovers of modest means living in cottages, rustic cabins and small
single-family homes
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Power couple: Westergren, pictured here with his wife, Smita Singh, penned a letter to
their future neighbors last year promising to be 'light on the land' and build a sustainable
home

The high bathroom count planned for the Westegren compound has sparked rumors that the Internet
tycoon secretly plans to open a boutique hotel on the premises.
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'Why else would you have 14 bathrooms?' wondered Inverness resident Inez Storer.
evestergren has attempted to allay his neighbors' fears in an email sent in September, in which he stated
that he and his wife intend to use the sprawling home as a vacation house and weekend retreat, with a
long-term intention of retiring there.
Addressing the community's suspicions sparked by the many bedrooms and bathrooms planned for the
residence, Westergren explained that they hope to host their extended family and friends there.
Aside from the sheer size of the building project. the Inverness Association - a organization of property
owners - has raised concerns that Westergren wants to chop down 31 'heritage trees' to make way for the
dwellings in the mature Douglas fit forest.
Other locals fear that Tim Westergren's decision to build an ultra-modern concrete, wood and glass
mansion in the quiet, low-key town that has long been a safe haven for writers and musicians will open the
floodgates of gentrification.
'It's putting a toe in the water for McMansions in this area,' said Ellen Shehadeh, a writer and editor for
the weekly West Marin Citizen .
. . native of Minnesota, Tim Westegren graduated from the prestigious Stanford University and launched
the online music-streaming service Pandora in 1999 with two partners in Oakland.
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Wunderkind: Westegren graduated from Stanford University and launched the online
music-streaming service Pandora in 1999 with two partners
The company went public in 2011, earning $138million that year, according to many reports.
In 2010, Westergren was listed by Time magazine as one of the most influential people in the world. His
net worth is estimated to be $22million.
Opponents of Westregren's estate will have a chance to air their views at a public hearing planned for
January.

Share or comment on this article
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Pandora's Business Model Looks Like a Suicide Pact

Last Updated May 31 ,

2011 3:12

PM EDT

Every time Pandora updates its financials ahead of its June IPO, it gives those who love the service hope
that perhaps one day this company can turn a profit and become a real business, rather than a delightful
sinkhole for venture capitalists who believe that you can make money by giving music away for free.
It was deja vu all over again last week when Pandora released its Q 1 2011 accounts. The good news was its
revenue more than doubled to $51 million for the quarter. Advertising sales were $44 million of that -- an
even larger increase. (Its subscription revenue was negligible.)
So why is this company taking on another $30 million in debt and showing a loss of $9.1 million? Because
its business model seems to keep its costs for playing music in lockstep with its revenues. Here's a chart
showing how Pandora's operating expenses always seem to be one step ahead of its revenues, no matter
how successful it becomes:
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Pandora's revenues and expenses
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Pandora is locked into a Catch-22: The more users it has, the more advertising it can sell against those
pairs of ears. But at the same time, the more ears that are listening and the longer they listen, the more
songs they hear and the more Pandora must pay out in music license fees. The company seems to realize
that its business model, for the next 18 months at least, is a mutual suicide pact between its music costs
and its revenues:
Content acquisition expenses increased $16.5 million due to increased royalty payments driven
by increased listener hours and by higher revenue.
While we had net income in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2010 and the second and third quarter of
fiscal 2011, we expect to incur losses on an annual basis through at least the end of fiscal 2012.
The company also increased its admin costs by hiring a new CFO and general counsel, and by beefing up
its infrastructure.
The way to profitability for Pandora is, as I've noted before, to reduce the amount of music the service
offers its listeners. The problem is that it costs the same to play one song 50 times as it does to play 50
different songs one time. So the only way Pandora can become profitable is by selling more ads, or by
http://www. c bs news.c om/ news/pa n do ras- bu si n ess- mod el-l oo ks- Ii ke-a-s u ic ide- pa ct/
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charging more for the ads it sells, and hoping those increases outstrip its music costs. Unfortunately, the

epposite is happening. This chart shows the growth Pandora is getting from its ad sales, quarter by
quarter, compared to the total increases in its costs:

Pandora's total expenses and ad revenue growth
80% ..,.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Remember, these are just the operating costs. None of these numbers account for the costs that come after
that -- taxes, interest and so on. Those are irrelevant if it emerges that Pandora's underlying business
model is nonfunctional. As long as its operating cost increases remain larger than ad revenue increases, it
will be almost impossible for Pandora to ever become profitable.

Related:
• Pandora Poised to Make a Profit -- If It Cuts the Music It Offers
• Pandora's IPO Shows Limitations of Relying on Ads in Digital Media

Image by Jules Joseph Lefebvre: Pandora, 1882, Wikimedia, CC.
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Pandora Jukebox Collects a Lot of Coin for Some Investors
Last Updated Jun 15, 2011

8:32 AM EDT

Pandora Media (P) stock will start trading today at $16 a share, if the Wall Street Journal's sources

are right. That's well above the $12 share price the company expected in an SEC filing just last Friday. And
while that's not near what Linked.In (LNKD) was able to command with a $4.5 billion valuation at its
opening, it will still make a number of people wealthy, at least by Main Street if not Silicon Valley
standards. But who makes out with the most?
The big winner, of course, is Pandora itself. It has registered 16,886,600 shares. At $16 each, that's just
north of $270 million, giving the company cash it needs to keep scaling its business so that it becomes
profitable.
After that, the high tech success mythos says the founders make out like bandits. Not quite. As the San
Francisco Chronicle points out, co-founder Tim Westergren helped start Pandora in 1999 and early

investors took huge stakes, putting him far down the list of the big beneficiaries. Hey, nothing like putting
the screws to people when you can, eh? It's a wonder he didn't have to offer his first borne. Still, he has 3.6
million shares, or 2.27 percent of the company, worth $57.6 million. Another co-founder, Will Glaser,
has 3 million shares, worth $48 million.
So who are the top IPO lottery winners? Here are two lists, one of companies and one of individuals, along
with the number of shares and the value.
Companies
• Crosslink Capital -- 35 million shares, $560 million
• Walden Venture Capital -- 28.5 million shares, $456 million
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• Greylock Partners -- 21.5 million shares, $344 million
• Labrador Ventures V-B -- 12.9 million shares, $206 million
• Hearst Corporation -- 8.7 million shares, $139 million
• GGV Capital-- 7.9 million shares, $126 million
• King Street Acquisition -- 7 million shares, $112 million
Individuals

• Director James M. P. Feuille, 35 million shares, $560 million
• Director Larry Marcus, 28.5 million shares, $456 million
• Director David Sze, 21.5 million shares, $344 million
• CEO Joseph Kennedy, 4.2 million shares, $67.2 million
• Co-founder Tim Westergren, 3.6 million shares, $57.6 million
• Co-founder Will Glaser, 3 million shares, $48 million
• CTO Thomas Conrad, 2.6 million shares, $41.6 million
• Director, independent investor, entrepreneur, and winner of a technical achieve Grammy Peter
Gotcher, 1.6 million shares, $25.6 million

• EVP, Business and Corporate Development Jessica Steel, 1.4 million shares, $22-4 million
-

• Venture capitalist Martial Chaillet, 1.3 million shares, $20.8 million
• Director and entertainment media power figure Peter Chernin, 1.2 million shares, $19.2 million
• Director and private investor Robert Kavner, 1.1 million shares, $17.6 million
Notice that the very top individuals and companies have similar amounts of stock? No surprise. Feuille is
a general partner of Crosslink, Marcus is managing director of Walden Venture, and Sze is with Greylock.
So the cost of getting those organizations involved was massive: at least $1.12 billion associated with
Crosslink, $912 million with Walden, and $688 million with Greylock.
Related:

• Pandora's Cost of Music Isn't the IPO Problem Critics Think
• Linkedln IPO Inflates the Tech Bubble
• Compared To Linkedin, Pandora Is Undervalued. Compared To Reality-• Pandora's Business Model Looks Like a Suicide Pact

-

Image: Flickr user Goldberg, CC 2.0.
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Pandora's IPO Filing: All The Long-Held Secrets You Want To Know

Pandora just filed to go public.
We went through the S-1.
OF NOTE

• Proposed amount to raise is $100 million.
• Revenue for the 9 months ended October 31, 2010 was $90.12 million. That's an increase over 30.1
million over the same months in 2009.
• Net income in the first 9 months of 2010 was ... a loss of $328,000. Pandora lost $18 million during
the same months in 2009.
• Pandora has more than 80 million users in the US.
• During the first nine months of 2010, Pandora ad revenue reached $78 million. That's up from $29
million during the same period in 2009. That's huge growth.
• Subscription revenue was $12.3 million during the first 9 months of 2010. It was $4 million during
the first 9 months of 2009. That's huge growth.
• Pandora founder Tim Westergren only owns 2.39% of the company. CEO Josephy Kennedy owns
http: //www.businessinsider.com / live-pandoras- ipo - filin -2 011 -2
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2.71%.

•

Morgan Stanley and JP Morgan are leading the deal.

•

Here's the full ownership table:
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• Risk factors are, basically, Pandora's ability to keep people listening.
• Pandora CEO Joseph Kennedy will make a $325,000 salary in 2011. His 2010 bonus was $503,829.
• Here's the full compensation table:
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• ANALYSIS: A 10x valuation on ~$120 million revenues puts Pandora's value close around $1.2
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billion.
• One of Pandora's risk factors: We're growing super fast. "We have recently experienced, and expectto continue to experience, rapid growth which has placed, and will continue to place, significant
demands on our management and our operational and financial infrastructure."
• Another risk: If too many people start using Pandora, high-speed Internet could become clogged.
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Check Out Warner Music COO Robert Wiesenthal's Manhattan
. ownhouse ...
Let the interns eat college credit!
Here's the humble domicile of Robert Wiesenthal, COO of Warner Music Group, a company being sued
by over 3,000 ex-interns for non-payments. The five-story, elevator-enabled townhouse, on E. 64th
Street on Manhattan's Upper East Side, was purchased for $9-4 million, though Wiesenthal is
apparently trying to dump the pad for $10 million (the listing was mysteriously pulled last night; thanks to
an ex-employee for the tip) ...
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Several of our posts on streaming pay rates aggregated into one single source. Enjoy ...

MUSIC STREAMING PRICE INDEX AS OF FEB 1, 2014
Store
Nokia
Google Play
Xbox Music
simfy
Napster
MediaNet
Rhapsody
Muve Music
Deezer
Rdio
Spotify
MySpace Music
Amazon Cloud

Per Stream Per Song Down load
0.07411
9
0.04573
15
0.03212
22
0.01626
43
0.01578
44
0.01140
61
0.01122
62
0.00875
80
0.00754
93
0.00692
101
0.00521
134
0.00094
745
0.00012
5,862

-

• lndie Label Catalog of 1,500 Songs
* Sales for Calendar Years 2012-2013
* These Streaming Rates before Dist Fee's
* Per Song Dow load Ratio @ .70
If the services at the top of the list like Nokia, Google Play and Xbox Music can pay more per play, why

can't the services at the bottom of the list like Spotify and YouTube?
We'll give you a hint, the less streams/plays there are the more each play pays. The more plays there are
the less each stream/play pays. Tell us again about how these services will scale. Looking at this data it
seems pretty clear that the larger the service get's, the less artists are paid per stream.
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So do you think streaming royalty rates are really going to increase as these services "scale"? No, we didn't
e

ither.
SERVICE

WG PER PLAY

PER 1

S0.07411

$74, 1 0

$0.04573

$45,730

bo

$0.03212

$32,120

Simfy

$0.01626

$16,260

$0.01578

$15,780

t

$0.01140

$11,400

apsody

$0.01122

$11,220

S0.00875

$8,750

D zer

$0.00754

$7,540

Rd10

$0.00692

$6,920

0.00521

5,210

Googte Play

ap

r

d1

usi

S OTIFY

.0017S

YOUTUBE*
USC

A

zon Cloud

PLAYS

$1,7

$0.000

s

$0.00012

$120

0

We've been waiting for someone to send us this kind of data. This info was provided anonymously by an
indie label (we were provided screenshots but anonymized this info to a spreadsheet). Through the
cooperative and collaborative efforts of artists such as Zoe Keating and The Cynical Musician we hope to
build more data sets for musicians to compare real world numbers.
In our on going quest for openness and transparency on what artists are actually getting paid we'd love to
hear from our readers if their numbers and experience are consistent with these numbers below. At the
very least, these numbers should be the starting point of larger conversations for artists to share their
.

nformation with each other.
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Remember, no music= no business.

What YouTube Really Pays.
TYPE
CHANNEL

00%
100%

100%
100%
100%
CHANNEL
PARTIAL
PARTIAL
PA TIAL
PARTIAL
•
•
•
•

-

2 Years of Accumulated Data

Total Plays
11,014,130
2,023,295
1,140,384
415,34
340,499
221,078
38,680,164
1,072,655
1,012,668
831,438
736,422

Total Revenue
$7,299.82
$3,61 .84
$2,155.69
$624.S4
$37 .47
$313.47
$10,759.69
$509.70
$282.65
$299.90
$646.41

Dark highlight is CHA NEL totals.
light highlight Is I DIVIDIAL VIDEO to als.
Blue Channel s 100% content o ned by uploader
Orange Channel is content partially owned by uploader

Per Play
$0.00066

$0.00179
$0.00189
$0.00150
$0.00109
$0.00142
$0.00028
$0.00048
$0.00028
$0.00036
$0.00088

-

I 3rd party clalms

For whatever reason there appear to be a lot of unmonetized views in the aggregate. So let's just focus on
the plays earning 100% of the revenue pool in the blue set. These are videos where the uploader retains
100%

of the rights in the video including the music, the publishing and the video content itself.
Earnings

Plays

Per Play

2,023,295

$3,611.84

$0.00179

1,140,384

$2,155.69

$0.00189

415,341

$624.54

$0.00150

240,499

$371.47

$0.00154

221,078

$313-47

$0.00142

TOTALS

4,040,597

TOTALS

$7,077.01

-

AVERAGE

$0.00175

So it appears that YouTube is currently paying $1,750 per million plays gross.
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We understand that people reading this may report other numbers, and that's the point. There is no

-

penness or transparency from either Spotify or YouTube on what type of revenue artists can expect to
earn and under what specific conditions. So until these services provide openness and transparency to
musicians and creators, "sharing" this type of data is going to be the best we're going to be able to do as
East Bay Ray comments in his interview with NPR.
As we're now in a world where you need you need a million of anything to be meaningful here's a

benchmark of where YouTube ranks against Spotify.
Service

Plays

SpotifyTo
Performe rs/Master
Rights

Per Play
1,000,000

0.00521

Total

Notes

Gross Payable to
$5,210.00 Master Rights Holder
Only

I-

SpotifyTo
Songwrtiers/
Publishers

This revenue is
for the same 1m
Plays Above

-

f-

YouTube Artist
Channel
YouTube CMS
(Adiam / AdRev)

**

0.000521

Gross Payable to
Songwriter/s &
$521.00 Publish
er/s
(estimat ed)

'

1,000,000

0.00175

Gross Payable for All
$1,750.00 Rights Video, Master
& Publis hing

1,000,000

0.00032

Gross Payable to
$321.00 Master Rights Holder
Only

The bottom line here is if we want to see what advertising supported free streaming looks like at
scale it's YouTube. And if these are the numbers artists can hope to earn with a baseline in the
millions of plays it speaks volumes to the unsustainability of these models for individual creators
and musicians.
Meet the New Boss: YouTube's Monopoly on Video I MTP
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Google-Youlube Dominates by Videos Viewed
Top Online Video Content Properties by Videos Viewed in U.S. In 2013
Sourc•: comScor. May 1013

In
111U

It's also important to remember that the pie only grows with increased revenue
which can only come from advertising revenue (free tier) and subscription fees
(paid tier). But once the revenue pool has been set, monthly, than all of the streams

-

are divided by that revenue pool for that month - so the more streams there a1·e,

the less each stream is worth.
All adrev, streaming and subscription services work on the same basic models as YouTube (adrev) and
Spotify (adrev & subs). If these services are growing plays but not revenue, each play is worth less because
the services are paying out a fixed percentage of revenue every month divided by the number of total
plays. Adding more subscribers, also adds more plays which means that there is less paid per play as the

service scales in size.
This is why building to scale, on the backs of musicians who support these services, is a
stab in the back to those very same artists. The service retains it's margin, while the artists
margin is reduced.
[** these numbers from a data set of revenue collected on over 8 million streams via CMS

for an artist/master rights holderJ
Here's what 1 million streams looks like from different revenue perspectives on the two largest and
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mainstream streaming services.
-Service

Units

Per Unit

Total

Notes
;

Spotify

1,000,000

$0.00521

-I

Spotify

-

$5,210.00

-

same million
units as above

$0.00052

$521.00

Gross Payable to Songwriter/s &
Publisher/s (est)

-

...-

YouTub e

1,000,000

$0.00175

$1,750.00

YouTub eCMS
Master
Recording
(Audia m/
AdRev)

1,000,000

$0.00032

$321.00

STREAM ING
TOTALs

Gross Payable to Master Rights
Holder Only

Gross Payable for All Rights Video,
Master & Publishing

Gross Payable to Master Rights
Holder Only

$7,802.00

3,000,000

-!tunes Album
Downlo ads

1,125

$7.00000

$
7

8 75

•

·

00

TOTAL REVENUE EARNED
FOR 3 MILLION PLAYS ON
SPOTIFY AND YOUTUBE

-

Gross payable including

j Publishing

Here are some compelling stats on the break down of what percentage of videos on YouTube actually
achieve breaking the 1 million play threshold, only 0.33%
CHART OF THE DAY: Half OfYouTube Videos Get Fewer Than 500 Views

I

Business Insider

Some 53% of YouTube's videos have fewer than 500 views, says TubeMogul. About 30% have less
than 100 views. Meanwhile, just 0 .33% have more than 1 million views.
That's not a huge surprise. But it highlights some of the struggles Google could have selling ads
around all those unpopular videos, despite the money it has to spend to store them.
An artist needs to generate THREE MILLION PLAYS on the two largest and most popular streaming

platforms to equal just 1,125 album downloads from !tunes. This is an important metric to put in context.
•

n

2013

only 4.8% of new album releases sold 2,000 units or more. So if only 4.8% of artists can sell 2,000
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units or more, how many artists can realistically generate over four million streams from the same album
of material?
in 2013 there were 66,565 new releases, only 3,237 sold more than 2,000 units =
4.8% of new releases sold over 2,000 units
in 2013 there were 915,482 total releases in print, only 14,856 sold more than 2,000
units

= 1.6% of ALL RELEASES in print sold more than 2,000 units.

This is even more important when you start to consider that many artists feel that growing a fan base of
just 10, 000 fans is enough to sustain a professional career. Note we said solo artists because these
economics probably need to be multiplied by each band member added for the revenue distribution to
remain sustainable. So a band of four people probably need a sales base of 40,000 fans to sustain a
professional career for each member of the band.
Each 10,000 albums sold on iTunes (or 100,000 song downloads) generates

$70 ,000

in revenue for the

solo artist or band. To achieve the same revenue per 10, 000 fans in streams, the band has to generate 30
million streaming plays (as detailed above) if they are distributing their music across the most common
streaming services including Spotify and YouTube.
In 2013 the top 1% of new releases (which happen to be those 620 titles selling 20k units or_
more) totaled over 77% of the new release market share leaving the remaining 99% of new
releases to divide up the remaining 23% of sales.

This appears to confirm our suspicion that the internet has not created a new middle class of empowered,
independent and DIY artists but sadly has sentenced them to be hobbyists and non-professionals.
Meanwhile the major artists with substantial label backing dominate greater market share as they are the
few who can sustain the attrition of a marketplace where illegally free and consequence free access to
music remains the primary source of consumption.
What's worse is that it is Silicon Valley corporate interests and Fortune 500 companies that are exploiting
artists and musicians worse than labels ever did. New boss, worse than the old boss, indeed.
So whose feeling empowered?
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The free digital music party is almost over
Enjoy the free tunes while you can: The party may be winding down as the music industry prepares to
make fans pony up.

Over the past few years, record companies have allowed music streaming services such as Spotify AB to
offer a variety of ways for listeners to try the services free, ultimately hoping to lure them into $US10-amonth subscriptions, and away from file-sharing sites and other illegal sources of free music.
Users of Spotify's free smartphone app, for example, can play any artist's catalogue they choose, provided
they shuffle the songs. Spotify's non-paying laptop and tablet listeners can even listen to particular songs
on-demand, accompanied by ads. Last fall Spotify introduced a free custom radio service for mobile users.
In all, 37.5 million people use various free versions of the service, compared with 12.5 million who pay a
monthly fee.
Apple Inc.'s Beats Music, meantime, offered a go-day trial period to its subscription service for most of
this year to AT&T 's wireless family-plan customers, while Google Inc. offers a 30-day free trial to its All
Access subscription service, no credit card required .
•

ow that fans have had a taste, record labels are feeling less generous as they head into their next round of
licensing negotiations. Some plan to use their leverage to start cutting the free access. One major-label
executive said he regretted ever having agreed to allow licensees to offer any on-demand listening features
free. "In hindsight we made a mistake," he said.
The major record labels- Vivendi SA 's Universal Music Group, Sony Corp. 's Sony Music Entertainment
and Access Industries' Warner Music Group-now want music's subscription services to curtail free-trial
periods, sell more ads on their free services, get customers' credit card information sooner and invest
more in reducing subscriber churn rates.
Even Google's YouTube-long the largest de facto free music service on the internet thanks to its millions
of free music videos-is getting with the program. On Wednesday the company disclosed details of a long
awaited paid subscription offering, called Music Key, that will cost $US10 a month.
An average user of free, ad-supported streaming services generates revenue of around $US4 a year to

record companies, according to one label executive, compared with between $US50 and $US75 a user in
the record-buying age. Spotify subscribers currently pay $120 a year, of which about 70 per cent goes to

e

ecord labels and music publishers. Users of free services such as Pandora Media Inc. 's custom radio
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service far outnumber those paying for Spotify and its competitors.
Some digital music services, though, are pushing back in initial talks, worried that cutting the free perks too fast could scare away users before they fully understand how the subscription model works, according
to a person familiar with the matter.
"Our free service drives our paid service," Spotify chief executive Daniel Ek wrote on the company's blog
this week.
The tension became apparent earlier this month when pop star Taylor Swift withheld her latest album,
"1989," from Spotify, and pulled her entire catalog from the service shortly afterward. Her label had
sought to make her music only available to Spotify's paying subscribers, but Spotify insisted that she, like
all artists on the service, make songs available to both its paying and free users, hoping to keep the free
service attractive enough to keep attracting subscribers.
The drive toward converting free to paid listeners is the latest in a series of radical changes in music
industry economics, starting in the late 1990s when fans started uploading and sharing their music online,
says Universal Music chairman Lucian Grainge. Speaking at The Wall Street Journal's WSJD Live
technology conference last month, Mr. Grainge pointed to the '90s file-sharing boom as the beginning of a
14-year, 50 per cent decline in US record sales.

-

For the first 10 of those years, he said, the industry was focused on "trying to contain file sharing and
piracy." More recently, music companies have turned their attention to "stopping the decline" by creating
as many new platforms and services as possible to start capturing some money.
Those efforts appear to have been successful with recorded-music revenues stabilizing over the past few
years, and streaming-revenue growth offsetting declines in download sales.
But the third phase, he said, is "going to be accelerating paid subscription and experimentation," he said,
with "an enormous, high-margin, regular, recurring prize at the end of it."
Free, ad-supported offerings have helped hook music fans on streaming, he said, but "ad-funded is not a
sustainable business model."To help the subscription business grow, Mr. Grainge said at the conference
that Universal Music planned to experiment with price and membership terms, possibly offering
subscribers everything from interaction with artists to access to live events.
Many of Universal Music's current licensing deals with streaming partners expire at the end of this year,
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according to a person familiar with the matter.
-

Everything's on the table. We're working to create as many opportunities [as possible] for people to buy,
or pay for their music," he said. "I see a world very, very soon where there will be a whole series of price
points for the consumer."
Some labels are looking to Sirius XM Radio Inc., the satellite radio service, as a model. Though its
technology may no longer be cutting-edge, Sirius is adept at amassing loyal customers. Many of Sirius
XM's nearly 30 million subscribers pay $US15 a month, and nearly half of the people who buy new cars
with the service preinstalled end up subscribing. Less than 2 per cent cancel their subscriptions each year.
Among Sirius XM's tactics: the company has taken some users' credit cards up front to activate their free
trials. Spotify and Beats Music don't require credit cards until users are ready to subscribe, but they could
easily get credit cards sooner, for example by charging $1 for a lengthy free trial, one label executive said.
Sirius also has discounted yearly payment plans that hook subscribers for longer periods, and offers
private concerts and artist meet-and-greets for subscribers as well.
One challenge, though, is that for many consumers, the free, ad-supported radio services that have
amassed far more users in the US appear to have become substitutes for $US10-a-month on-demand

e

ervices, even though the two camps offer very different products.

"Most consumers don't know the difference between Spotify and Pandora," said one label executive.
Internet radio giant Pandora Media Inc. has nearly 80 million active users in the US, close to double the
number that Spotify has world-wide. IHeartMedia Inc. 's iHeartRadio and Apple's iTunes Radio have
about 100 million users combined, and some executives worry such personalized radio services may be
blinding some consumers to the advantages of paid subscription services.
To correct the problem, he said, record labels must tweak both the types of features and the amount of
content that they allow their technology partners to offer free, he said.
"If they're not serious about having a paid tier and improving monetisation, we're going to be less

interested in working with them," he said.
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Garth Brooks Stands Up For Songwriters, Criticizes YouTube

J ason Aldean and Taylor Swift aren't the only artists coming out strong against the digital music industry.
In a recent interview with Access Hollywood, Country singer Garth Brooks joined the chorus of those
voicing their opposition to various digital music outlets and streaming services like iTunes and Spotify,
saying that artists and songwriters are being hurt by not receiving fair compensation for their work.

"I think a lot of people are going to start following. When music starts standing up for itself, it's
going to get a lot better," Brooks remarked. ''And there are some big friends of ours in music we
need to stand up to, too," adding, "if iTunes is going to tell you how to sell your stuff and it's only
going to go this way - don 'tforget who created the music and who should be doing this stuff"
Brooks also made it clear that he's no fan ofYouTube, stating that the popular streaming service isn't
really paying the people who are creating the content.
''And I'm telling you, the devil - nice people, but YouTube. Oh my gosh, " Garth replied. "They

claim they pay people. They're not paying anything either and people are getting millions and
millions and millions of views and they don't get squat. Trust me." "Songwriters are hurting,"
he continued. "I applaud Miss Taylor and I applaud everyone for standing up for the
http ://countrymusicnation .com / garth - brooks -stands - songwriters -critici zes -youtube - 53761
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songwriters, because without them, music is nothing .
•

rooks notably launched his own digital music service GhostTunes in September of this year, but in the
interview he said it's basically impossible to keep his music off sites like YouTube.

"Yeah, you can do it. But you can't get out of it. I had a sweet meeting with them. They were all
fired up. They're the sweetest... and they're all like 12," Brooks jokingly remarked. "I had the
first question: 'How do you get out?' Silence. You don't. It's totally backward right now," he
continued. "If the artists will just keep hammering away, unify, stick together, then music will
become the king again, which is what it should be. Music should always be first."
Check out the full interview with Garth Brooks below!
And check out Brooks' emotional live performance of his poignant new song Mom:
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Albums From Justin Moore, Brantley Gilbert Pulled From Spotify
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Following the removal of Big Machine Label Group artist
Taylor Swift's entire catalog of music from streaming music

service Spotify, other artists are following that lead. As
previously reported, Broken Bow artist Jason Aldean's latest
album
Old Boots, New Dirt was recently pulled from the service,
though the rest of his catalog is still available.
Two additional BMLG artists have now had albums pulled from
Spotify. Valory Music Co. artist Justin Moore's 2013 album
Off The Beaten Path is no longer available on the service,
though his past catalog is still available. A note on Spotify states,
"The artist or their representatives have decided not to release this album on Spotify. We are working on i}a

W

and hope they will change their mind soon."
A similar note is posted for Valory Music Co. artist Brantley
Gilbert's 2014 album Just As I Am, though his

2010

album

Halfway To Heaven (Deluxe Album) and 2009 's A Modern
Day Prodigal Son are still available on Spotify. Initially, Just As
I Am was kept from Spotify for 60 days after its release; the

project has gone on to be certified gold.
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BREAKING: Spotify Per Stream Rates Drop as Service Adds
.
ore Users ...
November 17,

2014

WE NOW HAVE THE PROOF. STREAMING RATES HAVE PEAKED.
As we noted yesterday The UN is airlifting calculators and behavioral economics textbooks to Hollywood

and Silicon valley. So soon we hope some of the executives being paid to do the math on streaming will
actually do the math on streaming.
In the meantime we crunched the numbers and it appears that Spotify rates per stream have peaked and
are now dropping as they add more users.
Per stream rates started to decline in Sept 2013 (black vertical line) and continue to drop. Here's the
graph which runs from June 2011 - Aug 2014, from left to right.

,.

-

Spotify rates per spin appear to have peaked and are now declining.
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Per stream rates are dropping because the amount of revenue is not keeping pace with the number of
streams. There are several possible causes:
1) Advertising rates are falling as more "supply" (the number of streams) come on line and the market

saturates.
2) The proportion of lower paying "free streams" is growing faster than the proportion of higher paying

"paid streams."
3) All of the above.
This confirms our long held suspicion that as a flat price "freemium" subscription service scales the price
per stream will drop. AND as the service reaches "scale" the pool of streaming revenue becomes a fixed
amount. The pie can't get any larger and adding more streams only cuts the pie into smaller pieces! Don't
expect it to be any different for the newly announced YouTube music service.
You can see this more clearly if you remove the US figures from the calculation and use only the more
mature ROTW markets. In this calculation the streaming rate decline is even more pronounced. Yikes!

If you exclude the US and look at the more "mature" ROTW Spotify markets the decline is even more
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pronounced.
-And the full data below ...
med
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S0.00533
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.00S58
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$0.00511
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$0,

95
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S0.00527
$0.00510
$0,00516
$0,

51

$0.00478

so.

Feb 12

J

12

$0.00504
64
37

so.

0 ·11
Nov 11

so.
so.

Oct-11

$0.00516
$0.00556

S0.005 7

so.oos s

S0.00722
$0.00509

The data above is aggregated. In all cases the total amount of revenue is divided by the
total number of the streams per service (ex:

$5, 210 / 1 , 000, 000

=

.00521

per stream).

Multiple tiers and pricing structures are all summed together and divided to create an
averaged, single rate per play.
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Sony Re-Evaluates Support for Free Music Streaming

ENLARGE
Singer Taylor Swift performs on ABC's "Good Morning America" to promote her new album "1989" in
New York. Reuters
By
Eric Pfanner And
Takashi Mochizuki
Updated Nov. 18, 2014 2:26 a.m. ET
TOKYO-A top Sony Corp. executive said Tuesday that the company is re-evaluating its support for free,
advertiser-supported online music after U.S. pop star Taylor Swift pulled her music from Spotify, the
popular digital streaming service.
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"Actually, a lot of conversation has taken place over the last week in the light of that," said Kevin Kelleher,
-hief financial officer of Sony Music. "What it all really comes down to is how much value are the music
company and the artist getting from the different consumption methods."
Ms. Swift's decision this month to leave Spotify, which shares with artists a portion of the proceeds from
ad sales and from fees for its paid, ad-free premium version, sent shock waves through the music business.
With sales of CDs in a long-term slump and digital downloads beginning to decline, the industry has been
looking to streaming as its brightest hope.
Despite Ms. Swift's thumbs-down to Spotify, Mr. Kelleher said Sony remained "very encouraged" by the
growth of subscription-based streaming services, which let users skip ads in exchange for monthly fees.
The company said Tuesday, at a briefing for analysts and investors, that it expected revenue in the music
division to rise to a range of $4.8 billion to $5.2 billion in the fiscal year ending in March 2018, from $4.8
billion in the year ending next March.
"The key question is, are the free, ad-supported services taking away from how quickly and to what extent
we can grow those paid services?" Mr. Kelleher said. "That's something we're paying attention to as
content owners who license our content to the different platforms. It's an area that's gotten everyone's
.ttention."
Mr. Kelleher's comments came at the first of two briefings that Sony has scheduled to provide updates on
the progress of its restructuring. Tuesday's session focused on the entertainment arm, including music
and the Hollywood studio division, while a meeting next week is devoted to the electronics business. Sony
Chief Financial Officer Kenichiro Yoshida, smartphone chief Hiroki Totoki and the PlayStation videogame
head Andrew House are all slated to take the stage on the second day.
While its electronics operation remains challenged, with smartphone sales falling short of expectations,
Sony has moved to cut losses in businesses like making televisions. Fixing the Xperia phone business is an
urgent task for Sony, Chief Executive Kazuo Hirai said. Mr. Totoki is expected to brief with details on how
he will rebuild the arm, efforts expected to go into the next fiscal year.
Its entertainment arm, meanwhile, continues to deliver steady earnings.
"Some say the entertainment unit is just a side business to Sony, but it is an important pillar for us as it
brings a steady flow of profits," Mr. Hirai said.

9ony said it expected its Hollywood studio business, Sony Pictures Entertainment, to generate revenue of
http ://online .wsj .com / articles/ sony- re -evaluates -support - for- streaming - music - 141629141 O
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$10 billion to $11 billion in the year ending March 2018, up from $8.1 billion in the current financial year.

Sony executives said the company planned to invest in markets like India, where Sony has a growing slatof television channels, as it contends with slowing growth elsewhere.
Sony executives noted that the activist investor Daniel Loeb recently dropped a campaign to get Sony to
partially spin off its entertainment arm, hoping to unlock what he described as hidden value in that side of
the company. Mr. Loeb said in October that his hedge fund, Third Point LLC, had sold its Sony stake,
acquired in May 2013, making a 20% gain.
After Mr. Loeb became involved, Sony moved to increase transparency around the entertainment arm's
operations in an effort to position it as central to the company's turnaround efforts.
Write to Eric Pfanner at eric.pfanner@wsj.com and Takashi Mochizuki at takashi.mochizuki@wsj.com
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Swift's next contract is the talk of the town

MSG's VIP suite is the most exclusive venue in town these days.
Knicks fan Taylor Swift was chatting it up after the game on Wednesday night with her music publisher
Martin Bandier, who runs Sony/ATV, and his son Max.
Swift also got an introduction to fellow songwriter and MSG owner Jimmy Dolan, and the two discussed
her decision to pull her music off streaming service Spotify.
It appears Swift's co-writers on "Shake It Off," Shellbac k and Max Martin, have gotten only a small check

from the big hit when it comes to digital-streaming income.
"As a songwriter herself, she [Swift] feels bad about it," a source told On the Money.

-Meanwhile, Topic A around the music business is whether Swift will exit her Nashville label Big Machine

http: //nypost.com/ 2014/ 11 / 16/ swifts - next-contract-is-the -talk-of-the-town/
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and sign with a more pop-oriented label.
We hear everyone is chasing her. Big Machine owner Scott Borchetta was spotted in New York this week
for talks about the sale of his company. The Swift camp has a 4 percent stake in the label, they say.
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Sirius o: Is Broadcast Radio Next?

Monday, November 17,

2014

by

Steve Gordon

The following comes from music industry attorney Steve Gordon, author of the upcoming 4th Edition
of The Future of the Music Business (more on the book atfutureofthemusicbusiness.com).
On Friday, a New York federal court ruled that New York State law protects public performance rights in
sound recordings. Although the defendant in the case was SiriusXM Satellite Radio, which is a digital
service, the ruling would appear to apply to any radio station, nightclub, or any other venue that

plays recorded music in New York.

The result is that radio stations may, for the first time in U.S. history, have to pay to
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play records although the decision only applies to records produced prior to 1972.
--ecords produced on or after February 15, 1972 are subject to federal law which explicitly states that
sound recordings do not have performance rights except in respect of digital transmissions. The New York
federal court judge Colleen McMahon ruled:
"In short, general principles of common law copyright dictate that public performance rights in
pre-1972 sound recordings do exist."
The judge based this conclusion on a series of New York court decisions (referred to as "common law")
that afforded public performance rights to holders of common law copyrights in works such as plays and
films. She acknowledged that
"the conspicuous lack of any jurisprudential history confirms that not paying royalties for public
performances of sound recordings was an accepted fact of life in the broadcasting industry for the
last century."
But she discarded that history by observing,
" ... acquiescence by participants in the recording industry in a status quo where recording artists
and producers were not paid royalties while songwriters were does not show that they lacked an
enforceable right under the common law - only that they failed to act on it."

MacMahon rejected Sirius' request to dismiss the lawsuit and held that unless Sirius by December 5th
raises any factual issues requiring a trial, she will rule outright for the plaintiff, Flo & Eddie Inc. (ie, The

Turtles), "and proceed to an inquest on damages."
As I discussed in a previously published article, in late September a California federal judge, Philip

Gutierrez, ruled that California state law also protected public performance rights in pre-72 recordings.
In both the New York and California cases, the plaintiff (Flow & Eddie Inc.) and the defendant (Sirius
XM) were the same. Flo & Eddie Inc. is a company controlled by founding Turtles members Howard
Kaylan and Mark Volman, and controls that band's catalogue of recording including the hit "Happy
Together."
Unlike New York, California has a specific statute that directly addresses pre-1972 sound

-recordings. Section 98o(a)(2) of the California Civil Code states;
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"The author of an original work of authorship consisting of a sound recording initially fixed prior
to February 15, 1972, has an exclusive ownership therein until February 15, 2047, as against all

0

persons except one who independently makes or duplicates another sound recording ...."
Judge Gutierrez found "that copyright ownership of a sound recording under§ 98o(a)(2) includes the
exclusive right to publicly perform that recording." His conclusion was largely based on the fact that
neither the statute itself, nor the legislative history for Section 98o(a)(2), specifically excluded public
performance rights for sound recordings. Originally my opinion was that Gutierrez's decision seemed to
be an outlier that would probably be overturned on appeal.
But Judge McMahon's decision seems to encourage claims against terrestrial radio stations operating in
both New York and California given her observation that the historical absence of claims against radio
stations for failing to pay for legacy recordings did not mean that the owners of those records do not have
an "enforceable right."

Indeed, she almost invites a claim against them by stating that such copyright owners
do have an enforceable right that so far they have just "failed to act on."
McMahon acknowledged that her decision could have far-reaching consequences, such as prompting other
lawsuits or causing more states to change their copyright laws, but said "the broader policy problems are

Q

not for me to consider."
The natural first plaintiff against a terrestrial radio station would of course be Flo & Eddie. But one can
imagine more than a few class action litigators who may be thinking about bringing an action on behalf of
a group oflegacy artists against radio stations in New York and California, including networks such the
Clear Channel.

Another possible consequence of these legal victories may be that the National
Association of Broadasters (NAB) may finally be willing to compromise and agree to
support legislation that would make terrestrial radio finally pay something for sound
recordings.
As they say in the broadcast business, "Stay Tuned."

Image by Hasitha Tudugalle, licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic (CC BY 2.0).
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Why Jason Aldean's album was pulled from Spotify
52
BBR Music Group and Jason Aldean decided to pull his chart-topping album "Old Boots, New Dirt" from
the popular streaming service Spotify four weeks after it was released.

The album set a Spotify record for first-week streams for a country record with more than 3 million and
eclipsed 11 million streams overall. The decision was a first of sorts - a major artist initially deciding to
release new music on Spotify, regretting that decision and then pulling it down.
BBR Music Group Executive Vice President Jon Loba talked with The Tennessean about the company's
thought process on putting the album on Spotify in the first place. Loba pointed out that BBR believes
Spotify plays an important role in the music industry and other BBR label group albums remain on the
service.
But, Loba also was clear that the company worries that putting new albums immediately on Spotify
instead of windowing them, which means waiting a few months before making new music available, can
hurt sales.

-You set a first-week streaming record with "Old Boots, New Dirt." Were you proud of that?
I asked the question five or six months out - we have to make the decision of whether we're going to
window (Aldean and Dustin Lynch's new albums). Of course our digital employees about had a heart
attack. Jason's management had already begun preliminary discussions with Spotify about what they
would do and all of sudden here was Loba getting ready to throw a monkey wrench into it.
I almost didn't do it. I felt in my gut, in my heart, it was not a smart move. Looking at what (Big Machine
Label Group President and CEO Scott Borchetta) had done in windowing, actually I very much agreed
with him. But, I am not going to impose my gut instincts and opinions on everybody. I wanted to do some
research. There were many discussions internally.
The capper was when (Broken Bow's distributor) Sony Red was here. I figured they would be gray as to
whether we should or not. They very much believed we should not window because of the relationship and
future business, so I relented. And then I regretted it every day because it just didn't feel right.
-Everyone probably got tired ofme talking about it. ... ifI had to do it all over again I would have absolutely

http://www.tennessean.com/story/money/industries/music/2014/11 /15/jason-aldeans-album-pulled-spotify/19065613/
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windowed. Subsequent to that, I had discussions with heads of North American music corporations who
for some of them the company line is they don't want to window, but they personally said we should be

0

doing it.

Because it cannibalizes sales?
If you look at ... if those are your most passionate music consumers, I have to believe a certain percentage

of those 5 million (streams) - even if it's 2 percent - that brings you over 300,000 units sold. There is a
reason why in the old days with record clubs, you couldn't get the brand new releases 12 for a penny. You
had to wait for a time. Major motion pictures are not released directly to DVD, and in fact, after they've
had their run in theaters, when they go to DVD, you can buy them for a period of time and then they go to
the rental market.
There is a premium for brand new - cars, clothes, everything else. Why we devalue music, I don't know. I
understand five years down the road, potentially, there will be enough subscriptions and enough that it
balances out. In the meantime, over the next five years, how much revenue are we giving away?
There is absolutely a place for them in our industry and hopefully the growth in streaming will eventually
offset the decline in digital sale. But, in the meantime, I strongly believe we should be windowing releases

Q

for a period of time.

But, you are getting some revenue from Spotify for those streams.
The argument is, if we don't window, we will damage our streaming relationships, to which I say, what,
we'll have less free music out there we're not getting paid on? I don't care.
If I was an artist manager, maybe I'd feel a bit different because I'd want as much exposure as possible to

help them sell tickets.
Reach Nate Rau at 615-259-8094 and on Twitter @tnnaterau.
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The puzzling and 'antiquated' world of music royalties
NEW YORK (CNNMoney)

Aloe Blacc is not a household name. But you probably know his big hit. The
singer co-wrote and frontedAvicii's "Wake me Up!"
In an article in Wired, Blacc described his experience with the issue everyone in music has been

talking about lately: Are songwriters getting shortchanged by streaming services?
CNNMoney sat down with Blacc while he was in New York for a VH1 concert.
Earlier this month, days after Taylor Swift pulled her music from Spotify, Blacc wrote that "Wake me
Up!" has been streamed more than 168 million times on Pandora yet his share of the domestic royalties
was about $4,000.
He blamed the complex set of rules that govern how music royalties are paid.
"Updating the nation's antiquated music licensing system will better serve the needs of not only music
creators, like me, but businesses that use our music, consumers and the global marketplace for music,"
&1acc wrote.

Related: How much did Taylor Swift really make off of Spotify?
For its part, Pandora said it is the highest paying form of radio. "We pay songwriters a greater percentage
of revenue than all terrestrial broadcasters," the company told CNNMoney.
In the case of "Wake me Up!," Pandora said it paid more than $250,000 to rights holders for "168 million
spins."
Pandora wouldn't say exactly how that money was divided.
But Kevin Erickson of the Future of Music Coalition, a nonprofit that advocates for musicians, said
such payments are split among songwriters, performers, publishers, record labels and performance
unions.
"Royalties vary from service to service," Erickson said. "The process isn't always transparent for artists,

-

performers and songwriters and music fans and consumers."
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All told, Pandora said it paid 46% of its revenue, or more than $373 million, in performance royalties in
the first nine months of 2014.
First Published: November 17, 2014:
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'80s Band Survivor -- We Were Threatened With Nuclear
eAnnihilation!
11/18/2014 12:10

AM PST BY TMZ STAFF

'Bos rockers Survivor think their 30-year-old hit "Eye of the Tiger" is still making bank on the Internet

-- and they claim Sony's screwing them out of the dough ... and threatening to cut them off completely.
Two band members, Frank Sullivan III and James Peterik, say the record label's been licensing their
music to digital services like iTunes, Amazon, and Spotify ... without giving the band its fair share of the
royalties.
Sullivan and Peterik say they bitched to Sony about this for years, until execs finally threatened to exercise
"the nuclear option" ... which the suit describes as removing ALL Survivor songs from digital services.
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Translation: Keep talking and you'll REALLY be screwed!
Survivor's response is to sue -- they want a judge to order Sony to pay up.
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Google Slammed by Mississippi Attorney General for "Inaction" on
• iracy
Mississippi Attorney General Jim Hood is pressing Google to take greater measures to tackle online piracy
and other illegal Web activity, saying that the company's "inaction" is "not merely a failure to do the right
thing" but "raises serious questions as to whether Google is engaged in unlawful conduct itself."
Hood, chairman of the intellectual property committee of the National Assn. of Attorneys General, wrote
the comments in an 11-page Nov. 27 letter to Google general counsel Kent Walker. In the letter, Hood
expresses frustration that the company was not sending a representative to a meeting of the association,
which was held last week.
Hood accused Google of being "unwilling to take basic actions to make the Internet safe from unlawful
and predatory conduct, and it has refused to modify its own behavior that facilitates and profits from
unlawful conduct." His letter cites not just piracy of movies, 1V shows and music but the sale of
counterfeit pharmaceuticals and sex trafficking.
He also pointed out several instances in which Google has screened out criminal content, like child
-ornography. Nazi-related content, he noted, was removed from search results in Germany, and spam and
malware are blocked because they can be damaging to users.
"Google can and does take action against unlawful or offensive conduct - when Google determines it is in
its business interests to do so," Hood wrote.
A spokesman for Google said that "our users care deeply about their safety and security- and so does
Google. It's why we've invested tens of millions of dollars in cutting edge technology to fight bad actors
online."
Hood called for the company to take a series of steps, including creating an icon on search results to direct
users to authorized sites and making more changes to its algorithm to deprioritize so-called rogue sites
that are devoted to infringing material. He also said the Google should "de-index" rogue sites, with
copyright holders or a third party providing criteria to establish if a site is dedicated to infringement.
Last year Google announced a policy under which sites with a large number of takedown notices would
earn lower search rankings. In September, Google unveiled a report on how it fights piracy, noting

-

YouTube's Content ID system as well as a method for copyright holders to monetize user-generated
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content. It also said that it removed more than 57 million Web pages in 2012 and disabled ad serving to
more than 46,000 sites for violating their copyright policies.
Hood's letter was in response to one sent to him by attorney Jamie Gorelick of WilmerHale, one of
Google's outside counsels.
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The Return of Brand Sponsored Piracy: Google's Artist Shakedown
~ ontinues But This Time They Really, Really, Really Mean It
October

20, 2014

Trichordist readers will recall our many posts about how Google uses search to drive traffic to unlicensed
sites where Google Adsense or Doubleclick serves the advertising that keeps the illegal site operating. And
turns a nice profit for Google. This is the principal way Google profits from piracy as far as we can tell.
Today there's a story in the BBC about Google's latest charm offensive to try to demonstrate to the worldor at least to the European Commission antitrust regulators-that far from profiting from piracy, Google
actually fights piracy.
This is, of course, utter bullshit. We're not going to go through the whole song and dance again, but take a
look at this screen shot showing Google's Doubleclick serving an ad to Grooveshark. That would be the
adjudicated infringer Grooveshark:
'
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Here's what Google told the BBC:
Google has announced changes to its search engine in an attempt to curb online piracy.
The company has long been criticised for enabling people to find sites to download
entertainment illegally.
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The entertainment industry has argued that illegal sites should be "demoted" in search results.
The new measures, mostly welcomed by music trade group the BPI, will instead point users

-

towards legal alternatives such as Spotify [Google is on the Spotify board so presumably owns
shares in Spotify] and Google Play [aka the Genco Pura Olive Oil Company 2.0].
Google will now list these legal services in a box at the top of the search results, as well as in a box
on the right-hand side of the page.
Crucially, however, these will be adverts - meaning iflegal sites want to appear there, they will
need to pay Google for the placement.
The BPI said that while it was "broadly" pleased with Google's changes, it did not think sites
should have to pay.
"There should be no cost when it comes to serving consumers with results for legal services," a
spokesman told the BBC.
Well, allow us to retort:
This is a motherfucking shakedown.
We suspect that's a more accurate assessment of what the BPI was probably thinking but felt constrained
to say.
Combine this with thursdays Digital Music News story and we can only conclude:
Google drives traffic to illegal sites while forcing legitimate sites to pay! How is this good news?
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Is Google still serving ads on illegal sites?

October 10,

2014

I searched a website during my panel at Columbia Law School. It's a website that is well known for
infringing content. I also captured the source code. There is code on this website that shows this site is
expecting advertising from parts of Google's Advertising ecosystem. I have reason to believe this site and
advertising code will shortly disappear. II post these screenshots here to preserve the evidence.
Dilandau.eu (redirectes to dilandua.la) by Google's own DMCA Transparency Report ranks this site as #3
in the number of takedown notices received.
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"served" source code clearly showing the website is expecting "ads by google" to be served into this page.
It also displays some sort of publisher ID which would presumably identify this website to the Google Ad
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Statement of Marybeth Peters
The Register of Copyrights
before the
Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet, and Intellectual Property
Committee on the Judiciary

0

United States House of Representatives
107th Congress, 2nd Session
June 13, 2002

CARP (Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel) Structure and Process
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to appear today before the Subcommittee and offer testimony on
the structure and process of the Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panels (CARPs). As you are aware, the
CARPs have been operating under the auspices of the Copyright Office and the Library of Congress since
the Congress eliminated the Copyright Royalty Tribunal in 1993. Today's hearing is to consider how
effective the CARP process has been to this point and, as you will hear from other members of today's
witness panel, ways in which it can be improved.
I am dividing my comments into three sections. First, I will give an overview of how the statutory
licenses of the Copyright Act have been administered since 1978. Second, I will discuss certain
shortcomings of the existing CARP system that have been identified since 1993, and third I will offer some
suggestions as to how royalty distribution and rate adjustment proceedings could be conducted in ways
that might eliminate many of the shortcomings of the current system.

Overview of Copyright Statutory License Royalty Distribution And Ratemaking
The history of the Copyright Office's and Library of Congress's involvement in the setting and adjusting of
royalty rates and making royalty distributions to copyright owners is linked to the history and evolution of
the statutory licenses in the copyright law. The general rule in copyright law is that the owner of a
copyrighted work has the exclusive right to determine how that work is to be used. Anyone other than the
owner wishing to use a copyrighted work must either obtain the owner's permission, be eligible for a
statutory license, or qualify for free use under an exception. A statutory license allows certain uses of
certain copyrighted works provided that the user pays the royalties and observes the terms that are set
forth in the law.

0

1. The 1909 Copyright Act
There was only one compulsory license in the 1909 Copyright Act. What is generally referred to as the
"mechanical license" which allowed a person to make a sound recording of a song that had been recorded
and copies of that recording had been distributed to the public in the United States, so long as that person
paid the owner of the musical composition 2 cents per copy. The royalty rate was set by statute and was
not subject to change. The 2 cents rate lasted from 1909 to 1978.
Because the rate was set by statute, and because the user paid the owner directly, there was no need
for a government agency either to set the mechanical rate or to engage in a distribution of the mechanical
royalties.
2. The

1976 Copyright Act

At the time it was drafting the 1976 Copyright Act, Congress realized that the mechanical license was
flawed because a statutorily-set, never-changing royalty rate was inflexible and did not provide fair
compensation. Furthermore, Congress was planning to add more statutory licenses to the law. These new
http://www.copyright.gov/docs/regstat061302.htm1
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statutory licenses would be in the areas of cable retransmissions of over-the-air broadcast signals,
jukebox performances of music, and the use of published musical works and published pictorial, graphic
and sculptural works by noncommercial educational broadcasters. Congress saw that there was a need for
an administrative body that would be able to adjust the rates of these statutory licenses periodically. In
addition, Congress saw a need for an administrative body to act as the distributor of the royalties
collected from users in situations where there were many copyright owner claimants to the same funds
and there were controversies as to how much each claimant was entitled to receive.
The new administrative body would have responsibility for adjusting the cable, jukebox, mechanical,
and noncommercial educational broadcasting royalty rates, and for distributing the cable and jukebox
royalties to the proper claimants. Cable and jukebox royalties would be deposited with the Copyright
Office, subject to the distribution decisions of this new administrative body. Although the Senate and
House copyright subcommittees agreed that they needed to create a new administrative body, they were
not sure of the structure for the new body. At first, the Senate bill created a tribunal composed of a threemember panel that would reside within the Copyright Office. The members would be appointed by the
Register of Copyrights from the membership of the American Arbitration Association or a similar
organization. The Register would convene the panel each time a controversy was found to exist
concerning the distribution of royalties or the adjustment of royalty rates.
While the Congress was considering the proposed Senate version for the new administrative body, the
Supreme Court handed down its decision in Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976). In Buckley, the Court
considered, inter alia, the constitutionality of the method of appointing members to the Federal Election
Commission ("FEC"), an agency residing in the legislative branch. The law establishing the FEC provided
that the President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House would appoint a majority of
members of the FEC. The Supreme Court ruled that this was unconstitutional because some of the FEC's
functions were executive branch functions and consequently persons exercising those functions "must be
appointed in accordance with article II, sec. 2, clause 2 of the Constitution, the Appointments Clause.''
424 U.S. at 126. The Appointments Clause states that the President shall nominate, with the Senate's
advice and consent, all "Officers of the United States," but the Congress may vest the appointment of
inferior officers as it deems proper. When the Buckley opinion was issued, some of the members of
Congress expressed constitutional concerns over the plan to have the Register of Copyrights, an employee
of the legislative branch, appoint members of the new tribunal. Wishing to avoid placing the new structure
under a constitutional cloud, the members of the subcommittees of both houses chose instead to create a
completely independent regulatory agency, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal, whose members would be
appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate.

3. The Copyright Royalty Tribunal, 1977-1993
The Copyright Royalty Tribunal existed from November, 1977 to December, 1993. Its jurisdiction changed
during those years. In 1988, Congress created a new statutory license to govern retransmission of overthe-air television signals to home satellite dish owners. Also, in 1988, Congress moved to eliminate the
jukebox compulsory license in order to comply with the Berne Convention and by 1990, there were
sufficient private license agreements to allow for the elimination of the jukebox compulsory license from
the Copyright Act and the Tribunal's jurisdiction. 1
In 1992, Congress created a statutory royalty obligation for the manufacture and importation of
digital audio recording technology (DART).
Even with these new responsibilities, critics of the Tribunal believed that there was insufficient work.
In 1990, Congress reduced the number of Commissioners from five to three, after concluding that three
Commissioners were sufficient to handle the workload. Copyright Royalty Tribunal Reform and
Miscellaneous Pay Act of 1989, Pub.L.No. 101-319, 104 Stat. 290 (1990). Also, Congress established a
procedure for adjusting the satellite carrier statutory license rates in 1992 by an ad hoc arbitration panel,
thereby undercutting the Tribunal's otherwise exclusive jurisdiction over royalty rate adjustment and
distribution proceedings.

-

4. The Copyright Royalty Tribunal Reform Act of 1993
http://www.copyright.gov/docs/regstat061302.html
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In 1993, Congress passed the Copyright Royalty Tribunal Reform Act, observing that "with 15 years'
experience, a clear record of the Tribunal's workload has been established. That workload is episodic and
not sufficient to justify three full-time highly paid Commissioners." H.R. Rep. No. 103-286, at 9 (1993).

Q

The House Subcommittee recalled that the original proposal for a government body to oversee the
statutory licenses was for ad hoc arbitration panels convened by the Register of Copyrights. Id. The
Subcommittee noted that the one experience with arbitrators setting royalty rates, the 1992 adjustment
of the satellite carrier compulsory license rates, was positive. Id. at 11. Therefore, the Subcommittee
believed that creating what was originally proposed in 1976-ad hoc arbitration panels-would avoid the
apparent waste of having full-time Commissioners perform part-time work. The Subcommittee also
believed that placing ad hoc arbitration panels under the supervision of the Register of Copyrights and the
Librarian of Congress made "good sense," citing the fact that "the Copyright Office and the Library of
Congress already have considerable involvement in the administration of the compulsory licenses and in
the work of the Tribunal." Id. This "considerable involvement" referred to the Copyright Office's Licensing
Division which receives the payment of cable, satellite and DART royalties, and the Register's Office
which, through the Register, the General Counsel and the staff of the General Counsel, promulgates
regulations related to the statutory licenses.
The remaining concern was whether establishing arbitration panels in the Library of Congress was
constitutional. Congressman William Hughes, the chairman of the House Subcommittee, asked the
Congressional Research Service ("CRS") for its advice. CRS stated that the panels would be constitutional
if the person ultimately responsible for the panels' decision was a presidential appointee or someone who
owed his or her appointment to a presidential appointee. Therefore, the panels could be established under
supervision of the Librarian of Congress, a presidential appointee, or the Register of Copyrights, a person
owing his or her appointment to a presidential appointee. Letter from CRS to the Honorable William
Hughes, February 17, 1993, at 9-10.
Although the House Subcommittee received CRS' opinion that either the Register or the Librarian
could be the supervising official, the House Subcommittee chose to make the Librarian the supervising
official. There is no record as to why this choice was made. There is also nothing in the record to suggest
that Congress saw any added value in an additional layer of review. The only concern voiced was that a
presidential appointee, or someone who answers to a presidential appointee, needed to be placed at the
head of the CARP system to satisfy the Supreme Court's ruling in Buckley v. Valeo.

Q

5. The Current CARP System

As discussed above, the current CARP system consists of ad hoc arbitration panels that recommend the
royalty rates and distribution of royalty fees collected under certain of the statutory licenses and set some
of the terms and conditions of some of the statutory licenses. Each CARP is selected for a particular
proceeding (examples: a rate adjustment for the cable statutory license; a distribution of DART funds)
and has up to 180 days to deliver its recommendation for the rate adjustment or distribution, as the case
may be. The highlights of the CARP system are as follows:
Voluntary Negotiation Period: Once it is determined that a controversy exists as to the adjustment
of royalty rates or the distribution of royalty fees, as the case may be, the Office designates a period for
voluntary negotiation among the parties to resolve their differences. Those parties unable to reach an
agreement during this period proceed to a CARP.
Direct Cases and Discovery: Every participant in a CARP proceeding must submit a written direct
case. The written direct case is the principal piece of evidence put forward by a participating party in that
it sets forth all the evidence and reasons as to what the party believes the rates or distribution should be.
The Office then conducts a limited discovery period during which parties may request from each other
documentation that supports the assertions they make in their written direct cases.
Selection of the Arbitrators: Once the discovery phase is concluded and the proceeding is ready for
hearing, the Librarian selects two arbitrators from a list of designated arbitrators whose names are
obtained from arbitration associations who then select a third arbitrator from the list to serve as their
http://www.copyright.gov/docs/regstat061302.html
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chairperson. It the two arbitrators cannot agree, then the Librarian selects the chairperson (which has
never happened).
Testimony and Hearings: Once the arbitrators begin their 180 period, they consider all the
testimony submitted by the parties in their written direct cases. Oral hearings of the written direct cases
are typically conducted (although they are not required), and the parties often submit rebuttal testimony.
At the conclusion of the hearings, the parties submit their proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law
wherein they argue to the CARP how it should rule. Often, the CARP will permit oral argument on the
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law.
The CARP Report: At the conclusion of the 180-day period and after considering the evidence and
testimony presented, the CARP delivers its written recommendation to the Librarian of Congress as to
what the royalty rates or the distribution should be. In making the recommendation, the CARP must
articulate the reasons for its recommendations and the evidence that supports its conclusions.
Review of the CARP Report: Upon receipt of the CARP report, the Librarian is given 90 days in
which to either accept the determination of the CARP or to reject it. The Librarian may reject the
recommendation only if he or she determines that it is arbitrary or contrary to the provisions of the
Copyright Act. The Register of Copyrights is directed to advise the Librarian on his or her decision. If the
Librarian rejects the CARP's recommendation, there is an additional 30 days for the Librarian to issue a
final order setting forth the rate adjustment or distribution, as the case may be.
Appeal of the Librarian's Order: Any party with an interest in the royalty rates or distribution
determined by the Librarian may appeal the decision within 30 days of its publication in the Federal
Register. Appeal must be made in the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.

Since the abolition of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal in 1993, the Copyright Office and the Library
have conducted nine full proceedings that have resulted in delivery of CARP reports. Numerous other
proceedings have settled at various stages, and the Office has several more proceedings currently
pending. Six of the Librarian's decisions were appealed and in each instance the Librarian's determination
was upheld. 2

Shortcomings of the Carp System
Mr. Chairman, you will undoubtedly hear testimony from the other witnesses on today's panel as to the
shortcomings and complaints of the current CARP system. In this section, I highlight some of the
difficulties we have observed in the near decade of administering the system.
1.

Costs.

The arbitrators selected to serve on a particular CARP must, of course, be paid. Arbitrators are typically
compensated at between $200 and $400 an hour for their work which, in a hotly contested proceeding
involving many parties and large amounts of testimony, can add up to considerable sums. In the case of a
royalty distribution proceeding, the arbitrators are paid from the royalty funds to be distributed. In the
case of a royalty adjustment proceeding where there are no royalties collected by the Copyright Office,
the participants must pay the arbitrators out of their own pockets. There is no question that in some rate
adjustment proceedings, some interested parties cannot afford the cost of participating. While the
Copyright Office has considered allowing these parties to participate free of charge, this would certainly
draw objections from the participants in the proceeding who would foot the bill.
On an institutional scale, CARP proceedings are also very costly. They require considerable amounts
of time of Copyright Office and Library personnel who must conduct various phases of the proceedings,
such as discovery relating to the written direct cases and review of the CARPs' decisions. In the recent
CARP rate-setting proceeding for webcasting, the cost of the arbitrators alone exceeded the entire annual
budget of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal in its last year of existence.
2.

Lack of Stability and Predictability of Results

http://www.copyright.gov/docs/regstat061302.html
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of deciding that one case and not for establishing lasting precedent. Furthermore, although the Librarian
attempts to select arbitrators who have served well on previous panels, the individuals almost always vary
from one panel to the next. Parties who are dissatisfied with one panel are tempted to return and try a
different panel. Therefore, there is a lack of stability and predictability in the process, and a lack of
reliable precedent upon which the parties can base the settlement of their differences.

Q

3. Institutional Expertise
Although copyright rate setting or adjustment and distribution proceedings often involve considerable
amounts of money, the fact remains that the statutory licenses and the CARP system occupy an esoteric
area of the law. We have found it very difficult to find arbitrators that have any familiarity with copyright
law, let alone the complex statutory licenses in that law and the unique procedures of the CARPs. Those
that do have some copyright law experience typically cannot be selected due to a financial or other
conflict of interest. The result is that we are forced to select arbitrators that, while bright and capable,
lack knowledge and understanding of the workings and details of the copyright laws and the CARP
system. This lack of expertise puts a considerable burden upon the Register and the Librarian to correct
errors and oversights made by CARPs during the course of the proceeding, a burden which is exacerbated
by the short review period granted the Register and the Librarian by the statute. Of the nine CARP reports
which the Librarian has reviewed, only three have been acceptable. Several of the rejected reports have
required considerable effort in preparing a final order.
Because of the ad hoc nature of the CARPs, there is no institutional expertise on any given panel. As
one frequent attorney participant in the CARP process recently informed the Office, the most scary day of
a CARP proceeding is the first day when one encounters the level of competence of panel members that
can be expected for the next six months.

Recommendations
Mr. Chairman, it is clear that the CARP system is far from perfect. I do believe, however, that the decision
making produced by the current system is superior to that produced by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
during its tenure. I do not disparage the work of the Tribunal as they did, in most circumstances, the best
they could with the resources available. But I do think that a simple return to the Tribunal system would
be a mistake.

0

Attached to this written statement is a report prepared four years ago by the Copyright Office at the
request of this Subcommittee. The report offers five different options to improve the manner in which
copyright license royalty fees and rates are resolved. The options are:
Reforming the Current System: The Copyright Office proposed eleven amendments to the
Copyright Act to address the CARP's most serious flaws. They include making the Register the supervising
official; lengthening the time of each proceeding; expanding the use of paper proceedings to reduce the
costs of hearings; reducing the number of arbitrators for small claims or having small claims resolved by

staff; and capping the arbitrators' fees.
Replacing Arbitrators with Administrative Law Judges: Under this option, administrative law
judges supplied by the Office of Personnel Management would handle the royalty ratemaking and
distribution cases within the Copyright Office.
Replacing Arbitrators with Presiding Officers: Under this option, arbitrators would be replaced
with presiding officers who, while not administrative law judges, would perform the same functions. The
precise features of this system would be established by Congress as a stand-alone system administered
by the Register and not the Office of Personnel Management.
Creating a Board Within the Copyright Office: Under this option, a Board would be established
within the Copyright Office that would take on more authority than presiding officers, be more
autonomous, and render final agency decisions.
C.r,:,,;1tinn ;1n Tnrf,:,,n,:,,nrf,:,,nt R,:,,n11l;:1tnrv 4n,:,,nrv· I lnrlPr thi~ nntinn
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agency, similar to the Copyright Royalty Tribunal but with some improvements, would be created.
The attached report discusses fully the strengths and weaknesses of each of the five options.
In 1998, Mr. Chairman, you introduced H.R. 3210, the "Copyright Compulsory License Improvement
Act." The bill would have amended chapter 8 of the Copyright Act to establish a Copyright Royalty
Adjudication Board ("CRAB") consisting of one full-time chief administrative copyright judge and up to
four part-time administrative copyright judges selected by the Librarian of Congress. The judges would
serve five year terms and be compensated at a government salary level. The Board, while within the
Copyright Office, would be wholly independent and would have full authority to determine all statutory
license rates and royalty distributions. The Copyright Office, however, could present formally its views to
the Board on any matter, which the Board could accept or reject. Appeal of final Board decisions would be
to the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.
Although I have concerns about some aspects of the proposals contained in H.R. 3210, it was a
positive first step in addressing the issues. The Copyright Office would be pleased and interested in
working with the Subcommittee, and with the parties for reform of the current system to produce a better
model. In reforming the CARPs, there are several key elements that need to be addressed. First, the best
way to produce well-reasoned decisions is to create a system that permits the Copyright Office and the
Library to hire full-time employees who are well-versed and experienced in the copyright law, the
complexities of the statutory licenses, and who are experienced at conducting administrative proceedings.
As discussed above, while we have hired capable arbitrators in CARP proceedings, it has been impossible
to find arbitrators who are intimate with the details of the copyright law, the statutory licenses and the
distribution/rate adjustment process. Having the same full-time decision makers who adjudicate all rate
adjustment and distribution proceedings will not only raise the level of institutional expertise, but will
produce balanced and stable results. Placing those decision makers in the agency with expertise in
copyright and the statutory licenses will ensure that their decisions are well-reasoned.
Second, although the responsibilities of rate making and royalty distribution has risen in recent years
due to an increase of compulsory licenses in the Copyright Act, we recognize that there are still periods of
inactivity where no proceedings are being conducted. One of the criticisms of the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal was that Commissioners were still compensated during such periods thereby effectively being
paid for little or no work. Consideration should be given to whether the Register should have discretion to
assign additional copyright work to the Copyright Office-based decision makers during these periods of
inactivity.
Third, a new system should permit the Register a substantive role during the process to address
important policy and substantive matters that might arise during a rate adjustment or royalty distribution.
Whether the role is one of having input into the decision, as was proposed in H.R. 3210, or one of being
the final decision maker is an issue that should be explored.
Finally, there is the matter of costs. Hiring full-time employees at government salaries to serve as
decision makers will certainly reduce the overall cost of proceedings to the parties, but there remains the
question of the source of their funding. Under the current system, for those compulsory licenses for which
the Copyright Office collects royalties, the costs of the arbitrators in distribution proceedings are paid for
out of the royalty pool. This is an appropriate system that should be retained since those benefitting from
the distribution are paying for the cost of the proceeding. However, in those circumstances where the
Office does not collect royalties, such as the recent webcasting CARP proceeding, the parties currently pay
the costs of the arbitrators. One of the objections to such a payment scheme is that it raises a bar to
participation for those who cannot afford to pay the arbitrators. Therefore, I recommend that the salaries
of the decision makers in rate adjustments in the new system, where no royalty fees are collected by the
Office, be paid from appropriated funds. This would require an additional appropriation for that purpose.
The Copyright Office looks forward to working with the Subcommittee and the interested parties on
this important matter. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
1 A rnnt-innont- i, 1ric:rlirt-inn nuor n, ,hlir norfnrm:>nroc: hu mo:>nc: nf i, ,vohnvoc: rom:>inc: if nrh,:,t-o i11vohnv
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licenses expire and no new license agreements are reached.
2 In one rate adjustment proceeding under 17 U.S.C. 114, the Court of Appeals remanded for further
findings a small portion of the Librarian's decision concerning the terms of payment of royalty fees.
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Top Lawyers Push Rates Above $ 1,000 an Hour - WSJ

11 / 14/ 14, 2:46 PM

Big Law's $1,000-Plus an Hour Club
-Leading attorneys in the U.S. are asking as much as $1,250 an hour, significantly more than in previous
years, taking advantage of big clients' willingness to pay top dollar for certain types of services.
WSJ's Ashby Jones discusses how some of the nation's
top attorneys are able to command huge despite the
economy being weighed down by the recession.

A few pioneers had raised their fees to more than $1,000 an
hour about five years ago, at the peak of the economic boom.
But after the recession hit, many of the rest of the industry's

elite were hesitant, until recently, to charge more than $990 an hour.
While companies have cut legal budgets and continue to push for hourly discounts and capped-fee deals
with their law firms, many of them have shown they won't skimp on some kinds of legal advice, especially
in high-stakes situations or when they think a star attorney might resolve their problem faster and more
efficiently than a lesser-known talent.
Harvey Miller, a bankruptcy partner at New York-based Weil, Gotshal & Manges, said his firm had an
"artificial constraint" limiting top partners' hourly fee because "$1,000 an hour is a lot of money." It got
rid of the cap after studying filings that showed other lawyers surpassing that barrier by about $50.
-

Today Mr. Miller and some other lawyers at Weil Gotshal ask

hart: Top Billers
See which attorneys had some of the highest-known
hourly rates in 2010 and 2009.

as much as $1,045 an hour. "The underlying principle is if
you can get it, get it," he said.
"Not many attorneys can command four figures hourly, and I
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general counsel at chemical maker DuPont Co. Still, he
added, DuPont pays more than $1,000 an hour to a "select
few," particularly for mergers-and-acquisitions advice.

R

Janine Dascenzo, associate general counsel of General
Electric Co., said that her company is willing to pay what it must when it needs a lawyer with "unique"
expertise. "We'll keep paying them a lot of money, because they're worth that," she added.
Industrywide, attorneys in finance-related practices such as M&A, bankruptcy law and taxes, tend to
command a premium to their peers in other specialties .
•

ne of the priciest attorneys over the past year, according to court filings, has been Kirk A. Radke, whose
http ://onl ine.wsj .c om/ articles/ SB1 0001424052748704071304576160362028728234
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specialty at Kirkland & Ellis LLP in New York is advising clients on leveraged buyouts and forming
private-equity funds. As of early 2010, Mr. Radke, whose clients include private-equity firm Avista Ca pit.
Partners, had an hourly fee of $1,250.
Mr. Radke and Kirkland & Ellis declined to comment, as did Avista Capital.
Pressure on the Payscales
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Such rates are contributing to inflation across the $100 billion-a-year global corporate-law industry as the
slow economic recovery has left many law firms struggling to finance the hefty pay packages they award their stars. Since most law partners bill roughly 2 ,000 hours, those asking $1,100 hourly will bring in $2.2
million, a few million short of the $3 million or $4 million in annual compensation star attorneys get at
many big firms.
To help fill the gap, the firms rely on the profit they often reap on the work of junior attorneys, or
associates. Dozens of associates at a time can work on a single case, and some firms bill as much as $700
an hour for their time, according to Valeo Partners, a Washington consulting firm that maintains a
database of hourly legal rates in fields such as litigation, corporate law and intellectual property.
That strategy can fuel tensions with clients. "We are much less willing to pay an army of associates at the
ever-increasing rate," said GE's Ms. Dascenzo.
"Plenty of clients say to me, 'I don't have any problems with your rate,'" said William F. Nelson, a
Washington-based tax partner at Bingham McCutchen, who commands $1,095 an hour, up from $1,065
last year. "But there is price pressure for associates, especially junior lawyers.
A small but growing number of top lawyers are using other arrangements in place of hourly billing. David http://o nlin e.wsj .c om/ art ic les/S B 1000 1424 05 274 8704071304576160362 02872 8234
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Boies, chairman of Boies, Schiller & Flexner and a prominent trial lawyer, charges $960 an hour, a
9pokeswoman for the firm said. But just a third of his time is devoted to matters that are billed hourly.
More often his deals with clients involve alternatives such as pegging fees to his success, she said.
More typically, big law firms' managing partners dictate hourly rates annually, often studying what their
rivals charge, according to disclosures in their attorney-fee filings in corporate-bankruptcy cases, which
provide a rare public peek at the industry. Such cases involve more than just bankruptcy lawyers; they
frequently draw in a range of attorneys, including specialists in such areas as taxes, product liability and
environmental and intellectual-property law.
This year, top litigators at Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, a Philadelphia-based firm, are asking as much as
$1,200 an hour. A spokeswoman for the firm said "less than 1% of our partners are at rates of $1,000 or

more."
Gregory B. Craig, a former counsel to the Obama White
House who joined Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom
LLP a year ago as a Washington-based litigation partner, is
asking $1,065 an hour, according to a court filing last month.
Skadden Arps declined to comment. Mr. Craig didn't
respond to a request for comment
M&A lawyer John M. Reiss, from White & Case in New York,
Gregory Craig Bloomberg News

started billing $1,100 an hour last year. "Some clients do

focus on the hourly rate, but in the end what really matters is their total cost and whether they got a fair
price," said Mr. Reiss.
In recent years, pressure from clients for discounts has made it increasingly difficult for law firms to

increase their lawyers' fees across the board. Hourly rates for partners rose by an average 3% in 2009 and
2010, and 2.3% this year, compared with an 8% increase in 2008, according to Hildebrandt Baker

Robbins. The average law-firm partner now asks $635 an hour and bills $575, the firm said. But a small
group of attorneys in some specialties command significantly more.
Nearly 2.9% of partners at a group of 24 large U.S. and British law firms asked for $1,000 an hour or more
in U.S. cases last year, up from 1.5% in 2009, according to Valeo.
London-based lawyers have tended to charge higher per-hour rates than their U.S.-based counterparts .
•

owever, London attorneys typically don't bill as many hours on a case as do U.S. attorneys, some lawyers
http://onl ine.wsj.co m/a rti cl es/SB10001 424 05274 8704071304 576160 36202872 8234
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say.
"A thousand dollars an hour was a choke point for some clients," said Peter Zeughauser, a consultant to law firms. "I don't think there will be another significant psychological barrier until rates reach $2,000 an
hour, which they will do, probably in five to seven years."
Write to Vanessa O'Connell at vanessa.o'connell@wsj.com
The Thousand-Dollar-Plus Club

Some lawyers who recently billed $1,000 or more for an hour's time
Corrections & Amplifications

Thomas L. Sager is general counsel at DuPont Co. A previous version of this story incorrectly said he was
assistant general counsel.

http://online.wsj.com/articles/SB 10001424052748704071304576160362028728234
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Top Billers
Top attorneys in the U.S. are asking for as much as $1 ,250 an hour, according to recent court filings, significantly more than in previous years, as they take advantage of big
clients willing to pay top dollar even amid the downturn . The move is contributing to price inflation across the struggling $100 billion global corporate law firm industry, where
lawyers often study rival attorney fee filings in bankruptcy cases. See which attorneys had some of the highest-known hourly rates in 2010 and 2009. Click on column
headers to sort.
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Firm

Practice Area 1

Radke, Kirk A.

Kirkland & Ellis LLP

Corporate

Taplin, Ian

Kirkland & Ellis LLP

Tax

Schmidt,
Gerhard

Weil Gotshal

Finance

Gon, Michelle
Y.L.

Baker McKenzie

Real Estate

Shutter, Andrew

Cleary Gottlieb

Bankruptcy

Practice Area 2

Practice Area 3

Hourly
Rate

Case Name

Date

$1 ,250

Readers Digest
Association Inc

2010

$1 ,220

Visteon Corp.

2010

Corporate

Mergers and
Acquisition

$1 ,165

Aleris International

2010

Mergers and
Acquisition

Intellectual Property

$1 ,163

Motors Liquidation
Company

2010

$1 ,160

Truvo

2010

Corporate

Mergers and
Acquisition

$1 ,160

Truvo

2010

Cleary Gottlieb

Environmental
Litigation

Litigation

$1 ,130

Truvo

2010

Reding, Jacques

Cleary Gottlieb

Bankruptcy

Mergers and
Acquisition

$1 ,130

Truvo

2010

McArdle, Wayne
P.

Gibson Dunn

Corporate

$1 ,110

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

DuBois, PierreAndre

Kirkland & Ellis LLP

Intellectual Property

$1 ,105

Readers Digest
Association Inc

2010

Scheler, Brad

Fried Frank

Bankruptcy

$1,100

Stations Casinos

2010

Lewin-Smith,
Guy

Debevoise &
Plimpton LLP

Corporate

$1 ,080

MIG Inc

2010

Brown , Michael

Jones Day

Finance

$1 ,075

Lehman Brothers Holding

2010

McDonald,
Michael

Cleary Gottlieb

Vandermeersch,
Dirk

Litigation

Equities

Regulatory

Inc

-

$1 ,075

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

Bankruptcy

$1 ,075

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

Gibson Dunn

Litigation

$1 ,075

Almatis

2010

Brockway, David

Bingham Mccutchen

Corporate

$1 ,065

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

Magee, John 8.

Bingham Mccutchen

Tax

$1 ,065

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

Nelson, William
F.

Bingham Mccutchen

Tax

$1 ,065

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

Pistillo, Bernie

Shearman & Sterling
LLP

Tax

$1 ,065

Worldspace

2010

Meyerson, Lee

Simpson Thacher

Capital Markets

$1 ,050

Washington Mutual

2010

Nesgos, Peter

Milbank Tweed

Finance

$1 ,050

Sea Launch Company

2010

Coffey, Lee

Jones Day

Litigation

Stueck, Barnaby
C.

Jones Day

Karlan, Mitchell
A.

International Law

Mergers and
Acquisition
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Paul Weiss

Intellectual Property

$1 ,050

SP Wind Down Inc

2010

Fleder, Robert

Paul Weiss

Labor and
Employment

$1 ,050

SP Wind Down Inc

2010

Rothenberg ,
Peter

Paul Weiss

Corporate

Tax

$1,050

SP Wind Down Inc

2010

Baronsky,
Kenneth J

Milbank Tweed

Bankruptcy

Mergers and
Acquisition

Securities Litigation

$1 ,050

Stations Casinos

2010

Palmer, Deryck
A

Cadwalader

Finance

Bankruptcy

Mergers and
Acquisition

$1 ,050

Lyondell Chemical
Company

2010

Aronzon, Paul

Milbank Tweed

Bankruptcy

$1 ,050

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

Bray, Gregory

Milbank Tweed

Bankruptcy

$1 ,050

Midway Games Inc

2010
2010

Milbank Tweed

Bankruptcy

S1 ,050

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

Weil Gotshal

Mergers and
Acquisitions

$1 ,030

Extended Stay Inc

2010

Kar, Partha

Kirkland & Ellis LLP

Bankruptcy

$1 ,030

Reade~s Digest
Association Inc

2010

Budd , Thomas
M.

Gibson Dunn

Finance

$1 ,027

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

Moore, Robert
Jay

Milbank Tweed

Bankruptcy

$1 ,025

Claim Jumper

2010

Dakin-Grimm,
Linda

Milbank Tweed

Litigation

$1 ,025

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

Davis, Trayton
M.

Milbank Tweed

Finance

Bankruptcy

Investment Funds
Litigation

$1 ,025

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

Grushkin, Jay D.

Milbank Tweed

International Law

Finance

Transportation

$1 ,025

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

Heller, David S.

Latham Watkins

Bankruptcy

$1 ,025

In re: NEC Holdings Corp.

2010

Hirschfeld,
Michael

Milbank Tweed

Tax

$1 ,025

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

Magold, Rainer

Milbank Tweed

Finance

Tomback,
Andrew E.

Milbank Tweed

Litigation

Sharp, Richard

Milbank Tweed

Clowry, Karl J.K.

Dunne, Dennis
Schiff, Kenneth

E.

Real Estate

Finance

$1,D25

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

$1 ,025

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

Litigation

$1 ,025

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

Paul Hastings

Corporate

$1 ,021

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

Eagan, Mark J.

Paul Hastings

Real Estate

$1 ,021

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

O'Sullivan,
Ronan P.

Paul Hastings

Corporate

Real Estate

$1 ,021

Lehman Brothers Holding
Inc

2010

Cleary Gottlieb

Corporate

Finance

$1 ,020

Truvo

2010

Duncan , James
A.

Cleary Gottlieb

Finance

Tax

$1 ,020

Truvo

2010

Lincer, Richard

s.

Finance

Mergers and
Acquisition

Peaslee, James

Cleary Gottlieb

Tax

$1 ,020

Truvo

2010

Gorin, William F.

Cleary Gottlieb

Corporate

Government

Capital Markets

$1 ,020

Truvo

2010

Moloney,
Thomas J.

Cleary Gottlieb

Bankruptcy

Litigation

Finance

$1,020

Truvo

2010
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Source: Valeo partners, Washington , D.C. Notes: Based on recent filings in a range of bankruptcy cases. Some lawyers may have standard hourly rates above what they
charged in these cases.
(See correction .)
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News Flash - RIAA Muscles in on Licensing Business - McClure &
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9

Expanding far beyond its role as a powerful lobbying group, the Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA) is making a major move to enter the music licensing business, potentially collecting and
distributing more money than performing rights groups Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI) and the American
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) combined.
Songwriters and publishers already have the right to collect royalties on webcast music; federal legislation
in the '90s extended that right to record companies that hold the copyrights to the sound recordings.
However, it is a little known legal fact that the RIAA does not have an exclusive right to control royalty
distribution for those performances. And critics are concerned that there will not be sufficient oversight
over the RIAA's activities, and that record companies may not pay artists their cut of webcasting royalties.
The RIAA has been in the licensing business since 1992, collecting royalties on the sale of blank audio
compact discs and CD copying decks (but not CD burners), after a 1992 law awarded record companies
those monies to compensate for potential revenue lost from piracy enabled by such devices. The RIAA also
collects on behalf of record companies 6.5% of gross revenue from cable radio and satellite radio
businesses that offer what are called "digital subscription services" for music.
While the RIAA will not reveal its total revenue from these services, it collects approximately $2 million
per year from two of them, DMX (Digital Music Express) and Music Choice, according to Ron Gertz, a
copyright attorney who founded and runs Music Reports, Inc. Gertz's firm is a playlist data service that
makes royalty payments to AS CAP, BMI and individual copyright holders on behalf of broadcasters and
new media companies.
Non-interactive webcasting is the newest area in which the RIAA will collect royalties on behalf of more
than 300 labels, including the major label groups, which own 90% of the world's sound recordings. Noninteractive webcasters don't let users select what they hear, but are required by the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act (DMCA) to license the sound recordings they transmit and pay royalties on their use.

http: //trowbridgeplanetearth.com / T2/ news/ RIAAbrief .htm1
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Theoretically, this could mean that radio stations that broadcast their signals over the Internet would have
pay for the right to use the record companies' music, unprecedented in the history of U.S. commercial

radio. There is so much money at stake in this change that the RIAA and the National Association of

Broadcasters are fighting it out in both the United States Copyright Office and the United States District
Court in New York.
The RIAA Enters the Multi-Million Dollar Licensing Business
The RIAA collective will handle royalty distribution for non-interactive webcasting, while labels are
negotiating their own royalty deals with interactive webcasters, which let users skip songs and choose
artists. Licensing royalties from subscription services and webcasting (including radio stations on the
'Net) could come to $400 million per year -- double whatASCAP and BMI collect from radio -- according
to Gertz.
John Simson, senior director of membership for the RIAA collective (which will get an official name in the
next six weeks), says he doesn't think the figure will be that high for the first year, though it could grow to
that in five years.
-The royalties will be "significant," says RIAA collective head Mike Pears, though he contends that they
would not be as much what ASCAP and BMI distribute because the RIAA will not collect from analog
transmissions.
Running a clearinghouse that deals with that much money -- and maintains the computerized records that
will track to whom it should go -- is not a small job. The RIAA plans to hire "at least five or ten people" to
run its licensing operations, according to Steven Marks, the RIAA's senior vice president of business
affairs. The RIAA's royalty collective is "quite far along" in developing the computer databases that can
compile and standardize all the play data from various audio services and webcasters, according to Pears.
A former business strategist for record companies, Pears has been supervising the creation of the RIAA's
master database of sound recording owners for the last year.
The RIAA has identified 7,300 entities that hold sound recording copyrights and has already convinced
mid-size labels such as the Zomba Group, Koch and Green Linnet to join the collective along with the
majors.

nttp://trowbridgeplanetearth.com/T2/news/RIAAbrief.html
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"Recruiting is my main mission," says Simson, a former artist attorney who represented Mary Chapin
Carpenter from 1988-95 and has been on the new RIAA project for two months.

0

"Reasonable" Admin Costs
The RIAA is entitled under law to take a percentage of the royalties for administrative costs. The law
specifies that they must be "reasonable," but that term is oblique, acknowledges Tanya Sandros, a senior
attorney at the U.S. Copyright Office. Because the administrative percentage affects the bottom line that
goes to copyright holders and ultimately to the artists who are supposed to get a cut of the royalties, there
is concern that the percentage is fair.
The RIAA would like to take 16-20% of the total for administrative expenses, according to Simson. "Our
goals is to keep [expenses] in line with other performing rights organizations like ASCAP and BMI," he
says.
"History has shown that if administrative costs approach 20%, managers lose their heads," says Andrew
Sanders, director of international legal and business affairs at ASCAP, which took 15.9% in administrative
costs in 1999. ASCAP's percentage is less than BMI's, he said, which is around 18%.

0

The final administrative percentage will be negotiated at an upcoming Copyright Arbitration Rate Panel
(CARP) proceeding, supervised by the U.S. Copyright Office.
How Much Should Webcasters Pay?
In addition to the administrative percentage, webcasters and the RIAA must decide at the CARP
proceeding how much webcasters should pay, and how the money should be distributed and audited.
Currently, the RIAA and the webcaster negotiate the cost of the license, which is based on either gross
revenue or the number of times a song stream was played by each user, Marks says. But because costs are
not set up by formulae the way ASCAP and BMI licenses are, it is difficult for entrepreneurs to budget for
licensing in advance, critics contend.
Marks disagrees, countering that the RIAA negotiation process gives the webcaster the ability to bargain
and possibly obtain a better deal than a predetermined rate would provide.
http://trowbridgeplanetearth.com/T2/news/R1AAbrief.html
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-The number ofwebcasters who have reached a licensing agreement with the collective are in the "double
digits," Marks says. Those webcasters are paying between 15-22% of their gross revenues, according to an
industry source. As a point of comparison, BMI web site licenses cost either 1. 75% of a site's gross revenue,
or 2.5% of a special revenue base revenue adjusted for site traffic.
Some webcasters are displeased with the cost proposed in negotiations, one reason the process has moved
to an arbitration panel.
The cost could be a percentage of gross revenue, a per-performance fee, or flat fee, according to Seth
Greenstein, an attorney representing Yahoo! Broadcast at the CARP. Once the fee is established,
webcasters will have to make retroactive payments that account for webcasts since October 1998, when
the DMCA became law.
The RIAA will not reveal the percentage of gross revenue it seeks, but negotiations over digital
subscription audio (a different license from webcasting) provide an indication of how the RIAA has
bargained in the past. It initially asked for 41.5% of gross revenue, though the figure was ultimately set at
_6.5% by the Copyright Office.

"Since no one really knows what exactly is the value of everything over the Internet and how people are
making money -- and what kind of money there is to be made -- no one knows what to give away at this
stage," says Sandros. "So, of course, each side is going to be asking for whatever is most advantageous to
its constituents."
New Licensing Agencies Could Get Into the Game
One of the most crucial issues -- and a little known fact-- is that the RIAA collective does not automatically
get to become the sole licensing agency for digital sound recording performance licenses. The law does not
prevent other agencies from serving this function, according to David Carson, general counsel for the U.S.
Copyright Office.
"In the digital subscription rate setting,'' explains Carson, "parties to the CARP proceeding agreed that a
collective operated by the RIAA would be the organization that received and disbursed the funds. The next
.ARP is free to continue with that provision or come up with some other means of doing it."
http://trowbridgeplanetearth.com/T2/news/R1AAbrief.html
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"The RIAA would like to become ASCAP," says Gertz. "But there can be multiple organizations

0

representing the copyright owners, and common organizations for the users." These users include
webcasters and cable radio services.
Other players are coming to the table, according to Carson. The Association for Independent Music, an

organization that represents non-corporate labels and distributors, has filed to participate in the next rate
arbitration proceeding.
"Here, you have choice," says Sandros. "Someone just has to present to us different ways of collecting the
royalties and making the distributions."
Is a Watchdog Needed?
Critics allege that once the collective is in power, it will be difficult to ensure that funds are correctly
distributed to copyright holders and that fees are being assessed correctly.
"Who's going to watchdog this?" asks Ken Hertz, a music attorney who represents Alanis Morrisette and

O

Herbie Hancock. "Who's going to keep track of what was collected? There isn't an independent body; these
licenses are being issued directly. That's the worst possible thing."
Marks says that the RIAA will be supervised by the Copyright Office, but the RIAA has not always deferred
to the rates and procedures that the Copyright Office has imposed on the trade group in the past.
The group challenged the Copyright Office in March 1999, in the U.S. District Court in Washington, D.C.,
after the Copyright Office lowered the royalty percentage for digital audio subscription licenses and said
that copyright holders should be able to audit the RIAA. The court ruled to let the 6.5% rate stand, but did
not uphold the auditing provision, sending it back for further consideration, because neither the
arbitration panel nor the negotiating parties had addressed the idea in their original proceedings.
Ultimately, disputes with any performance rights organization, including the RIAA, have to be settled by
the courts, not the Copyright Office, says Sandros. "We have no jurisdiction over those organizations," she
says of the RIAA, ASCAP and BMI.

0
http://trowbridgeplanetearth.com/T2/oews/RIAAbrief.html
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Will the Artists Get Paid?
·C~pyright Office attorneys and artists' attorneys say that under the DMCA, record companies must turn
over 45% of webcast royalties to featured performers and 5% to backup musicians and singers.
But some featured artists' contracts state that they they are not entitled to any money from blanket
licenses. Labels could decide to defer to these contracts, rather than the DMCA, and not pay artists the
45% split.
Music attorney Hertz says that because the new revenue is essentially "found money," the record
companies could improve their public image by distributing the non-recoupable 45% to artists.
"In the current climate," he says, "the record companies might bend over backwards to not create the
impression that they're ripping off artists. They're not comfortable with their current media image of being
the big, bad record companies."
Sony Music Entertainment and EMI Recorded Music refused to comment on the royalty issue, but
.Universal Music's Larry Kenswil, president of the group's strategy think-tank eLabs, maintains that
Universal will not owe artists any portion of the royalty. He claims the split applies only to royalties on
blank audio and duping machines, and on digital audio subscription services, which are covered under
1995 laws.
For webcasting royalties, Kenswil says, "It's not a matter of [federal] statutes. It's a matter of contract."
Moreover, because many artists hold contracts that were written before the advent of the Web, those
contracts don't specify webcast royalty splits. In those cases, artists and labels will have to renegotiate
contracts or try to base claims on language somehow related to licensing.
Kenswil's view that the splits specified by the DMCA don't apply may be a minority opinion. Like the
Copyright Office attorneys, Marks of the RIAA says that royalties to featured and backup artists are
guaranteed by the law. But the RIAA cannot force the labels it represents to pass on a cut to the artists.
Pears says that although the RIAA might have "persuasive power" over its member labels, "We're not in

ehe

business of telling our members what to do."

http://trowbridgeplanetearth.com/T2/news/RIAAbrief.htm1
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Some critics contend that this means that the RIAA cannot truly represent artists in the royalty business,

Q

unlike ASCAP and BMI, which represent both publishers and songwriters directly. But the question of
who must pay for webcast licenses -- and whether the RIAA will be the only clearinghouse -- must first be
answered, before the artist royalty issue is resolved.
Since its publication, Webnoize has issued a clarification relating to this article.
[by Mark Lewis, Webnoize]
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Earlier this month, a huge development took place in the music tech world that has massive implications

9or the future of the music industry: A US District Court in New York handed down a ruling stating that
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the royalty rate Pandora pays the music licensing group ASCAP will remain at 1.85 percent of Pandora's
revenue. Pandora argued that the rate should only be 1.7 percent (which is what radio broadcasters pay) •
while ASCAP argued that the rate should gradually increase to 3 percent. Mathematically speaking, this is
a win for Pandora which, despite its massive popularity, has struggled to sustain profitability and likely
can't afford to pay a higher rate.
Does this mean the fight between licensing groups and Pandora is over, with the music streaming
service reigning victorious? Judging by the heated atmosphere at last week's Music Business Association
law conference, the battle has just begun.
In a panel covering the ASCAP ruling, Kenneth Steinthal, who represented Pandora in an earlier ASCAP
case, butted heads against Stuart Rosen, senior vice president and general counsel of BMI, a performance
rights organization that licenses music much like ASCAP does. The often testy discussion provided a
valuable window into the chaotic state of the music industry, where each stakeholder, from tech
companies to record labels to artists, is struggling for a piece of a revenue pie that's been cut in half since
2000 .

The disagreement centered around whether music publishers like Sony or Universal should continue to
license songs played on Pandora through ASCAP and BMI, where court-mandated rates apply, or if they
should be allowed to negotiate directly with the streaming services on the open market. It was actually thlawyers representing BMI who argued publishers should be allowed direct negotiation, leaving ASCAP and
BMI to only handle royalty payments for non-digital distributions. That may sound counter-intuitive, but
some allege the reason ASCAP was happy to let big publishers go directly to Pandora was that it would
drive the market royalty rate up, which ASCAP could then use as a benchmark when petitioning the courts
to raise the rate. Steinthal and other Pandora supporters called foul on what they perceived to be anticompetitive practices, and the courts agreed.
Despite many differences of opinion, the one thing all the panelists agreed on is that the current state of
music licensing is a mess, with Steinthal calling it a "ball of confusion" and Lisa Buckley, an intellectual
property lawyer siding with BMI, saying "it's a chaotic and confusing situation to deal with."
The arguments on both sides can sound equally chaotic and confusing on first glance, so before we unravel
them, let's talk about why ASCAP and BMI exist in the first place.
What purpose do ASCAP and BMI serve?

ASCAP and BMI, known as "performance rights organizations" or PROs, were founded in the first half of http :// pand o .c om/2 o1 4/03/3 0/a-c h aotic -an d - co nfus i ng- s i tu a tion -w ha t -t ... ora - asca p - ru Ii ng - real ly- mea ns- for-th e- f utu re- of-th e-mu sic-i ndu st ry/
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the 20th century to help record labels and artists collect royalties on "public performances" of their
«ork. As the advent of radio began to eat into revenue from concerts and recordings, artists needed a way
to collect royalties without calling up every radio station in the country that might be playing their music.
ASCAP and BMI stepped in to collect and distribute these radio royalties, as well as royalties for music
played in bars and restaurants. These outlets pay ASCAP and BMI for a license to play songs from each
organization's repertoire and that fee is split between the PRO and the publisher (usually the record label
or one of its parent companies), which then pays a chunk to the performing artist.
In the digital age, do we still need ASCAP and BMI?

For the purpose of collecting royalties from local radio stations and bars, yes. The process of monitoring
and collecting fees from these establishments spread all over the country is no less cumbersome than in
the pre-digital age and requires big organizations devoted to that purpose. But more and more, users'
listening habits have migrated over to large, consolidated networks like Pandora which can be dealt with
more directly. Sure, smaller labels with less extensive catalogs (and thus less negotiating leverage) may
still want to go through the PROs for all their licensing and distributions, but big publishers with huge
repertoires of beloved bands might benefit from negotiating royalty rates directly with Pandora, while
letting ASCAP and BMI handle the local radio stations and bars.
-his is at the heart of the issue: Publishers want to "partially withdraw" from BMI and ASCAP so they can
negotiate rates with Pandora directly that are not subject to court-mandated rates, while still using BMI
and ASCAP to license for bars and local radio stations.
So what's wrong with that? Isn't that in the spirit of capitalism?

Not according to Steinthal and others who represent digital radio services.
Let's step back for a moment: In the 1940s, the Department of Justice wanted a way to keep ASCAP
from driving prices up or engaging in other monopolistic activities. So under the Sherman Anti-Trust Act,
it created what's known as a "consent decree" requiring ASCAP and later BMI to charge fair rates to radio
stations and other licensees. The "fair rate" is decided by what the courts call a "hypothetical free market."
That's the whole reason courts are involved at all in setting Pandora's rates.
But why a "hypothetical" free market? If publishers negotiated directly with Pandora,
wouldn't that create a "real" free market?

. o t necessarily, said Steinthal. "Every economist agrees on the hallmarks of a competitive market: There
http ://pando .com / 201 4/ 03/ 30/ a-c haoti c - and-conf us i ng -s itua tion - wh a t - t ... o ra - asca p- ru Ii ng - real ly- mean s- fo r-the - futu re-of-the-music-ind us try/
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has to be a level set of information. Buyer and seller must have equivalent information sets going into a
negotiation."
He says that wasn't the case when Sony negotiated royalty rates directly with Pandora, and Judge Denise
Cote agreed in her ruling. She writes:

•

ASCAP refused to provide Pandora with the list of Sony works without Sony's consent, which
Sony refused to give. Without that list, Pandora's options were stark. It could shut down its
service, infringe Sony's rights, or execute an agreement with Sony on Sony's terms."
Sony also leaked the terms of the deal it eventually struck despite signing a confidentiality agreement with
Pandora. These are hardly the "hallmarks of a competitive market."
Because of the anti-competitive atmosphere facilitated by partial withdrawals, the courts disallowed
them. But Buckley, one of the lawyers on BMI's side, sees partial withdrawals differently. She says that
allowing publishers to license performance rights through ASCAP and BMI for bars and local radio
stations while striking separate direct deals with Pandora is fair and in the spirit of the consent decree
handed down over fifty years ago by the DOJ.
The purpose of the consent decree, she says, is to "disaggregate monopolistic power over the licensing of music. The consent decree was not intended to restrict a copyright owner's ability to enter into a direct
license with a user." Under that rationale, the partial withdrawal of licensing rights from ASCAP and BMI
is lawful and fair.
She also said that using ASCAP or BMI to license music for some purposes but not all is not
unprecedented, For example, licensing of songs used in Broadway plays is outside of a PRO's purview.
BMI's Rosen agrees: "Ken (Steinthal) says BMI is a monopoly. So won't marketplace rates be better?"
But wait: Why would ASCAP and BMI want publishers to withdraw some of their licenses?

If you ask Steinthal, it's a scheme between publishers and PROs to artificially jack up the rates Pandora
pays.
"This is part of a plan. Major publishers basically announced they were going to pull out, try to get outside
the context of the consent decree and not be subject to court scrutiny, get new rates, then ASCAP would
take that rate and use it as a benchmark."

hit p ://panda .com / 201 4/ 03/30/ a- c haotic - and - confusing - si tuat ion-w ha t - t ...ora- ascap-ru Ii ng- really - means-for-the -future -of -the - music - industry/
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In other words, he alleges that ASCAP's intent was to let publishers withdraw their digital licensing
.ights so they can negotiate new deals on the free market where the court's rates don't apply - deals that,
as Steinthal noted, were not made fairly. Then ASCAP can say to the rate court, "Look! This is what the
real rate should be. How do we know? It's been tested on the free market!" Finally, after getting the new
court-mandated rates, it could let publishers back in.
As we saw in the decision, the courts didn't fall for ASCAP's scheme, keeping Pandora's royalty rates the

same. Judge Cote alludes to this collusion by pointing to an email from ASCAP Chairman Paul Williams
(yes, the Paul Williams who wrote "The Rainbow Connection") that outlines the plan clear-as-day:
My job is to make this transition as smoothly as possible in the board room ... to assuage the
fears of the writers who may see this as an ASCAP death knoll .... [W]e are in fact giving [the
major publishers] the right to negotiate. The end result being that they will set a higher market
price which will give us bargaining power in rate court.
Not surprisingly, BMI's Rosen denies that publishers and PROs are trying to pull a fast one on the
industry. In BMI's defense, its policy is that publishers who leave BMI must wait a whole year before being
let back in, unlike ASCAP where publishers can come and go as they please .
•

o what happens next?

To recap, the courts kept Pandora's rate the same and disallowed partial withdrawals, meaning that
publishers must either license music through ASCAP or BMI for all purposes, digital or otherwise, or not
at all. And because of the difficulty of collecting non-digital royalties, many of the publishers have come
back to ASCAP and BMI.
But the fight's not over. "My future is on the Acela every day visiting the DOJ," says Rosen, who would like
to see the consent decree modified so that partial withdrawals are allowed. "We think partial withdrawal
has to be a part of any future system."
Steinthal is okay with that in theory but says there need to be protections to avoid collusion between
publishers and PROs. Direct deals between Internet radio stations and publishers must be fair, with both
parties having access to the same information (which wasn't the case between Sony and Pandora). Also, he
says, publishers shouldn't be allowed to partially withdrawal from a PRO, test the waters on the market,
then immediately come back as a way to jack up rates .
•

or all parties to come to an agreement, there needs to be dialogue (even if it's a bit heated) between those
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representing PROs, publishers, and Pandora, like what we saw at this conference. But striking an
agreement may be easier said than done. Despite arriving from all different sides of the debate, each
stakeholder involved is driven by the same thing: cash. Pandora doesn't want to be gouged on royalty
rates. Its survival may depend on it. Record companies, faced with revenues that have only recently

•

stopped plummeting, need any advantage they can get in setting these rates. BMI and ASCAP, sensing that
many publishers may no longer need their services, want to milk as much money from licensing for the
publishers that do decide to stay.
Meanwhile in the middle are the people producing all this content: The artists, who struggle to live off
meager royalty payments even as each middle-man in the distribution and licensing process claims to be
working in their best interests.

[Illustration by Hallie Bateman]

David Holmes
David Holmes is Pando's East Coast Editor. He is also the co-founder of Explainer Music, a production
company specializing in journalistic music videos. His work has appeared at FastCompany.com,

•

ProPublica, the Guardian, the Daily Dot, NewYorker.com, and Grist.
You can follow David on Twitter @holmesdm
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REVENUE STREAMS
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Daniel Ek says his company is "not in the music space-we 're in the
moment space." Credit Illustration by Harry Campbell; photograph:
Eyevine I Redux

Daniel Ek, the C.E.O. of Spotify, is a rock star of the tech world, but he is not long on charisma. At thirtyone, he is pale, boyish, cerebral, and calm. Jantelagen , the Scandinavian code of humility and restraint, is
strong in him. He doesn't greet you with a firm handshake from behind an imposing desk; he doesn't have
a desk. He sprawls on a couch with his laptop, like a teen-ager doing homework. Or he wanders the
company's offices, which form an oval around the open core of a big building on Birger J arlsgatan, in
central Stockholm. The design encourages "random encounters," which Ek once read was Steve Jobs's
plan in laying out Pixar's offices.
Ek's phlegmatic manner makes his unshakable, almost spiritual belief in Spotify burn all the more
brightly. His vision, that Spotify is a force for good in the world of music, is almost Swedenborgian:
salvation in the form of a fully licensed streaming-music service where you can find every record ever
.

ade. Spotify doesn't sell music; it sells access to it. Instead of buying songs and albums, you pay a
http: //www. newyorker.c om/ magazine/2 01 4/11 /2 4/ revenue-streams
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monthly subscription fee ($9.99), or get served an ad every few songs if you're on the free tier. You can
listen to anything on the service-the Beatles (as with iTunes, the surviving members are not rushing in) and Taylor Swift (who left the service in a flurry of publicity in early November) notwithstanding-and
there is an astonishing amount of music. When Spotify launched, in October, 2008, in Sweden and a
handful of other European countries, Ek's dream seemed like the longest of long shots. Now Spotify is the
Netflix of music sites. Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook' s founder, says, "Daniel just saw the opportunities of
streaming music before anyone else."
Spotify appeared nine years after Napster, the pioneering file-sharing service, which unleashed piracy on
the record business and began the cataclysm that caused worldwide revenues to decline from a peak of
twenty-seven billion dollars, in 1999, to fifteen billion, in 2013. The iTunes store, the industry's attempt, in
partnership with Apple, to build a digital record shop, opened in 2003 to sell downloads, but that didn't
alter the downward trajectory; indeed, by unbundling tracks from the album, so that buyers could cherrypick their favorite songs, Apple arguably hastened the decline. Legal actions against individualsthousands of people in the U.S. were sued for downloading music illegally-only alienated potential
customers. As bad as the bloodbath was in the U.S., the situation was even worse in Sweden. Pelle Lidell,
an executive with Universal Music Publishing in Stockholm, told me that by 2008 "we were an inch away
from being buried, and Spotify single-handedly turned that around."
Ek was one of the pirate band. Before starting the company, he had briefly been the C.E.O. of uTorrent,
which made money in part by monetizing pirated music and movies on BitTorrent, a major file-sharing

•

protocol. Later, the Napster co-founder Sean Parker, for years Public Enemy No. 1 to record-company
executives, joined forces with Ek. Who would have imagined, as one label head put it recently, that "your
enemy could become your friend"?
Spotify is now in fifty-eight countries. (Canada, its latest market, got the service at the end of September.)
It has raised more than half a billion dollars from investors, including Goldman Sachs, to fund its

expansion, and there are rumors of an I.P.O. in its future, to raise more. Spotify's user base exceeds fifty
million globally, with twelve and a half million paying subscribers. At the current rate of growth, that
number could reach forty million subscribers by the end of the decade. To date, it has paid out more than
two billion dollars to the record labels, publishers, distributors, and artists who own the rights to the
songs. "I'm very bullish on it," Tom Corson, the president of RCA Records, said. "The all-you-can-eat
access model is starting to make sense to people. And we expect that free is going to roll into subscription
and that is going to be a really huge part of our business."
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The question of whether Spotify is good for artists is considerably more vexed. The service has been
.1ogged by accusations that it doesn't value musicians highly enough. In 2013, Radiohead's Thom Yorke
memorably called Spotify "the last desperate fart of a dying corpse," a remark that "saddened" Ek. In July,
Taylor Swift wrote in a Wall Street Journal editorial, "In my opinion, the value of an album is, and will
continue to be, based on the amount of heart and soul an artist has bled into a body of work." For Swift,
streaming is not much different from piracy. "Piracy, file sharing and streaming have shrunk the numbers
of paid album sales drastically, and every artist has handled this blow differently," she wrote.
In early November, when Swift's new album, "1989," was released, her label, Big Machine Records, not
only declined to make the album available on Spotify but also removed her entire catalogue from the
service. Is this a gesture of artistic solidarity, or, as one insider put it, "a stunt to wring the last drop of
blood out of what is a dying model"-i.e., album sales? Swift's impressive first-week sales of "1989," which
were just under 1.3 million albums, making her the year's top seller, are still well short of the all-time firstweek high, 2.4 million, set by 'N Sync, in 2000. And the sixty-nine-per-cent drop-off in "1989" 's secondweek sales suggests that Swift's seventy-one million Facebook fans didn't rush out and buy the album
when they couldn't get it on Spotify. They just streamed whatever was available on YouTube, which pays
artists even less than Spotify does, or on other sites. Or they set sail for the Pirate Bay, where the album

•

was also No.1.
On Spotify, music consumption is "frictionless"-a favorite word of Ek's. In tech terms, we've gone from a

world of scarcity to one of abundance. Nothing is for sale, because everything is available. The kind of
calculations you make on iTunes, such as "I like this song, but not enough to buy it," don't matter. It is a
music nerd's dream, which may be why the user population on Spotify tends to lie outside the

mainstream. On Spotify, the Pixies' top songs have about four times as many streams as Neil Diamond's
biggest hits.
The difference between Spotify and Internet radio services, like Pandora, is that Spotify is interactive. You
can sample the complete catalogue of most artists' recordings. (Spotify also has a non-interactive radio
component.) Spotify now has some twenty million songs on the service, and twenty thousand new ones
are added every day. If you are a "lean forward" listener-that is, the kind of motivated fan who takes the
time to discover the music you want-Spotify is a celestial jukebox. But, for Spotify to continue its rapid
growth, it must bring in the "lean backers" Pandora caters to. Spotify tries to do this with playlists. It has
staff-curated playlists, and users can also make their own-there are more than a billion on the site. The
playlist is the album of the streaming world. Spotify is working on getting its service into car stereos, and
. s negotiating agreements with automobile companies; one such agreement was announced this week. The
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/11 /24/revenue•streams
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power of playlists will only grow.

'0

When Spotify launched in the U.S., in 2011, it relied on simple, usage-based algorithms to connect users

and music, a process known as "collaborative filtering." These algorithms were more often annoying than
useful. You think because I listened to Neil Young that I want to listen to America? America ripped Neil

Young off! But over time the algorithms have improved. Earlier this year, Spotify bought a Boston-based
startup called the Echo Nest, which has developed a form of artificial music intelligence-a kind of A.I.
hipster that finds cool music for you. The Echo Nest powers Spotify's automated radio stations and is also
behind an in-house programming tool called Truffle Pig, which can be told to sniff out music with
combinations of more than fifty parameters, such as "speechiness" and "acoustic-ness." Now that the Echo
Nest is part of Spotify, its team has access to the enormous amount of data generated by Spotify users
which show how they consume music. Spotify knows what time of day users listen to certain songs, and in
many cases their location, so programmers can infer what they are probably doing-studying, exercising,
drivi~g to work. Brian Whitman, an Echo Nest co-founder, told me that programmers also hope to learn
more about listeners by factoring in data such as "what the weather is like, what your relationship status is
now on Facebook." (In 2011, Facebook entered into a partnership with Spotify.) He added, "We've cracked
the nut as far as knowing as much about the music as we possibly can automatically, and we see the next
frontier as knowing as much as we possibly can about the listener."
All this, Ek explained, will help Spotify to better program the "moments" of a user's day. "We're not in t h p
music space-we're in the moment space," he told me. The idea is to use song analytics and user data to
help both human and A.I. curators select the right songs for certain activities or moods, and build playlists
for those moments. Playlists can be customized according to an individual user's "taste profile." You just
broke up with your boyfriend, you're in a bad mood, and Justin Timberlake's "Cry Me a River," from the
"Better Off Without You" playlist, starts. Are you playing the music, or is the music playing you?
You can design your own Spotify day. You wake to the "Early Morning Rise" playlist (Midnight Faces,
Zella Day), and get ready with "Songs to Sing in the Shower" ("I'm hooked on a feeling/I'm high on
believing"). Depending on how much work you have, there's "Deep Focus," "Brain Food," or "Intense
Studying." By eleven-thirty, you've hit "Caffeine Rush," and, after a sandwich at your desk ("Love That
Lazy Lunch"), it's time to "Re-Energize" (Skrillex, Deorro) for the afternoon. A late-in-the-day "Mood
Booster" (Meghan Trainor) gets you pumped for your workout (there's a "House Workout," a "Hip Hop
Workout," and a "CrossFit Mix," to name just a few). Then it's "Happy to Be Home" (Feist, the Postal
Service). After "Beer n' Burgers" (rockabilly) or "Taco Tuesday" (Celia Cruz), you "Calm Down" (Wilco, the
National) and then, depending on your love life, click on "Sexy Beats" or "Better Off Without You" (or
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/11 /24/revenue-streams
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maybe "Bedtime Stories," for the kids), followed by "Sleep" (heavy on Brian Eno, king of the z's) .
•

y problem with playlists is not the Starbucksy rubrics, or the spying on my embarrassing Lana Del Rey
obsession. My problem is that I end up skipping most of the songs anyway. I lean forward and check the
next song when I'm supposed to lean back. The human or the A.I. who chose Pharrell's "Happy" for the
"Mood Booster" playlist isn't getting the job done for me.
By the time he turned twenty-two; Daniel Ek had achieved his life's ambition: he was rich. A gifted
programmer, he had been making money by working on Internet-based tech products since he was
fourteen. After selling an Internet advertising company called Advertigo, in 2006, he retired. He rented a
big place in Stockholm. He bought a red Ferrari and drove it to night clubs, where he arranged for good
tables for friends and attractive female companions, whom he plied with expensive champagne. He lived
like this for a year or so, until one morning he awoke to a startling realization. "I was completely
depressed," he said.
"I realized the girls I was with weren't very nice people," Ek went on, "that they were just using me, and
that my friends weren't real friends. They were people who were there for the good times, but if it ever
turned ugly they'd leave me in a heartbeat. I had always wanted to belong and I had been thinking that

1

.-~is was going to get solved when I had money, and instead I had no idea how I wanted to live my life. And

Co one teaches you what to do after you achieve financial independence. So I had to confront that."

Ek describes himself as "missionary," by which he means he likes to formulate five-year missions for
himself. "That's how I think about life," he said. "Five years is long enough for me to achieve something
meaningful but short enough so I can change my mind every few years. I'm on my second five-year
commitment on Spotify. In two years, I will have to make my next one. I will need to ask myself if I still
enjoy what I'm doirig. I'm kind of unusual that way, but it gives me clarity and purpose."
Ek sold the Ferrari, got rid of the apartment, and moved to a cabin near his parents' place in Ragsved, a
Stockholm suburb; where he meditated about what to do with his life. He had soul-searching
conversations with Martin Lorentzon, the Swedish entrepreneur who had bought Ek's advertising
company, and was himselflooking for a new project. "And we always came back to the music industry," Ek
said. Like many teen-agers around the turn of the millennium, Ek had become infatuated with Napster-in
particular, with the idea of a site where all the world's music was available for free. Radio offered free
music, too, of course, but radio wasn't interactive; you couldn't pursue your own interests, the way you
could on Napster. Ek said, "Before that, I was listening to Roxette," a Swedish pop-rock band from the

eighties. "I discovered Metallica and learned that they were inspired by Led Zeppelin, and King Crimson,
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and then I got into the Beatles. And from there I went to Bowie and the whole British scene from the
Eurythmics to the Sex Pistols. Hearing the anger and frustration of the Sex Pistols or the Clash made youo
feel like you were in the seventies. You started to understand culture. It was pretty magical.
"It came back to me constantly that Napster was such an amazing consumer experience, and I wanted to
see if it could be a viable business," Ek went on. "We said, 'The problem with the music industry is piracy.
Great consumer product, not a great business model. But you can't beat technology. Technology always
wins. But what if you can make a better product than piracy?' " Ek continued, "Piracy was kind of hard. It
took a few minutes to download a song, it was kind of cumbersome, you had to worry about viruses. It's
not like people want to be pirates. They just want a great experience. So we started sketching what that
would look like."
Their "product vision," in tech parlance, was that the service had to give the impression that the music was
already on your hard drive. "What would itfeel like?" Ek asked. "That was the emotion we were trying to
invoke." The key was to build something that worked instantly. Streaming, whether audio or video, tends
to have built-in delays while you wait for the file, which is stored on a server in the cloud. But if the music
starts in two hundred milliseconds or less-about half the time it takes, on average, to blink-people don't
seem to perceive a delay. That became Ek's design standard. He told his lead engineer, Ludvig Strigeus, a
brilliant programmer he had worked with before, "I don't accept anything that isn't below two hundred

b

milliseconds."
Strigeus responded, "It can't be done. The Internet isn't built like that."
"You have to figure it out," Ek insisted.
The solution involved designing a streaming protocol that worked faster than the standard one, as well as
building their own peer-to-peer network, a decentralized architecture in which all the computers on it can
communicate with one another. In four months, they had a working prototype.
"And I knew when we had it that it was going to be very special," Ek said.
Ek's original idea was to launch Spotify in the U.S. at the same time that he launched the service in
Europe. Ken Parks, Spotify's chief content officer, said, "Daniel thought he could just go down to the
corner store in Stockholm and pick up a global license." He didn't realize that he would have to negotiate
directly with all the different copyright holders, a herculean task. Not surprisingly, the labels weren't
interested. Ek was an outsider-a techie, and a Swedish one at that. Parks, an attorney who'd worked at
E.M.I., recalled, "We needed to overcome the music-is-free mentality that Spotify represented." Of the
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/11 /24/revenue•streams
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labels' attitude, he went on, "If you have something you've invested a ton of money in, and you've been

9elling it for a lot, and you feel raped by piracy-to say to that person, 'The only way to beat this is to coopt the people who are stealing from you,' that was a challenge." Ek said, "If anyone had told me going
into this that it would be three years of crashing my head against the wall, I wouldn't have done it. "
Eventually, Ek decided to start regionally and prove that his concept worked. "And I invested all of my
personal money in it," he told me, "saying, you know, here's my balls on the table. For them, the risk of
trying it was kind of zero." Swedish labels, gutted by piracy, literally had nothing to lose.
Sean Parker lives in the Plaza Hotel, in a private residence in the northeast corner of the building, looking
out at Fifth Avenue and Central Park South. The grand, high-ceilinged dining room has commanding
views in both directions, and it was there that the thirty-four-year-old billionaire was sitting on a warm fall
afternoon, dressed in jeans and rust-colored high-tops, drinking tea from a white china cup. It was a
setting that would have impressed Edith Wharton, even if the owner's attire might not have.
Parker was talking about Napster, which he and Shawn Fanning started back in 1999. "Napster had been
this cultural revolution, much more than it was ever a legitimate company,'' he said, stroking his neatly
trimmed beard. Napster, which had sixty million registered users at its peak, taught the world how to get
..-.music from the Internet. Parker says he had always wanted to go legit, by making a deal with the record
~ndustry, but instead the labels put Napster to sleep. "There was this unique opportunity in history. We
said, 'If you shut down Napster, it's going to splinter, and you're going to have a Whac-A-Mole problem on
your hands, where you're fighting service after service and you're never going to get all those users back in
one place.' And that's what happened.'' From the dragon's teeth sprang Kazaa, Grokster, Morpheus, and
Limewire. "It was one of those things where it can be totally clear to you and everyone in your generation
and you can explain it in the clearest of terms, not as a threat or a negotiating tactic-just, 'Look, you just
have to see this.' And they couldn't see it.'' Napster was the enemy, pure and simple, and it had to be
killed. "This was the biggest existential threat to the music business and they wouldn't listen.''
Parker sipped his tea. "So I went off and did other things"-he became president of Facebook in 2004, and
helped turn it into a company, which helped turn him into a billionaire-"but in the back of my mind I was
thinking about the untimely fate that Napster had met. That aborted mission.'' He had watched while
other entrepreneurs tried to realize the dream that was Napster. "They'd try to negotiate with the record
labels and they really didn't speak the language and they'd end up adapting their product vision to the
terms they were able to get," he said. In 2009, a friend told him about a Swedish service called Spotify.

-

Parker had never heard of it. He sent Daniel Ek an e-mail and they arranged to meet.
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"The thing that made Spotify very different when I first met Daniel and Martin was that they had this
incredible stubbornness," Parker went on. "In a good way. They were willing to let the product vision lead
the business deals." He agreed to invest in the company and help Ek in his negotiations to enter the U.S.
market. "Daniel said, 'I think it's going to take six weeks to get our licenses complete.' It ended up taking
two years." Of the four global music companies at that time-E.M.I., Sony, Warner Music, and UniversalEk had managed to get E.M.I. and Sony on board, but Universal and Warner were holdouts. The latter wa.
led by Edgar Bronfrnan, Jr., who had spearheaded the move to close down Napster, back in 2001.
This time, Parker was more persuasive. "He did know a lot of people," one top label executive said. "Daniel
Ek didn't. And he worked it non-stop." The Swedish trial period was key. The record industry's total
revenues in Sweden grew by more than a third between 2008 and 2011. Piracy plummeted. As the label
executive recalled, "It was like-O.K., proof of concept, we should be doing this if we can get the right
license."
Another factor in the labels' thinking was Apple's iTunes store, which had proved to be an unsatisfactory
business partner. Music had been an important part of Apple's business when Steve Jobs first negotiated
the iTunes licenses, back in 2002-the music helped sell the iPod. But by 2011 music was more important
to the Apple brand than to its business. Apple would not even let Android users, who today represent more
than eighty per cent of the global mobile business, have iTunes on their phones, because it wanted to sell
iPhones. Spotify offered a way out of a troubled marriage.
Thomas Hesse, who led the negotiations for Sony, told me, "The main reason it took so long for Daniel to
get all the majors on board was that he had this free tier, where all the music was on demand. Was that
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going to cannibalize the download world?" In the end, the free tier was limited to personal computers, so

ssers would have to pay for subscriptions in order to listen on their mobile devices, a major incentive to
· -convert to the paid tier. Nevertheless, Hesse continued, there was "a lot of discussion about how much
Spotify needed to pay for the free streaming and how many paying subscribers it could potentially
guarantee."
After Universal made a licensing agreement with Spotify, Warner was virtually compelled to join the other
major labels in negotiating. At the time, the company was also looking for a buyer. Parker told me that he
tendered an offer to buy Warner with Ron Burkle, the Los Angeles-based venture capitalist. When another
buyer, the Russian oligarch Len Blavatnik, expressed interest, Parker said that he told him, "Look, if you
make Spotify contingent on the deal, I will withdraw my offer and you'll get the company." In 2011,
Blavatnik bought Warner, for $3.3 billion. Parker became a Spotify board member and helped broker its
partnership with Facebook.
The exact terms of the licensing deals that Spotify made with the majors are not known; all parties signed
nondisclosure agreements. In addition to sharing with other rights holders nearly seventy per cent of the
money Spotify earns from subscriptions and ad sales-about the same revenue split that Apple provides
on iTunes sales-the majors also got equity in Spotify, making them business partners; collectively, they

Wwn close to fifteen per cent of the company. Some analysts have questioned whether Spotify's business

model is sustainable. The company pays out so much of its revenues in fees that it barely makes a profit. It
operated at a loss before 2013. (The company maintains that its focus has been on growth and expansion.)
The contracts are renegotiated every two or three years, so the better Spotify does, the more, in theory, the
labels could ask for. This makes Spotify unlike many Internet companies, in which the fixed costs of doing
business become relatively smaller with scale. For Spotify, scale doesn't diminish the licensing fees.
When Spotify began in the U.S., labels demanded up-front payments as the price of getting in the game.
These payments were not always passed along to the content creators, even though it is their work that
makes the catalogues valuable in the first place. Month by month, Spotify pays the major labels lump
~

sums for the entire market share of their catalogues. How the labels decide to parcel these payments out to
their artists isn't transparent, because, while Spotify gives detailed data to the labels, the labels ultimately
decide how to share that information with their artists. The arrangement is similar on the publishing side.
Artists and songwriters basically have to trust that labels and publishers will deal with them honestly,
which history suggests is a sucker's bet. As one music-industry leader put it, "It's like you go to your bank,
and the bank says, 'Here's your salary,' and you say, 'But what is my employer paying me? I work for them,
,.

~ot you!' And the bank says, 'We are not going to tell you, but this is what we think you should get paid.'"

t.,
I
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Parker's tea had grown cold, and he poured some hot water into it. The October light dimmed in the high

0

Plaza windows. He pondered the progress of the tide of humanity flowing up and down Fifth Avenue. For
him, Spotify was a do-over-a second chance to get Napster right. And that felt "very vindicating."

'(

The deals that Spotify made with the major labels launched on-demand streaming in earnest. But
although the way the consumer gets access to music had changed, the way the creators of music are paid
for their work had not. Somehow, the billions of micro-payments parcelled out in the form of streams have
to be reconciled with a royalty-payments system that is rooted in a century-old sales model. No economic
infrastructure exists for that apples-to-oranges transformation.
Spotify is only one of many streaming sites. There are competing services like Rhapsody (which recently
bought a rebranded, fully licensed Napster), Rdio, and Google Play Music, but there are also thousands of
other sites where songs are streamed. Labels, publishers, and performing-rights societies struggle with
dozens of different technologies to monitor this welter of outlets. And with any given stream of a song
there is a myriad of copyrights-performing and mechanical rights apply to both the recording and the
composition-which makes sorting out who's owed what no easy matter. Liz Penta, an artist manager in
New York, told me that, in addition to larger payments, she regularly gets checks for one penny from the
Harry Fox Agency, which administers mechanical royalties for Spotify, among other streaming services.
YouTube, which is by far the largest streaming-music site in the world (it wasn't designed that way-that'~
just what it became), is notorious among rights holders in the music industry for its measly and erratic
payouts. Spotify's exponential growth rate suggests that the chaos in royalty collection is only just
beginning.
Not surprisingly, companies that specialize in digital royalty collection constitute one of the hottest growth
sectors in the music business. Among the leaders is Kobalt, founded, in 2001, by Willard Ahdritz. Part
collection agency, part music publisher, and part tech platform, Kobalt has built a system of enormously
complex Oracle databases that compute billions and billions of transactions and royalty lines from all over
the world, and collects on behalf of some two thousand artists, including Paul McCartney, Maroon 5, and
Skrillex, while the rest of the industry uses Excel spreadsheets to try to piece everything together. On
YouTube, Kobalt's proprietary song-detection technology, ProKlaim, detects unclaimed videos for its
clients. Ahdritz says, "We create transparency, which drives liquidity, and the money is now flowing."
Spotify's payouts to indie labels and digital-music distributors such as Tunecore are considerably more
transparent than its dealings with the major labels. Spotify sends out monthly statements showing the
total streams per artist, broken down into individual songs. To come up with the royalty rate per stream,

0
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Spotify divides the monthly streams of a single artist's work by the total number of streams on Spotify that

a.month, and arrives at the artist's share. It multiplies that number by the total monthly revenues, and
~eeps thirty per cent. Labels, publishers, and distributors then pay the artist according to their royalty
deals.
But exactly what is the royalty rate for a single stream? It depends on many factors. The more popular you
are, the higher your metric. Some countries' streams are worth more than others'. Free, ad-supported
streams are worth less than subscriber streams, because the company makes less on ads than on
subscriptions. (One of the reasons that Swift left Spotify was that her label wanted her music to be
exclusive to the premium tier in the U.S.; it was willing to make her catalogue available for free in the rest
of Spotify's markets.) According to the company's Web site, the average stream on Spotify is worth
between six-tenths and eight-tenths of a cent. If you do the math, that means that around a hundred and
fifty streams equal one ninety-nine-cent download. But that metric is hard for many musicians and record
executives to accept. (I don't stream my Lana favorites close to that many times.) On the other hand,
seven-tenths of a cent is better than nothing.
Some artists are already making real money from Spotify. Swift's music was earning about five hundred
thousand dollars a month at the time she pulled it. E.D.M. artists like Avicii and David Guetta are seeing
.ayouts in the millions. Avicii's "Wake Me Up," the most streamed song on Spotify, has more than three
hundred million spins, which, using Spotify's benchmark per-stream rate, would be worth about two
million dollars to the rights holders. Daniel Glass, a music-industry veteran who is the founder of
Glassnote Records, an indie label, told me that he is very happy with the royalties Spotify pays his artists,
who include Mumford & Sons, Phoenix, Childish Gambino, and Chvrches. "We're getting big beautiful
checks from them!" he exclaimed.
At a recent series of educational meet-ups with the music industry in New York, Nashville, and L.A.,
Spotify representatives tried to reassure managers and artists, offering rosy-sounding future royalties,
based on growth projections. A niche indie album, which now earns thirty-three hundred dollars a month,
will receive seventeen thousand dollars in royalties a month when Spotify hits forty million paid
subscribers. A breakthrough indie album, now earning seventy-six thousand dollars a month, will pull in
three hundred and eighty thousand dollars. A global hit album, currently earning four hundred and
twenty-five thousand dollars a month, will get $2.1 million. How likely are these projections to come true?
When I asked Ek, he said, "Is there a definitive way of knowing? Of course not. But I'm not the only person
who believes it. Pretty much everyone is in agreement that streaming will keep on growing over the next
.ew years."
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/11 /24/revenue-streams
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AM/FM radio pays the writer of the song on a per-play basis, but gives the performer and the owner of the
recording of the song-generally, the record label-nothing. On digital streaming services like Spotify, theo
situation is nearly reversed: the owners of the recording get most of the performance royalty money, while
the songwriters get only a fraction of it. Songwriters, who can't go out on the road, are particularly hard hit
by the loss of publishing royalties. As one music publisher put it, "Basically, the major music corporations
sold out their publishing companies in order to save their record labels. Universal Music Publishing took a
terrible rate from streaming services like Spotify in order to help Universal Records. Which, in the end,
means that the songwriter gets screwed."
Ek's answer to the question of whether or not Spotify is good for artists tends toward the tautological. If
it's good for listeners-and almost everyone who uses Spotify likes it-then it must be good for artists,
because by encouraging more listening it will "increase the over-all pie." Many music-business people
think he's right. Richard Jones, the Pixies' manager, says, "Particularly for artists who are established with
solid catalogues and are big live-touring acts, streaming services can be extremely beneficial. I'm a
massive supporter." He said of Swift's decision to pull her music, "It's purely P.R.-driven, which is fine.
But let's not pretend it's artist-friendly. Because actually the most artist-friendly thing here is for everyone
to make streaming into something that is widespread."
Spotify does offer undiscovered musicians new opportunities to break through. Playlists tend to be much

6

broader in scope than commercial-radio playlists. Lorde is often cited around Spotify as an artist who
gained crucial early exposure after Sean Parker heard her song "Royals" when a friend played it for him. In
April, 2013, before the song was a hit anywhere, Parker added it to his "Hipster International" Spotify
playlist, which currently has seven hundred and ninety thousand followers. Parker's followers added it to
their playlists, as did their followers; users shared it with one another; and within weeks "Royals" was the
second most popular song on Spotify. Spotify's director of economics, Will Page, says, "Now, remember,
there is no Old World business model here, no radio pluggers or traditional marketing-just a playlist. But
it's like becoming a broadcaster. And you could see the viral nature of growth that led to this artist
becoming No. 1 in America before Christmas." Still, the fact is that Lorde had a major label and its
marketing budget behind her. Jason Flom signed Lorde to his Lava label months before Parker playlisted
her." 'Royals' was not to be denied," Flom told me. "Nothing could stop it." Even so, he said, "Spotify-and
especially Sean-was definitely helpful in establishing Lorde the way we wanted to establish her. It gave
her a foundation with the cool kids."
Record companies are beginning to figure out how to employ Spotify's potential to their advantage,
sometimes by manipulating release dates. "Windowing" releases-start out on iTunes only, and add
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/11 /24/revenue-streams
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Spotify after two weeks of sales-is popular at some labels (and very unpopular at Spotify). In Taylor
.wift's case, Big Machine Records decided to keep her previous album, "Red," off Spotify in the first weeks
·

after its release in order to increase record sales. "Red" was later added to Spotify, before Swift removed
the entire catalogue.
But there is another class of musicians whom Ek hasn't helped so far. For them, Spotify has further eroded
their CD and download sales, without coming close to making up the difference in streaming revenues. Ek
acknowledges that the switch from a sales model to a streaming model could be bumpy for some artists.
"In Sweden, ther.e was one tough year and then the debate changed," he said. "That will happen in the
larger markets. The end goal is to increase the entire pool of music. Anything else is part of the transition."
He added, "This is the single biggest shift since the beginning of recorded music, so it's not surprising that
it takes time to educate artists about what this future means."

l

Two artists who are part of that transition are Marc Ribot, an esteemed jazz guitarist, and Rosanne Cash,
whose work has won a Grammy and received twelve nominations. Both are mid-level, mid-career
musicians who are a vital part of the New York City music scene. Both have worked with major labels.
(Ribot is currently releasing his music on indies.)
~ met them

in New York one October afternoon. Ribot and Cash brought along their Spotify numbers. In

,afhe past eighteen months, Ribot reported, his band made a hundred and eighty-seven dollars from sixtyeight thousand streams of his latest album, available on Spotify in Europe and the U.S. Cash had made a
hundred and four dollars from six hundred thousand streams. The math doesn't fit Spotify's benchmarks,
but that is how their labels and publishers did the accounting.
When I mentioned that both Ek and Parker seemed to be sincere in their desire to help artists, Ribot
replied, "Well, our 'friends' in the online-distribution business have helped artists to go from a fourteenbillion-dollar domestic record business to a seven-billion-dollar one, and now Spotify wants to help us
reduce it even further. With friends like that, give me the old Brill Building system."
He went on, "Here's the simple fact that no one wants to talk about. Spotify says it pays out seventy per
cent of its revenues to rights holders. Well, that's very nice, that's lovely. But ifl'm making a shoe, and it
costs me a hundred dollars to make it, and the retailer is selling that shoe for ten dollars, then I don't care
ifhe gives me seventy per cent, I don't care if he gives me one hundred per cent-I'm going out of
business. Dead is dead."
-Cash said, "I don't think any ofus want to make the streaming services go away. We are not Luddites. We
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/11 /24/revenue•streams
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just want to be paid fairly."

Q

"And we're not going to say a model is viable unless it's viable for the creators," Ribot added. "I know
Daniel Ek is going to do just fine. I don't know that about the people in my band."
"And, if the artist can't afford to work, the music is going to suffer," Cash added, with feeling. "Spotify is
not acting in its own self-interest by obliterating us."
Or maybe Spotify itself will get obliterated. Apple, Amazon, and Google have recently begun to enter the
on-demand streaming market. (YouTube debuts Music Key, an ad-free paid-subscription service, this
week, which will include access to Google Music Play.) Spotify's advantage, Ek maintains, is its data and
its ability to analyze that information. "We've been doing this for years," he said. "And what we've built is
the largest set of data of the most engaged music customers. I think it would be really hard for anyone to

come in and do what we do better. Maybe someone could lower the cost of a streaming service and make it
hard for us to survive. But am I concerned that someone will build a better product? No, because they
can't."
James McQuivey, an analyst with the Boston-based Forrester Research, is less optimistic about the
company's prospects. "Spotify has shown people value streaming," he said, "and that means somewhere
someone could use that value in a bigger chess game. Someone like an Apple or a Google is already
realizing how valuable music is as a customer-engagement tool and will offer something quite similar to

6

this, without making you pay for it, the way Amazon has included video in the Prime membership without
expressly charging. And then suddenly you've disrupted Spotify." He added, "If I have to say yes or no will
Spotify be as big and strong as it is five years from now, the answer will be no."
Earlier this year, Apple acquired Beats Electronics, an audio company, which had entered the streaming
business via Beats Music. It's not yet clear what Apple wants to do with Beats. It could try to sign up
Spotify holdouts like the Beatles (Taylor Swift hasn't pulled her back catalogue from Beats, which is
subscriber-only) and promote its service as more comprehensive. On the other hand, Apple faces the
classic innovator's dilemma. An Apple on-demand streaming service would undermine its iTunes
downloads business. But if streaming is the future of music-and even people who fear the prospect agree
that it is-Apple will need to enter the market soon. iTunes' music sales have dropped almost fourteen per
cent since the start of the year.
Apple could pose a real threat to Spotify, by pre-installing a service-iStream, maybe-on the next
generation of iPhones and including the price of a subscription in the plan. Siri could be your d.j. That
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/11 /24/revenue•streams
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would insure a paying user base in the hundreds of millions almost instantly, easily eclipsing Spotify's.
~ d , since Apple makes money primarily from its hardware, it could afford to undercut Spotify on the
, r i c e of a subscription-a scheme it is currently promoting to the labels. Of course, that would require the
support of the labels, and they are Spotify's business partners in streaming. "You might want to take a
discount in a 1:msiness you have equity in," one label head told me. "You might not want to take a discount
in a business you don't have equity in. Would we subsidize Apple with no real upside for us? We did that
once before. It was called unbundling the album." In any case, the downward pressure on price from
increased competition seems likely to diminish the pot of money that the rights holders get to divide.
I

Even if Spotify does manage to survive Apple, it will take years to complete the paradigm shift to
streaming. Meanwhile, album sales will continue to decline-even albums recorded by Taylor Swift. The
labels, feeling the pinch in their bottom line, may try to squeeze more money out of Spotify, imperilling its
future growth. They may even try to cash in their equity stakes. Proving that, while your enemies can
indeed become your friends, the reverse can also be true.

♦
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